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PREFACE 

T HE purpose of this book is to investigate in the light of 
modem economic science the fundamental problems 

involved in the organization of human productive activity 
for the satisfaction of human needs in a society based upon~ 
the twin pos~tes of econom~edom (both for the worker l 
and for the consumer) and econ~mi~ ~qu~~ity. During the 

1 

investigation, fundamental issues regarding the pri~~.§ystem 
are raised. The significance of the pricing process for a 
socialist community is dealt with, and the interrelations of 
pricing and planning are discussed. The author believes• 
both in the significance for a socialist community of the indi~ 
cations of the pricing process based upon free individual: 
choice of occupation and consumption, and in the practica
bility of its adoption by such a community. ~hus, while 
developing his own theme, he joiqs issue with three different 
sc~ools ~f t~ought. First, witlith;sCl.entific or~technoc_ratiC 
exponentS -o( an 'Age of Plenty'l according to whom the 
problem of scarcity, and hence of pricing, will not exist in a 
rationally planned society. Second, with those ~ocialists 'Yho 
deny~ wholly or in part, the relevance orihe categories of 
r~nt_ a~d interest in. a socialisJ~ommun.ity. Third, with tho§e 
econom1sts who assert that sociali~rnjs an impossible. ideal I 
because undei""socialism all rationafeco~rillc calculatio~ 
would be impossible. 
~~e the author's original purpose in this book was to 

make a contribution to pure economic theory, he found 
himself, in developing this theme, more and more . ob
liged to_ take into account the ~urposes o( eco~ic ·activity 
and to consider the significance of such liiSt11:Utional 
devices as planning and the market in the light of these 
purposes. Ifen'Ce he was led to Te(p constantly in minli the 
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interrelation's of economic factors with wider social (sometimes 
called political) factors: thus such fundamental concepts as 
welfare, fr~~_m, and e~ality are here discussed, not only 
in their economic aspects but in their more general social 
aspects. It is inevitable that the author should have pro-
ceeded upon c~- a!~u111ptions -~~gar94Ig_~o.c!a~~n.d~. It 
may therefore Ee maae explicit at the outset that the present 
work is. based upon the liberal and democratic assumption 
that the ultimate purpose of social and collective action is 
the enlargement of opportunity for the development of 
individual personality as far as this is compatible with the 
equal opportunity of all other individuals. 
) This book, like all products of human labour, whether 

;naterial or intellectual, is the result of a soc' and.. an 
/ J!!dividual proce~ Thus its author is eeplyiiidebted for 

encouragement and inspiration to a great multitude of 
conscious and unconscious collaborators. Those who have 
helped him by their writings are mentioned in the biblio
graphy. Those who have helped him by talk and discussion 
are so numerous that he cannot mention them all by name. 
He would like, however, to acknowledge the contributions of 
members of the Grangetown Advanced Tutorial Class 
(W.E.A.) in Economics of 1935-6. A special word of grati
tude is due to J. D. Bernal and Lancelot Hogben for their 
endeavours to widen the author's intellectual horizon 
beyond the narrow perspectives of academic economics. 

H. D. D. 
25 August, 1939. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

,l. THE EcoNOMIC PROBLEM 

(THE fundamental purpose of all economic life is the satis- \ 
faction ofhumim needs witnresources~thaiare limited in <D 

comparison with the nec£ds clamouring for satisfaction) On 
the . one hand are needs-needs for nourishment, shelter, 
entertainment, fellowship, solitude-complicated by infinite 
gradations in quality and variety, and by countless vagaries 
of individual taste and of collective fashion. On the other 
hand are the resource~ at the disposal of society-raw mate
rials, sunlight in its protean manifestations, the time of 
human agents. These resources, either in their crude form, 
or combined and recombined into instruments of produc- . 
tion, semi-manufactured goods, and finished goods, are 
re~i!~ to the satisfacti?n.?fmosthuman needs. Even the 
,mC?.stjntillectuiC an,d _spititual_needs _m.a.k:e some call upon 
!material resources, or upon human labour-power, for their 
satisfaction: for' paper, printing-machines, and typographers' 
labour; for masonry and timber, and the labour of architects 
and builders; for maple-wood and catgut, and the time of 
skilled fiddle-makers. These resources are scarce, relative to 
the possible needs for which they-could be used. There 
may be enough rough cloth in the world to give every one a 
simple garment, but there is probably not enough to giye 
every one all the sumptuous robes he may desire; moreover, 
the making of cloth takes its toll of the producers' time, 
which might otherwise be spent in leisure, or in other kinds 
of labour, satisfying other needs. (Even if ultimate material 
resources were so abundant as to obviate any need for ecoQ.o
mizing them, h~n_ labour would be scarce in comparison 

4s:7 B 
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with the multifarious purposes on which it might be ~x
pended-1There are only !Wenty-four hours in the day, and 

__ everybody could use them all in work, without satisfying all 
their own or their neighbours' desires.I. But man must rest 
from labour in order to enjoy the fruits of labour; hence the 
deman4 for leisure competes with the· demand for produc
tion, and time must indeed. be. carefully husbanded if the 
needs of man are to obtain anything like the greatest satis:. 
faction of which they are capable. J 
lThe fegtmtal erobl~.!!h then, of e'lell.ecpno_mic_soc!etJ.. 

is the allotmen.t 9f.lirni!e~resouteei.(including human labour 
poweramo~g the resources) to the satisfaction of needs (in
cluding the need for leisure),s~:as"t6 secu~e the ~maximum 
of satisfa~tion;. It is -~~~~al!Y a quantitative problem a~ wei~ 
as _ _!t_qualita_tive one) It is not only a question of what needs· 
are to be satisfied, but to what extent, as compared with 
other needs requiring satisfaction; not only a question of 
what resources are to be made use of, but the proportions in 
which a given quantity of resources is to be divided among 
different uses, all yielding different and competing satisfac
tions. {It is this quantitative problem that is the essential 
economic problem.) 
' It is here that we must distinguish between tec~n~logy 

I and ~qgmics. The agronomist can tell us the most efficient 
method of growing wheat under given conditions, and, given 
the quantity of wheat desired, can tell us the quantity of 
land and labour required for the production of that quan
tity. He can tell us the same for the growing of cotton and 
the rearing of cattle. But the determination of the quantity 
of wheat, cotton, and meat required for a certain population, 
with certain tastes and standards of living, balancing the 
relative satisfactions afforded by wheat, cotton, and meat as 
agtinst the quantities of land and labour required for their 
production-this is the problem of the economist. Similarly, 
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the. metallurgist can advise on the best methods of producing 
steel of a given ·quality, and on the quantitative ·relations 
between ore and coke, while the expert in structural steel
work can explain the advantages of steel for building pur
poses as compared with brick, stone, or wood; but the 
ultimate problems regarding tile quantity of steel to be pro
duced, considering its possible uses and the consumption of 
resources used up in its making, the allotment of the steel 
produced to different uses, the balancing of steel against 
alternative materials in various branches of construction, 
taking into consideration the resources consumed in the pro
duction of the various alternatives-these are all economic 
problems. We may say thafth-.U'ro_pe~ork of the econo
mist begins after that .of the tec}u.lici~n has been donf, 
[Any society must have a method of determining w!a!!nd 1 

how ~is_to be produced, of choosing between altema
t~ and orachiey!~g_:_ttren~ witq the gr~at~st_ economy_ of, 
means. The method o~ a ~apitalist society is the system of 
proauction forprofit and exchange upon the market,1 modi
fied. hi mon.opolistic combinations of capitalists, by trade
unions and by such .occasional and irregular intrusions of 
deliberate social intervention as tariffs, marketing-boards, 
railway-rate regulation, factory acts, social insurance, &c~ 
Th~. productive energies of society _ar~ cont~ually being 
diverted by the motive of private gain into the channels in 
which they will yiel4 most profit to thosewliocm1trol t~em
that is to say, the greatest surplus of selling price over cost 
of production. 1\leiiiwhile competition, even if imperfect, 
is tending to equalize selling price and cost. Therefore, in 
theory,· since sale price is determined by the consumer's 

1 It is also the method of an eronom.ic system without large-scale pro
duction or large-scale marketing, but having private property and division 
of labour, in which goods are produ~d by small independent producers 
directly for a local market. This system is what Marx calls 'simple CJm· 
modiry production'. ; ·- · 
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effec!h~~- d.emand, and ~~~s~ _depe~s __ upo.n ~he capacitY. of 
pro~cti~~res_ources to satisfy demand in alternative uses, 
there should emerge the maximum satisfaction of needs 
with the minimum expenditure of resources.' In reality thi~ 
desirable result is attained only \"ery imperfectly .. Under 
capit~lism, Jo~C!l1~e.s_ contribute to falsify the readings of 
the price-index and hence to pervert the allocation of re-
sources to-production~ . 
~ (a }[The ine9.uali!Xi~~l!_mer!.Jn~omes systematically 
dj~t£~-t~. ~easuremen o. ~Q<;ial _need~-A rich man wanting 
a country cottage for a few week-ends in summer can outbid 
two farm labourers who need shelter all the year round1 two 
cottages are thrown together to make one week-end dwelling 
and two bread-winners have to seek work elsewhere at grave 
risk of unemployment or else add a six-mile tramp to their 
already fatiguing labours. 
~ (b) Another all-pervasive cause of the falsificati~n of !he 
'pri~~:~J!~·£_?~t-~alcl1lus is 1!12noilllly. The '~visible hand' 
which is presumed to maximize satisfaction. operates only 
under conditig,I!!_Qf_perfect competition. But peq~_~t com
petition is not a rea~ entity; it is all abstra~tion born of the 
economist's urge to rationalize-tlie working of the economic 
system.) Even that degree of competition which, in John 
Stuart Mill'~ day, was enough to give the 'invisible hand' 
good scope for its beneficent work only exists during a 
p~riod of exceptionally ra~id technical development: it is 
a~eeting transitional phase J>etween one period of monopoly 
(mercantilism) and another period of monopoly (imperial
,ism). ~.Monopoly .itl the natu.fal...offspring. of competition. 
Once it is established, the presumption no longer holds 
'good that the distribution of resources produced by the 
self-interest of private entrepreneurs corresponds to the 
m!fXimum satisfaction of consumers:) 
'·' (c)lrhe meretricious modem art ot.J?~b~ makes it often 
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more profitable for the manufacturer t~S..f'~n~!.JD. 
making p~ople _want. to bEJJ~~-~~ings _t~a~]le _prod~ces 

' rather than on producing the things that people want to buy~ 
This tendency is reinforced by the inevitable ignorance of 
the consumer, called upon to discriminate between the pro
perties of rival brands of tooth-paste, vacuum-cleaners, 
canned peaches, radio-sets, and artificial silk cami-knickers. 

( It is often more profitable to advertise poor goods than to 

flt~~:rp;~t?J: si~~on~~~o_~ ~req:ntly 
fail to corre~~~QJ[~~~~ts. Cheap goods can be 
~t sweated labour) the costs of salvaging the human 
wreckage of industry being thrown on the relatives of the 
workers or on the general tax- or rate-payer.) Costs can be 
cut by means involving the neglect of safety precautions, the 
pollution of the air by smoke, the contamination of rivers 
by noxious affiuents, or the sacrifice of human life on the 
roads. 
(Nevertheless, the P!ice-~~:1Tla_r~~t s_rstem_4~~s ~iye so~e~ 

sort of a solution, even though 1t be distorted and per-
verted by class privilege and exploitation, t~e pr9blem of 1 

the economic allocation of resources to the satisfaction of 
various and competing needs) However much tlllS·sahit10n 
may be· ·criticized,-lf is urged that some solution, even an 
imperfect one, is better than none .. 

• 
.j z. SociALISM 

(I) General notion of socialism. Ever since the early 
days of industrial cap~talism, men have sought a remedy for 
its abuses anddefects in some material reorganization of the 
,;cQfiOffiiC' system. In partic~lar,Cthe p~vate owners..hi£..Qfl 
the mean~ of production has appeared, to many reformers as 1 
tfe fundamentat source-of evil in the system~ To some, su.ch1 

as Jam~ 1\lill and Henry George, it is the pr~vate ownership 
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only of land and natural resources; to others, such as Major 
Douglas and Professor Soddy, it is. the private ownership 
only of credit, that is the so~rce of evil; but to the majority, 

[. t?e l?_~iv~~~-~w~~rship ?~~ll no.n-human mea~_?f_ p;o.~uc
tlon-fa~!!es, railways, . machrnery, and raw matenals, as 
v;ell as land and ·natural materials, and credit-!~~ aRpeareq 
as a barrier to the full utilization of the resources of the 
worl(i~ _the_ ~erv~ce~ of_ t~e- needs of mankind.) The author 
holds this last-expressed view. However impQttant histori
cally may have been the special rol~_played by private 
property in land and minerals, or iii credit facilities, as a 
factor in the evoiution of ~lass privilege'~ in the present stage 
of development of capitalism all forms of land and capital 
have become merged in a single mass of privately owned 

· means of production. The concrete goods of which this is 
composed have become interchangeable with one another; 
their specia4!tature-whether land, produced means of pro
duction, or int,angible 'productive relations' such as credit
has become irrelevant. T~~o~ership of a portion of this 
mass confers the right to appropriate a .certain part of the 
income of society. (If private ownership of productive re-1 

sources is to blame for the disharmonies of capitalism, it is 
~ priy~te own;;hip of_a~ ~eans of production, and not of land, 

or credit, or some other part of the whole, that must be set 
in order. ) · · . · 

Nor, iri view of the intimate interlocking of share-capital 
and lo~:capital in modem business organization (especially 
that effected by holding companies, so that loan-capital con
trols share-capital and vice-versa), is it possible to establish 
a distinction, such as the theorists of 'National Socialism' 
do, between creative capital (schaffendes Kapita~ and preda
tory capital (raffendes Kapit~, and to make of the latter 
(generally loan-capital: hence the 'tyranny of interest'
Zi~knechtschaft) a scapegoat for the sins of the twain. 
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-{once private property in land_an4 capital is ~s~ablished,~ 
therilsa cons-tant tendency for its ownership to become ~on
centrated in. fewer hands, until a definite class of owners of 
means of production ('capitalists') emerges) T~e. i~~erests 
of this class are distinct from, and in many way!_~~~agonistic 
to, those of the rest of the community. The class. division 
between owners and workers begins.) · ---
-.t The distribution of property tends to inequality and there
fore the distribution of incomes derived frQ.Jl! property tends 
~o inesu~lity . ...On the other hand, the. distribution of incomes 
d~nve(k~l!l. wo~k t~~ds __ to-. be __ ~uc~ -~~~~ une~_ual~ The( 
re~~9.ll~ for th1s are leg10n. A few are: \ \ 
• (I) Owing to the diminishing marginal_utility of~, 

the larger one's incometrie easier .. it is to save out of it or 
otherwise use portions of it for the purpose of adding to 
one's property. The marginal disutilit;yof..laha:w:.. however, 
increases steeply after a certain point. \Thus, while it is pro-• 
gressively1ofasier to add to a property-.income, it is progres-· 
sively harder to add to a work-incom~. 9 ; , 
. ( 2) Owing to the working of the law of a_~_r_ag_es, the 
chances of total loss of capital diminisfi the greater the num
ber of different portions into which it is divided for purposes 
of investment.~ The 'small man' cannot easily or cheaply 
spread his risks in this way, and is thus more subject than 
the big investor to loss due to the vagaries of the market:· 
(This is particularly noticeable in the general depressions 
that, under capitalism, periodically devastate the market 
economy). If the 'small man' seeks safety in gilt-edged 
securities or in conservatively managed investment trusts, he 
has to put up with a distinctly lower rate of return than the 
big operator can get on his capital with equal safety. 
; (3) Exclusiv~ m!!,rket information and exclusive opportuni

ties for investment on profitable terms are more likely to 
1 See the present author's Institutional Revenue, ch. v, § a6. 
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. come t~ho .!!t alreaEy_ rich than to men of smal! 
means. Similarly, emJ?loyment at a high remuneration is 
mor~.!~adily _o_l:>tained tfino~w1io"ai-e already well-to-'do 
or who are connected by birth, education;·or social ties With. 
the rich than it is by poor men~ 
t, (4) Once a society has begu~ to be stratified into classes 
on the basis of differences in income, the wealthier sections of 
the community in gen~_ral coJ!tri.v_e.to mon~9'Iile theed.u.ca~ 
tio~a}_tp!~hine so that the necessary hiining and equipment 
for the better paid employments can oply be acquired by those 
who already .belong to the higher income classes.1; ' 
• All these (and other) influences are cumulative in effect. 
There are, of course, coun_teracting)nffiiences·, such as the 
tendency of the rich to relatiVe" sterility, extravagance and 
spendthrift behaviour (Veblen's 'conspicuous waste'), the 
voluntary endowment of public m~tltutlons oy-:tlie rich, 
and progressive taxation. But the eneral tendency, in a 
system of private free enterprise an private ownership of 
the means of production, is towards greatel)inequality and 
towards the stratification of society into antagonistic classes 
on the basis of wealth and of the origin of wealth~. While 
minor divisions may be important, the. division that domi, 
nates social life is that between the owners and the non
owners of the material means of production. 
~Socialism thus arises as the political objective of.the non
o~~!ai~~Tin'order to dimini~h-~eg_q~lity of. wealth ~d; 
to abolish the class stratifiCatiOiiOf society, socialists propose 
to abolish_privafeownership of the mat~rial_!lleans _?~P!?J 
duction~ Some- method inusT1ie'cieVised of administering 
tb~nomic system after the expropriation of the existing 
priv11t~~ owne~. Tllli! is the problem of the economics of a 
socialist community) ·~ . · : 

'I See E. U. Lewis, The Children of the U11Skilled; Institutional Revenue, 
pp. 58, 156; and Political Arithmetic (ed. L. Hogben), cbs. vili, ix, x. 
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,; ,(2) Definition of socialism.(The definition of socialism 
that was generally accepted during the half-century between 
I 87 5 and ~2 5 is\~£~~-1 ~WI!:er~hjp of th~ me_~n~..2[£~_oduc-: 
ti.2P.'. \ Sirice I. that t1me ilie phrase 'pgnne4_pr~duction' has 
been tending to take its place~" There is a close connexion 
between these two definitions .. On the one hand, one of the 
chief advantages claimed for the socialization of the means 
of production is the elimin!!i~~ ?f..the: :w~st<!_ du~~~ un
planned, chaotic, individualistic prodtictton.- Individualistic 
production_ i~ C!>~Or~inated, it is true, by the mechanism of 
price and the_ ~arket; but it is subject to--gross disturbances 
e~n"ihis.sph;re· and it is. fundamen~lly bJ~~'- purpose-; 
less, irrational, and incapable of satisfying m~y of the most' 
urgent of human needs. On the .. otlier hand, so itis-claimed: 
by socialists, t4eplanningo~roduction is impossible on any 
basis less radical than the cohtplete elimination of individual 
property rights in the means of production, at least in all the 
major branches of economic activity, and the transfer of these 
means of production to organs of collective economy.~ Only 
so can the community sweep away the secrecy, arbitrary 
boundary lines, vested interests, overlapping of functions, 
waste, and monopoloy that characterize private enterprise. 

:One fundamental differeJ!ce between socialism_ and c;apitalism 
w~ll be th~xiste.nce 'of an a~o~ity abl~ toovi~w_the econo

:-rmc system .as a whole .and w1th lower to mak~. _decisions 
involving the system as a wholej notlier fundamental dif
ference will be the fullest publi&ty,of all ~elevant economic 
statistics. th~oughout _th~_whole system. All organs of a·· 
socialist economy will work, so to speak, within gl~ss walls. ~~ 
(Socialism has also been defined tout court as !_quality 

of income' and, although few socialists would adopf-thiS 
definition without reserve, socialism of nearly all schools has 

1 G. Bernard Shaw, The Intelligent Woma11'1 Guide to Socialism a':ul 
Capitlllism, pp. 19, 49, 68, 94, 297, 343· 

45:7 c 
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been h_eld to i~_yJy:_q~~li~ _!n one _or other of the followt~g .. 
senses: 

(a) a greater ~approach to.eq~alj!J: ~_!!l~d_ist~butio.n_?f 
. . lY,.e}!tb.; 
(b) equality of econom~~~~ity, in a more genuine 

sense than that of bourgeois liberalism; 
(c) distributi?n- acco!~!!ll..!~ _11ee~ rather than according 

toeirort or product. \ . 
In effect, these three tend to the same result, since both 

equality of opportunity and ~~stribution according to need 
would lead to greater equality of actual income than exists1 
under capitalism, although not to an absolute arithmetical 
equality_. Nor is the concept of greater equality unrelated 
to the definitions in terms of social ownership or of planned 
production. . Since the mos!_gl_aring_inequalities of actual in~ 
come and nearly all the inequalities of opportunity are based 
on the private ownership of land and capital, social owner~ 
ship will almost certainly tend to greater equality .. Also, since 
the object of genuine economic planning (as opposed to 
the sham 'planning' which, like so~called 'rationalization', 
is simply a euphemism for the restriction of production 
and the destruction of machinery organized by monopoly
capitalism) is to substitute a conscious and direct relation 
of production to human needs for a relation arrived at by 
an indirect mechanism through· the unconscious pushes 
and pulls of innumerable private interests in the market, a· 
true planned economy would approach to some extent the 
ideal of distribution according to need. 

The formal definition of socialism that will be used in this 
book is as follows: 
.{ Socialism is an economic organization of society in which the 
'material means of production are owned by tlre whole com~ 
D!Unity and operated by~rgans representative of and responsible 
to the community according to a general economic plan, all 
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.members of the community being entitled to benefit from the 
results of such socialized planned production on the basis of 
equal rights. I 

l 

~
his definition includes the three elements of 
(i) social ownership of the m~ production, 

) ii) economic plannin~, · ' -
( ii) equality' 

It purposely, however, leaves vague two pgill,ts: -(a) how society is to_\V.or~,.!he .productive_ ~quipment that 
it ''owns, whether through government departments, 
public utility corporations, national guilds, co-opera
tive societies, or what not; 

(b) exactly _h~~ the social pr_<?_~~~i~ ~o. be_A!.s.triJ?Eted, 
whether according to service or need, whether in sepa
rate shares to individuals, or in communal supplies and 
services. 

But it does explicitly rule. outQrrespon~~~!e p~vate ~nter
prise, and the continuance of any form of privileged in
come or of class inequality in the division of the social 
product. 

(3) Criticisms of socialism. Criticisms of socialism 
have their fashions just as socialism itself appears from time 
to time in various guises., During the first half of the nine
~enth century the Malthusian-~~~ was motsc nsistently 
mvoked by opponenitatt:oiiiiim'n1shc schemes. t was held 
that population was always pressing upon e means of 
subsistence and ~hat only private property coupled with 
individual responsibility for the support of offspring could 
prevent an increase of population up _to the point of faminet 
Communism might establish equality, but it would ~e af11 
equality of misery. As the bourgeoisie lost their fear of over
population, new arguments against socialism had to be 
found; and thus, until recently, the ~~~~~en~(~) 
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has occupied the front pl~ce in discussions on the possibility .. 
of collectivist socialism . .(It was held that socialism would. 
lack the incentives t~o!~.~~:_efficiency that under capital· 
ism force men to give of their best in the service of the com
munity-the magic of ownership, the ambition of making a 
pile, or, for those not fortunate enough to inherit or win aD 
independent business command, the hope of promotion and 
the fear of dismissal. Socialism might eliminate exploitation, , 
but it would be at the price of universal mediocrity and in
e~ci:~~Yj- But this has not happened in such public enter- . 

, pnses as the Post Office, the B. B.C., and the Central 
Electricity Board in Britain; nor has it in the Soviet Union~ 1 
where, under a collectivist economy, there have taken place 
an unprecedented rise in productivity and a spectacular out
pouring of human energies and enthusiasm. I., Thus the 'in
centive' ar~ent appears less convincing:\ Accordingly, there 
appears in orthodox economic circles a new critique of social
ism, more subtle and teciD.tical than the previous ~>nes) based· 

· on the.supposed inability of a socialist community to solve 
_purely'economic prob~!Jls,_ It is admitted that such a com- · 

1 rriiiilltyiii1g1lt'acquire. a mastery over technique not inferior 
to that achieved und~ capitalism; that new psychological 
incentives to do and give of one's best might be developed, · 
as powerftil as the love of gain or the fear of destitution; 
that, even though every child born were guaranteed a share 
in the resources at the disposal of the community, philopro
genitiveness would not necessarily bring the law of diminish
ing returns into rapid and fatal action; what is asserted is 
that,( even with highly developed technique, adequate incen
tives t~ ~<:tivity, and rational control.~£ population, the eco .. 
nomic directors of a socialist commonwealth would be unable 
to balance against each other the worthwhileness of different 
l.iftes of production or the relative advantages of different 
ways of producing the same good.', L. von ~.~i~~ in his 

" '·~ -........ ...- ~ 
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Genuinwirtschaft1 makes ~definite ch~,.w against social
ist economy: 

( 1) where the state is the soh~ owner of intermediate or in
)1 strumental goods ~here can be no price formation for 

such goods, hence no rational reckoning of cost and 
lienee no rational economy; ' ,.. ! ___ .:- '· 

(2};"uruierPiaruiefeconomy the managers of industry can 
have no discretionary power and no pecuniary respon. 

)
. sibility for production) therefore, ra~ion_~l~isk~pearing 

becomes impossible. 1·-{ (·,. • .; 

The" condusiorf to be dr~wn from these two propositions 
is that ~ socialist economy would have no guiding principles 
~nd _would. as soon as it lost any parasitic support that it 
might get from comparison with neighbouring capitalist eco
nomies, degenerate into an affair of wild guesses and random 
~ecisions:z One of the ~J~S!.S ,ol!E.i~.9!~_i~~!2. refute this' 
criticism of socialism ana to show that, as far as pure eco. 
nomics is concerned, a socialistic economy is at least theoreti-
cally possible~ 3 ··· • 

Another line of criticism, which was run in double harness 
with the incentive arguments by such critics of socialism 
as 1\iallock, and is paraded to-day by Mises and Gregory 
alongside- of the 'rational calculation' argument:· is that 
'planne4 collecti':t.~conomy is inconsistent '!~ any kind of 
freedc:_~~hoice for consumers-ot'Trfeaom of.. employ~ 
~ for workers1 , ThiS point, too, will receive attention in 
this' work: ' . 

1 Translated Is Socialism, 1936. 
1 For other critiques along these lines see F. A. Hayek, Collectivist 

Economic Planning, B. Brutzkus, Die Lehren des Marxismus im Lichte der 
rusrischen Rroolution, G. Halm,lst der Sozialismus wirtschaftlich moglich1 

s For slightly different solutions of the problems see F. M. Taylor, 
'Production in a Socialist State', Amnican Economic RMJiew, March 1929. 
G. Morreau, 'De Economische S tructuur eener Socialistische Vo!Ks
huishouding', Dt Economist, June, July-August, September 1931 • . 
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3· PLANNING 

(1) General notion of planninl1. The words 'planneg 
pr2.Qu~tion' and 'ecoqomic planning' have been used in 
section 1 of this chapter. It is time to give a more precise 
definition to the concept. For the purpose of this book the 
following d;.full!i9n is adopted: 

rltEconomic planning is the making of major economic decisions 
_:~h_a~- and how much is to be produced, how, when and where 
it is to be produced, and to whom it is to be allocated-by the 
conscious decision of.a deternlinate authority, on the basis of a 
comprehensive survey of the economic system _as a whof:J) 

\.This definition emphasizes three characteristics of planned 
. -economy: 

qi)con~cjous_n~ture of economic decisions,\ 
.,.. (ii) unity of control, . 

\--{iii) basing-decisions on survey of economy as a whole. ) 
Item {if restricts the . designation 'planning' to forms of 

deliberate conscious control of economic life. An economic 
plaii involves more than. an. economic system or an ordered 
scheme of econ-omic life:· A pure market econo~y gives rise 
to'an ordered scheme of economic activity, in the sense that 
definite laws oLeconomic behaviour are discoverable in it; 
but the order that exists under it is not one that is con
sciously willed by any economic agent, it emerges as the re
sultant of the separate and independent wills of a large 
number of econoinic agents, each of which makes his deci
sion in ignorance of all the o~hers. Such an economy ex- , 
hibits order~ of a sort, but no plan. 

Und~(Ti), the possibility of deputed or federal authority 
is not excluded, nor is the existence of a field of minor . 
ecvnomic decisions that need not be made in detail according 
to plan, but simply fitted into the plan in their totality. In 
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the ultimate analysis, however, the responsibility for eco
·~o~ic decisions must be single and undivided. --~--
"~nder (iii), p~tial planning ofparticuiar industries and 
enterprises is excluded.~Planning must be general if it is tc.1 
deserve the word. However, we may apply the term plannin~ 
to f schemes of economic control that deal with the broad 
outline of economic activity;\ without regulating details, pro
vided that, so far as they gd; they treat the economic system 
as a whole. ( Thus, schemes for deliberate control of the 
price-level, of the proportion between consumption-goods 
industries and capital-goods industries, or of the distribution 
of the national income between different class,es might all be 
referred to as examples of economic planning.) · 

In this connexion it is convenient to give more exact and 
specialized denotations .to certain t~.common use, to 
wit: pl~~' rationali~~~~~~~ and sci~fi£_m.a_na~~rn~~!· 
The meamngs of all tnree terms contain a common element: 
the idea of rational co-ordination of means and ends. It 
would be con~enient, rod ·~~uld air~~th ~om~o~;sage, 
if we used the word p~~i~.&. to denote such rational co
ordination in the economy as a wholer.rationalization to ile
n'Oteiitloriarco:oraination inan-in'dustry or group of indus
tries, and scientific management to denote the same in an 
enterprise or group of enterprises: 

, We must also· disti~ui~4. pl~n~ning. fr9Jnjntenr.cnili>n. 
Intervention involves some degree of deliberate interference 
with the working of the free~ market system of economic co
ordination, but need not involve planning the system as a 
whole. lnte.rvent~o.n may be exercised bx_th~ __ State, as by 
protective duties, quotas, marketing boards, factory acts, 
r:ninimum-wage laws, and regulation of the hours of labour; 
or it may be exercised by private associations, such as trade 
unions or manufacturers• associations, and take the form rJ, 
collective wage bargains, of price and output control, of 
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delimination of sales territory, and of other restrictive ~.o.v~-. 
nants that modify the normal working of market equilibrium. 
The point about intervention of this type is that, while it 
modi~es the conditions under which the market system: 
works itself out, it still leaves the ultimate result of the eco~ 
no~c process to be deter.l!l~l!e£_f.ft~!}n~l!~!. ip.teraction t 
o.L~J~rg~_!!~fuP~!.2Iln.@p.e.n9eJ1teconqn:llc.agents: It does. 
not create a. delibe~ate! conscious control of economic!IIe,;"~'· ·~ 
~~It is clear that economic planning, in .the sense iri which' 

the word is used here, implie~- t~e _unification of property I 

rights in the means of proauciQ!l. The powers of control 
over-·tneland and capital of the community that must he, 
vested in the planning authority will give the latter the effec
tive substance of ownership:, It may be that individual pro
prietors of means of production may be allowed to retain 
nominal titles of ownership; but, if so, this will amount to 
little ·more than a vested right to receive certain incomes 

, secured on the general product of planned industryL !Plan-· 
';ning thus, by its nature, imJ>lies unified ownership ofthe. 
i means of .. P!~d_uction. This. does. not. of logical necessity· 
I meari public o~p.ership r we shall' examine later whether there 
! are reasons for believing that, in factt planning must inv?lve 
! public O\Yfl~rship of.th~ meana.of .produc~iQn.J 
•··· (2) Planning and socialism. The terms Socialism and 
Planning have been defined. It remains to examine the rela~ 
tion between them. Although sociali~m has been defined so 
as to include planning, let us for a moment take it to mean 
only public ownership, an~ _ _£ontrol_of the means of pro
duGtic:>n (better called collectivism) and consider whether it 
necessarily involves planning. We must also consider whether. 
planning necessarily implies public (as distinct from unified) 
ownership. In other words, 'can unplanne~ socialism or 
~lanned ~apitalis~ .e~ist? -·- · 
'::,Ji) Unplanned Socialism. We can, in abstract theory, con-
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. ~lv~ the transformation of an unplanned capitalist economy 
into collectivism in the following way: (a) all the separate 
enterprises existing under capitalism are converted into pub· 
lic bodies without further unification or co-ordination, in such 
. wise that each trades on the basis of market prices as an 
autonomous concern, having no connexion, except through 
the market, with any --other undertaking; (b) all rights of 
property in land and capital are transferred to the commu· 
nity in such wise that the latter appropriates the shares of 
the national income imputed to t!Iese_ factors by the process 
of price-determination m the market and redistributts these 
shares to its members as individual income. Such an economy 
would be unplanned collectivism.\ It is easy to see, however, 
that it w0u.1d almostiileVltably slide into a planned system. 
~The separateness of the various enterprises and the mutual 
blindness of those who conduct them, while natural under 
private ownership, would be a highly artificial state of affairs 
under public ownership. The organs of public economy 
would have every reason for mutual consultation and pub
licity, none for separateness and secrecy.\ In particular, the 
organs responsible for the investment of savings and the 

. creation of new capital would, by the very nature of their 
functions, tend to envisage their task from the viewpoint of 
the social economy as a whole, and thus become, whether 
they would or not, planning organs. :Thus, unplanned 
collectivism, although logically thinkable, is unlikely to occur 
in practice.\ . --- ·· ' 
~. (2) Planned Capitalism. [Can a planned or~atiQn~ 
economic. activity be combined with priva~_.owv~rship of 
the means of production ?'l As we have seen, planning. i!i=' 
volves-T aefacto.imification of property rights in the means 
of production. Must this unification lead to public owner· 
ship and to the abolition of income from property, i.e. to 
socialism, or is it possible that a planned economy would 

D 
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continue to hand over a large proportion of its total pro.sh.tc:t 
to a sinall class of rentiers? This question is so important 
that a separate section has been allotted to its discussion. 
The broad conclusions that emerge from the discussion are 

I 
that' pl~ed capitalism, although a possible form of eco-

1 n~niic organization, is unlikely to. be durable, because of its 
I SOcial aJld~political COnsequenceS~~ .. 
v (3) The consequences of planned capitalism. It now 
remains to consider the r:.~asons which, in the present writer's 
opinio~, 2:nder imgE_acticable ~ny. mixed s~IE_.?f; p~~l~~ 
and pnvate enterpnse or combmatton of pfaimit:g _with pn-
,!~te j)~operJy~~iJie .. means .?fPioouct!on;Mi~s~ systems 

\may be ~ivided into two·classes;t(iy-Tliose of which un
planned private enterpriseforms the essential basis and 
fundamental patfem~but which have been extensively in
vaded and infiltrated by various kinds of state intervention 
in particular industries, such as public ownersliip:-p~blic 
control of prices and profits (e.g. in public utilities), or tariff 
privileges and subsidies from public funds granted to indus• 
tries which remain in private ownership. (2) Those which 
consist of a system of planning ~~~rimposed upon and co
ordina~ing a system of private enterprise and individual 
owne~h.ip.~ Into this class come the various projects of 
planned capitalism, including the Corporate State in its 
various forms, Sir Arthur Salter's Ordered Society,1 Mr. 
Harold Macmillan's Industrial Self-Govemment,z and Mr. 
Walter Elliot's Bucolic Utopia. " 
:,(Iri~terventiqn, whether in the form of state ownership, 

of state control, or of fiscal manipulation, ~hich is confined 
to particular industries and stop~ short of planning the 
national economy as a whole, suffers from all the defects of 
unpla.n.:n:~a·e~~nomy and from some peculiar to itself. As in 

• 1 A. Salter, Recovery and Framework of mt Ordered Society, 
z H. Macmillan, Reconstruction and The Middle Way. 
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a. ~m;npletely unplanned economy it is liablc:_!QSY~li~aLftuc
tuations and to unexpected variations in economic data> The 
state,' if it runs an enterprise; is simply~one eiitrepr~n~ur 
among many, competing with the others in the capital market 
and in the labour market. It is as much at the mercy of 
fluctuations in the supply of capital as a private entrepreneur, 
and in its relations with labour it is forced willy-nilly into 
the role of the e~ploiting employer) This is the position of 
the London Passenger Transport Board vis-a-vis its em
ployees. ln_~_~ap~~list soCiety eve'n a socialist government: 
has to consider the interests of rentiers and to resist 'un
reasonable' wage de~~nds fr~~ i!S employees. An example 
of this is afforded by successive 'Front Populaire' govern
ments in France. : If the state does attempt any different 
policy, it is as likely as not, working in an unplanned economy 
in ignorance of many of the relevant data, to do things which 
defeat its own ends. A.case in point is the dilemma of a 
so~ialist government in a capitalist state trying to deal with 
unemployment under the stipulation, imposed by capitalist 
interests, that it will not compete with potential private 
enterprise and that it will do nothing to disturb 'confidence'. 
-. 'Unles~ the state can consider the ,!~~~om!c .. ~Y~e~~~!...~ 
w~~le-::-t.e unless it plans-intervention 1slikely to do more 
harm than gooi:l. '.As an example, we may adduce the usual 
consequences of tari[ protection: o_!!e industry is benefited 
and a number of others are harmed. Moreover, such.piece
. meal intervention can rarely envisage the true objectives of 
economic policy. (Thus the natural attempt of the state, 
dealing with unemployment in a fundamentally unplanned 
economy, is to give help of some k~d, financial or adminis
trative, to declining industries and obsolete processes, thereby 
prolonging their uneconomic existence, rather than to de
velop new and· more efficient processes and new industrifJ 
satisfying hitherto latent wants. ) 

( 
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tFinally, the peculiar bane of all state intervention ,that . 
falls short of complete socialism is political int!rferen.ce by 
sectio~~!j~t~tests.j·.Once the state deviates i;om the policy 
of TDlSser-fai're (or inore precisely from the individualistic 
minimum of intetvention1) it immediately puts a premium 
on politic~ption. It becomes advantageous for any 
compact economic interest t~a_pture tJle machinery ~f the 
state and to use it to further its own private purposes: The 
tiriff history of all protectionist countries2 and the annals of 
economic imperialism3 offer ample illustration of this. 
) (2 Y'A coWPktefl:: ~lanned capitalist econoroy4 could avoid 

most of these difficulties. It would be free from the defects 
of piecemeal intervention)', Through the glass walls of a 
planned economy the consequences of favouring one section 
at the expense of another could be clearly seen-so clearly 
seen in fact that inequalities of personal advantage, not based 
on functional differences of generally accepted utility, would 
soon cease to be tolerated in a politically democratic com· 
munity .lMoreover[ the economic functions of the capitalist 
-the provision of new capital, the assumption of risk, the 
introduction of new materials and processes-that in an un
planned economy afford some sort of social justification for 
his existence would be~ wholly or largely superseded in a 
planned capitalism by the planning authority, leaving the 

~ capitalist as a mere rentier, a rece_!y~r._of S£.C~aUy_ unjustified 
!_Ild ~~refol'e_p~Y!Jeg~4. in~o.mc:1l .• · ----

Thus a planned capitalist economy would come up against .... .. ' . .. . 
1. ·, 

1. See H. Sidgwick, Elements of Politics, ch. iv; Printipln of Political 
Ec01'10111Y, Bk. iii, cbs. ii, iii, iv. 

a F. W. Taussig, Tariff History of the United Statn. 
3 J. A. Hobson, Imperialism; V. I. Lenin, Imperialism; P. T. Moon, 

lmperiJJ}ism and World Politics; L. Woolf, Et:uncmic Imperialism. 
• Completely planned in the sense that the planning authority would 

fle in a position to review the economic system as a whole, not in the 
sense that every detail of economic life must be regulated by it. 
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Qne ;Umost insuperable difficul~. This is the ~g.qn of th.e I 
·proaucromstry, not only 6etween the QWWDg....cl~d 
thrnrking cl~~s, but among different secti~of tl~g 
class:- As long as the market is the ultimate arbiter between 
~laini.s of the different parties to the production process, 
so long can the illusion be maintained that the division of 
the product is governed by forces as impersonal and inevit
able as those which govern the weather. Even in a society 
where many industries are in fact carried on by the public, 
but as isolated enterprises not part of a general social plan, 
this illusion of inevitability may persist. But as soon as the 
state, through a definite planning Qrgan, makes itself respon· 
sible for the consideration of economic activity as a whole, 
this illusion is destroyed, and the essentially social nature of 
all economic relations is revealed. 

If, under private enterprise or under unplanned piecemeal 
state enterprise, the coalminers ask for an advance in wages, 
they may be told that their demands cannot be granted 
because they.go.beyond the capacity of the industry to bear. 1 

If they ask why the industry cannot afford to pay higher 
wages, they will be told that it is because the price of coal is 
too low. If they ask why the price of coal is ·as low as it is, 
they will be told tJ;at it is because _the demand for coal is 
small; and so on. (But in a planne~_ econollly_ ~he _!~ole 
~ystell!__~f. quanti?es.~ prices,_ \\:ages, &c., is the result 9( the 1 

deliberate decisions of a responsible planning organ.; If 
wages are too low in any one industry, it is-the duty of the 
planning organ to adjust prices and quantities produced, so 
as to-yield equal wages to work" of equalskillJ reSponsibility, 
and difficultY. in every industry. If, then, wages are low in 
all industries, it is either because productivity per head is 
low, or because factors other than labour are taking a large 
proportion of the total social product.~ Bu(the proportioni/ 1 

in which the s_?Cial_ produt! is divided between labour ~and 
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other factors, while in an unplanned economy they are. the 
apparently fortuitous result of the interaction of innumerable 
uncontrollable factors, are, in a planned economy, the result 
of decisions for which the plarining authorities are directly 
responsible\ The illusion of objectivity thus stripped from 
the process of income-formation, the non-wage elements in 
distribution will be seen clearly for what they always have 
been in essence-the fruits of exploitation (Marx's Surplus 
Value, Veblen's Free Income, my I!lstitutional Revenue). 
Once this occurs, the pressure of the organized working class 
for a continually mcreased share of the social product, leading 
ultimately to a complete. expropriation of the property
owner, can only be resisted by the destruction of the organized 
working-class movement and the abolition of all democratic 
institutions. In other words, · c~italist_plllnn.mg .ca~ ~x~st 
only_on...tJ.w_b.g~iu( [ascism1; , .• 
:tNot only the distributio; of the product between labour 

'and property, but also the division of the share of property 
among the various groups of property owners will be attended 
by a similar difficultt) In a planless economy, ·a ceaseless 
process of competition, modified by partial and usually tem
porary monopoly, allocates varying amounts of surplus value 
to one group and another in a manner that seems inevitable 
and 'natural',. Once planning is complete, the share of each , 
section has to be determined by a deliberate decision of the · 
planning organ. Unless the property-owning class is col_l.tent 
to accept once and for all an allocation of shares in the surplus 
product according to the relative competitive strength of 

1 different sections at some definite moment before full plan
\ ning was established, the planning organiza~on will be the 
\Object of ceaseless attempts on the part of veste~ interests to 
. seize control of it for their own profit~ (Observe that this is 
~qually true of national group~.g. British finance-capital 
as against French finance-capital-and of industrial groups 
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within a country-e.g. export industries against home-market 
industries, capital-goods industries as against consumption
goods industries). It is in the highest degree unlikely that 
conflicting interests-whether national or industrial-within 
the owning class will acquiesce in such a stabilization of any 
particular status quo. On the international scale lm.,a~.4~ on 
the national scale organized political corruption will be the;. 
result. Planned capitalismwiii·nofonlfoe a fascist society 
~uta gangster-fascist society. A socialist society can avoid" 
this difficulty by distribut~ng the surplus product on a basis 
of ~ctuality. Capitalism, however, is based on the creation 
and preservation of privileged income for a particular class. 
Since its essence is the denial of equity, it is impossible for 
it to find any 'equitable' formula for the division of the 
social product either between Labour and Property or among 
the different sections of Property. . 
· In this connexion it is interesting to note the objection 
made by defenders of the existing system to 'bringing eco
nomics into po_litics'. In tr:uth, economics have been i~li
tics all the time, but in· a concealed" lorm. What the sup
porters of capitalism object to is the making manifest of the 
economic implications of existing social institutions qf pro
perty, inheritance, and educational inequality. They attempt 
to divert the wor~ers' interest from fundamental social insti
tutions-the true subject of politics-to the superficial inanities 
. of party-political sham-fights. It is to their interest to prolong 
the illusion of a 'natural' economic order, working by im
personal and irresistible economic laws i it is to their interest 
to conceal the exploitation of the worker behind the veils of 
11 system of objective market relations which allot wages to 
the worker and interest to the capitalist equally in the form 
of the price of a 'service'. · 
•
1 Of all forms of piecemeal nationalization or state-control, t 

that of the banking system w_ould come closest to_ setting up a · 
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·Plant1~~ economy at_o~~- ~~~ke .. Once the state was respon
sible foithe conduct of the banking system it would be 
obliged to look beyond the purely commercial criteria of 
banking practice (reserve ratios, liquidity of assets, &c.) and 
consider demands for credit from a social-economic point of 
view~> It would have_!9_~onsider th~ balance _of saving and 
inv!stment, the proportion between consumption-goods and 
production-goods.industries, the volume of speculative com
pared with productive transactions, &c.( In other words, a 
t state-controlled banking system would be obliged to consider 
the economic activity of the community as an organic whole;) 

·thus it wou~adlb.tifl .. ell}qf.Y.~ !.Planning _organ1 Ulti
·m~t !herefore, th:_~~~n~.~tim!_~(_~a~s ~ ';9~~ m~~ 
m~at"'fl:iiiaamental conflict of classes whicli 1s latent 
all the time in the system of market economy.(This probably 
accounts for the fact that proposals for the nationalization 
of the banks arouse much more bitter opposition from the 
capitalist ranks than proposals for. the nationalization of any 
other industry.) . . · 

4· THE EcoNOMIC PROBLEM UNDER SociALISM 

( 1) In general • ..A socialist society will have to solve the 
roblems that are solved m a ca itahst soctety, however 

imperfectly, by the met o o production or sa e in the 
.. market at a price. Must it work out a brand-new solution 
aborigine for these problems, or may it-make use of some ',r> 
the machinery evolved during the period of petty commodity 
production that preceded capitalism and perfected under 
capitalism itself? In other words, the field of our inv s · · 
tion is the extent to w tc nee and its correlates, money and 
the mar et, can be adapted to a planne soci ist economy . 
..:.:\Vith regard to the st~hcance of pncmg for a soctah'S! 

•:_$QDQmy, soctahsts are d1~1ded mto two schools of thought.· 
those who hold that the individualistic assumptions behillil' 
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the. pricing process haye no relevance. for a socialist com
munity, and those who hold that ~Y.have ... · 

(a) The first sclwU would reject in principle the notion 
that the d_e!!laiiCi'5.ch~dul_es of inqtyi_dual_COf!~~me~~ giy~a~ 
a~~t~i_~dica~i~.n_ of)uman_ n~ds.1 The most b~illiant 
~exposition of this view is probably Lanc:J~t.... Hogb:_~ ~.Be
treat from Rcq~on. 1 I t_fej~~~- the two corner-stones of indi
vidualistic economics: the dQctrine that the individual knows 
be~t -~~at is _g~_od (or him:~~d_the dqctrine Qf the 1nsat(ah!Ifty 
of human wants~~ It asserts rather that the basic needs of 
hiimariit)rC'~~· be ascertained b:tter_by .scientific study than, 
by offering people a choice of goods in the market-place, and1 

that non--basic· needs are the result either of class standards 
of consumption (Veblen's 'conspicuous waste' and 'pecuniary 
emulation') or of profit-mongering advertising campaigns, 
which multiply satisfactions without increasing satisfaction . 
.ILlhese views be accepted, so~i~l production will be carried 
ou~ ~ot in response to .die inaications of the _market but ac-
cording to a planned survey of human ~e~ . . -' -
· (A further point made by these theorists is that .the nor
malizing of consumption_., following on the scientific study 
of human needs, would make possible stan~dization in 
production to an extent previously unheard of, and thus 
reduce greatly the cost of satisfying those needs. In this way, 
it is hoped, the goods that are required for human consump
tion can be so few· and so easily produced that they will 
become free g_oods and the economic problem as such will 
.~isappear.) Later (Chapter II, sec~ion I (3)) we shall examine 
;'the contentions of those who reject the concept of the 
insatiability of wants. Also (in Chapter II, section I (4)) w~. 
s~all deal with. the view that scarcity will be abolished, and

1 
economic calculations thereby rendered .unnecessary, by 

I Set' also the same author'• 'Introduction' to Political Arithmetic ana 
Lewis Mumford's Technics and Ctf}i/isation, ch. viii, aections 6 and 7· 
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technical progress in the future 'age of plenty'. Meanwqile, 
however, we shall adhere to the more orthodox views. 
i.(b) The second s~ol of socialists starts off with the li~al 
individ.\Wjg[~~~~I_I-~of ~:If.ar~-~ fonsisting in .. the

1 satis..fu_!iQ.D....Of..p~r!~GYlar indixidllals' p~rtis_yl~X:...':t~!l_ts, inter~ 1 

preted by those individuals themselves by an act of.deliberatej 
conscious choice. It entrusts the satisfaction of those wants 
to a collect'i;fst economic organization rather than to private 
enterprise, because it believes that collectivism can, when the 
distribution of incorneaswtllas ·the organization of produc
tion 1s taken into· account, provide a greater aggregate of 
individual satisfaction than priV3.'t:eenferpnse c A social 

; order of this type may be called libertarian i .. ,Adhe
rents of this school desire socialism m· order that they may 
establish, for the first· time in human -history, an effective 
individualism. 

(2) Pricing under socialism. Whichever view, there
fore, be taken of the process of satisfying human wants
whether we accept or reject the relevance of the individual's 
demand schedule-there remains the economic problem, the 
problem of disposing of limited resou_rces .§Q..a5..1~:Provide 
the maximum satisradlonof hti.man needs, which needs are, 
irwe'iiiterpref1heword needsin~-widest sense, capable. 
of indefinite expansion .. This implies that the economic 
orgatiizerso{ the community must adopt some systsm ~ 
valuation. That is to say ~there must be established a scale 
offela~iv~_ ~ElP~~an~e (in other words 'value') among the 
different _p~ssible eJid~_qf economic actM.ty; resou~ces must 
be valued according as they contribute to these ends ('im
puted value' of~illi~Scho~l); the most advantageoti~ 
usesorfeSOiii:ces must be discovered and scarce resources 
must be husbanded ('cos~' and)~incipl~of substitution').' 
According to the firstsciiool of socialists the alternative ends 
of economic activity will be comparatively few and will be 
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laid down by some authority acting on behalf of the com
~unity as a whole. According to the second school they 
will be determined by the individual preferences of millions 
of separate economic subjects; in this case the problem of 

al cing one man's preference a. ga. inst. another's w. ill arise.: 
Analogous to the problem of consufers' preferences for 

s is that of work~r(.pr~~rs:P~t 2.tlo~-Here too, I 
olutions are possible. Either people can be allocated to 

different occupations in accordance with some objective ~f 
of ca_Ea£ity (e.g. by some development of industrial psycho
logy) or they can be allowed to choose acc9rding_to their1 
own ~references. In both casest:he faet that some kinds of 
labour a-rescarcer than others must be taken into account in 
the social cost-accounting scheme; in both cases it will be 
economically desirable to incr~ase the supply of the scarcer 
types of labour. In the first case, however, the only problem 
will be the balancing of the cost of training against the pro
ductivity of the factor; in the second case an additional 
problem arises of offering inducements to workers to move 
into occupations where labour is relatively scarce out of 
occupations where it is relatively superfluous. A libertarian 
socialist community cannot dispose of human factors of 
production by administrative order as it can dispose of non
human factors. It must respect individual workers' prefer
ences for one job over another. 

In what follows we will assume a libertarian form of social
ist community; not because1i1s ';;cessarily -the best or the 
only possible form of socialism, but because it raises in the 
most acute form the economic problem. If it is soluble 
under libertarian socialism, it is a fortiori soluble under 
authoritarian socialism. 
; 'lpe F_~"Wrli Q!(Qre a libe~n socialist economy is th~
fold. First, there is the meas}lrement of demand, in ordf'f 
t~t production may be directed so as to yield the maximun1 
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?f satisfaction. Second, there is the measure!!len~ of ~o~t1 
In order that the satisfactions that are procured may be 
procured with the ~il_l}I.P:U.!!l_~xp~nditure of resources; the 
calculation of co~ts affords a criterion for deciding between 
alternative plans of production. Third, there is the erob-
~!11 ~t~!r,ib~!is>!!-that of allotting to particular members of 
society definite shares in the goods produced. , 

~ ln capitalist society! the price system solves, after a fashion, 
all three of these problems af once. 2 Thus th_;_ p~~i~g rr£1: 
cess' has a threefold function in the individualistic system, 
~orrespo'ilding to"· theprid;g of consu~pti9n_ go.9ds~f 
intermedi~te g~~~s, a~~f.~ltim,!te-~~£~o!~ 9[ pr~d~c~ion. 3 

(I }The pricing of consumption goods at:ts as a regul~tor · 
· <?.fJ~.!I.land. Hence it (i} allocates already produced 

goods to consumers according to the scarcity of the 
goods and the intensity of the consumers' demand; 
and (ii) indicates the kind and number' of goods. that 
should be most worth while to produce in the future. 

(2) The pricing of intermediate goods (and of ultimate fac
~ tors of production) yields a measu~e £~f relative cost and 

hence acts as a guid~ to_ the worth-whiteness of pro
duction, as well as to the best method of production. 

: (3) Thepncing of ultimate factors of production affords an 
automatismW1od...of <.listribution: By allowing owners 
of suchfactors to appropriate their economic value as 
personal income the value of the whole mass of the 
so_~i~!_p~oduct is allocat~d without residue and without 

1 Also under simple commodity production. 
a Price also is a means of comparing physically and technically dis

similar goods, and hence of calculating a measure of aggregate production. 
This function of price is derived from those numbered ( 1) and (2) follow· 
ing. It will be discussed under heading (2), the pricing of intermediate 
g~>ods. (See Chapter III, section 6,. 

1 The phrase 'ultimate factors of production' is used to designate pro· 
duction goods (such as land and human labour) that cannot be resolved 
into other production goods •. 
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, . deficit, among the collective producers of it, according 
· to a process that, apparendy, takes place independently 

of the wills and preferences of any individual in 
authority. 

A socialist society that adopts the price system may also 
use the same device for all three purposes. If, how~ver, the 
socialist community jettisons the system of sal~ at a price in 
a free market, then it will have to develop new machinery to 
deal with these three problems. It is possible that three\• 
different kinds of machinery will be necessary for these three 
separate purposes. In other words, there is no necessity in 
the nature of things that a device for the measurement of 
consumers' preferences should serve at the same time for 
the allocation of producers' shares in a collective product. 
J,A socialist co_IIlmunity might adopt the price system for 
function (1) only,or for.funct1ons(i) and (z), or for all three 
functions. That is to say, it might price finished-go()ds and 
allow the consumer free choice of goods ·already produced 
at the prices fixed, but might adopt a completely separate 
and distinct method for the calculation of costs and a third 
system for the distribution of individual income .. Altema-. 
tively, it might extend the pricing process to include a costing 
system based on imputed prices of intermediate goods and 
ultimate factors of production, while compl~tely divorcing 
indivi~ual earnings from the valui0rrac1ors of production. 
Finally, it might adopt the price system in its entirety, thus 
setting up within the socialist community a simulacrum of 
capitalist economy. 

~ S· SoME GENERAL AssuMPTIONs 

We postulate an economic society of the Occidental (West 
European, North American, and Australasian) type, at a 
fairly high level of technological development Economic 
se~-sufficiency is not postulated. (Foreign trade . unde~ 
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socialism is discussed in Chapter VII.) In this society ~e 
shall assume tha(Private property is recognized in goods used/ 
for personal consumption but not in goods used for trade orj 
for producing goods to be sold in the way of trad'e). Natunil 
resources and instrumental goods are owned b('the com~ 
munity, and all production is undertaken by.corgans. of the 
COf!lmunity. (Latef we -shall- consider the possibility of 
modifying the assumption that !!l[_production i~ _socialized; 
see Chapter VI.) We shall assume the existeru:e.of a number 
of sep~t:_P~~~-~tio~~~~' ~r~ed a~~ord.in& tC! then~~.!e 
of the product or ·tlie needs of the market mto larger umts, 
llnd these larger units' into still larger units, and so . m a 
h~~~~1lxWitfi~~~$.!ipr~Q!~ .ltcollJlmicJ~P.iiiiJif(S.E:c:rat"the 
ttifar{This lleed not preclude a multiformity of types of 
organization: government departments, autonomous com
missions, national guilds, co-operative societies, and non
profit-making voluntary associations.) The S.E.C: will be 
provided with the appropriate organs for statistical research 
and control and will have powers of inspection and audit 
over the entire economic system. 

We shall not, however, concern ourselves with the details 
of economic organization. It is tempting to draw a picture of 
a planned socialist system of industry-the' constitution of 
the p~anning organs, the hierarchy of combines, trusts, and 
enterprises, the special organizations required for banking, 
transport, housing, agriculture, &c. . But to do this would 
lead us away from our central topic, which is the~ 
by the price syst~r_njn a_socialis_t e~p.namy~ 1 

· • 
'-•·..~"'-- ' 

1 For a discussion of problems of economic organization the reader is 
referred to such works as B. and S. Webb's Constitution for a Soi:Ullist 
Commonwealth of Great Britain, G. D. H. Cole's Principles of Economic 
Planning, or Britain Without Capitalists. 



CHAPTER II 

CONSUMPTION GOODS-THE REGULATION OF 
DEMAND 

, 1. SociAL NEEDS 

WE shall take it as axiomatic that a socialist community 
must produce in order to satisfy the needs of its mem

bers. But, first, we must clarify this concept of needs. A 
socialist community must give a broader interpretation to 
the term 'needs' than does a capitalist economy. Broadly 
speaking, werrui'Y say that_orthodox economic theory identifies 
_!leeds with .'}'ants, and considers only such wants as can be 
expressed in terms of individuals' preferences for particular 
concrete goods or for particular services that are capable of 
being rendered to particular individuals. Closely related to 
this individualistic interpretation of rieeds are the concept of 
the insatiability of wants and the conceEt ofscar~ity! which 
latter may be ,said to- be the leading idea of bourgeoiS eco
nomic theory. 

(I) Needs and wants. (The distinction between needs 
and wants. is the distinction between the objective anJ .. Jhe ' 
s~.PEtive.lNeeds are what we r~??y_!eq~irefor life, effi~ 
ciency, ana enjoyment: wants are what we think we require. 

.. - f I 

Obviously the method of selling goods for money on the 
market, especially if the process is backed by all the arts of 
salesmanship, lays emp~asis on wants as distinct from needs . 

• The assumption of the individualistic school of economists 
is that every consumer is the best judge of his own needs and 
that his own conscious want is a reliable guide to what will 
gi\'e him most satisfaction. This would be controverted by 
many, who point out that even in such elementary things a, 

Uood the individual's conscious wants are no guides to what 
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is really wholesome, while in such matters as housing, p:ublic 
health, education, and insurance it is generally admitted that 
people will not buy in the open market as much of these 
services as is good for them} Hence arises the necessity of 
providing social services othe~ise than through sale on the 
free market. It is suggested that many other things, such as 
food and some forms of recreation, should be provided in the 
same manner as the existing social services and on the same 
, principle, that of sam~ objective standard of need rather than 
the subjective velleity of want.) Give people more money to 
spend and they will feed themselves on tinned goods, pickles, 
~and cream buns. To raise their real standard of living, there
fore, they shquld be provided with nutritious food whether 
they consciously want it or not. Thus runs the argument. 
/:Thus there is a case for the intervention of a body of 
t~perts whose function is to_!!lould the individual's schedule 
of wants into uniformity with his real need~ But in view of 

1 tneresentment that most people feel when their conscious 
choice is interfered with, it would appear best that this 
inte!Y~ntion should take the form of pe_rsu.a_si~n rather than 
co.r.mt4lsion. The powerful engine of prop~~da ll!ld aqyer
tisem.ent, employed by public organs of education and enlight
enment instead of by the hucksters and p~ders of private 
profit-making industry, could' diyer:t_demand into socially 
desirable directions while reservin the sub· e tiv im r ·on 
o ree c o1ce. If the meretricious but effective arts of the 
salesman and the publicity ·expert were placed at the disposal 
of impartial and disinterested bodies of experts-dieticians, 
architects, heating engineers, textile specialists, orthopae
dists,. psychologists-what an improvement in the standard 
of food, houses, clothes, footgear, and toys would result! 

(2) Communal and individual consumption.. The 
existing system of production for the market emphasizes 
'co~ties'-i.e. concrete goods destined for individual 
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consumption or particular servi~es rendered to particular 
individuals-rather than human needs (or even wants) in 
generar, Now many needs are satisfied by such individualized 
commodities. Every one needs his own particular tooth
brush. Human feet are so little standardized that A's shoes 
are not kind on B's corns. 1 Cricket bats, musical instru
ments, books, and bicycles (or motor-cars) are individual 
things that soon acquire an individual relation to their user. 
In all these instances there is a strong case for the satisfaction 
of needs through individual provision of concrete goods and 
services. A very large number of needs whose satisfaction 
requires the use of scarce resources are individual needs, in 
the sense that they are felt by individuals, that their intensity 
varies from one Individual to another, and that their satis
faction requires that the individual should have the power of 

1 disposal over speci~c goods. To the last statement there are 
many exceptions-parks and museums are instances of an 

·important class of exceptions~but a vast number of needs 
do call for individual disposal. A communally provided 
beef-steak, tooth-brush, pair of trousers, book, or bicycle must 
be actually in my possession'before it can satisfy my needs. 
In some cases, such as the beef-steak, I must have the power 
of absolute disposal, even unto destruction. In others, such 
as the tooth-brush, and the trousers, I require exclusive con
trol over the whole period of its employment. In others, 
such as the book and the bicycle, a right of temporary dis
posal will sometimes satisfy my needs, but I must be able 
to get the particular book or bicycle that suits me-not an~ 
book or bicycle will do. In these cases, it is not social nee 
but individual need that requires satisfaction even in the 

1 The application to shoe design of one-tenth of the skill and effort 
nowadays devoted to aelling shoes and creating fashionable novelties, 
linrs of sales talk, &c., might well abolish corns and other foot trouble) 
within a generation. 

4SZ1 F 
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most communistic society. Granted that no individual exists 
except as a social being, and that all individual needs arise 
within a social framework, nevertheless the need when it 
arises is the need of an individual and requires for its satis
faction individual power of disposal over goods. 
(,But many human needs are of a different kind. Without 

relapsing into the nonsensical (and fascistically tendentious) 
belief in a super-personal entity capable of experiencing 
satisfaction apart from the individuals composing it, we may 
subscribe to the view that 'm~i!_ldiv!91l~_!l~e.d~. can _he 
satisfied better (or can only be satisfied) ~y a c~rtain set of 
socjar !~eJ~ti:Qn$, involving in some cases the entire social 
ecop.omic system, rather than by the provision of concrete 
commodities. The desire for le!~ll!'e can only be satisfied by 
an economic system in which work is deliberately planned 
so as to allow of short hours. The desire for countl,L!alks 
and scenery cannot be satisfied (except for an aristocratic 
minoritY) ·by providing each individual with a private park 
and woodland; but it can be satisfied by collective action on 
a national scale with regard to the utilization o( land.~ The 
desire for children and a normal family life can be satisfied 
to a certain extent by the redistribution of income in conso
nance with family needs~ each family being left to spend its/ 
income on commodities as it thinks best; but far more effec
tive, up to a certain point, is. planned social effort in the! 
matter of housing,"inedi~al services, domestic help, and the1 
collective supervision of children in order to guarantee to 
their mothers a certain minimum of free time. 

It thus appears that there is an important distinction to 
be made between two cate_gories of go_9ds .and .services. On 
the one hand there~ch-gooos and services as .. s~!isfy 
essentially ... tolle.s.tiv~}le~gs..-such as secu~ty arid order, 
~eauty in the city and cquntryside, publi~l}ealth, education
and on the other there are such goods and services as s~_tisfy 
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essentially in~i4'!al.nt:.~ds. In the first category may also 
be includea many needs, such as a minimum of food, clothing, 
and shelter, which are strictly speaking individual, but 
which, being re@tively__unspecialized and c_~~o_!!_t~~ 
~oim~d'-Jllay possibly be more easily supplied by 
collective provision than by individual provision. This will 
leave in the other category the relatively more sp!~a!ized 
needs which vary from person to person and which only the 
individual concerned can adequately estimate in intensity or 
balance against the intensity 'of other needs.{ Consumptio~ 
thus falls into two main divisions. We will call the first thq 
division ~f cqmmuna!~o!lsumption11 and the second ~he divij 
sian of individual consumption.2\ '. • . l · 

(3) Thtdnsatiability of wanfs': '1( we thirik of the sati~
faction of human needs entirely in terms of individual con
sumption, we are likely to magnify the importance of 'com .. 
modi ties' and to conceive of satisfaction entirely in terms of 
the number and variety of such individually consumed goods . 
. Thus arises the concept,,basic in orthodox economic theory, 
-~:_insatiability of human.~n~ the idea that, however 
many goods an individual is provided with, it will always be 
possible to make some addition to his welfare by adding to 

' the stock of goods in his possession; that, even if satiety has 
been attained in one department of wants, others re~ 
r~~ond~~mulus of novelty, so that the point of satia
tion with gooqs in general is never reached. 

1 The division of communal consumption does not correspond exactly 
to what are called 'social services', since some social services (e.g. social 
insurance) take the form of money payments made to individuals, who 
then enter the market as individual demanders of goods (see Chapter IV, 
St'Ction 5), 

' Kote the distinction between communal and individual consumption, 
as defined above, and socialized and private production (see Chapter VI, 
section 1). For the latter, I use the terms socialized and private sectors, 
following the SO\iet tenninology, while for the fanner, I use the tell111 
dlc·isiuiU of communal and individual ronsumption. 
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If, on the other hand, we think of the satisfaction of human 
needs entirely in terms of communal consumption, we may 
be tempted to reject this concept of the insatiability of humanJ 
wants. It can3~-~!8ll~d y~ry plal!sibly that the majoti.tx~of 
t~~ ~~nts ~os~ satisfaction keeps busy the produc_tiyc( !~~ 
sources of society at the present d~yJ~~- f~ctitiou~ 
the result either of competitive standards of expenditure in 
a class society or of high-12ressure salesmanship impelled by 
the desire for profit. It is obvious how capitalist enterprise 
in the consumption-goods industries stimulates the produc
tion of articles serving ephemeral and fantastic wants (the 
numerous industries battening on .women's fashions in 
clothes an<l cosmetics illustrate this point). Even in the case 
otge.aqille..needs, ~~p~ali._s~. !Jll:lltip!i~s. variet!es~ ~~y~;lij 
Ile.9~ssity, and stult' edo.f!l o! ~_hoi~e_ by making intelli
'gent _c~~~_jmp~~ilil~ \ oreover, capitalist enterprise 
liavmg embodied much ~llled labour and other resources 
in the ·production of superfluous goods, proceeds to utilize 
more labour and material resources in the t~ITiii 
what has been produced. The great bulk of the effort spent 
'in salesmanship, of the skilled printing and other work in
:volved m advertising, of the floor-space, glass, and concrete 
~devoted to elaborate shoF,;IQoms-the bulk of all this repre
~ents one waste caused by another waste .. ~@.s a general rule,! 
ttbe more useless the commodity the more effort is wasted 
ion pushing the sale of i~ -Moreover, ·even if we set aside 
lwants obviously ephemeral and fantastic, and variety that is 
hypertrophied to the pomt of beingfue'aningless, a very large 
part of the wants that are satisfied by the goods produced in 
a capitalist ~ty are not real]lvman 11ee~s at_@, but are 
wants based o~ what-V~en calls -~ c,!l!P!~~o~.s._ ~a.s.~~. 1 ~ 
Things are deSlred not because they serve some purpose of 
~onvenience or comfort or beauty, ~u_t simply because they 

1 Th. Veblen, Theary of the Leisure Class. 
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are ex-pensive and their possession is a ~! soc;ial suee-' 
r~-in a society stratified by pecuniary wealth.\ Illustra
tions of this are the use of platinum in jewellery in spite of 
its dull appearance (it is significant that the quantity of 
platinum thatthe market will buy falls as the price falls-a 
reversal of the normal law of demand), the high rents of 
uncomfortable and. badly appointed fiats with a 'good ad
dress', the demand for old furniture' that is good neither to 
use nor to look at, and the racket in limited editions of books. 
~In such cases it is pedantry in the economist to talk of 
scarcity as determining the price: itls_the..price ·that ~a uses, 
the scarcity.\ . .._ 

.Asociety that was free from these factitious want~.arising 
out of competitive diSplay aiid competitive· saiesm:Uisliip 
would find~it very much easier to organize-the' satisfaction of 
the ge~uine human needs that remained. The .s:ood_~ s:rvrng 
tnese needs coUld be standardized mu<;h more Than at present 
by the elimination of trivia! and meaningless varieties witbo':lt 
s~crificing any real freedom of co~umers' choice. Suppose, 
for example, that the skill and energy that is spent in desig~
ing new models of motor-car or radio, with slight variations 
in order to make people discontented, witll their 1¥t year's 
model or in order to make them think there is some essential 
difference between A's product and B's, were pooled in one 
organization instead of being dissipated over several mutu
ally secretive and antagonistic establishments; suppose fur
ther that they were set to work, first in analysing what the 
consumer really wa.nts (as distinct from what he can be made 
to think he wants), second in designi.llg a small range of 
models embodying these desired properties, each of which 
would be technically the best possible in its line, and third 
in organizing the production of the selected models on as 
large a scale and as cheaply as is technically possible: can it 
be doubted that goods of the highest quality could be turned 
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'out in quantities that would enable every family, perhaps 
every individual, to possess one? Probably many goods
almost certainly the staple foods, and possibly some articles 
of clothing and furniture-could become free goods; but it 

f is somewhat extravagant to suppose that all goods could be I multiplied up to the point of satiety of the needs that they 
served. . 
) [Some element of scarcity, and hence some necessity fot 

1hoice, would remain) House-room and garden-space cannot 
be indefinitely increased and, even after ample allowance 

. had been made for the needs of children, people would have 
to choose between increased living accommodation and. other 
desirable things·~. Even we~e all elements of ostentation absent 
in the design of clothes and furniture, some p~o£:le's.~!~tre 
for these commodities would outrun the communitY'S power 
to produce them as free goods. Moreover, even the most 
drastic simpli:fication and standardization could not elimi~ 
nate all varieties in design. Differences in purpose would 
still necessitate differences in . design. hjs .impossible to 
imagine the .moto~.:_car."otJhe....wireless.Jiet: there must be a 
nmge ofdiff~~~nt powers and sizes. As soon as such a range 
is produced it is necessary to compel the consumer to choose 
which article he will have: it would be uneconomic to provide 
one of everything for him. 
' Moreover, tastes differ, even in the most simplified com-

1 munity: one ~-would prefer a big garden to a motor-car, 
another would prefer a grand piano to a radio set. To multi
ply up to the point of satiety a narrow range of standardized 
goods for mass . consumption would mean renouncing the 
opportunity of producing some other goods, satisfying other 
wants, less widespread perhaps, but still more intensely felt 
than those satisfied by the less urgently desired units of the 

.mass-produced goods. That is to say, some at least of the 
recipients of a standard motor-car issued free to all citizens 
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might prefer that the time and labour embodied in it might 
have been embodied instead in an astronomical telescope or 
a chest of viols. 
·Human enjoyment may be active or passive: in the one 

case,-an inalviauanctivety·d~es'so~ethmg...:::.makes a chair, 
plants a garden, plays a musical instrument, or climbs a 
mountain; in the other case, he simply lets himself be amused 
-by radio, cinema, musical c_omedy, foo~ball match, or light 
noveP-or passhrely enjoys the pleasure of mere possession, 
as the rich vulgarian with a gallery of old masters or a library 
of first editions that an agent has got together for him. It is 
characteristic of satisfactions of the first type that, in general, 
they require less in ~he w~y of !!!!.terial equi ment than_ satis
factions of th~ second type. · For this reason, ~ economic 
system based on private profit-making fails to devt;lop active 

·enjoyment as fully as it mighi he developed, while it stimu
late~ all forms of passive or acquisitive _enjoyment to the 
f~ll..~ Moreover, in many cases, the equipment needed for 
active enjoyment can conveniently be provided as means of 
communal rather than of individual. consumption {public' 
libraries, swimming baths, sports grounds, parks of culture 
and rest, and workers~ clubs with their provisions for games, 
dancing, study, and hobbies). · 

. Thus, ~t is reasonable to suppose that; under socialism1 
active enjoyment would be stimulated much more than it i~~ 
at present and therewith the tendency to the multiplication1 
of ephemeral toys and pastimes would be lessened; Never-: 
thelcss, there ... will probably rema~n some craving for passive 
enjoyment and the acquisition of personal property: more
over, in most cases even active enjoyment requires a certain 

1 I am not suggesting that it is impossible that any one of these occu
pations may be the occasion of a genuine effort of understanding and 
appreciation, in which case it enters into the category of active enjoy
ment. But, in most cases, it is a fonn of rassive enjoyment. 
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minimum of some sort of gear, personally owned and used
woodworking tools, a garden in which to grow things, the 
books that a student needs constantly at hand-and thus we 
cannot suppose that even under socialism, at least within a 
measurable period of time, the need .for 'commodities' (in 
the sense of goods provided for individual consumption) 
will entirely disappear, nor that the productive resources of 
even a socialist community will be so enlarged that none of 
these commodities will be 'scarce' in the economists' sense 
of the word. 

But even .if we accep_~he possibiljty _of satiation, so far 
as individual wants are concerned, the spectre of scarcity is 
not yet exor~ and the economic problem as such will 
not be e.liminated .. Even if individual wants are satisfied byj 
a limited quantity of consumption goods, requiring for thei~ 
production a comparatively small part of the community's 
available resourc.es, the possibility of an almost indefinite ex
tension of collective activities requiring material resources-

. such as scientific research, artistic production, athletics, public 
buildings, and communal pageantry-will continue to exem
plify the insatiability of wants and will raise in a new form 
the old problem of alternative ends. In scientific research 
alone itwould be possible to draw up a quite reasonable pro
gramme of investigations; likely to result in immediate bene
fit to humanity, which would absorb all the resources of the 
community above a bare subsistence level. Once it is decided 
that the whole programme cannot be undertaken at once, 
the ques~~ritY ari$es. The resourc~s available for 
research Eecome scarce and must be economiZed. · · ' 

(4) The age of plenty. It is necessary to deal with the 
contentions of those who claim that economic...calculations 
w.ill...he...unnecessary ·in the. 'agc:::of ~-pllifY'-;hicninodern 

1 technical invention will usher in, or would usher in were- it 
·not for the resistance of financiers (usually conceived of as 
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in some way opposed to the genuine industrialists) aided by 
the obscurantism of economists. \Many writers, such as 
Lewis Mumford,1 Lancelo!.!i£>~el).,2 and th~~.n..?~r~ts, 
consider that standardizati~l} and _:nas,s~p~~~n. rp.s:thQds 
will make it ossj51e to mcrease the supply of all commodities 
u o e point of complete satisfaction of all needs-in other 
words, that all goods will. be~.9me free.goods.r 

One argumenf to -the contrary, that founded on t~g
satiability of wants, has_ already been considered in the 
previOus sub-sections. Another is that _.t:chni_c.~u~one, willt 
never P~?_duce an ag~. of plef!ty, since the absence of a wa~, 
of relating technical means· to tne needs whose satisfaction is 
desired may easily dissipate._ t~e _ means . in wasteful forms~ 
of pro~uction, so stultifying the potential age of pleilfYat th · 
outset. Further, one factor of produc~iQ!!.JYilLn~xer..ceas~ 
to be scarCt,Dulwilton~the-contrary-become m<?_!~sc~rs_e; 
its use will, therefore, have to be econoffiiZed more im
'pe~atively as productivity· advances. ·This factor is human 
l~ou.r. As productivity advances, the vaille ofliiman labO'lit · 
increases propottionally (or even more than proportionally) 
with the income per head of population. Hence emerges the 
necessity of a strict economic accountancy applied to labour 
and to all goods into the production of which a high pro
portion of direct labour enters. Under this heading cQll)e: 

( 1) Personal services. Apart from menial domestic service, 
which an equailtirian society will eliminate, either by mechani
zation of the home or by people learning to do their own 
domestic work, there are ~ variety of services such as those 
of sick-nurses, restaurant waiters, hairdressers, drivers of 
hired cars, &c., which, with the rise of the remuneration 
of those who render them nearly' to the le':.el_oL,p_rg-:: 
fessional salari~ will become relatively extremely expensive.', 

1 L. 1\lumford, Ttchnics and Cit•ilisation, ch. viii, sections 6-7. 
a L. Hogben, Tht Retrtat from Reason. 

m7 G 
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Some, like sick-nursing, will probably be organized almost 
entirely in the communalized division of consumption-the 
private nurse will become as .rare as the private tutor, the 
private chaplain, or the private orchestra of musicians. Others 
will be eliminated by mechanization-the cafeteria will dis
place the restaurant waiter, and the chambermaid will perhaps 
be replaced by such arrangements as H. G. Wells fore
shadows in his Modern U topia. 1 But hairdressing is not yet 
mechanized, nor can public-service vehicles entirely take the 
place of hired cars. The people who perform work of this 
type will probably acquire the status and pay of professional 
workers in a class society, and their services will cost their 
fellow citizens correspondingly dear. It .is important to note 
that, however cheap private cars become in a mechanized 
socialist community, a taxi drive will still be fairly expensive. 
~- (2) Distributive, clerical, and transport services. These in
evitably make up a considerable pa,!!.<#_ !he. ~ost of any fin
ishe~_£op.sumption good-i.e. the good as ready for the actual 
consumer. As the cost of manufacture is reduced so the cost 
of checking, handling, wrapping, &c., will increase relatively. 
These processes can be simplified and rationalized, in part 
they can be mechanized, but the hum~ el~gl.ent will always 
remain and mus~ be paid for. 
• (3) Goods that cannot be produced by mechanical means. 
The production of some goods cannot be reduced to mass 
production methods; such. gopdLwill_ remain. relatively 
scare~ _eyeQin a socia~ety~! It is conceivable that some 
very important foOdStuffs come into this category. While the 
production of many vegetable substances can, given suitable 
material conditions, be mechanized in a high degree (wheat 
is an example), animal husbandry seems to call for a con
siderable expenditure of hUm.an labour per unit of product. 
Hitherto, the urban population of the high-wage regions of 

1 H. G. Wells, A Modern Utopia, pp. 107-8. 
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the world have maintained their high standard of life at the 
expense of underpaid and. overworked peasant farmers . or 
agricultural labourers. If cowmen are to work an eight-hour 
day and be paid at the rate of skilled mechanics, beef and 
milk are going to become comparatively scarce goods. 
~These considerations suggest the possibility that, ~~ 

eQualitarian economy whic~h~~a~ed~ a very high level ofj 
teC11n!catefiidency;llum!gjabD1.1Lllllghi. be..so....sCarce..£.0m-. 
;a;ed ;with other fact?rs of P.~?~~I1 th~tc~~~~g~!-~~" 
based on it alone. 'If, furthermore, equal educational oppor-
tu-nit1esanaoccupational Jtl.Obility levelled OUt the distinC· 
tions between labour of different kinds, labour might come 
to be casted on the(sim le basis of time. In this way thel 
costing system of t e socialist community would gradually 

1 
come to be based upon the Labour Theory of Value\ · 

2. THE EsTIMATION oF NEED 

Thus we have seen that~ven a socialist community must 
proceed on the assumption that hu~n need~r~abl~] 
As soon as it begins the task of organizing the processes of 
production so as to satisfy the needs of its members, it comes 
up against the fundamental economic fact of s~~city. !!!.. 
Jjain ~g~_g ere is not enou o o round. To what
ever hetghts of efficiency the productive organs of society are 
raised, however abundant the yield of products, the wants of 
the consumer are insatiable and will always tend to race 
ahead of the production of the means of satisfying them. A 
few of the simpler needs may be satisfied fairly easily with a 
limited supply of staple goods, but all the more will the more 
complex and individually specialized wants assert them
selves. CSince it will never be possible to..satisfy all ~eds, a~ 
~e must be made among them. A choice must be made 
of what goods are to be prod~ced, and, when they have been

1 

produced, some equitable-' and efficient method must be 
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devised of getting them into the hands of those consumers 
who most need themJ 
·!_There are at least s~ possible m~~?i~ ~~ allo~~ting goo~s 
t~ -~oil:~umers: they all involve 'to some degree-the estimation 
of the intensity of social need for a good or service. These 
are: 

(I) Rationing. 
(2) Soliciting Consumers' Opinions. 
(3) Advisory Bodies of Consumers. 
(4) A Representative Assembly. 
(5) Experts' Opinions. 
(6) Choice at a Price on a Free Market. 

(I) Rationing.~ Rationing is the simpl~ethod of ap
portioning goods to consumers, although it is a very rough
a~~ti.on of th~ _p_rQ..l?_l~!!l of e§tiroating aocial ne~ 
Rationing is a btu_!q_ue re d t . _ · ht of choice to 
indiv1dt_!aG~o.P..'&umer. In an

7
emergency, when supplies o 

a~ties :re scarce analiard to replace, rationin 
may be justified, but it has no place in the economics of a 
community that has the means to produce and distribute 
abundance~ (In a capitalist order it may be res~rted tq)n_ ~ 
ilil!~f_s.carcity when the unimpeded working of the price 
system woulamean that the rich would. overbid the poor for 
the necessities of life1 It is then not so much a way of appor
tioning goods as a ,R~]_iation ol inequalities of purchasing 
power.) Rationing is least inappropriate when applied to bare 
necessities, since differences between individuals' needs are .. 
prob'ably less important in the case of necessities than in the 
,case of other things. (The extension of a system of rationing 
to the multiplicity and variety of consumption goods available 
under conditions of normal productivity would involve enor
mous difficulties:' What should a single ration consist of? 
~As lon"gasit~ only a question of prime necessities of a simple 
type, each ration can consist of an identical collection of 
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objects-so many pounds of bread, sugar, meat, potatoes, 
and so on, so many yards of cloth and pairs of standard boots. 
But as soon as more elaborate goods begin to be issued, how 
is the ration to be made up? In the case of books, for in .. 
stance, each citizen cannot receive one copy of every book 
published, unless the rationed number of cubic feet that 
makes up his dwelling is nearly as large as the British Ml,l
seum Library. Some system of book-tokens would have to 
be instituted. In the case of clothing, so many yards of cotton 
or woollen fabric would have to be equated to so many yard& 
of silk, one pair of silk stockings issued in lieu of more than 
one pair of lisle. Thus the conce_Et_ ~U~~ !el~tiv~. value_ ~f 
goods ~u~~ _ _emer~e. Pos~en the market itself would 
emerge, surreptitiously. Just as in the war-time army the 
teetotal soldier, unless unusually conscientious, bartered his 
rum ration for cigarettes or bully-beef, so ·one can imagine 
the more frivolous citizenesses of a rationed socialist society 
~r their more serious sisters' 
issue of silk stockings . 
.!_But over and above these' difficulties, rationing suffers 

. from the disadvantage that, even if it ~atp.llot goQds alrea4J1 
PU>.rutced, ~~-~an afford p.o QUidirii.l>Jip.c.iple. i9r ~eciging 
~hat -d be prqduced in futur~ By assuming the previous 
existence of a stock of goods that simply have to be issued 
somehow to consumers, instead of allowing the kind of goods 
that come into being to be dictated by consumers' prefer
ences, it commits in an egregious form the fallacy of putting 
the cart before the horse. 

"' (2} Soliciting consumers' opinions.~ To some extent 
individual variety in taste and desire can be allowed for by 
obtaining the opinion of users of goods and services, by 
personal interviews, questionnaires, newspaper ballotsl &c. 
While useful as an adjunct to other methods in eliciting 
consumers' views on quality, variety, convenience, &c., this 
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method ~suffers from the fatal defect of not bein uantita
~i~e~' If the collsliiD;i prefers A to B, but A costs more 
~B in the sense of absorbing 'more scarce resources in 
its production, is it worth while making A rather than B, 
and if so how much .A compared with how· much iJ? It 
must be possible to balance the 'how much more' of prefer
ence against the 'how much more' of cost. Moreover, this 
method is incapable of dealing with the case, which must be 
regarded as normal, in which the desire for a good outruns 
the technical and administrative means available for its satis
faction: in other. words,l!,t__po~~~ -~~!.Jake_ into_ account the 
fundam~l)tal fact of scarcitv," fAsk people to express prefer
.e~ces for goods, without tying them down to the inexorable 
' limits of a fixed quantum of disposable purchasing power, 
and they will express desires for far more goods than their 
collective labour can ever produc9 Even as an indication of 
a simple order of preference, without endeavouring to assess 
quantitatively the intensity of preference,\ this _tn.~.l$ 
te~.s~nt~ally · u~~iable ow~ng_~~- thi~ e_!:~ent of ID-es..12onsi-~ 
b~n the mentari~ . .of co~wwers,.; 

(3) Advisory bodies of consumers.l An advisory body 
of consumers (consumers' council) appointed for the purpose 
of sifting and formulating consumers' preferences may give 
more reliable results than a canvass of unorganized opinion:1 
A body of consumers that has been appointed or elected for 
other purposes, such as local administration (se~ 11.0~ 4) or as 
the managing board of an organization supplying goods ac
cording to the decision of the market (a consumers' co-opera
tive society), is more likely to give reliable indications than 
an ad hoc consumers' council, with no other and more respon
sible functions to fulfil. 

(4) A representative assembly.)... '\Vhere a supply of 
goods or services is to be given to a determinate body of 
people (residents in a certain area, ·members of a certain occu-
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pation) the quantity and quality of these services may be 
determined by a representative body chosen by and from the 
whole number of the beneficiaries, and the cost of the goods 
or services defrayed out of the aggregate income of the body 
as a whole. Thus~the assembly will be an admi~ve 
0~ financially resp_9nsible for its decisions,. and n!?_L~ 
merely advisory body; .. In this way responsibility and a cer· 
taih adJustment-of ~!l!.~Jg_£Qst will b;secured. -Bufthe 
experience Ofindividualist societies suggests that this sense 
of responsibility is strengthened if the members of the con
suming body receive some part of their income in a freely 
disposable individual form, and if they are. made in some 
way to realize that an increase in their collective consump
tion as .a group must be balanced by a reduction in their 
consumption as individuals. This could be achieved if the 
remaining portion of their income was regulated by the price
and-market method. This is achieved under individualism 
by the familiar devices of public finance (taxes, estimates, 
budgets, &c.). Under socialism, public __ finan~ .ceast;s_JQ.. 
be a thing apartanaDecomes partofthe-iiormal economic 
process. ;The method of re~sentatlve assembhes 1s thu!1' 
~mple~~nt1l'l!2.!.h~t of indivi~~~<:!~.! pric~ \flo.:..~h 

{5) Experts' opinions: The method described above 
suffers from the disadvantage that,.while an increasing num· 
her of social services are of a highly specialized type involving 
expert knowledge ·(e.g. health and medical services, educa
tion, transport, prevention and detection of crime), the repre
sentative assembly is usually composed of ordinary members 
of the public d~d Qf expert kcowledge in all these branches 
of applied social science (in fact the more representative it is 
the more it should be so composed),. This has led to the 
view that such services should be controlled by experts. Let 
the doctors decide on what health services are necessary, the 
teachers draw up the educational programme, the sanitary 
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engineers plan the sewers, the police commissioners decree 
universal finger-printing, the dieticians control our food, and 
th~ publishers give us the books we ought to read:~ To a very 
great degree this is sound. By all means let the experts say 
how their own service is t~ be carried on and decide the 
details of policy. But it is unsafe to leave to the expert the 
decision of how far' the service is to be developed, and what 
proportion of the total social income should be allotted to its 
~Left to himself each expert will draw up an admirable 
plan for his own department, but the aggregate costs of all 
·t4e plans will aQsorb more than the total available social 
iii come. Some one m~~t_£o-ordinate the !!P~_t!s. A super
expert? rro: the common maii0orwhose welfare all the 
experts exist. The representative assembly, as described 
under (4), will be able to receive and discuss the experts' 
reports and plans, examine their estimates, and then allot the 
available funds. . 
V{6) Choice at a price on a free rharket< Free choice of 
goods, at a price .that equates demand and supply, allows 
·e~ch co~sumer am~~~ o.f f~e:_d~ ~!~~~~. ption..£2_Il_!·l 
l?..me4_ w;th the ~.!1~-~egar~ to. ~~heu:onsumers' -~e~ds1 
and preferences.·, · 

. It enaoles a doub_k..p.rocess of adjustment to be effected. 
(a) As between different commoaities entering into the 
consumption scheme of a single COlW;l~er, it enables him to 
compare the relative attractions of the commodities, taking 
their scarcitY:' into- account as tnirrored in thei! . relative 
prjces. The~; as relative scarcity,'and so price, of certain 
goods changes, the consumer can su~s-~tute one good. for 
anot}ler and effect other adjuitalents of ilie relative quantity of 
different goods consumed. (b) As between different claimants 
for limited supplies of a single commodity, it allocates the avail
able s_uppJy __ in accordance with consumers' own estimates of 
the intensity of their needs (modified ~y their income-levels). 
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It has the further advantage not only that it allocates goods 
to consumers but also that it serves as an indication of , 
wbat.g<:>ods . .are roost_wortb_ w4ile t~. produce:· bnfike the 
five methods described up to now, it can be articulated with 
the measurero~n_to(~os~ . .PlJ'rQQ_q.ction~(See Chapter 111, 
sectiorisi (J), and 4 (x).) . ' 

The sale of goods in the market, at a price, necessarily 
implies the use of money-not necessarily, of course, fu!l~ 
value metallic corns of specific weight and fineness, but some 
form of undifferentiated, ~~ely disposable, if!lP.~!sonal pur
clgsing powe.r. How it gets into the consumersr bands in 
the first place we shall inquire in the chapter on Distribution 
(Chapter IV). How its issue is to be regulated and its pur
chasing power controlled, we shall inquire in the section on 
the General Price Level {Chapter VIII, section 3). We shall 
simply assume its existence; and, provisionally, that it con"'\, 
sists of metallic or paper tokens each representing a definite 
number of units of fixed purchasing power in terms of fin-
ished goods. : · , , 
~A compromise between rationin (no. 1) andJh~pJi~7and~ 

• mo~ey: ~yste~. (no. 6) wou be the issue to con&JJmers, in 
definite quant1ties, of tokens of different kinds, available 
only for the purchase of specific kinds of goods:., Thus a 
man's income might consist of a certain number of food
tickets, of clothing coupons, of notes accepted only by the 
municipal authorities iii payment of house-rent, of book
tokens, of coupons exchangeable against theatre or concert 
tickets, of mileage-books available on the community's rail-· 
way, motor-coach, and steamship services, and so on. This 
method would give greater flexibility than simple rationing 
but less than· the free market, since it would not permit the 
individual to shift the relative proportions of his income 
spent in procuring different kinds of satisfaction~ Of course,. 
if the tokens were transferable, a rate of exchange between, 

4S:7 H 
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say, food-tickets and book-tokens, would be set up, which 
would simply restore the conditions of the free market, with 
small but probably irritating inconveniences. 
'.·The chief ob~ that have been made to the method 
·of th~.fr~~~ma.xket.are: · ---- · -· 
... (a) As an inde~ ~(social need.itis distorted by m~qualities 
in indi!~_i!_~~~~ap.der~~.incoPJ.es.': Upholders of the existing 
system are wont to compare the direction of production by 
price on the open market to a continuous general election 
held under a meticulously accurate form of proportional 
representation. They omit to press the comparison further 
imd point out that, so· long as inequalities in individual in
come persist, the election is conducted with. plural voting of 
a most exaggerated type. , Nevertheless/if the inequalities 
of dist~Ql.lti<m. ~o_uld. be. abolis~ed~ or_ ~ed~_ce~3-;;-negligfbl~ 
dimensions (see Chapter IV, section 4), the free exercise 
-of effective demand by consumers on the market would give 
a very representative and sensitive index of CQn~'!!IDers' real 
preferences. • Under these condltwnstheie -could be no ob .. 
jection from socialists to the extension of price and the free 
market- t!J the allocation of consumable goods and the direc
tion 9f production over a very wide range of social economic 
life. : 1n a society which had secured vi~al equality in th~ 
,distributio~ _Q(jtl_~!)rne~ free choice of goods ·at a price woul~ 
re~Ult man allocation of goods to consumers ven:,do§ely iD 
a~rd with their ne~or, at any rate, with their wants, 
that· is to say, their own individual estimates of their 

d ' t. /o ' • 

pee s.1 · 
(b) 'Estimates made by one individual of the intensities of 

his own wants fail to take into account the fact that the con
sumption of some goods affects other m~mbers of society 
besides the consumer. In the case of some goods, such as 
high-powered motor-ears, cocaine, or noisy wireless sets, 
their consumption reduces the utility enjoyed by other 
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people. In the case of other goods, such as higher education, 
physical exercise, or private houses of pleasing architectural 
aspect, their .consumption increases the utility enjoyed by 
other people .. ' These effects on other E~O]le's we1fart_~r~ 
not taken into account~ Jhe..money-pffers· ~ade on the 
rriark.et'.by~ the, ·c~nsumers of thest,goods.·. In such--ca~e~, 
theTree:mar'ker method can be modified by suitable taxes 
and subsidies, designed to weight the individual's personal 
estimate of worth-whiteness with a correcting factor which 
~ould represent the interests of the other parties involved. 
fv1t would seem, then, that of the methods ~f estimating de-1 
mand enumerated above, two are especially adapted, one to 
the division of i~duaL~o~s~rnption and one to the divi~ 
sion of communal c~nsump~ion. The method of free choice 
at a priCe should be adopted for the first, and that of the 
representative body for the second. (As auxiliaries to both 
of these recourse may conveniently be had to some or all of 
the other methods.......direct solicitation of consumers' views,· 
advisory bodies, and experts' opinion.) The economic a<;tivi1 
ties of the community thus fall into two main divisions: On 
the one hand, there is the production of goods and services 
to satisfy the demands expressed by individual purchasers in 
a market. On the other hand, there is the provision of goodsl 
and services free of charge to all members of society, as the 
result of a decision based on other grounds than market 
demand, made by some administrative economic organ of 
the commun.ity as a whole. ' 

; 
"' 3· THE DIVISION OF CoMMUNAL CoNsUMPTION 

(1) Its range •. We must particularize more closely the 
goods and services that are to be included in the division of 
communal consumption. -,Th~nd_!.~f_provis!on for hu~ 
man needs come under this heading. 

(i) Goods and services- that are individually consumed and ·--
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that might therefore be supplied through the market, but 
which the community decides~to supply commuiiaiiy.-M;y 
services·sucnaseducaiion:Ciilturai amenh1es, roads, water
supplies, domestic heating and lighting, loc~tra_!!sport, pos
tal services, ins~ance against various kinds or misfortune, 
accident and loss, may be provided by individual purchases 
at a price in the market (or by specific charges assessed on a 
definite consumer or group of consumers), or they may be 
provided by a levy on the total social income~ Some kinds 
of material goods, also, inay be provided communally, in the 
same way as these immaterial services are provided. Some 
.existing social services are of this type, e.g. milk and free 
meals for schoolchildren, surgical appliances and spectacles 
supplied through the National Health Insurance, &C.:. Several 
conditi£9.§ may be suggested .f2I..thct.selection of goods (in
C'I\.idlilg services) to be provided commiiiiaiiyfor tialvidual 
~ti.Qn,...(a) Tllegoo<fmust be such that an increase 
in its. consumption is calculated ~o add to social welfare. 
,(b) ,ft ·inu~t be of such a nature that it is unlikely to be used 
wastefully if provided without payment. (c) It must not be 
too directly competitive with goods sold in the individualized 
division.) These are necessary conditions. If they are ful
filled odier circumstances may be suggested which would 
strengthen the case for communal provision. The method of\ 
the free market is inapplicable to many of the most impor
tant social services-open spaces and public amenities gen~
rally, education, health and medical services-either because, 
as in the case of open spaces,' making a charge for admission 
is an intolerable nuisance; or because, as in education and 
health services, people will not pay voluntarily beforehand 
for what they are only too glad to have once they have it; 
or, as in the case of medical services and many other services 
for relief in cases of emergency, because people do not en
visage the emergency and provide for it beforehand; then, if 
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they are required to pay for relief at market prices, their 
whole scale of preferences is turned topsyturvy. In these 
cases, therefore, and also in many others where the trouble of 
making individual charges and the consequent book-keep
ing, issuing and checking of tickets, salaries of pay clerks, 
money collectors, inspectors, &c., is large compared with 
the revenue received, the method of the free market is un .. 
suitable, and communal provision is indicated. lt may 
reasonably be expected that in a socialist commumtY' many 
things now provided through the market would enter the 
circle of the social services) There ·seems to be no reason 
why bread, milk, simply c!oked meals, clothing_ of a plairl' 
.stand~rdized type, and many other things should not be pro
vided as free unrationed issues, leaving the more luxurious 
and varied qualities to be provided in response to. market 
demand. · 
~ (ii) Goods and services that are communal~sumed 
and that must therefore of their very nature be com!lli!!lally 
s~lied. Such are ~ce; the maintenance of inte.IDal 
order; the administration of civi~tice; many public health 
serJces; the inspection of factories, food and drugs, water.:. 
supplies, sewers, &c~ The cost of these services, that is to 
say the cost of armaments, the construction and erection of 
offices, public· buildings, the salaries of the police, of the· 
army and navy, of judges, ambassadors, many civil servants, 
the ministers of state and the president (or other ceremonial 
head of the state), must be a charge upon the general re
sources of the community. 

:_ (ii.i) Satisfactio!ls less defi~i:e in __ ~haract~r ~an good~.~~d 
s~rv~ces, \\)Ucn:ca~not be"dtytded or gra~.u~te among mdi
viduals but which must be enjoyed t~ t~e same extent hi all 
or none. They, like the second category of human needs, 
involve preferences which cannot be expressed by any 
mechanism of individual choice in a market, since they are 
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preferences for one pattern of social life as against another 
pattern of social life. '•, L~or the consumer or the 
worker), equality~ se~urity (of occupation or income), s!a:
bility of sdtial relations, the amenities of town and country; 
the-opportunities of bringing up children under favourable 
conditions-all these are s~tisfactions to the enjoyment of 
which the 'all or none' principle. does most certainly apply, 
at least within the bounds of one territorial community. (It 
is possible that a socialist world might consist of a number 
of territorial communities enjoying a large measure of ad
ministrative independence and.· free to experiment collec
tively in patterns of social life. 1) In this category comes the 
choice between more leisure in the form of shorter working 
hours and the product of more work, the choice between 
more rapid technical progress with its resultant insecurity of 
occupation and less rapid progress with greater security, the 
choice between ruralization and urbanization, and many 
more choices of an ali-or-nothing character. These cannot 
be balaiiceaby the~metliod' olmdiVidual calculations of less I 

9r more, but must be solved by the collective decision of 
·some central authority.z This point will be returned to in 
Chapter IX, section 2. · . . 

(2) Its delimitation.\ The drawing of a line of demarca
tion between the divisions of individual and communal con
sumption is, as in the in~ividualist economy, a matter of 
social policy rather than of stric;t .. economic calculation. Ac
cording to the principles of!~e _Alls~ri~n school of economi~, 
resources should be allocated between these two divisiOns so 
that the marginal utility of resources .used in communal con
sumption shoUI<r6eeql1ii~-o t~e Jllarginal utility of.res.Gucces 
u&ed ·mindividuali:onsu~tion. , But, since there is _111:> such 

~----~--- ~ --·-··~ ___ ,.. 
1 See W. Beveridge, Planning Under Socialism, essay on 'l'\'fy Utopia'. 
z See'The Social Significance of the Theory of Value',§ J, by E. F.l\1. 

Durbin, Economit Journal, December I93S· 
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thing as the marginal utility oftesoutce.i-in genj!al-only to 
a determinate economic subject-this formula has significance 
only if applied to a particular individual. If we can identify 
a large group of individuals in society whose utility position 
we can describe as typical, then we can restate the formula 
in terms of the marginal utility of resources to any one such 
representative individual. This approach to the subject re
veals its theoretical difficulties. Moreover, in the~~bs_ence 
of any means .for measuring the marginal utility_<(a~_op~rat~ 
ing ti~le in a hospital, of a fume cupboard in a University 
chemical laboratory, or of a rock garden in a public park, this 
theory is of little practical use. It will probably be difficult~ 
practice to find any method better than the rough and ready 
a~ustments of public finance in an individualist society. 

\,The_E!IDical ptoblem, however, would be sirflpler .in-~ 
sociaY.s! E<?!!!l)l_!!!!ity than in a capitalist one, for .~Q..reasons: 

(t) Jn the first place, owing to inequalities ~ incol!le and 
differ:nces ~ th~d.of living, It is inipossible, eve~ 
theoret1cally, in capitalist society to allocate resources s:tis
fa.£!9lil.Y between communal and individual consumption. 
Gross inequalities in individual income render the marginal 
utility -~f r~sources spent in the free market an almost mean
ingless concept; differences in the standard of living make 
the marginal utility of resources used in communal consump
tion very different to persons of different social classes; it 
is impossible to make an economic balanctZ\ Under these 
circumstances, the process of alt2g!io._n becomes. not .an 
ec~n?~i~ _!?_u~ ~..P9Et1caT p~~ce~; power-and . .oot -welfare 
de~e!D.linei ilie J.SSUe. Thus, under capitalism, when a demo
cratically elected body votes social servi~s, the forms of 
economic allocation merely conceal a struggle between the 
ha\'es and the have-nots; hence the complaints of injus
tice and corruption which are voiced by all parties to the 
transaction. In a fundamentally equalitarian community, on 
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the other hand, there would be differences of individual 
taste, but no great differences between the standards of living 
of different classe~.~In such a community, therefore, the 
allocation of resources on the marginal ~ple as 
. between individual and communalCoilsumptTon would b~ 
theoretically possible. In practice~·'"any representative bod 
of men, whatever the detailsoi the method of their selection, 
might be trusted to arrive at a decision in the matter that 
would give substantial satisfaction to the majority of people.
The representative body might be chosen by lot. (This is 
the application of the principle of the jury.} But we are 
used to the process of democratic election, and this process, 
purged of the disorders engendered in it by class divisions 
and by the vested interests arising out Q{ the private ownership 
of business, is probably the best for the purpose. This argu
ment suggests the necessity for the establishment in any 
socialist commonwealth, however much addicted to the rule 
of experts and specialists in their own fields, of_democrati
cally chosen assemblies, occupational, regional, and national, 
;bich would have the ultimate decision upon the broadest 
issues of economic planning. 
· ':.{ii) The other reason is that, with all production carried 
on by organs of public economy, many of the obstacles that 
now exist tg_ap.£?ct~nsion of socia!J;~ryice.s .would be swept 
awayJ In a private-profit economy the scope of such com
~iial provision is seriously limited for two reasons. (a) The 
competition of public enterpris~ diminishes the profi! OW"gin, 
and so discourages private enterprise. (b) The provision of 
goods and services free by the public diminishes some con
sumers' money-demand for goods and services of the same 
or a similar. type provided by priv;te enterprise.\~ If the 
community provides milk for schoolchildren or houses for 
slum-dwellers on the basis of objective indications of need 
(such as malnutrition or a high tuberculosis rate), the machi-
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nery for supplying milk or houses to all other consumers is 
put out of gear: Hence the ridiculous situation that, when 
public works are undertaken fot the relief of unemployment, 
the more useless the works the less they interfere with 
'recovery'. · 
J ~ more difficult problem than the allocation of resources 
between the two divisions would be that of the allocation of 
resources between different communal uses1. Tfie same 
met1i00s of budgeting aiiaof'making appropriations and the 
same methods of audit and control as obtain in the public 
finance of capitalist states will have to be applied here, im
proved perhaps in detail, but not in essence.'--: 
J In addition to providing free of cbargc..tb.itl~ like mu
seums, schools, baths, hospital~t parks, sports ~ounds,&c., 
tlle'Community mighfconsider it desirabletQ promote_th~ 
consun1ption o{some goods that co:t:~ld not econorpic_ally _be 
provided free, such as useful and instnictive-iiterature, travel 
in searcnof work or in the course of stuaY,ce-rtain kinds of 
surgical equipment, &c. The best way would be to' vote a 
definite-subsidy out of the division of communal consump
tion and then pay it over to the appropriate productive organi
zation_in_aid of cost of productjeu+ In ~he same way the 
consu~~?n of some t~s that were considered socially 
un~esT~a~le but could nof conveniently be prohibited, such 
as alcoholic beverages, could be checked by a tax whose 
proceeds would contribute to-the cost of coinmunal con
sumption.1 In this way it would-- be possible to·· adjust 

1 Duiing a transitional stage, while production was temporarily at a 
low level and before equality of income had been achieved, it might be 
considered desirable to check certain forms of consumption as diverting 
resources to socially unnecessary ends. Thus a tax might be imposed 
upon silk underclothing, elaborately prepared food, frivolous entertain
ment, and house-room above a certain standard of space per person. In 
a fully developed socialist society there is no reason why these commodi
ties should not be provided as well as any othert in response to the 
efft:eti\·e demand of the consumer-citizens. ' 

4517 
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quantitatively the extent to which certain forms of consump
tion could be controlled in the social interest, instead of rely
ing on the clumsy ali-or-nothing machinery of free issue or 
prohibition. 

It is possible that such a system as is here described would 
in time, by the gradual expansion of communal at the ex
pense of individual consumption, evolve into a condition of 
complete communism. Even at the present stage of economic 
productivity there are great possibilities of extending the 
communal provision of goods and services. Why should not 
traQsport within B:n urban area such as Birmingham or Leeds 
be a free ~etyice? · Why should not the local telephone service 
be as free to all as it is in some countries to residents in an 
hotel ~r· boarding-house? vVhy should not letters, at least 
withm the country, be carried free? Consider the saving 
effected by cutting out the printing and punching of tickets, 
the emptying of coin boxes, the sale aQd cancellation of 
postage stamps, &c. · 

A wealthy community such as Great Britain or the United 
States could surely afford to maintain public dining-rooms 
at which a plain butnourishing meal would be served free 

. of charge to all comers. It would not be a charity soup
kitchen but a place to which the director of a trust or a 
popular novelist might go as readily as a simple ·labourer. 
Those who wanted something more luxurious could still in· 
dulge their fancy in a restaurant where more dainty and more 
varied food was sold at a price. In populous places there 
could be stalls at street comers where a cup of tea or coffee 
and a slice of bread and butter could be had for nothing by 
the passer-by. · ' . . · 

In time standardized suits, boots, and underwear might 
be issued free from local clothing stores, especially if the 
forecast of a recent scientific writer is realized, of making 
'from cellulose materials such as wood, by direct chemical 
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and mechanical methods, a light and porous material which 
could be moulded or pressed into clothes without spinning, 
weaving, or tailoring. As such clothes could hardly cost more 
than a few pence, laundering would be superseded.'1 

~ (3) Its cost. [The cost of all goods provided in the division 
of communal consumption must be defras.ed by a leyy on the 
gene~~l __ r.esources of the communitiJ This levy will differ 
rroni that made for similar services m an individualist com
munity in that1 it can be made on the undivided soci1!L 
product instead of b taxes on ortlons of the soc1al t 
that have· already been individually appropriated.' 
'\Thus, what is usually known as public finance w1ll become 1 

an integral part of the economics of ;socialist community.) 
Certain tec~2lP-!2qlem.~_!!l:_U.Htion will, however, assume 
a very different aspect in a socialist economy. For example, 
in a community where incomes are roughly equal, pr<:>blems 
of the incidence of taxation on persons of different income
levels (e.g. the choice between direct and indirect taxes) ar~ 
unlikely to give rise to serious conflicts of opinion. On the 
other hand, the allocation of the cost of services as between/ 
n~onal, regional, and local areas will remain of importa~. 
For in a socialist community, no less than in an individualist) 
one, economy in the use of resources will be promoted if the 
cost of amenities and services of purely local interest are de
frayed out of the social p~oduct of the local population con-: 
cerned.- The same applies to groups of persons organized on 
a basis other than local-such as occupational. If social ser
vices come to be administered largely by trade unions, as in 
the U.S.S.R., the whole body of persons engaged in Ml 
industry will dispose of a certain proportion of their aggre
gate income by communal dectsions m the same way as 
municipalities and counties do to-day. 

1 J. D. Bernal, 'Science in Industry', in The Frustration of Science 
(ed. D. Hall), 1935. 
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The prices at which labour and materials will be reckoned 
in the costing of social services and the rate of interest charged 
will be those determined in the division of individual con
sumption (see Chapter III, section 4 (1)). In the valuation 
oLservices that are used only in the communal division, 
such as those of teachers, research workers, and (perhaps) 
doctors, the same difficulties will be found as are found to-day 
in analogous cases. They must be equated roughly to services 

. requiring similar skill, responsibility, or training in the pro
duction of goods for the market. According to strict eco
nomic theory, an. error is involved here, since the CO$t of 
such services will be determined entirely by the use of these 
services in the division of individualized consumption. How
ev.~r, the error is unlikely to be serious unless (a) the services 
are highly specialized and mobility of labour is restricted, or 
(b) the division of communalized consumption expands until 
i~ includes the major part of all production.· 

\ 

4· THE DIVISION OF INDIVIDUAL CoNSUMPTION 

··.·The pricing of consumption goods. We have seen that 
a consid:erable part of the national income of a socialist com-

. munity will consist 'of gobaSa'ild servic~ sold at a price to 
members of the public, who are fr~e to buy as much or as little 
as they choose of each kind of commodity at the price at 
which it is offered, (See section 2 (6) of this chapter.) We 
must now consider, therefore, price formation in the division' 
of individual consumption. With regard to the pricing of 
consumption goods, no· difficulty, at any rate in theory, need 
be found. The shopbeper-state can sell goods at.!..Price t.o, 
its citizen-cu~mers and, ~ccording to the~ons.eLregu-j 
late the quantity and qualtty of oods that 1t su ~ltes: We 
will assume e eXIstence of retail selling agencies, having in 
their hands stocks of goods for sale to the public. These 
agencies may be general shops for the sale of many kinds of 
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goods, like co-operative stores and department stores; or they 
may be for the sale of one particular kind of goods, such as 
bicycles, wireless, or books. They can experiment, by raising 
a_gQjQwering prices or by varying_ Q!lalities an~s, I 
exactly as capitalist retailers do. How their stocKs are re
~lenished we shall inquire later. 
i In the case of goods whose st!£Ply is seasonal (such as 
strawberries) or is not under the con~ofof the "productive 
organs of the community (such as antiques .. works of art, 
out-of-print books, services of celebrated actors and singers,. 
&c.) the rates of supply must be taken as given quanti tie&, 
independent ofllie retailers' control. The selling agencies 

1 will then adjust their prices SQ as just to clear their _stocks.a_ 
raising the price when stocks fall short and lowering Jt when 
they accumulate.- , 
• .In the case of the majority of goods, however, the rate of 

supply can be affect~d by the decisions of the productive 
o~-· Instead of one variable, price, that 
is susceptible of deliberate adjustment, we have two, E!'!c!\ 
I! !lsi. qua!!!_ityJ..!~~!_can b.~!.dJ~~ted.lThe principles of rational 
economy require that in such a case the price and the quantitY 
disposed of should be varied until the quantity is as great and 
the price as small as possible consistent with the condition 
that the selling price just covers cost:! (In what sense precisely' 
'cost' is to be understood we shall consider later in Chap
ter III, section 4.) The most CC!.ny~ni~nt way of effecting this 
is)or the productive organ~ t~._.P~o.dl.ice_according to the 
o~s of the selling agencies.\ The latter will then vary their 
orders according to the state of demand. Two procedures for 
accomplishing this end seem feasible. One is for the selling 
agencies to ~ary their _prices so as to keep· their stocks at a 
minimum, but to increase their orders as the selling price ri~ 
and decrease them as the price falls. Losses would be avoided 
by reducing sales, profits would be absorbed by increasing 
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sales. ~The other procedure is for the selling agencies t~~ll 
~_gst(or cost plus a small margin to cover contingencies), 
rather as the co-operative societies tend to do to-day, and to1 

regulate their orders according to the rate at which their 
stocks were exhausted. They would endeavour to keep their 
stock of each particular good at a certain definite figure, and 
increase or diminish their orders according as the good sold 

1 
quickly or slowly. In either case the productive organs of 

·, society will deliver fresh supplies against payment at qn 
' appropriate price (determined as in Chapter III, section 4 (I)). 
These prices will e~ter into the costs of the selling organiza
tions. The latter will be so conducted as to reduce to a mini
mum the margin between cost and sale-price; the small 
s.u. rplus which they make, after deduction of casu. allosses an~ 

. perhaps small bonuses on turnover, will either revert to the 
community as a whole or be paiq .back to consumers as 

· dividend on purchases.~ · • , . · · 
. ( 'fhe general principles of price-determination here laid 
down will not preclude the possibility of fixing the prices of 
some goods (especially services) at definite figures, subject to 
revision only over long periods, and leaving demand to adjust 
itself to the price.,.This is the method adopted at prtsent with 
regard to postag~nd telegraph rates; railway, bus, and tram 
fares; railway freight rates; port dues; and fees for various 
legal and administrative services,' It is not, however, capable 
of being generalize4 for all commodities. Such fixed prices:! 
are only compatible with economic equilibrium if they are 
exceptions to the general rule of free price-formation: 
• , This method. of determining prices is essentially one of 
trial and error, and it requires for its successful carrying out 
that the :erocess of selling goods be decentralized into a large 
number of -autonomous tradmg bodies between which there 

1 For price-formation in a socialist economy see Cassel, Theory of 
Social Ec()11omy (2nd ed.), ch. ill,§ zs. 
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wJl! exist a sort of competition. It will be suggested, ~ot 
centralize tfle determmatwn of pricesjn some sort of central 
statistical office? · 
Lit is true that the rule-of-thumf? methods described above 
are capable of being much improved and gaining in precision 
and rapidity of adjustment by a proper .u,se..o.Lstatisticaldat.:t. 
On the basis of its experience with changing prices and 
quantities the statistical service of every sales agency would 
be. able to draw up a demand schedule for each type of good 
soldJ (Indeed, the construction of demand schedules both for 
consumption and production goods will be one of the most 
important duties of the statistical services attached to selling 
agencies, productive organs, and the S.E.C. itself.){Theoreti
cally, the task is a very difficult one, since t~~ demand for one 
~ommodity is not.a function of its price alone but of the prices 
<?f all other commodities.~ :.(Joint demand and composite 
supply are special cases of this general proposition.) jPcicti
cally, the task could be solved, to an approximation sufficiently 
close for the guidance of the managers of industry, by takillg 
groups of more closely related commoditi~s (composite supply 
or joint demand) ig_isolation from qther groups. {Under 
capitalism, demand schedules are apt to exist in the realm of 
faith rather than in that of works,z but with the greater publi
city and fuller statistics of the socialistic economy they would 
become much easier to draw up} . 

[The information so obtained and made available through-~ 
out the economic system (together with much other statistical 
material) would be of the greatest use to th.e managers of the I 
various selling agencies and productive organs; it would 
enable them to adjust prices and quantities with much greater 
accuracy than is attainable nowadays'}nd would speed up the 

1 Cf. G. Cassel, Theory of Social Economy, ch. iv, § 16, pp. 139-47; 
L. Walras, Eliments d'lconomie politiqut pure, p. 162. 

1 See, however, Henry Schultz, Theory and Measu11ement of Demand, 
and the literature quoted therein. 
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process of achieving equilibrium; but it is unlikely that it 
would enable the trial and error method to be superseded 
~The statistical determination of demand schedules 
will be a valuable aid to the managers of the various selling 
agencies, but it will not relieve th~m of .the task of quasi
individualistic price-determination~: This matter will be 
discussed in more detail in Cha~ter III, section 4 (I), 
pp. Io4-S· 



C~APTER III· 
y ' 

. PRODUCTION GOODs-THE MEASUREMENT 
'OF COST 

x. THE CoNCEPT OF CosT 

IN the production of the goods and services that ultimately 
satisfy human needs (consumption goods), various things 

are used up. Human labour and raw materials are embodied 
in goods as they are produced, together with a proportionate 
amount of various kinds of indirect labour and of the wear
and-tear of machinery, buildings, and other fixed plant. The 
raw materials used in industry are either naturally occurring 
materials in a state of nature, or they have undergone some1 
intermediate processing and represent a mixture of natural! 
materials and ·the .wear-and-tear of fixed plant. FurtherJ 
since the surface of ~he globe is limited and since differentf 
portions of it are suitable in varying degrees for the activity. 
of human beings and for the extraction of raw materials 
(differences in fertility or convenience of situation), certain 
portions of land ~cquire scarcity; their use in production 
becomes an element'in cost, enerally referred to as rent.. 
Machinery, ui dings, and other fixed plant canoe further 
.resolved into human labour, raw matc:rials, &c. (~l~ately, 
all goods produced can· be resolved urto a combmat10n of 
human labour, natural materials, and land. These we may 
tenn the ultimate factors of production, while partly manu
factured raw materials, machinery, buildings, and other pro
duced means of production may be called in~er!llediate goods~ 
~The ultimate factors and intermediate goods alike may be1 
styled means of production or prQ.duction goods. . J 

• Now, means of proauction are scarce relatiVe to the almost 
unlimited possibilities of consumption that they can be used 
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to satisfy.(In fact It is the scarcity of means of production 
that is responsible for the scarcity of consumption goods~ If 
scarce means of production are used for producing a giVen 
quantity of consumption goods, they are not available for 
producing other consumption goods~ They constitute the 

... ~t~.?!..~~~_goods in which they are embodiedl(ln a rational 
'economy,~ are the ultimate measure of economic scarcity' .. 

'

'They afford an index of the relative worth-whileness of pro
ducing different .kinds of goods/or combinl,\tions of goods and 

: of ~iffere~t ways of producing the same good or combination 
of good~:Jt . . · 
· l..The ~ o~~ven co~~~l!!P~~~ go~d or combinati~n of 
~~ds is thus rn.~~ille(foy.t~e: __ qu~ti!L~! P!odu~~oJ!_goods 
l.l~~fup_iJ?.)n~~ it) Now,.rati.onal economy consis~ in the 
use of scarce means of production so as to produce the maxi-

' murn satisfaction at the minimum co~t. This involves two 
things: (a) when the production of an extra quantity of goods 
is under consideration, the cost of the additional product must 
~be balanced against the satisfaction yielded by it; (b) when 
alternative methods of prQducing the same good are available 
·.it must be possible to measure and compare the costs incurred 
by the alternative methods and to choos~e method that 
~· Therefore, a method of measuring 
and calculating cost must be devised.) 

2. METHODS ov CALCULATING Cosr ~ 

. ~: :r~Q~t,bpds have been suggested of computing cost 
upon a basis not involving the price system. They are based 

1 echnical ·rather than u on economic;'COiisTcieritioiiS: 
"'lttrtmtrgli1hey are, in the writer's opmton, senous y e e 
from the point of view of rational economic calculation, they 
are logically self..consistent. T~se ~~-rp~_9ds are by labour1 
~£~t~and by. ~~e~;\ There remains, as a Jhird.method, 
the computation of cos( according to the price syste~.: . ..~~", ----··.. . .... 
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(I) Labour-cost.~The cost of goods maY. be reckoned as 
proportional to the uanti of labour e?H>~ed in th~ir 
production, both directly an in 1rect y Llndirect labour
cost is the labour-cost of raw materials, &c., used up in 
production, together with an ~ppropriate share of the labour-! 
cost of maintenance ~114~lacement of machmery and of~ 
ra:bour-cost of gene~al economic and political administration~ 
According to this method, raw materials in their natural state' 
(i.e. upon which no labour has been spent) and the uses of 
land will not be taken into account; nor will any interest 
~ha~es ~E-E~r, depreciation of machinery being a simple 
fraction of the total labour-cost of the machine (e.g. on a 
machine costing Io,ooo man-hours and having an .estimated 
life of JO years the depreciation charge will be just J ,ooo man
hours per annum). quanti~ of lab~r is difficult to define. 
;L~~.:!i!M .is a ~approximation! not necessarily the·. 
actual time spent on a JOO, but the time that would be spent 
by a normal worker under normal circumstances usin 
s_ar e m ment ('soc' y necessary labour-time'). IThe I 
real d~!ty is at labo~r is no.!.,hQm,~eous. It exists in . 
differe orms (navvy'slabour, typist's labour, physician's 
abour) having different concrete uses and not perfectly 
interchangeable~ A labour-force composed of tern typists and 
ten doctors will not dig as many cubic feet of earth as twenty 
navvies J nor will ten navvies and ten typists be as effective in 
combatmg an epidemic as twenty doctors, although, perhaps, 
one typist, three navvies, and sixteen doctors would be a still 
more effective group. We are here driven to consider the: 
use-value of different kinds of concrete labour and to take

1 

i~account their relative effectiveness. . But their relative 
effectiveness differs according to the fipe of labour thgt iS 
c~~~trison.:. At one time effectiveness 
in growing food, at another time effectiveness in setting up 
a lathe or v.inding a dynamo may be the standard, and the 
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same worker may be graded differently by different standards. 
What is the standard? There is no single and universal 
standard. \since all kinds of labour are not equally available, 
it seems that n~t only_~~e_!l~t also rela!iv~. Sfl!_r~~ty 
.!!:~s~.~?.f!l~~ ~tp~he_Er_oce~s. of. valua~!ori of aifferent kinds of 
concrete labour:) In practice, an hour of (say) a bus driver's 
labour does not count as equal to an hour of (say) a bus 
conductor's labour. As Marx says: 

·'Skilled labour counts ocly as simple labour intensified, or 
rather a8 ni~tipliedjimpli,1aoour, a givenquaiititj'of.~killed 
labour being considered equal.!?_~ .greaterqu}intity-of simple 
labour.· Experience shows that this reduction is constantly being 

-ma.ae. A commodity may be the product of th most skilled 
w;'ur, but its value, by equating it to the product of simple un· 
skilled labour, represents a definite uanti of the latter labour 
~· The different proportions in which 1fferent sorts of 
labour are reduced to unskilled rabour as their standard are 
establishedby a social process that goes on behind the backs of 
the producers ~d, .consequently, appear to be fixed by custom.'1 

1 But this reduction. of qualitative differences to quantitative 

1''pifferences involves a pro~ss.,,o(..v,a.!v~tiQ.n. In exchange 
economy the ratio between one hour of one kind of labour 
and one of another is the ratio between the value of the net 
product of an hour's work of the marginal worker in the one 

· trade and the value of the net prQduct of an hour's work of 
~ the marginal worker in the other .. ~n other words, it depends 
: on the relative scarcity of labour power in the two trades and 
· on the relative utility of their products. In a non-exchange 
economy thre~ilities ·are open :~e is to adopt and 
·stereotype t~ values of a previously existing exchang~ eco
nomy; an9ther is to adopt, for converting different kinds oh 
labour Into simple socially necessary labour-time, empirica\: 

· coefficients based upon some non-market estimate ofrelative 1 -----1 K. Marx, Capital, vol. i (trans. Aveling and Moore), pp. u-u. 
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social value; the iu-d is to charge all labour up to cost at the 
same rate irres{ective of the kind of work. 1~ The first solution 
is so obviously an irrational makeshift that we will not con-· 
sider it further, except to note that it is a pitfall that a socialist 
commonwealth might easily fall into in its early days .. The: 
second solution raises the very difficult question of how to 
!Peasure relative scarcity and social utility without the' 
measuring-rod of price. I! opens the door to the making of 
~by irresponsible authorities. The~ 
third method is the logical result of the labour-time theory.\ 
(Note that the reckoning for. purposes of social costing of one 
hour of every worker's time at the same rate does not neces-' 
sarily involve the payment of equal hourly wag.es to all 
~s.) The only deviation from the principle of equalitY 
of labour-time that would be consistent with the strict labourv 
time system would be the addition to the hourly rate or, 
skilled labour of an amount corresponding to the extra cost, I 
measured in labour-time, of training that worker. E.g. sup
pose that a doctor's training lasts 10 years longer than that of 
an unskilled labourer and uses up 3,0_90 man-hours o( in
structors' time. Suppose, further, thlr~ on the average a 
doctor's working life is 30 years, or 6o,ooo working hours, 
then it would be justifiable to increase the hourly rate a! 

which doctors' labour was casted by 
6
3'

000 
or 5 per cent. 

. o,ooo • 
But this method takes into account only the co.f.t9Lspecial 
training. It makes no allowance for the scarcity of particular· 
aptitudes (or, more accurately, for any degree of scarcity o( 
aptitude in excess of what corresponds to the cost of training). 

The principle of reckoning labour-time to cost at a uniform 
rate makes it impossible to make a proper economic com
parison between t.!_o ways of doing a thing that differ only in 
the amounts and kina:&oiTaboilr-used: e.g. if there are two 
methods of producing a given product: in one way, ltf1, x1 
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hours of labour of kind A and y1 hours of labour of kind B 
are employed and in the other, M2, x2 of A and y2 of B, it may 
be that x1ty1 < x2ty2 while ax1tby1 > ax2tby2, where 
:a and b are coefficients proportional to the economic value of 
'an hour of A's labour and of B's labour respectively.1 In such 
a case a reckoning according to pure labour-time will make 
method M1 seem preferable to M2, while a reckoning accord
ing to economic costs will make M2 seem preferable to M1• 

The non-reckoning of interest means that although the use 
of fixedc;pitalT;'tikeliinTo account as stored-up labour, in 
so far as it is used up in the production process, neither the 
total quantity of fixed capital relative to labour nor the length 
of time during which such capital is in the course of giving" 
out its stored-up labour enters into the calculation of cost. 

For example, if there are two goods, A and B, and the 
production of A involves soo hours of direct labour plus soo 
hours of stored-up labour while the production of B involves 
8oo hours of direct labour plus 200 hours of stored-up labour, 
both goods will be reckoned as costing 1 ,ooo hours and conse
quently as being equal in cost, no account being_ taken of the 
additional_amount of stored-up labour~dlii the P!o
duction of 4,;_ Or again, suppose that there are two goods 
Band (J,l)oth of which take up Boo hours of direct as against. 
200 hours of stored-up labour, but that the stored-up labour· 
used in producing B takes the form of one month's use of a 
machine costing 24,000 hours of labour which lasts for 10 

years, while that used in producing C takes the form of one 
month's use of a machine costing 12,000 hours of labour and 
lasting for 5 years; then B and C are reckoned as of equal 
cost in spite of the fact t~at the production of B involves 
the use of twice as large a stock of stored-up labour as the 
pro,duction of C. · · 

1 Computed by the value of their respective marginal products in 
alternative occupations. 
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~It is interesting to note that cost accounting in terms of 
pure labour-time is appropriate to two phases of economicj 
development at opposite poles to each other. One is a state 
in which mechanical aids to production arYunimportant 
relative to human labour and in which, consequently, the 
sup I of human labour is the chief factor limitin the creation 
·~h. Th.(! .¢ er 1s a state w ere the use of mechanical 
aids has been developed to the full-to the point of ~aEital 
saturation-when once more labouiTs the only scarce factor 
o~tiori~see Chapter II, section I (4})r 

(2) Energy-cost{fhe cost of good~ may be reckoned as 
proportional to the quantitYof el_!.e!gy (reckoned in physical 
units as foot-pounds, kilogram-metres, kilowatt-hours, calo
ries, therms, or what not) embodirun_tb.er4 This system of 
costing has been suggested by H. G. Wells,1 by Professor 
Soddj} and by Howard Scott3 an<1'11irgroup calling'Them
sefves Technocrats, but 1ts full implications have never been 
worked ~ly applied it would involve the i~l 
t!le use of land and raw materials in their native conditio~ 1 

{EXtracrea raw-materials, of course, would be costed accor<t-i 
ing to the energy expended in getting them.) Human labour 
would be costed according to the energy-cost of the physical 
maintenance of the human body considered as a machine. 

~.Fixed capital would be reckoned as stored-up energy, and be 
charged to cost as it is used up, but, as in the case of labour- i 

cost, the ~im~ment would be i~red, i.e. in~~st ~()uldj 
not enter mto energy-cost\ 

The ~of this method of costing are similar to th~~-~ 
• costingliccording to labour-time.~ In particular lJ.f 1~res the 

varying degree of scardty-;)Cd.ifferent kinds of labour, since. 
scarcity is not necessanly proportional to energy-consump-

1 H. G. Wells, A Modern Utopia, ch. iii,§ 2.. 
1 F. Soddy, Carttsimt Economic1, p. u. 
1 H. Srott, Introduction to Ttchnocracy, pp. 47-8. 
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tiori. Thus, n~the~, p}ethod measur~_t!:U~ e2~I!~rWC cps~ i~ 
the sense of the reTattve scarcnyorthe means of production, 
By neither method is it possible to compare properly different 
methods of production entailing the use of different kinds 
~f concrete labour. Both methods ignore the scarcity of 
paturally occurring raw materials, of land, and of stored-up 

fast production embodied in instrull!~nts of production:' 
(3) Price as a measure of cost.{If consumption goods 

are priced· according to the scarci!J prinj:iple, the goods 
entering into their production can be priced in the same way1 
Giving the n~e 'cost' to the sum of the prices of all the 
production goods -used up in the making of a given consump
tion good, we can say that it will be worth while offering such 
prices for production goods as will make the cost of a con
sumption good not more than its price. Thus given the 
prices of consumption goods, there can be derived from them 
the demand prices of any given quantities of production 
goods. !J'he demand for consumptiQn ..good~ete~ 

j.rice1 wliich is imputed back to production goods and then 
ts reflected forward again to consumpli'Oiigoo(fsiii11ie fulse' 

.,...,.._.........,. r 

or co~t; .l . . 
:--One fundamental principle of economic equilibrium under 
tlie price system is that the selling price of every good should 
equal its cost as imp~tet!Tf<>mthe p.nces_of other goo~s."lf a 
good sells above ·cost, it is being kept artificially scarce-the 
consumer is being deprived of satisfactions that might be 
provided by resources that are now yielding less satisfaction 
in other employments. If a good sells below cost, the con
sumer is obtaining a certain satisfaction by the use of 
resources that would, in other employments, yield greater 
satisfaction. ~C~~ therefore linked naturally to the 

1 In general, those socialist theorists who propose to base cost on some 
'objective' measure, independent of the market valuation of individual 
goods, ignore rent as well as interest. See section 3 (1) of this chapter. 
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:process of m:ke-d~termination according to scarci~aE!, 
consumers' preferen~ , ·· ·- .. ~-
·<_\Vhere,·as ina-developed exchange economy, many pro..: 

duction goods enter into the making of one consumption good 
Uoint demand) and where many different combinations of 
production goods can be made to yield the same result (com
posite supply), the demand price for a given production good 
is equal to its marginal net product.} The n~52duct of a; 
production good may be defined as the price of the additional 
product obtained by the use of one additional unit of the 
production good. The marginal net product of a production 
good is its net product at the margin of employment, i.e. a~ 
the point at which all available quantities of the productio 
good are taken into use. As the available quantity increases, 
the marginal net product falls, partly because of the falling 
P!!i of the consumption goods, due to increased abundance, 
partly because of· the diminished physical productivity of 

• increased quantities of one kind of production good combined 
with an unchanged quantity of others.{. Thus the equality of 
~price with marginal net product means "rtiat price (ails.~ as 
q~antity increases_::.in ·other ·wordS·, the ,.Eric:_~~- P!.~d~.c~~~~ 
good is~ measure of~c~.£~X~st as is thfU>.~~c;~ol.a..cvn~ump
!iongqo~J .. 

In a P,o.~~tl~!!.!?f.!<!l!!li!>_~ the following condi~ons are1 

fulfiiTed tan m>ans of ~oduction are fully utilizep; prices of 
all goods arTequal to cost~ if alternative-methods of production 
are possible, that one•is chosen which yields the product at 
least cost; and, finally:a production good capable of alterna .. ' 
tiv~~s (i.e. in composite supply) is so distribUted b~tween 
different uses that its ~marginal net product \in each use is 
equal to the same quantity, namely, to its .Pri~e. 
~- In this way, prices can be established for all production 
goods; first for intermediate goods and ultimately for ulti
mate factors of production-i.e. human services and natural 

4Sl7 L 
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resources. Thus labour power and natural resources can be 
reduced to a common standard of comparison by the price 
system:) · : 

But these ultimate factors of production are not the only 
elements that must be taken into account in a rational system 
of costing. !.When labour, land, &c., are combined to form 
intermediate goods, two processes occur. (1}· There is a 
storing-up of ultimate factors of production over a period 
of time. A mass of intermediate goods represents a stock of 
resources held through time, the use of which involvestitore 
than the use of the ultimate factors of production: it involves 
the use of an ~~~~?n ?.f~~-?!fa.~to~ {in Bohm-Bawerk's 
phrase, 'roundabout methoas of pro~!J.ction') .. At any given 
moment the quantitf' oi accumulated resources is limited or 
scarce: hence the use of them involves a cost, called by 
economists inter~st ... (2) The creation of a mass of interme
diate goods involves the fixing ofresources in a form which 
has only one specific use (or a narrow range of specific uses}: 
Once fixed in this form, they are useless for any other pur
pose. Technic~l__£hanges in the processes of production pr 
changes in ihe deSireS'a:iicfiasies of the community, inter
vening since the production of the intermediate goods was 
begun, may d~,stroy or diminish the us~fulness of the inter
mediate goods~~ question. Hence arises an els,m!P.!.2!Jl.nt~r
!ainty; and the .. holding of stocks of means. of production 
mvolves, therefore, a further element of cost~ By the devices 
of a rate of interest and of a charge for u!lcef!ainty (both 
analogous m nature toa price), these fUrther elements in 
cost can be reduced to comparability with labour power and 
natural resources. · Thus all elements in cost are welded 
into a closed and self-consistent system by the method of 
pricing."~ In no other method of costing can these results· 
be achieved. (See section 3, sub-sections (2) and (3), of this 
chapter.) · 
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In the ultimate analysis, costs in an exchange economy are : 
the values of the alternative opportunities for production ' 
that are foregone when the decision is taken to make the 
particular good with the resources in question.1 (Cost is the.' 
expression and the measure, in terms of price, of the ulti-~ 
mate economic fact of scarcity~· r . 

3· SoME SPECIAL CATEGORIES OF Cosr 

~ {Ihe methods of calculating cost, according to labour or 
energy suffer from the defect that it is im~ 
take into account the use of land and natural resources, the 
t~factor in production (i.e. the use of a stttck .of accu: 
mula ted resources, held over a period of time), and the 
e!e~ty l As soon as it is required to take these 
elements into account, it becomes necessary to find a common 
measure for them and for labour-time or mechanical energy, 
as the case may be. Although arbitrary equ!valents might be 
set up by an economic planning authority in a non-exchan~ 
economy,. they would have no real significance. The only 
way in which they can be brought to a rational common 
me.asure is by the process of pricing in a market. We must 
therefore proceed to the examination of the part played in a 
rational costing system by ( 1) Land (including natural re· 
sources), (2) Time, tJ) Uncertainty. In other words, this is 
the probl~~nt, of Inte!~~t.,and ~~~~,~itherto_unnamed 
element in social cost which is the pr~c~~c~ty
Bearing, and which we shall call Uncertainty-Su~charge. 

( 1) Land-rent. Owing to differences in p'llySlcal yield and 
convenience of location between different sources of power 
and natural products, it is necessary to undertake production 

1 See F. von Wieser, Natural Valut, bk. v; E. v. Bohm-Bawerk, Positive 
Tluory of Capital, bk. iii, ch. ro; bk. iv, ch. 7; P. Wicksteed, Common
strut of Political Economy, vol. i, p. 380; H. J. Davenport, Economics of 
Enttrprise, cbs. vi and viii; G. Cassel, Tluory of Social Econom:,•, ch. iii, 
§ u, pp. 91-3; H. D. Henderson, Supply and Demand, ch. x. 
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at _different rates of real cost to satisf the same need with 
p~ e.g. wheat of identical food v ue 
grown on fertile and on poor land; coal of equivalent calorific 
value from mines_ of unequal difficulty in working). Under 
these conditions an increase in output can only be provided 
at an increase in real cost (whether this be measured in labour· 
time or in energy-units). Moreover, in the case of different 
branches of production, increased output will involve different 
rates of increase of cost~what we may call the _sost-8!adie!ll, 
~ production of some goods can be 
in~efinitely extended at constant cost. In their case there is 
no doubt as to the righ~ valuation. Their value 
is proportional to the average cost of production. But how 
should a good be valued that is produced under increasing 
costs? The natural answer is: At averase cost. But this 
Jails to take into account that, if there are two kinds of 
goods being produced at the same average cost, one with a 
.high cost-gradient, the' other with a low '(or zero) cost
gradient~ then an. increaSe in the output of the former will 
involve greater expenditure of labour-time (or energy) than 
an increase in that 'of the latter. To be able to balance 
against each other· the effect 6n the total expenditure of 
labour-time (or energy) of increased production of different 
goods, given a certain rate of production already undertaken, 

oods should be valued accordin to their mar inal costs of 
~£roduction, not t e1r averag_e costs. ese coincide in thei 
ease of goods "Produced under. ~itions of constant cost.} 

this leads at once to the emergence ~s 
e. In the case of good_U>roduced f.~?l!l_ su~~marginal 
ces of supply, the difference i>etween their cost an~ 

their value (i.e. between · their actual cost and the cost of 
production of similar goods at the margin) is a surr!uJ_yalue, 
identica!.!Ltl!ffi£a.r9i~ ~!lt (whether or not it is appro. 
pnaied by private owners of natural resources). 
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under market economy this surplus is naturally ·imputed r' 
~o the site; so that the superior field, mine, &c., is supposed to\ 
~e~.!:.,lf a site is capable of alternative uses, then the 
tent which it can 'earn' in its different uses is an indication 
of its relative superiority in these uses. Its owner then has 
a pecuniary incentive to use it in the way in which it is 
most productive; . 
lf&>od~ value~ ac~~jjo the c~st_of t!te margit)al 

p~n of supply, then, even under any of the arbitrary 
systems of costing mentioned above (labour or energy)~a 

~
~s ~merge which could .be treated ~- If ' 

however, goods_~e[e_yalued accordjng to Jh.~r av._~r~g.~os J 

f production( which is usually the method favoured by th 
proponents of arbitfary systems of costing), t~l!...r.enuvill.be . 
~b~~beginto fOst.:J'he question whether or not rent sho~l~ [ 
Fe reckoned as a seF1'i'fYiS1hus seentO'Deiaentlca I 
~vtth th~ problem w ettler g~~s Sliou~!_£e_Jarued accortttng 
to margmal or average cost of pro~1~ · 
r Vfwo consequences flow from not including the rent of landr 
' in the computation of cost. The first is that the measure 
of cost is distorted. The second is that it is difficult to allo 
parcels of land of different quality to' their most appro · 
priate use. 

(a) As stated above, the true cost of increasing the supply 
of a good will be under-estimated if the good is produced 

~~ .nde. r .c·o···ndit~ons of increasing costs. There will thus bel 
ano~~mmunity'sr~ 
duction of such ~ompared with goods produced 
uriaeT constanfOr diminishing costs. . 
! (b) Under the second head it must be noted that the 
charging of a rent for the use of land is the way by, which, in 

f 
market ~conomy, land is forced intg its most rO~\!~tive ~, 
t may be argued that a s1milar resu t cou be a eved m 
planned economy by ascertaining the productivity of given 
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parcels of land under given forms of cultivation and calculat~ 
ing, by means of the calculus of variations, which combination 
of uses would give the maximum yield. In order, however, 
to calculate the maximum yield it is necessary to express the 
different products ofland in terms of a common.denominator,' 
i.e. in terms of their values. But unless the comparison was 
made on the basis of their marginal and not of their average 

l.retu. m. s, incorre!=t' results w. ould b.e obtained. ~Therefore~ 
\(ince marginal retums·must in'any case be determined, th 
1use of rent as a device for ensuring the optimum use of scare 
naturarreS'ources seems to be justifiecD Furthermore, the use 
of economic _rent· as a device for allocating land and natural 
materials to their most productive uses fits in conveniently 
with ~in whic~ a !arge measure of 
autonomy IS allowed to separate enterpnses.!~ · · 

(2) ,Time:-interest. (a) Capitalqnd interest.· We mu.st 
next take into account the influence of time in production. 
To obtain a giveq rate. of physical output a certain quantity 
of physical resources must be held in the form of intermediate 
goods (machinery, buildings,. stocks of raw materials, an~ 

--goods in process). · Th~se ·intermediate oods represent 
certain storing of resources in time· since the mac me , 
materials, c., now being used in the,process of production 
are the result of past processes of p~11duction. The average 
length of time that elapses between the first steps taken in the 
chain of production and the delivery of t~e finished product 
may be called the Eod ~[ pr?.d.~c~i?n. z ~ost meth~ds of 
increasing the physical productlVIty o( a g1ven quant1ty of 

1 For the pri~i~g of land under socialism see Cassel, Theory o/ Social 
Economy, ch. vii, § Z9, p. 289; also Henderson, Supply and Demand, ch. vi, 
§ s: tor natural materials see Cassel, qp. cit., ch. vii, § 30, pp. 293-4. 

a An alternative expression for this quantity is the ratio of the com
munity's stock of means of production to its flow of finished consumption 
goods (see G. Cassel, On Qutmtitative Thinking in Economics, p. 22). 

· Note that this expression implies the possibility of expressing both the 
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resources (including land and human labour) mvolve the 
utilization of these resources in ways which produce a greater 
physical product but at a remoter period of t~in othe~ 
words, a lengthening of the period of..production:.J"or in-j 
stance:-machinery increases the product of labour; but, in 
order to make the machinerr, labour must be diverted from 
some other line of production to machinery-makin_g. Now, 
different uses of the ultimate factors of production may be 
classified in the order of the remoteness of their ultimate 
benefit (in other words, in order of the length of the period 
of production in each particular use). If we assume that in 
a rationally ordered scheme of production the uses of ultimate 
factors of production that yield immediate benefit are prefer
able to those whose benefit is deferred, we must devise some 
·~uantitative method of estimating this preference. More-~ 
\bver,-We" must be able to balance a greater yield at a ~ore 
pistant date against a lesser yield available sooner. . 
l1 An economic community, based on division of labour, 
must divide its econ~~i~ ... s b~een provision}?~ the' 
needs of the pr~m.. and the mamtenance and extens10n of 1 

tfie equipment that makes possible provision for the ~eeds of 
the future. The proportion in which it so divideS iis resources. 
iS the ·result of a balance between the 'pro~'!ctiye~es~: orl 
material equipment ~~d the 'pro~p~~~~v~ess' of the membe~ 
of the community. 

1 :In an_individualistic economic system the rate of interest 
J.0he regula!or ofltSCiPIUJ~cturt;_. Interest -anres m 
market economy as a payment maCfe"Ior the use of means of 
production during time. In its simplest form ~ is a disco_upt 
on future_values. (or an.!Ki2Jm_p.n:sent values) ·so that the 
~-a finished good tends always to exceed the sum of 

stock and the flow in terms of a common unit, in other words, the possi
bility of \'aluation. See also J, Marschak's 'Note on the Period of Pro
duction', Ecorumric JoU171D.l, Man::h 1934· 
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:~alues of its constituent factors by an amount which is 
/p~oportionate to the time taken up in production~ If interest 
•be reckoned on the value of all intermediate goOds used in 
production for the time during which.they are locked up in' 
the productive process, . this surplus is absorbed and value 
tends to be equal to cost. In the idealized individualism of 
the Austrian school the rate of inte~l~ det~~~d.-~y~e 
interaction in the market of Inillions of individual tune* 
prirerences;;-just-;-the- prl~es ofgoocis are dete~ed by 

1the interaction of millions of individual marginal utilities. I~ 
;the real system of capitalism individual time-preferences ar 
:overshadowed by the action of banks and by the strategi 
~eserve policy of company directors. . · 
~ .. A socialist. community that attempts to guide production 
by the preferences of individuals expressed in the market 
must make use of the device of a rate of S!er~, for two 
reasons1 ()ffeTsTor costin~es, since otherwise ther~ 
will be r~~tive_~yer-_proauction of goods whose manufacture
involves "ieraiively more time-consuming methods than the 
average. Th~d is -~ ~ r.ati?E~n~vi_:e~ allocat~ 
between the vanous branches· of roductton tne resources 
available fore the sati n~_lhyt.....,L& 
margpal productivity of capital goods will establish, at any 
gi;en moment, a definite relation betweentlie-qllantity'Of' 
resources so avana6te and the rate of mteresftlia1']i!sralt0-
~~te! t~em; Without dt'tidt 6! excess.~. ]Jut m t1le absence of 
a free market for savers there is no means of deciding, on 
individualistic principles, what quantity of resources should 
be saved. This decision will have to be taken b~~ £lanni!)g_1 
authorit;: on behal'l'Ortl'i'e community_~-a wh~le and will ,he, 
fr'O'inihe-liberal individualistic point of view, ar~itr~ry. (See_ 
C}Jpter IX, section 2 (2)). ~ 
Vr~ illusrte the probte!Jl of interest .in- a. socialist ..tom*· 
rnunitv let us take the case of a railway that has to cross a 
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piece of high ground. tither it may be built in the open with 
two steep slopes, or it may b~ constructed with deep .cuttings 
and a tunri~I. The first way involves greater cost in operation 
than the second for the whole time that the line is open: the 
second way involves a greater expenditure ·of labour and 
materials at the time of construction. · Ho\f can the authority 
planning the railway balance the ex.!!=a.annual cost of~a-1 
~gainst the additional once-and-for-all cost of construc
tion? lfll1eidditional construction-cost is only five times 
the extra annual operation-cost, it is almost certainly worth 
while to build the tunnel. If it is a hundred times more, th~ 
tunnel is ~lmost certainly not worth while. J>r~cted works 
can be cla~s~fied~ording to the number of :,Y~~J?.'!!!.£!l~S.:. 

,.ijiat they require. Iris ofi~ous tfiat t~~ COJ!l9ll!.llitlJhsluld 
undertake fifst thos~ wati{s]ulilcl4. pre.aeu.t..a~. 
a large annu 1 st before proceeding with thos~ that effect a 
less saving. uilibriu · · · · . · 
\nent of resources up to the same-number oryears-;purchase~ 
fo'""all hnes of proalictiOOl'ThecommunitymuStaeciUeupoi1 
r. certain number of yea ' purchase (in other words a rate of 
inte~est) and apply. it as a touch~tone to di~guish between 
feas1hle and unfeas1ble undertakings. 1 V"' ~ 
\FJf course it would be possible to use the marginal pro

ductivity of capital as a sieve for sorting out worth-while 
projects (rationing function. of interest)· without actually 
charging it into the price of goods (cost function of interest). 
But, as already remarked, this would result in a relative over-) 
production of goods whose production involves a higher
than-average ratio of capital to labour. · · J 

1 G. Morreau (op. cit.), who does not admit the propriety of including 
interest in the cost-reckoning oi a socialist economy, proposes to dis
criminate between different uses of capital resources according to the 
~!~t!t\' of co~s~~urpl~ .. ·hie~ they yield. ThiS 1s an mtere&tuig 
6Ugg~;st~on7 tiut 1t IS opeillO tlieOT:iJectiOi'1!\Ir"no one has yet shown 
how to detennine an objeclive measure of consumers' surplus, 

4SZ7 M 
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I · Unless ~is taken into account in the computing of 
cost, it will_ appear equally preferable to produce either of 
two commodities in each of which the same quantity oflabour 
and land is incorporated, although in the' case of one'of them 
the expenditure, may be spread over a hundred times the 

:period of time ~tit is in the other. The community will be 
\led to spend its resources on schemes that will only produce 
\consumable goods after centuries, while in the meantime it 
\will suffer pell;ury. · < · . · 

To compute a rate of interest, each undertaking will have 
to· start With a· certain capital, based on an inventory and 
valuation of actual capital goods. Extensions of capital will 
take the form of investments or loans made under the control 
of the S.E.C. from a central fund. Each unde~g will 
draw up several alternative plans of activity on th~ assumption 
that interest is 6, s, .:h 3, &c., per cent., the schemes at the 
lower rates being naturally more extensive than those at the 
higher rates. On the basis of these schemes it will be able to 
draw up a schedule of its demand for capital at different 
rates. The S.E.C. can then construct an aggregate demand 

'schedule for capital to be employed in the whole of industry. 
This will, in fact, be a schedule showing the marginal pro

tductivity of different quantities of resources applied to 
capital formation. 1 

Two procedures can now be followed, according as to 
whethetqllairtfty of accumulation or interest-rate is to be 
taken as the independent variable.~.,.(t}!n the first case the 
S.E.C. will fix the amount of capital that is to be raised; then 
the ruling rate of interest for the current accounting period 

; 

· , 1 The objection may be made that it is not legitimate to aggregate the 
demand schedules of single enterprises into one social demand schedule, 
on the grounds that each individual demand schedule is dependent on 
the actual ra_)e of interest. This is a valid objection theoretically, but it 
could be go'6 tlver practically by the process of successive approximation 
(see footnote z top. 83; also pp. 99'""100, 102-3). -~ 
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will be determined by the schedule of marginal productivity 
of capital. ,W In the second case the S.E.C. will fix a certain 
rate of interest; this will determine the corresponding quan
tit of capital to be saved out of the total social income durin 
~· In e1t er case, t e ra e o mterest, however arrived 
at, will be used for all accounting purposes (interest on original 
capital of· enterprises and trusts, interest on. short-period 
balances, depreciation, insurance, hire-purchase contracts, 
&c.). Capital will be supplied to undertakings in accordance 
with their original demand schedules.1

• 
2 

(i) If the amotmU.o be saved is to be taken as lhe indepen
de~ then the'iiiost"'appropriate formula would be 
that of ~..:._!'· Ramsey3 ~the rate of saving m"Uitfplied by th~ 
marsinal utility of mppfi should always be equal to th~l 

~
mount by which the total net enjoyment of utility falls short. 

of maximum o ible rate of en'o · ent~ It may be objected 
t e practical application of this formula involves the 

numerical determination of utilities. Nevertheless, this prob
lem might not prove to be insoluble in a community where 
individual incomes are approximately equal, given free choice· 
of consumption and the sale of consumption goods at a price 
in the market. If it can be solved, even approximately, .a rate 
of saving can be determined, and then from the aggregate 
demand schedule of the socialized undertakings a correspond-

1 In the foregoing it is not asswned that any capital is supplied by 
voluntary individual saving. It is all provided by a levy on the un
distributed social product;; in accordance with a decision of the S.E.C. 
Individuals may save, in the sense of postponing consumption; but this 
is not envisaged as a source of capital. 

1 If either the demand for or the supply of capital is changing rapidly, 
the error involved in aggregating demand schedules wiD be appreciable. 
In this case it will be necessary to establish a provisional rate of interest, 
then to allow the different organs of collective economy to re-oontract 
with each other on the basis of this provisional rate, and so to draw up 
their final demand schedule for capital. .,,1 , 

1 'A Mathema~ical Theory of Saving', Eco11CnnicJaunaal':Dec. 19a8. 
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ing rate of interest can be found. Changes in productivity and 
demand will then be reflected in changes in the rate of interest/ 
\ (ii) If inter.~ is to .be taken as the independent variable, 
what prinCiples should be followed in deciding upon a rate of 
interest? If Cassel's argument in the Nature and Necessity of 
Interest is valid, then the rate of interesL<f.e_p_~nds J>n...the 
duration of human lif~ In an iaeaTlildiVidualist community 
accumulation would proceed, and interest fall, until the num
ber of· years' purchase of a perpetual income had risen to 
something short of the average d)lration of the adult portion 
of human life.~Here it is true that the socialist community 
cannot deteiiillne the exact figure with the accuracy of indi
vidual investors, balancing the attractiv~ness of perpetuities 
against that of life annuities. Still, no extreme error in valua
tion will be incurred if the S.E.C. accumulates until the rate 
of interest fails to say 2 per cent. and then keeps the rate of 
interest steady. The reason why 2 per cent.....:....so years' pur
chase-is chosen is that it corresponds to the duration of 
adult human life. On the assumption· that a socialist com
munity should be longer-sighted than the individual investor, 
the rate. of interest might ultimately be lowered to 1 pe~ 
cent-corresponding to 100 years' purchase (three genera-l 
tions) respectively. If the tempo of technical invention 
increases or if public taste becomes more changeabJ~the 

~
ount of new capital to be raised in a year will increase; 
invention or changes in taste fall off, the amount to be 
sed will diminish/' · 

1 See also Cassel's Theory of Social Economy (Benn ed.); vol. i, pp. 
24r-s. . 
, z For the problem of interest in a socialist society see F. von Wieser, 
Natural Value, bk. ii, ch. 6; bk. ill, ch. 3i also pp. 142, 163, 206; E. v. 
Bohm-Bawerk, Positive Theory of Capital, bk. vi, ch. to; G. Cassel, 
Theory of Social Economy, ch. vi,§ z6; H. D. Henderson, Supply and 
Demand, pp. q.-16, 130; H. D. Dickinson, Institutional Revenue, Appeno: 
dix to ch. iv. For a different view see M. Dohb, Political Economy and 
Capitalism, ch. viii and Note to ch. viii. · 
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The question is often discussed: ~hy should not the 
socialist community accumulate capital until the rate of inter~ 
est fell to zero? ln the writer's opinion, this would be quite 
impracticable. AB the rate of interest fell; there would be a 
rapid increase in the nUJ!lber of uses of capital that would, 
u~ical conditions, become worth while. At 
zero interest, the demand for, capital would absorb so hi!i'h a 
proportion of the social income that the real time-preference 
ofthe members of the community would nse steeply~ If, then~ 
the S.E.C. were to reflect their preferences correctly, it would 
have to reduce the volume of collective saving and re-intro~· 
duce a rate of interest in order to ration the available capitalr 

(b) Long-term ·and short-term capital . .. The provision ot 
capital to industry falls under two· heads, long-term capital 
and short-term capital, corresponding roughly to the dis
tinction between ~a.£!~! ,a_nd circu~ating,eapital.:. 
~ (i) Long-tel1ll capi!~~ is represented by the buildings, 
plant, macTiiile"ry, and other durable physical equipment of 
industry. Every undertaking will be Capitalized at a value 
c~~~nding to the cost of re roduction new of its fixed 
capital, and will be reqmred to pay interest at the current rate 
on tli1s capital to the organization next above it in the hierarchy· 
of collective enterprises: (This could be effected formally by 
the issue of debentures, to be held by the controlling organiza~ 
tion. Increase of capital equipment would be accompanied 
by an issue of new debentures, diminution of capital by ·a 
cancellation or writing-down.) New fixed capital would 
come out of the Social Fund [ and would be issued by the 
Jnvestment Board on the basis of the schedules drawn up by 
the various organs of collective economy. 

The possibility of a loss of capital must be dealt with. 
This may be due to a variety of causes, such as diminutioa-Ht 
the importance ~rticular branch of the soci~~ 

•
1 See sub-section (4) of th.ia section; also Chapter IV, section 5· 
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rapid technical change, physical destruction, or sheer mis
takes of judgement. If an industry or trade declines in impor
tance, as brewing might if people became more abstemious, 
the capital sunk in it must simply be written off. Tech
nical change, if not too rapid, should be covered by allowances 
made for obsolescence and risk; but violent changes in 
technique (such as the supersession of existing means of 
lighting by the invention of 'cold light') would necessitate 
a drastic writing-off of capital assets. ·similarly, physical. 
loss s~ould be covered by insurance; but catastrophes such 
as earthquakes,. floods, conflagrations, and acts of war must 
also entail writing-off. ·Finally, decisions of the planning 
authorities (the S.E.C. and of minor organs) may prove to 
have been unwise, and their reversal will involve abandon
ment of capital investments. In all these.cases the fact should 
be recognized that the community's wealth has diminished 
by the amount of the resources that have been sunk in enter
prises that will yield no return in the future. There should be 
kept a capital account of all the community's assets {including 
non-indu&trial ones such as public buildings and institutions 
devoted to communal consumption) and the total of this 
should be kept as closely as possible in correspondence with 
the actual facts. 
\..An important problem in the theory of costs arises in 
connexion with this matter of writif!~ital rendered 
obsolete by technical change. In :bifancing the economic 
advantages and disadvantages of a new process, td what 
extent should the loss of capital sunk in the old process be 
considered? Competitive'private enterprise cannot afford to 
do this. If a new process appears, eWJ firm hastens to adop~ 
~one like it), since it realizes that if it does not its nvai~ 
will and that it will in consequence be handicapped in the) 
competitive struggle. On the other han~, public bodies and' 
~E~s~~-p~-~~e firms_~~~~ly try to .delaz the adop~n 
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of innovations until the old capital ·e_guipment is at least 
partl~om out. (ConS1der, e.g., the attitude of many munici
piilities owning gas and tral!lway undertakings towards electric 
lighting and omnibuses.) V ndoubtedly the competitive sys
tem produce.a.. a . high rate of technical progress, but is it 
s..ocially jjlsiTfied ~ The answer seems to be that it is, and tha , 
a socialist economy should in this matter imitate rom etition 
'In economics bygones are forever bygones.' Capital sunk· 
a. process represents social resources, the product of past I 

labour and sacrifice, locked up in an irrev~~ 
-valile10 the community is not what it has cost but what it 
will yield (its quasi-rent in Marshall's terminology). If 
society can produce the same 'result by other and better 
means, the value of the old means,is already potentially lost.· 
New resources, not yet immobilized in means of production, 
should flow into the most productive uses. The productivit 
of these uses depends on the demand for their products a 
compared with the sacrifice of current, fluid resourcesl 
Present resources, not past resources, are what count; Thus.J 
it seems that the value of sunk resources should be ignored 
in deciding on the worth-whiteness of new processes) 

The case ofjahgur, however, is differet:tt from that of non
human resourcts. Here again bygones are bygones, and the 
fact that certain workers have acquired specialized skills that 
are to be rendered unnecessary by new methoassliould rurt 
weig _ _!_I! -~hen decisions are being taken about 

·the introduction of new metho s. But the fact that the com
munity owes these men the opportunity to fit themselves to 
take part again in social production should weigh in the 
balance. Hence the cost of re-training displaced workers (or 
pensioning those too old to be re-trained) and other costs of 
transfer, such as those of transport and rehousing, where the 
transfer is geographical as. well as occupational, should be 
debited against new methods and processes:' 
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~ (ii) S~ital would be supplied b~d· 
banking_sys~s~ · All organs of collective economy would 
keep a current account with the Central Bank; they would be 
debited with the value of all materials bought and wages paid, 
and they would be credited with the value ofall goods and 
services sold.\ Since production is normally undertaken in 
anticipation of demand, this would mean that every under
taking would have a ~rmanent floating overdraft at the hank 
equivalent to the :value of resources locked up in the process 
of production. The undertaking would pay interest at the · 
current rate on this overdraft, thus taking the time-lag of 
production into account in the system of socialist costing. 
v Institutions serving the division of communal consumption 
(such 'as hospitals, ( schools, libraries, &c.) should follow 
similar methods. They should keep capital accounts which. 
would be written up or down to correspond with the actual 

: talue of their fixed assets. Their revenue and expenditure 
· would be checked by the bank in the same way, interest being 
charged on the net balance (if negative) or paid' on the net 
balance (if income anticipated.expenditure). 

·., · In the course o( time the Central Bank and its agencies 
would probably come tQ exercise the function of a general 
accounting, checking, and controlling organ, keeping track of 
the. progress of goods in process of manufacture through 
their various ~tages, of the quantities of goods in stock at all 
stages, &c. Any delay in the movement of goods along th~ 
road to ultimate consumption would be reflected in a rise in 
the demand of ·the various undertakings for short-term 
credit.1 / · • · 

~ ~(c) Consumption capital. One way in which the fruits of 
stored-up labour ('waiting') can be used is in the creation of 

' 0 

1 For the role of the Gosbank of the U.S.S.R. in checking the execu
tion of the Plan by the various organs of collective economy see L. E. 
Hubbard, Soviet Money and Fi1Ul11Ce, chs. v and vi. 
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durable articles of consumption, like dwelling-houses, swim
ming-baths, grand pianos, motor-cars, household furniture,. 
wireless receivers, gas or electric stoves, vacuum cleaner~; 
washing machines, refrigerators, &c., Under car!!talism the 
use of these. commodities tends to be restricted to those whoj 
caE_!fford_!o lo_c_k __ !lp_re_sou!~~sjn durab_le m~ans ~~on
sumpt1on over a period of time, i.e. the rich:tfowever, even 
under capitalism, private enterprise nas undertaken the 
provision of· dwelling-houses on . hire (without which the 
poorer consumers would not be able to find house-room), 
and the provision of other durable goods· on the basis of hire 
or hire-purchase has begun to develop. 

It is dear that, if a socialist community wishes to promote 
the use of such amenitie(it will, in the absence of large 
individual incomes, be obliged to provide them in some way 
other tllan outright purchase.· In the case of swimming
baths, sports grounds, libraries, and many other amenities; 
provision through the division of communal consumption 
will be best. Where, as in the case of pianos, motor-cars, 
wireless, &c., individual consumption is most convenient, 
such consumption will have to be facilitated b appro riate 
methods of hire or hire-purchase. It is probab e that t e 
conslii'ilption of- tliese goods could be extended .~d that 
many other amenities, now almost exclusively the privilege 
of the rich, could be brought within the means of the less 
weB-off by the development of hire services.; 

(There is no reason why the conswnption of durable goods 
should not be facilitated by advances to consumers out of the 
c~pital funds at the disposal of the community'>. In the case 
of houses it is generally admitted that this is desirable. In 
Britain and in most European countries, municipal and other 
local authorities build houses and rent them to householders: 
in Australia and New Zealand the state makes advances on 
m~e to individuals who wish to acquire a house or a 
4U7-. N 
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farm. There is no reason why this should not be extended to 
durable consumption goods in general. As in the case of 
houses, either the goods could be owned permanently by the 
community and let ~>Ut on hire to the consumer, or they could 
be sold to the consumer o~lan, the com+ 
mu~ty advancing ~ proportion of the purchase mone~ 
agamst proper secunty. · · 

The usual objections to instalment selling are absent or of 
diminished weight in a planned e~ whertlhe fluctua
tions in individ1;1al income are less than in an unplanned 
· economs, and where the firianc1ai organs of the commumty 
can keep a watchful eye on the aggregate amount of consumer 
indebtedness and take care that no more than a reasonable~ 
proportion of consumers' future income is pledged for the~ 
payment of instalments. On condition that the schemes of 
payment provide for the extinction of the debt well within 
the lifetime of the commodity bought,· instalment selling( 
makes possible an increase of durable, as compared with 
ephemeral, satisfactions in the average individual's scheme 
of consumption. ' · , 
~. ,With regard to consumption loans, other than those 
destined for the acquisition of durable goods,. the propriety 

, of making public provision is more doubtful.~ A properly 
organized system of social services and of publicly owned 
insurance should eliminate all ordinary cases of sudden need 
for a loan. Nevertheless, since cases might arise in which an 
individual experienced a sudden need for disposal over a sum 
of money, due· to 'CaUses not covered by insurance or the 
ordinary social services, some organization for making loans 
on security should exist. If every adult citizen had a current 
account with the State Bank, some development of the exist
ing overdraft system would. suffice; otherwise s Jmething in 
the nature of a publicly managed pawnshop or mont-de-piite 
would be required. Since private property in land and pro· 
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duction goods would not exist, the only property available to 
be pledged as security for a loan would be in the form of 
durable consumption goods. . 

This would create a use for accumulated resources that 
would compete with the use of the same resources in the 
form of industrial and distributive capital. The demand for· 
the hire of durable consumption goods would have .. to be 
added to the demand for capital in the form of production 
goods, in order to arrive at the aggregate demand schedule 
io.uapital, and hence to determine a rate of interest for the 
socialist economy. This rate of interest would have to be 
applied in reckoning the appropriate charge for the use of 
goods under hire and hire-purchase agreements;· ·It would 
also be applied to pure' consUinptionJoans ... In this case, 
however, interest would be only a small part of the charge 
made by the public to the borrower; most of the charge 
consisting of insurance against risk and costs of administra-
tion. .. . ( · · · 

(d) Temporal variations in interest., Different rates of inter~ 
est may be appropriate for different points of time in the" 
future:) If the real income per head of the community is 
going to rise appreciably within the next ten years, the com
munity will be able to afford a more generous scale of pro· 
vision for the future, and hence calculate with a lower rate of 
interest, ten years hence than it can now.\ Thus, while it 
would be in accordance with the present relation of needs and 
resources to charge interest at, say, 4- per cent. on a capital 
outlay made in the current year, it might be appropriate to 
charge 3 per cent. on an outlay made five years hence and 21 
per cent. on one made ten years hence. In this way a com· 
pound interest table by double entry might be drawn up, in 
which the ip.tcrest on £Ioo wou!cldepen<Lnot simply on the 
number of years for which the investment ran, butJtls<[op 
the part~cular year at which ~t started. In this case only the 
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rate of interest for the current year could be determined on 
the basis of actual bids from the organs of public economics. 
The rates of inter£St for future years would have to be deter
mined by more or less arbitrary deductions from (or in the 
case of declining real income per head, additions to) the 
current rate. These deductions or additions would not be 
completely arbitrary, since..YJ they would be based upon 
fairly reliable estimates of the future course of production, 
and (ii) tRey would be continually checked by a process of 
trial and error. The greatest element of uncertainty in these 
calculations would probably be the influence of technical 
discovery and invention upon the future demand for capital 
and hence upon the future marginal productivity of capital.1 

i, (e) Geographical variations. It is possible that the rate of 
. interest, however arrived at, wou!d not be uniform throughout 
'all}~ ~W.Q~~t ~.9J!l@J~alth; If the latter mcluded 
regionsat greatly different levels of economic development 
(China and Central Europe, for example) a uniform rate of 

· interest would drain off all investible resources from the 
more develo~ This is, of 
~ourse, precisely that movement of resources which is neces~ 
sary to establish economic equilibrium and also that which 
!1)-Ut too rapid a progress 
in this direction might be undesirable) The S.E.C. would 
have to divide the entire community into regions of approxi/ 
mately similar economic development and establi a 

, p~ It would plan a certai 
transference of resources from the more to the less developed 
regions, but less than that which would immediately equalize 
the yield of capital. The exact magnitude of the transferences 

-that would be made yearly from the more to the less developed 

1 The problem discussed in this paragraph was raised by M£: .. M!l!!i(ii: 
Dobbin an article 'Problems of a Socialist Economy' (Economic Journal, 
Dec:i9f3) and io his book Political Economy and Capitalism, ch. viii. \ 

' \\ ~ i 
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regions and the number of years over which the process of 
equalization should be spread could not be determined on 
purely economic grounds. It would involve judgements of 
a social character and would require to be considere~ as part 
of the conscious planning of economic life (see Ch:fPter IX, 
~ection 4 (t)).Vfhe ultimate object would be the establishj 
rent of a uniform rate of interest over the entire territory.~ 

(3) Uncertainty-uncertainty-surcharge. Some of 
the risks to which economic life is subject cancel each other 
out tra;ufficient number of cases are taken; by the ~ 
rule of averagest they yield in the aggregate a precisely 
calculable certainty. Such risks are those due to wind and 
weather, to human carelessness or folly~ and to ~he hazards 
of fire anp of the sea. These can be, and usually are, insw:s.,d · 
against. tA socialist community would have even greater 

]

opportunities than an individualist one for the extension pf 
the principle of insurance. \BUt certain risks are not destroyed 
oyaggregation: these are the ~ninsurable risk~d constitute 
true economic uncertainty. 1) : 

;. In a socialist communit , it mi ht be held, there should1 
be no questwn o econom1c ns · economtc annm s ou 
e mun . 1s o ns . t 1s true of 
TlSKs oue "to the simultaneous action of a number of entre
preneurs i norant of each other's decisions. But in any 
economy where free choice 1s permttte to consumers and 
to providers of services and w.bge any progress in technical 
kn~\\~edge occurs, an element of uncef!~~!Y. i~~Ul<1 .. t9 
e~st.,. 

.\.teo nomic uncertainty is of two main kinds. The 'Pfst kind 
is due to the 'ajWch£ o( P!.?~~fo.nTUncfer capital~~m~! In 

I each part of the econo. m. y et_:!!:. r~e. reneurs are t~ing,. !i~~9ut 
mutual .consultation anq witllOut exact knowledge, decisions 

1 about output and prices which affect the aecisions ofotliei 
"-~ S~ F. H. Knight, Ri~, Unmtainty, and Profit, chaps. ii and vii. 
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entrepreneurs. Each one is ignorant of what the others are 
doing, or, at the best, makes uncertain inferences from unre
liable (and frequently deliberately misleading) indications. 
It is no wonder that market requirements are now under-~ 
now over-estimated, tliat production is subject to violent 
fluc!Y.,ations, and that a great deal 9f uncertainty reigns 
throughout all fields of enterprise. ~ere entrepreneurs 
are engaged in complementary processes, things are bad 

~nough; but when. they are actively.· c~IEP_<:!ing the anarchy 
f production becomes a real chaos> One has only to think of 

the retail distribution of coal or mill( the anarchy in the streets 
during the period of 'pirate' competition with the L.G.O.C., 
the chaos of the coal industry and of the Lancashire cotto~ 
industry. ~This kind of uncertainty would be abolished by, 
social own~ship and planned production~ 
~.The..s.etond kind of economic uncer_.tainty, however, is that 

which 1$ inherent in all production in an~, 
such as characterizes3.liighly Oe'leloped economic system. 

t
rProduction in anticipation of demand involves uncertainty 

or tw~s: ~ the possibility of changes in the 
_ejh?ds of production.~ond, the possibili~JJ(changes in 

·\lie wants that production 1s undert~en to_s~~1sfyj The first 
~voives the risk that new ways of satisfying old needs may 
diminish or destroy the usefulness of resources that have been 
invested in the old ways (e.g. the improvement of road trans-

..,p'ort diminishes the usefulness of railways). The second 
, involves the risk that new needs or c.hanges in the relative 
~order of urgency of old needs may call for a diversioflOI 
resources to new uses that leaves some resources__ Und.er
u.!ilize_d (e.g. the growth of the cinema leaves theatres half 
empty: a change-over in consumption from beer to chocolates 
·will diminish the usefulness· of brewery equipment). . Un
certainty ,of ~!t.JP~J!4_woJll4 .. ~tQl ex~s~ even in a socialist, 
economy.·... i 
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Since the degree of uncertainty will vary as between one 
branch of production and another, any economic choice 
(whether of the individual consumer or of an organ of collec-. 
tive economy) will be a choice between economic alternatives 
involving uncertainties of different degrees. A rational calcu
lus of economic costs must reflect this fact. This means that 
to the elements of cost already described...:..wages, rent, and 
interest-an additional charge mu.st be made, adjusted accord-~ 
ing to the d£gfee of economic uncertainty involved. in the 
particular branch of production. 

To this proposal it may be objected that the greater part 
of economic uncertainty can be avoided by proper planning 
and that the residue should be shouldered by the socialist 
administration as part of the .inevitable overhead of social 
e~ Wut the fact that a certain amount of uncertainty 
is inevitable is no reason why it should be borne by the com
munity without charg~ If a consumer desires a particular 
commodity whose production involves uncertainty, whether 
due to technical change or to the fickleness of demand, there1. 
is no reason why he should not have i~ut he should be made1 
to con~ibute to J.!l~ soci~ costs incurred as the result of, 
uncertamty. · · · · · . 
.. As has been already stated, unavoidable economic.uncet-

' tainty is due to two causes: (a) technical change in methods 
of pr9duction; (b) fickleness of consumers' demand. 

(a)U.Jncertainty due to changes in methods of production 
could be charged for by an addition to the rate of depreciation 
of machinery and plant over and above the rate calculated on 
the basis of physical durability and of the current rate of 
il!ter§tl In other words, not physical but te~ 
obsolescence will be allowed for; This is in accordance with 

. p~~-nt~day capitalist practice, especially in industries where 
technical progress is very rapid and where depreciation rates 
of as much as so per cent. are met with (in other words a 
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process is not considered worth employing unless its net 
proceeds are sufficient to repay its capital cost within two 
years )~In fact, it would not be too much to say that deprecia
tion has ceased to have any connexion with the ~ 
~-e (where it is not merely a device 
jfor cooking balance-sheets) an __ ~~~~ent.~5os~ corresponding 
to what has been here callecf"Uncef1ainty-surcharge'. 
:, (b) Uncertainty due to changeableness of demand is likely to 

arise .chiefly in the pro.vision of goods and serviCes where the 
incalculable and frivolous element of consumers' preference 
is most marked, such as in the supply of clothing (men's and 
·women's), amusements, sports, games, toys, and novelties 
generally.) The most efficient, statistical service in the world 
will not .make it possible to predict, without a large margin of 
uncertainty, whether spots will be more popular than stripes 
next season, how a new film or musical play will go, what will· 
be the reception of a novel, a gramophone record, or a me
chanical 1Mickey Mouse' .On the minds of many people who 
think that planning can eliminate uncertainty lurks the idea 
that uncertainty may be abolished by abolishing consumers' 
freedom of choice~ But thiS lS like cuttmg off one's feerin~ 
\order to krep one"s socks from wearing out. The economid. 
organization of a socialist society should exist to satisfy 
human needs: variety and choice are human needs no less 
than so many calories of food and so many square metres of 
floor-spacf] Therefore j. socialist society should aim at pro
viding a variety of gratifieations and at permittin~ the ultimate 
consumef to choose freely between altemativesj (This does 
not mean to say that the economic organs of asocialist com
munity should deliberately foster caprice. It could give .the 
general public opportunity to make experiments in the art of 
consumption without reproducing the capitalist world's 
elaborately organized futility of luxury and fashion industries. 

l. It need not have an exclusive clique o~ dress designers con-
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spiring to reshape women's waists, shoulders, and bosoms 
every six months in order to make all the clothes sold last 
season unwearable; nor need it work up through press and 
cinema a sudden and hectic enthusism for a craze like mah· 
jong or yrryo, in order to sell the necessary equipment at ten 
times its cost price.) . 
. On the other hand, variety and freedom of choice in~ 
the risk that goods may be unsold or saleableorili below cost; 
this is a waste, and waste must be paid for. It is only fair that 
the social cost of this waste should be borne by those perso_E.s 
on whose behalf it is incurred!. that is, by the consumers of 
categories of goods whose demand is liable to more than 
average fluctuation. This could be effected by a..surcharge 
•depending on the degree of uncertainty involl'ed in the 
provision 'of goods or service. (1[ nless uncertainty is tak~ 
into account in social costing there will be a tendency to 
devote too many resources to branches of productio 
where there is only a small chance that the product w' 
be wante{} · . 
-/ Goods would be pivided into categories according to the 
fluctuation of demand, ranging from staple foodstuffs and 
standardized machin~·parts, upon which no uncertainty: 
.J\!r~~!_~e made, up to those articles of luxury for 
which the demand was particularly capricious, upon which 
the heaviest surcharge would be laid. . 

The calculation of a surcharge for uncertain is, in eneral, 
a more 1 cu t tas n e determination o a rate of 
interest, since it has t? be done fpr each line of pro~uction 
separately. In the individualist community it is largely &

1 

matter of guesswork, that is to say unconscious judgement, 
based on old-standing habit and a mass of assimilated experi· 

1 ence. The socialist community wouTd for a time make use in 
1 tllesame way of the 'hunch' or 'flair' of the trained manager of 
I industry, but it might in time evolve a statistical treatment 

0 
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of un~erb.inty ba:sed on the frequency distribution of s'ales 
and of price changes.:, _ . , 
~ (4) The Social Fund. Qt should be obvious that these· 
categories of rent, interest and uncertainty-surcharge, &c., 
are merely accounting prices: they are not paid to any actual 
landowner, capitalist, or risk-bearing entrepreneur, they form 
no part of any individual's income] .The social product is f 
composed of elements that can be distinguished analytically 
as the ·return to labour, land, waiting, and uncertainty~ 
bearing; but as regards distribution, it forms a single un~ 
divided fund out of which individual shares may be carved 
out on any desired principle. The economic return to labour 
may be paid to the individual labourer: this is a point that we 
$hall take up later (Chapter IV, sections 2 (5) and 3 (I~ 
definite! a ainst the fundamen · ci le of the socialist 
commonw t to pa rent or interest to an indi · 
o"wner or captta 1st: there will be none to receive such an 
income. Society as a whole will own and manage the means 
of production, produced and· unproduced, and as a whole 
will ·appropriate the product~ ~ent, interest, uncertainty· 
surcharges, and any surplus of the nature of profit will be 
paid into a fund, which we may call the Social Fund, into 
which also will go any part of the product of laGour that is 
not paid to the individual worker as wages1 We shall consider 
later (Chapter IV, section 5) the purposes for which payments 
will be made out of the Social Fund. 

·· . ~~4· ~PRICING OF PRODUCTION GO?~s-COSTING 
(I) Elements of costin~ system.; On the basis of the. 

(orders sent back by selling agencies the manufacturing organi
zations will be able to draw up demand schedules for their 
productS:; In the case of composite demand they will aggre
gate a n\unber of different demand schedules.• In· the case 

• See note on p. 8z. 
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of joint supply they will have a separate demand schedule 
for each product. If the proportion in which the joint pro
. ducts are obtained is invariable these can be simply aggre
gated to obta~n a demand schedule for the total output. If 
the proportions are variable, a problem is presented which 
is mathematically soluble; given enough observations; this 
is to determine for each rate of output the proportions of the 
joint products for which the t~tal receipts would be a 
maximum. 

Each productive organization will be able to offer a price 
for the goods that it uses 1n the process of manufacture. In 
general, these goods will be in joint demand; therefore their 
prices will not be independent. Most of them, also, are in 
composite demand. ·The problem of valuation is complicated 
but not im ossible. Thus demand schedules can be estao· 
lished or goods o higher order and, finally, for t~e ultimate· 
fa£!ors of~rodu~~on (parcels of land of known area. an~ 
quality, definite quantities of minerals and other natural re
sources, and cerblin numbers of workers registered as willing 
to do certain jobs-we need n~t at present discuss the 
method of their recruitment or assume any connexion be-
tween work and pay). . 

V The quantities of these ultimate factors are known. We > 

will assumd provisionally that they are fixed. Then for each 
factor the S.E.C. will fix a price, whi h · ccording to t e 
demand schedu e, w1 JUS ensure 1 ~E~'"t'!.et 
the co~(-»1'2~ calculated on the basis of these 
~~· Then the productive organizations will slow do~ . 
or stop the production of those goods whose demand price 
is below the cost price and will expand the production of 
,.those goods whose demand price is above· cost. Moreover, 
the various productive agencies will find it possible, on the'1'1 
~asis of possible alternativ. es. in methods gf production, to sub-' 
s_titute odct<5'?~thus modifying their demand 
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for.' ~uch; factors. Ultimately, by a process of successive 
a proximation, a true economic price foreacn-raaor-wmoe 

. esta lis e , which can thei) be used for costing purposes 
wherever the factor is use~fn this way the costs are im~ted 1 

!rom the de"!~d for the.margin.a.!.Prod~~t!l!<;i~~E~t~ 
oacffo all o..th!!UWJiiucta (Also, at the same time and by the 

~
same process, factors of production will be so allocated to 
different uses as to bring in equal returns~ the margin.2f 
~~t: " 

So far ·we have not considered the supply of factors of 
production; or; rather, we have assumed its fixity •. In the 1 

case of natural resources the supply ls fixed, or at least inde- 1 

pendent of market changes. (The available quantities of 
land or minerals may be altered by scientific discovery or 
exploration, but are not directly responsive to changing in· 
(tensiti~s of demand.) The s~.21I)~h~dules ofpifferent]Qnd~ 

f'~a~r depend on,the pohc~-of the community with ";eg;;d~ 
tQ.9t&.U:ihution. · · · · 
. Three poJicies with regard tq distribution are possible: 

~1)"Tlie p'aymerits made to the individual labourer may be 
lase? on some JtQ!lGiple e~reir .indepen?ent ?f the ·~~o-r 
l!~~tc value pf die labou.rer's seryt~es. In th1s case the s~ 
of eacrilind of .labour is independent of the demand for its 
products: it is just the number of people that choose, or are 
ordered, to engage in that kin,d of work. The price of labour 
is in this case simply an .. ~ccounting price that has no neces
sary relation to the actual mcome of the labourer, but it is 
the pi-ice which is relevant to the. ca~ labour-cost.. 
Each worker woutcl be rated at a certain price, and this price 
would btl used in calcul~ting costs of alternative processes, 
in considering a transfer of the worker· from one job to 
another, &c.; but it would not be his 'wages' in the sense 
that he would receive it as hi~eisonal income. ', · 

(ii) As an internfediate case, the payments made for lab?~r. 
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may depend on its value with~u!_~.9ID£!~ing ~it~ !~~-y~u~. 
'There"wilr then be a: distinction between the money paid to . 
the worker and the accounting price of labour, but there will 
be some relation between the value of labour and the number 
of workers offering themselves; (See Chapter IV, sections 
2 (5) and 3 {1).) · 

(iii) The community may decide to distribute_ part .!l.f _i>s 
income as wages ·roi'.wo.r~jone. In this case, ea .. c.h ... wor~~!. 
may be paiaaswa~esthe~ ec~no~ic value of his seryic~~' as 
d~termineaabove: and the number of workers seeking work 
in each kind of occupation will then be· a function of the 
price offered. In this case, supply schedules can be drawn 
up for each kind of labour. Mrs. Wootton has pointed out, 
(Lament for Economics, pp. 229-32) that(lhe problem of 
costing will be very much easier if _the worker is paid ii 
wages the economic value of his services than if the labour 
market is an 'imagin'"ai-y' one as well as. the capital markecl 
In particular, the task of weighing against each other the 
different methods of production in~ere~t ~
tiQQ..t.QU~e gready facintated.. More
over, such a procedure Wlll be simple. Only one set of ac
counting prices will be necessary instead of "two: wages and 
value of labour will coincide. • 

"' Whichever policy with regard to distribution be adopted, 
there will emerge a price for each of the. ultimate produc
tion goods. These are land and· natural products, and the 
different kinds of concrete l~bour. _Two more things are 
necessary to a complete costing system. ·These.are an allow
ance for time spent in production (interest or discount) and 
an allowance f?r:. uncertainty in ~he form of a surcharge above 
the normal rate of interest or depreciation. The principles to 
be followed in the determination of a rate of interest and 
of uncertainty-surcharges have already been discussed (sec· 

1 tion J, sub-sections (2) and (3) of this chapter). 
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/Prices of factors of production having been determined, a 
rate of interest and uncertainty-surcharges having been fixed, 
the S.E.C. would have all the necessary data for establishing 
a general system of costing and control throughout the pro· 
ductive machine. It would be possible to balance the relative 
advantages of competing methods of production and to com· 
pare the worthwhileness of spending resources on altemativ 
lines of production. The principle of substitution woul 
~e :_3pplicat.iQ!l. . . . -
J~ n 1s way, however arbitrary .the prices at first assumed~ 
a set of prices can ultimately be esta6lished in consonanc 
with the pri~les o(~~r~i.ty~l}q.su.bstit'l!~· If faCtors o 
production are pnced too high, some of them will be unem· 
ployed. If too low, ;he demand for their use will exceed 
~heir supply .. Thus,(by adjusting·prices of ultimate factors 
'hD:til all are just fully used, the.~tage~quilibrium will 
be achieved:·· Then those faCtors whose pnce has fallen will 
.:;;;;;.._--..,..--.{ 

'be· substituted for those whose price has risen. Thus a 
further series of ad'ustments will take I~ This is the 
~econ . stage. Then, by applying the principle of cost to 

i.:bnished and intermediate goods, it will be seen that some 
are priced above cost and others below cost. As the prices of 
the .ones are reduced and those of the others raised, factors 
of production will be absorbed into the making of the former 
goods and extruded from. the making of the latter. This will 

flntail a further series~f-~s~stments, making the ~ird stage. 
~his completes the process, if the supply of ultimate factors 
, of production is taken as fixed. Where the supply of the 
ultimate factors is-variable, this can be taken itito account in 
.~ fourth stage, and further. substitutions effected.'~ (These 
stages are logical, not temporal. In practice all four types of 
adjustment would be carried on simultaneously.) rThus ulti· 
mately an equilibrium will be arrived at in whicti1ull force 
will be allowed to consumers' preferences (as reflected in the 
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prices of finished goods), technical conditions of production, 
and producers' preferences (as r~flected in the supply of 
labour at different rates of pay)J It would be possible to 
establish such a system, even starting from a condition of 
economic chaos (such as might result from a war or from a 
violent revolution) in which all rational accounting had been 
abandoned. Moreover, if there is any such thing as a position 
of economic equilibrium inherent in the original, situation,. 
the adjustments, after the first, will be in a series of descend
ing magnitude. The first will be the most disturbing and 
difficult, and afterwards the process will become progres
' sively easier and converge to a definite end position. There-' 
r,fter small adjustments will be sufficient to keep the s 
in equilibrium, except in the cas .of ma'or technical innova 
t~changes in..consumers' tas~e. (See Chapte 
~X, sect10n 4 (1) and (4).) -· · 
z In view of the possibility of gains and losses due to uruore
seen changes in demand, it would be best to ,price goods at 
a small margin above cost and to -~PP!t th~. surplus.to _an 
e~liz~tion.fundfor ~ac~_ull;de_!t~!_ing.~All surpluses· over a 
certain percentage of annual turnover· sliould revert in some 
way to the community as a whole. Perhaps it would be con
venient to divide it up, part going to the organization next 
above in the hierarchy (thus ultimately mto the Social Fund), 
part being used by the undertaking for small additions to 
plant that would not need borrowing from the general capital 
fund, part perhaps being divided among employees in the 
form of a bonus, and part perhaps being divided among con
sumers as in the consumers~ co-operative movement. (See 
Chapter IV, section s.) 

It can be shown that it is mathem~tically possible to deter
mine, from data that are practically obtainable, the quanti· 
ties and prices of a number of consumption goods and of the 

1 factors of production that combine to make them. It seems, 
! 
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therefore, that the whole process of price·determination 
could be resolved into a set of simultaneous equations, 
or, since only small deviations from an already estab- . 
lished equilibrium need be considered, into a problem in the 
calculus of variations. Given, at each end of the chain of 
production, a free market for finished goods and for produc
tive services, the prices and quantities that would exist if the 
intermediate goods were sold in a market, could, theoreti
cally, be determined.1"' 

'The suggestion has therefore been made by the present 
· writerz that, once the economic system of socialism has been 
~t;_(go~g,. it would_be_ unnecessary to createJiiJ~i~ way 
within th~ framework of the socialist community a sort of 
work!ng model of .capitalist production, but that it would 
be possible to deal with the problems mathematically, on 
the basis of the full statistical information that would be at 
the disposal of the s.:;;J It is, however, unlikely that the 
method' of trial and would be replaced entirely by. 
r.entralized....pric~. de,te.~~tion, based on the solution of 
thousands of simultaneous equMions. The reason is not so 
much the difficulty and delay of solving the equations: at a 
cost of much less than what is wasted under capitalism in 
salesmanship, advertising, secret commissions, and other 
'frictions', the S.E.C. could set up a machine capable of 
solving two or three thousand simultaneous equations. The 
reason is that the data themselves, which would have to be 
fed into the equation-machine, are continually changing. 

\The conditions of demand and supply and the technical con
.. flitions of production are not static. They cannot be ex-

\ 1 Cf. Marshall, Printiples of Economics, Mathematical Appendix, Note 
XXI i G. Cassel, Thwry of Social Ec()fiOmy, ch. iv, § 16; E. Barone, 'The 
Ministry of Production in the Collectivist State' (published in Collecti· 
vist Ecorunnie Plamting, ed. by F. A. von Hayek). 

a H. D. Dickinson, 'Price Formation in a Socialist Community', 
EcOIII»>fic Jolmllll, Junt. •933· 
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pressed in terms of fixed coefficients that can be detennined 
once and for all; they can only be described by 9ynamic 
parameters subject to perpetual alteration. To determine! 
these parameters requires CO!i~uous observatioiLQLth:e 
primary data of the market. The economic organs of the 
ctmiliiw11iy wm be-engaged. all the time in gathering these 
d~ in...r.epartiog them to the statistical organs of...the. 
S.E.C. Since this is so it would be easier to give them at the 
s~ time the task of makUlg the necessary adjustment of 
prices and quantities. The statistical detennination of de
mand schedules would then take its proper place as an aid 
to, and not as a substitute for, the pedestrian method of trial 
and error. Even so, the statistical service of a socialist com
munity might very well undertake the task of establishing 
the numerical values of the constants in the Walrasian equa-
tions of equilibrium. . · • · 

'Vf Average cost or marginal cost? ~One point tha~ 
must be considered is whetherslin those. cases where cost 
varies with output, average cost or marginal cost should be 
the basis of price-detenninatioti, 1 Where goods are prO:. 
duced under conditions of increasing costs, average cost is 
too low, and marginal cost seems to be indicated.' Where 
diminishing cost is the rule, marginal cost gives a price that 
does not enable all the costs of production to be covered. 
Professor Pi&2!! suggests that the social interest would be 
9est serveaby pricing all commodities according to their 
~argi~al cost, subsidizing the production of diminishing
cost goods out of taxes on increasing-cost goods)) · · 

V~ria?~!l_of cost \\ith output is of two kinds, l~t:riod 
and short-period !!!ia_!!_Qn. The long period is defined as the 
,.- -· __ ..--... 4 " • 

1 For a diseuasion of thla point see Pigou. Ettntomia of Welfare, Part 
11, ch. xi, and Append..i.l III i and Robinson, ECOiffJmiu of Imperfect 
Comf>llitiora, cha. ii, ill, vii, ix. 1, and xi.. · 

1 Sec ec:ction l (I) of trua chapter • 
4$.17 . p 
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period during which the organization and technical e ui -
~ of industry can be adapte to t e sc e of output 
chosen; the short period as the period during which varia
tions of output take place with organization and equipment 
unchanged. · 
~ (i) In tho long period, variation of cost with scale of out

put is due to tWo-..UUses: (e}changes in the supply prict9f 
f~nv(b) changes. in the effici~ncy of ing_us
trial orgallizatiml, with changes in the volume of production. 
Broadly speaking,. the price of a factor tends to rise the more 
of it is used, thus changes under (a) always involve rising cost 
with increasing output; while changes under (b) are 'of the 
type of economies oflarge-scale production,1 and thus involve 
falling cost with iooeasmg output. Hence increasing costs 

1 
~hing costs are not exactly converse phenomena.'· 

~n case~ above, the argument of section 3 ( 1) of this chap
ter applies, and jl;lstifies the equating_2f price to ~ginal cost. 
Since, in this case, marginal cost is above average cost, there 
arises a surplus of price above cost, in other wordst ren!. 
iThus, if price be based on marginal cost, rents are imputed 
1to all factors of production whose ·supply is not perfectly 
elastic.z 

In case _ _{bl_ above, costs fall slowly as output increases. 
Thu; marginal cost is somewhat above average cost. _Ihj: 
polic of e uatin rice to mar inal cost will therefore lead 
to accounting losses ~egative rents). Since these losses de
pend on permanent long-period circumstances, they will have 
to be covered by permanent subsidies. Thus the marginal-

. cost price policy entails the payment of subsidies to all pro
ductive organs enjoying economies of large-scale production . 

. , 
1 The difference between internal and external economies vanishes in 

a planned economy, • 
1 If these rents are included in cost, average cost including rent 

becomes equal to marginal cost excluding rent. 
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Against these subsidies can be set the rents imputed to scarce 
factors in industries of type (a); but there is no reason t~ 
suppose that the aggregate sum of subsidies and of ren 
respectively would just balance. 
~ (ii} In the sho~d, variation of cost with output is due 
to the fact that equipment and organization are properly ad· 
justed to the scale of production only at one point (normal 
capacity}. For outputs above this point, cost rises steeplr 
a 'nal cost is much greater than avera e c st. For 
outputs below this point, cost falls atrly steeply and marginal 
cost is considerably less than average cost;1 The principle of 
pricing goods at short-period marginal cos( would mean that 
plants operating below their 'normal cap11-city would sell their 
products at prices well below average co~and woul~e 
substantial subsidies ;1 while plants operating above their 
normal capacity would selltheir products at~·~ 
hanced p_rices and would make substantial accounting profits. 
fnthe one case, low prices, by stimulating demand, would 
raise output towards capacity; in the other case, high prices 
would c~~ff demand.!9 a point compatibl~ 
p~ri~~ technica~~.~ 

1 ,:Under private enterprise, competition, if allowed to operate 
freely, tends to approximate price to marginal cost ip the case 
of increasing-cost goods and to average cost in the 

1 

case of 
diminishing-cost goods-in other words, to whichever species 
of cost is the higher. Thus only positive rents emerge.~ 
[If the S.E.C. decided to base its costing system on marginal 
~ather tha~_Qnaverage cost for all types of prodUcts (diminish· 
ing-cost goods as well as increasing-cost goods), the problem 

1 This is particularly likely to be the case where tm' minimum techni· 
cally efficient plant in large, as in heavy industry and in most public 
utilities (e.g. railway tnnsport, electricity generation, and postal services) 

1 See E. F. M. Durbin, 'Economic Calculus in a Planned Economy' 
Ecortomic JourfllJI., December 1936, and A. P. Lerner, 'Statics and Dyna-

1 mics in Socialist Economics', Eco110mic jounud, June 1937. 
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would arise that, in the case of goods produced under diminish· 
ing costs, aggregate receipts would fall short of aggregate costs 
(in other )vords, negative rents would arise) and all goods 
of this kind would need a subsidy. This situation might be 1 

met by the establishment of a Marginal Cost Equalization 
FuEE' into which would be paicl'alrpoSitive ·rents ~ar!Siiig'" 
trom increasing-cost goods and out of which would be paid 
subsidies to maintain the production of diminishing-cost 
goods. It must not be assumed that the two sets of payments, 
incoming and outgoing, would balance. Under modem 
technical conditions, diminishing costs are far commoner 
than increasing costs. Therefore, the Marginal Cost Equali
zation Fund would be pennanendy in debit and its net 
outgoings would have to be met out of the Social FundJsee 
Chapter IV, section 5) . 
. (3) Divergence between social costs and individual 
costs.t_S~i~li§L, could do what individualist costing 
cannot do-eliminate or greatly reduce the divergence. be
tween m£ginal jQ~Jalnet P~9~<i.J1ct and marginal indivi<!,yal 
n~pr~g~~.~ Ignorance of economic opportunities woul~ 
be eliminated by the publicity of a planned economic system. 
Cost of movement of resources would be considerably re
duced and many movements of resources could be made 
unnecessary by knowledge and foresight:\ In the calculation 
of costs allowance could be made for the' items that are not 
included in capitalist costing and that bring about the diver
gence-.between ·the socially most desirable J>utput ~n_d 'that 
which is most pr~table t? the individual finn. Thus the 
incidental benefits or disbenefit:S that an industry or under
taking renders to others or to the general amenities of the 
community could be taken into account in the fonn of deduc
tions from or additions to the cost of production. Examples 
of div~rgence between social and individual cost are: inade-

1 See Pigou, Economies of Welfare (Jrd ed.), Part II, ch. fox. 
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quate development or wasteful use of land and durable instru· 
ments of production in the hands of lessees; unemploy· 
ment caused by sudden changes in industrial methods or 
equipment;· pollution of the air by smoke or chemical 
fumes; the addition to social costs, in the form of hospitals 
and police, due to high-speed motoring or to the consump· 
tion of intoxicating liquors. In these cases, social costs are 
incurred that are not fully charged to the consumer. In other 
cases, social benefits are conferred that are not fully com· 
pensated by a pecuniary return. Examples are: afforestation, 
soil-conserving methods of agriculture, the laying out of 
parks and open spaces, the making of roads and other 
transport facilities, and practically all expenditure on educa
tion and research. Furthermore, the wasting of resources 
that occurs un~er free competition, due to ignorance, dupli
cation, and overlapping of effort, and lack of standardization, 
could be eliminated, without the reduction of output and 
consequent mal-distribution of resources that is the almost 
inevitable concomitant of capitalist monopoly. 

S· EcoNOMIC CALCULATION UNDER SociALISM " 
"'We must now deal explicitly with Ludwig von Mises's 
.chief objectio!l.!i!Qcialism (and indeed to any form ;;{ 
planned economy).l Mises holds that economic calcula~io~l 
is impossible under soc1aflsm, since 'whe~e ~~re_~s_no marke~ 
t'flere IS ~~ pri~e _system, and where there is no price system 
there can be no economic calculation'\- Elsewhere in the 
same book he expresses the same proposition in other words: 
, •once society abandons free pricing of production goods 
rotional production becomes impossible. Every step that leads 
Jway from private ownership of the means of production and 
the use of money is a step away .from rational ecOllOIIlW .activity . 
• • • Without calculation, ecOnomic activity is impossible. Since 

. ' 1 L. \'On Mises, Socialism, p. 131. 
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under Socialism economic calculation is impossible, under Social
l•ism there can he no economic activity in our sense of the word . 
• /.It would no longer be possible to speak of rational production. 

An the absence of criteria of rationality, production could not be 
consciously economical.'1 ' 

Again, referring to proposals (such as those of the present 
work) to solve the problem of economic calculation under 
socialism by the creation of an artificial market for means of 
production, he states that 

'it is not possible to divorce the market and its functions in regard 
.~o dle formation of prices from the working·of a societY which is 
based on' private property in the means of production and in 
which, subject to the rules of such a society, the landlords, capital· 
ists and entrepreneurs can dispose of their property as they think 
fit For the motive force of the whole process which gives rise to 
market prices for the factors of production is the ceaseless search 
on the part of the capitalists and the . entrepreneurs to maxiroi!e 
their profits by ~erving th~' wishes .••• It is only the 
prosp~s.t_ol~t whic~ . .dir~~to~on into those channels 
in which the demands of the consumer are best sati~ I~ 
cost. If the prospect of profit disappe-e 
~rin&_for itl.s only this prospect which 
sets \t m monon and maintains it in operation. The market is ' 
thu the focal oint of the ca italist order of ~~the 
essence of Capitalism. Only under Capitali$n;, therefore, is it 
~t be 11artificially" imitated under Socialism.'2 

As will be seen from the quotations given, Mises takes up 
a number of slightly varying positions. One moment it is 
pricing_i~Lg_e_n.~~al-~at ~is· . impossible .. under socialism. 
Another moment he admits the possibility of ppcing con
sumption goods, but considers it impossible, in the absence 
of independent, privately owned enterpnses, to extend. the 
process to production go<?ds. According to this view (which ... - ... 

1 Ibid. p. ug. a Ibid., pp. 137-8. 
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is the one which he most consistently upholds) it is in the 
pricing of production goods (which involves among other 
things the problem of costing). that difficulty is alleged to 

~
. ccur .. In Austrian terminology, the real problem of socialist! 
conomics is not so much that of pricing as that of im.puta~ ; 

. ~At other times it is the absence of the P!ofit-J!!otive . 
'that is the main point of the charge against socialism. This' 
argument merges with that based on the impossibil~ty_ o~ true 
en_!I!p_r~net!_~hip und~alism, which wiUoe dealt with' 
later (Chapter IX, section 3). ··· · 

M:Jses's argument appears to involve a somewhat obvious 
non-sequitur. (.It identifies the price $ystem with the market,~ 
and the market with the existence of separate enterprises andl , 
of private ownership o( production goods. This involves a

1 confusion of the essential nature of price with its historically! 
and institutionally qualified manifestationl, Mises's assertions. 
can be resolved into the following propositions: · 
v{ I) Rational economic activity requires the pricing ,of all 

goods, production goods as well as consumption goods . 
. ~. (z) Pricing requires the existence of a market. 
t (3) A market requires the existence ofinde~endent owners: 

of the goods exchanged: 'J ' (. •" · ' • · 1 ;·-- / , 
I Accepting, for the sake of argument;' the first proposition, 
we must first inquire what is involved in the notion of a 
price, or rather what is the minimum of conditions which a 
price must fulfi\ iri order to satisfy the conditions for rational 
economic activity J, On reflection it would' appear that the 
c2!lllltions to be fulfilled are\!«) that with a definite physical 
quantity of every specific category of goods is associated a 
numerical equivalent or coefficient, whose magnitude is a 
function of the scarcity of unit .quantity of the good relative 
to the wants whose satisfaction~ dependent on it; (b) that 
these coefficients may be used as a measure of the economic 
e.quivalence of goods of different kinds,. as in the comparison 
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of qualitatively different collections of goods, the ~ubstitution 
of one means of production for another, or the com_puta
tion of costs; (c) that the systemof numeri~ coefficieriws 
cOherent and self-consistent/Now these conditions are ful
filred by any '~ts' attached to goods and adjusted (if 
~~sary by trial and error), subject to the following rules: 

f:J at every stage of productioD:;mtput is to be extended-;p to 
the point at which the prices of the goods produced are equal 
to the sum of the 'coefficients' of the constituent elements; 
~those methods of production and those combinations of 
constituent elements are to be preferred which make a mini
mum the sum of the 'coe~ents' of the constituent elements f 
(iii) available supplies of Ultimate production goods (gQods 
bf highest order) are to be just exhausted by the demand C. ,r 
them at the current' coefficients', If these rules are followed 
by the planning authorities, the 'coefficientsl will be prices 
fulfilling the conditions enumerated above. Regarded fro~ 
~s point of view,~the association of price with private owner 
ship, free enterprise and the free market is an historical acci 
d~nt,. not~Jogi~~l necessity; · .. . 
. ..ILet us assume thaf"the organs of a socialistic economy 
adopt any arbitrary set of coefficients....a_ttached to specific 
categories of goods and operate with them according to the 
principles of price-reckoning under fully competitive capi
talism: i.e. ~ computin&,&osts, substituting in order to mini-' 
mize cost, and extending production until selling price fafls· 
~ Then, if in any particular case the right pnce had 
been hit upon by accident, the available quantities of the good 
would be ~ust exhausted without leaving unused stocks or 
unsatisfied demands. Otherwise, stocks of some goods would 
be exhausted before all demands at that price had been met, 
and stocks of other goods would be left unused upon the 
hands of the productive organs. In the former case the price 
would have to be raised and in the latter case lowered. The 
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prJ.c: of any factor of production would be too high, just 
right, or too low, according as the available supplies were 
incompletely utilized, just drawn into employment, or insuf
ficient for current demand. Consequential readjustments 
would then have to be made throughout the productive 
system, a fre~h revision of prices would then be neces~ 
an~hus by a process of repeated approximation al 
ret of. prices would ~hich would correspond to ~~· 
)"eal sc~cities of the different ~oods and permit a ratio~ 
~tion ~!!and substrtil;tm::equivalents: 
, Even if these arbitrary coefficients adopted as a starting
point of a system .qf collectivistic pricing were absolutely 
arbitrary (e.g. numbers taken out of a table of logarithms 
a· l applied at random to the items in a mail-order catalogue),, 
it is claimed that by a process of trial and error a consistent 
and rational set of prices would finally emerge •. But they 
would probably be chosen so as to correspond in some degree 
tQ. the~tl:lal s~e g_oods_that they we~ 
to; that is to say, they would not be absolutely arbitrary, but 
they would not be quite rational. Examples of such semi
arbitrary prices would be labo~ priCes taken overj 
from a previous capitalist era, prices current in capitalist 
exchange in a neighbouring country, &c. j 
~/ The system of prices for production goods so obtained 
'would dovetail with the market for consumption goods at the 
one end and the market for productive personal services at 
the other. The prices at which consumption goods were 
offered for sale would be based on the prices of the goods 
entering into their production (costs of production), and 
would thus relate individual demand to the scarcity of the 
resour<;.~~ailable for satis~ it. The remuneranon 
offered for personal services woulaoe the prices of these 
services, and thus the individual worker's preference in the 
choice of occupation would be related to the intensity of the 

4517 Q 
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consumers' need for his services: Thy~ jh~ __ acce.ptjll!~e o~ 

th~firs" to" fMlses"" 's" p" roposi"t.ions (that a price system is n<Cis
sarffor rational economic activity) does_not necessaril!.imrly 
th~_!cceptan~ o(the oth~r t\V.£, (thai pricing requires a mar
ket and that a market requires independent ownership). In 
fact(exchange of a kind, viz., the e~s of 
e ui' n oods, can e · · de en dent! of the 
market~ and a market of a kind can exist independently of 
pnvateownership~ 

As to the essential nature of price, £.asS,cl, .who in his 
' Theory of Social Ec()1J()11ty treats price !!Jhe Il_leasure of 
I~~!!!, z shows f_deeper in'Sight tllan the writers of the 
~ustrian school. ([he function of price, according to him, 1 

is to choke off demand down to the point at which the avail-' 
1 able quantity of the good is just, and only just, allocated 
{among demanders01f price is too high, some of the'available 
supply will be leftover; if price is too low, ther.e will not be 
enough to go round. We thus have a criterion for the correct
uess of any ~ven price. Once the price of any one g~od n: 
established, it &comes a point of departure in the determina
tion of all the prices of other 'goods. If A is used for thtpro
duction of other goods, its price becomes an Alll~~ 

·. ~d by means of other goods, its price 
beCOmes one of \he elements determining the demand for 
them. If A is complementary to or competitive with other 
goods the same is true, with the addition that substitution 
becomes possible between A and its co-goods, and the extenq 
of this substitution is determined by the prices of the goods) 
es 'shed on the basis of scarcity. 

For histori and instltutio reasons, we associate price 
1 See also A. P. Lerner, 'Economic Theory and Socialist Economy', 

Rettiew of Ectml)mit Studies, October /934; and E. F. l\1. Durbin, 'Eco
nomic Calculus in a Planned Economy', Economic JouT1Ull, December 
1936. 

a G. Cassel. Theory of Social EcOttOMJ, ch. iii (especially § 12). 
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with individual enterprise and exchange on the market, but 
\the essential character and function of price exists wherever 
\.a definite numerical relation is established between unit 
~uantities of different kinds of goods and where the numerical 
Foeffi.cient attached to any given good is functionally related 
to its degree of scarcity. It is thus independent of any par
ticular organization of the market. Mises has confused thel 

'essence of the pricing process (the application of the scarcity! 
principle) with the particular form under which it is mani
tested in the capitalist economy (the market and private 
ownership of production goods). 

6. PRICE AS A MEANs OF EQUATING DISSIMILAR Goons 

{ Physically similar goods can be added together to give. a 
total. Three tons of coal and six tons of coal are nine tons 
of coal. Two chairs plus three chairs of the same design are 
five thairs. So a figure can be given which represents the 
physical volume of production and by means of which differ
ent productivities can be compared.~ A mine that turns out 
s,ooo,ooo tons of coal per annum iS more productive than 
one which turns out 4,000,000. But as soon as we attempt 
to add together dissimilar things trouble starts. What is the' 
sum of two tables and three chairs? Is an output of J,OOO,ooo 
tons of coal+ r,ooo,ooo tons of iron ore greater or less than 
one of 2,5oo,ooo tons of coal+ 1 ,soo,ooo tons· of iron ore? 

; Above all, how can we calculate an index of aggregate social , 
p~o~~tivity or of productivity per head when the total in· 
dudes such dissimilar items as chairs, coal, railway engines, 
dish-cloths, and gramophone records? Things not too dis· 
similar can be reduced to a common denominator in terms 
of some common prope~ coal of different qualities:ptat, 
and wood can be reduced to'calorific power; tables and chairs 
can be compared on a basis of materials or labour;, various 
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textile products can perhaps be brought to a common mea
sure; but the more heterogeneous the collection of goods, 
the harder this is. The two boldest efforts in this direction 
are the ~se of labour~tiirie-or or mecnaniC3l energt)l..a 
common aeiloiiimator of goodS of diverse«n'tS. r 
"Since !he eiidOf production is use, it would app"; that! 

the common measure of diverse g~~!J~~uld..b.t.tbir use
! values.~. Uii:der'capifalism p.!!fe 1s an inadequate m.ea.sure.J£ 
~alue, since the expression both of demand and o(supply 
is distorted by inequality in means, monopoly, immobility 
of resources, vested interests, &c." But in a socialist com
munity, price woul<!.be a fair work.ing_roeasure.af social use
v~.ue,.and so p4ysically dissimilar goods could be compared 
~n the basis of their~\ In fact no other basis 
seems to be possible. J · ~-, 

There is, however, an apparent contradiction ·in this. 
method, due to the so-called paradox of value, whereby as 
the physical volume of output rises the value per unit falls, 
and finally (at least in some cases) the ~s, in 
such a way that real weal~ and value move in contrary direc
tions. This contradiction Ca:n be resolved by the use of suitable 
index-numbers of production, or by measuring the volume ofl 
production in terms of the aggregate values of goods at a 
stable price-level.', Methods of ·calculating index-numbers 
of aggregate volumes of production are described by I. Fisher 
in his Making of Index !!JL..mhers. (Generally speaking, corre
sp~nding to every inaex-number of general prices there is 
an index-number of production.) The general principle 
underlying all these index-numbers is that, while the different 
goods in a heterogeneous collection are compared on the 
basis of their rekztive market prices, an increase in the total 
quantity of goods is accompanied by an increase in the index
number: Thus, if the number of goods were reduced to one, 

1 See section 2 (1) and (2) of this chapter. 
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the index-number would be proportional to the physical 
quantity of that one good. If a collection of goods were 
uniformly increased in quantity, say by a 10 per cent. in~rease 
in the quantity of each good, then the index would increase 
by xo per cent. If a collection of goods increases i"egularly, 
some goods by more and some by less, then the increase in 
the index-number is the weighted mean of the different in .. 
creases (different index-numbers differ in detail according 
to the method of weighting adopted). If a collection of goods 
change in such a way that some ~f the goods increase and 
some decrease in quantity, then the index-number is the 
weighted mean of a number of positive and negative quanti
ties : it will show an increase or a decrease according to 
whether increases or decreases predominate in the collection. 
Often different methods of weighting will give different re .. 
sults, so that with the same aata one index-number will 
register an increase and another a decrease. 

In spite of the difficulties (more theoretical than practical) 
in the way of constructing index-numbers, some sort of 
index-number based on relative prices is the only way of 
obtaining a measure for the magnitude of a collection of 
heterogeneous goods) shoes, ships, sealing-wax, cabbages, 
and chromo-lithographs of kings. · 



CHAPTER IV 

DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME-ALLOCATION OF 
LABOUR 

I. I,NTRODUCTORY 

T HE socialist community has organized the production 
of goods. It must now proceed to organize the distri-:.

bution of the product. Since the means of production are 
owned and operated by organs of the whole community, the 
entire product is at the community's disposal, to allocate as 
-~its collective wisdom it thinks best. ~ut the whole product 
(8f in.dustry is not available for consumption-: a deduction 
IWJ$t first be made for n~w capital ac~umula!ion (what in an 
;mdividualis~ society is calied savings, or, m5re accurately, 
investment).1 The remainder, the net consumable product, 
must then_b~ divided iJ?.t~_ two_ porti~ns, corresponding tq\ 

, the divisions of communal and . individual consumptio!l·~ 
I Since the free market has been adopted for the latter division 
it is clear that,. in order to establish equilibrium in the pnce 
_system as a whole, the amount of urchasing power or ~!We
ate mone_L_income distribute t.o indivt ua s dunng an~ 

{given peno inusi' e equal in the aggregate to the sum of thsJ 
prices o£ goods offered for sale in the division of individual 
consumption during the same period. (See Chapter VIII, 
section 2.) • · 
J In the method of distribution of individual income to its 

citizens a "Socialist community would have a certain range of 
~.It might choose pre£is~I:YJ~.Jiis.trib.ution, or a 
system of money allowances ~~d on £resum~e~cJ!t or a 
system of paymg the wo!~r acco_!d~l!_<! ~e e~_!lOrtE~.!~~e 

1>f his labour, or a mixture of all three methods~ To persons 
-Whase-hiil)Its orthoughthave been formed in the env~on

I See note I, p. 83. 
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ment of capitalism the third will appear the only feasible 
method of distribution. Such persons should reflect that, 
even under capitalism~ the second method is in use, although 
to a very limited extent, e{.in the10iill0f0i0-ige pensions 
\ In a socialist_system there is.no essential connexion b~· 1 

'·,tween the value of la~ and the payment of a sum of mone i 
· ~o a labourer~~purposes of ac.curate. c.osting it is nec~ssa 

,to know the value_ffi:l-.4.ta.hpman.~ffort from the ult1mate 
consumption g;;ds in which it is embodied; but this might 
be used for accounting purposes only, each worker being 
rated at a certain figure for purposes of time-sheets and 
transfers from on~ job to another. Under the system of cost 
accounting developed in the previous chapter, an economic 
ra!ue Will be il?puted to various COD:CtetU~~l<i. i .9f_labour~ 
rower as well as to land and natural resources, and the 
se-~ces of produced means ·of production. lt.is clear that 
the return to labour· might be dealt with in the same way as 
the return to natural resources and waiting: that is to say, 1 

it might all go into tile "Social Fund. Thus all earnings would : 

l
be pooled and divided up on some principle other than that 
of imputed value, such as that of equal incomes for all, or 
that of payment according to need. · 

The principle of distributing personal income on a basis 
of ru.aking equal provision for equal. need would result in a 
system of roughly equal payments to all adults, with graduated 
allowances to children, modified perhaps by additional pay
ments to individuals whose needs are abnormal (e.g. expec
tant and nursing_ mothers) or whose o~cupations require 
special facilities or make special demands (a manual labourer 
needs more food than a sedentary worker, a novelist or artist 
more opportunity for travel than the average person). Its 
effect will be very similar to that of the method of exact 
mathematical equality and very different from that of the 
method of paying labour according to its.fu,lputed economic 
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•. l:rhe advantage of the equal payment s~m is that it 
satisfies mankind's deep-lying Seil~f justice. The 
~!.~~~~ge of such a system is that i~j~plive.a-thq 
co~uiiity o.f the very useful method ~.!_(!~!_t}ng the suppl~l1 ~o£ labour to different occupations by. means of changes in\ 
the remuneration offered\ If accompanied by free choice of I 
job, it will lead to great'SC"'arcity of labour in some occupations 
and to a redundance in others, as compared with the social 
need for such labour. If not accompanied by free choice of 
job, it will defeat one of the chief ends of a socialistic re
organization of society: economic freedom for the ordinary 
worker. It will also introduce considerable difficulties into 
the problem of social costing. 

' ' 
z. THE ALLoCATION o'F LABoUR BETWEEN OccUPATIONs 

How then can the supply of labour be regulated so as to 
direct the labouring power of the community to various occu
pations in accordance with social needs? Five m~thods may 
be suggested. · · • , · • 
J { r) Compulsory a.llocation of tasks., This is . the 
method of ~lita11 organizations and is also resorte~__to in 
great civil emergencies, such as floods, famines, and_ earth
qqakes. ~ :Farorailiary times it is too repugnant to the com
mon man's sense of freedom-iobe-practicable. Moreover, 
as any one knows very well who has had experience of mili
tary organization, especially in work of a non-military kind, 
it is incapable of maintaining a steady rate of efficient work, 
and it inevitably breeds evasion and fraud. Finally, it is of 
a hit-an~-~_!yye:lJnderiftlieri'is'ilo-possibility of com-. 
paring different workers' fitness for alternative occupations. 
A characteristic example of the sporadic application of this 
method was seen in the U..S..S.R. some years ago when, on 
the occasion of a transport crisis, a decree of the Commis
sariat of Labour wenfJorth that any one who had ever 
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worked on the railway and was now in a different employ
ment was to be dismissed from his present job and must 
report himself within a week to the nearest railway station. 
Among the persons so conscribed for railway service there 
would probably be many who had found congenial work in 
other industries at which they had become efficient and 
socially useful; while on the railway they might be unskilled 
labourers; whereas there would be many persons not affected 
by the decree who would be fitter for railway service, and 
who would serve more willingly. To this method of regu
lating the supply of labour apply ob~ctions simi!~r to those 
which apply to the m~thod of ratioiiingfor the supply of 
consumption goods. Like rationing, it is clumsy and incapable 
of fin~_adjustment, destructh;.e..~oUreedoiii;-and ·tole~ble 
Of1J.Y in_ cases of gra_ye. elJ]l:rgency . 

../ (:z) Moral suasion. 'Jt might be possible, by exhorta_!ions 
and slopns, posters of the 'King and Country Need You' 
type, and otherapRWSJQtsense of civic ~u.t;y, to elicit the 
necessary supply of labour and direct it to the desired 
quarter; but enthusiasm so generated, although it may suffice 
to tide the community over an: emergency, soon cools off, 
and the efforts so evoked will quickly become as slack and 
intermittent as those provided under a system of compulsion.\ 
In the U.S.S.R., although. slogans and exhortation by· 
speeches and newspaper articles are still much used and 
although special tasks are still achieved by means of subbot
niks (voluntary work on rest-days), nevertheless; the main . 
emphasis is now being laid on more concrete forms of suasion · 
-badges of honour, extra fund&. for social amenities in the 
factory, and more wages for individual workers~ 

(3) The raisin~ and lowerin~ of qualifications for 
entry.· }ust as at the present time an excess of medical 
students (an excess, that is to say, from the point of view of 
the medical profession's privileged standard of living rather 

I 
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than that of the health needs of the community) is countered 
by raising the standard of examinations for medical degrees, 
so a strictly equalitarian socialist community could raise the 
minimum standard of competence required from the aspi~ 
rants to the most eagerly sought-after occupations.\ A rush 
of enthusiastic would-be aviators and dramatic critics could 
be countered by a stringent process of s~n that would 
reject all below the standard of a Kingston Smith or a 
William Archer. T~a_; however, its limitations. 
For one thing it is uneconomic: it will result in an unneces
sarily high degree orcompetence being exacted in the more 
attractive occupations and a serious shortage of even mode
rately efficient people in the less attractive ones. For another 
thing it d~~QUlQrk_>qually_w.elLb.ot.h...wa.ys; one can 
scarcely meet a disinclination to. enter a given "profess!@ by 
lowei:fri,?.itandafds-::-1£ the discipline and unpleasantnesses 
of hospital life deter incipient nurses, it would not be very 
practicable to recruit the profession from people who had 
failed ~o pass the entranc~ requirements of the cardbcrud-box 
making industry. Nursing must be made more attractive. 
This brings us to the fourth and fifth methods. 

(4) The offer of non-pecuniary incentives.; it would 
be possible to vary what Ma!§hall calls the '~L~~l!~ages'l 
of different occupations rel'atively to each other, so as to 
attr~c;l.woflrer~ into some al!_4 detet:Jhem from entering 
others, while stW.Ereserving equality of pecuniary remunera-1 
tion; · Money earnings are not theoiily incentives that can 
m<hi'ce workers to prefer one job to another. Th(( relative 
attractiveness of different jobs could be adjusted in various 
ways,such as by varying the amounts of.l~is}lr.~'- privjleges., 
or ~he. insignia. Qt~!i9our.~attacllecf to· different occupati~!l_s ... , 
A1so appeal~~~ pu_~lic spirit, to tlie desire for adv~nture, or 
to thesplrit of emulation.. (personal ··or professional) in 
achievementniili~r than in money earnings (what in the 
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U.S.S.R. is called socialist competition) might be a potent 
way of achieving a desired allocation of labour without un- 1 

d,!lly stressing inequality in personal eamings.1 
• In this con

nexion it is worth remarking the development in the U....s..s..B.. 
of titles, such as 'People's artist' or 'hono~l!thor', and of 
orders of economic ~~uch as the Order of Lenin, the 
Order of La6our, &c. 

(5) The offer of pecuniary incentives. The last method 
to be described is the method characteristic of exchange 
economy (petty commodity production and capitalism).·. It 
is to offer to the worker, in return for productive services, 
definite quantities of general purchasing power (money) at 
rates whrch vary with the intensity of the demand for his 
services. This means, in other words, tha(the remuneratio 
offere4 to the wor_W: co_rresponds to th~m_euted economic 
yalue of his services. It need not necessarily equal the latter, 
but would rise as itnses and fall as it falls\ The adoption, 
at any rate in part, of the system of paymg each laboure~ 
according to· the value of his labour would simplify the task~ 
of rec~itm_e_!l~erence of labour as ~Ir as thd. 
ptobl~~f labour discipline. In this case free choice o~ 
occupation would be compatible with an allocation of labour 
in accordance with th~mic needs of the communi!L_ 4 

labour being attracted by higher earnings to places where it 
was in demMd_and being warned off from unwanted occu
pations by a shrinkage in earnings.3 The ad~~ of such 
a system are, in the first place, its _fl,.t~_!P.~ity and, in the 
second place, the scop~_it gives_to individual_taste_and pre- .. 
ference. If more of a certain kind of labour is required, die 
\\:ages offered for it can be raised until the necessary supply 

1 See the present author'• article on 'The Economic Basis of Sociali&m• 
in the PolatiCJJ/ Quarterly, Sept.-Dec. 19]0 • 

.. • For. ~'lget under socialism see Wieser, N atu.ral V al~U, bk. iii, ch. 
vu; bk. IV, c:.h. li also Cwel'1 Thlory of Social EcO'IK/my, ch. viii. § 38. 
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is forthcomiflg. No one is fu.r~ to enter the trade: those 
who do are those who, at the new rate of pay, prefer that 
occupation to others. In the case of the Russian transport 
situation just mentioned, the offer of a higher rate of pay 
plus a bonus to ex-railwaymen on re-engagement would 
have elicited an adequate supply of suitable labour without 
.taking men from jobs in which they had acquired a higher 
degree of skill or become endued with greater responsibility 
than would be required from them in the railway service 
(on the assumption that skill and responsibility were paid 
for in other occupations, too).1 

Under this method, which more than any other promotes 
freedom of occupational choice, the human effort required in 
production is hired by the community under contracts of ser
vice, freely entered into by its citizens. The proceeds -Ofthese 
contracts form part of the purchasing power at the disposal 
of citizens (i.e. of their income), and will be called W.ses. 

This method of regulatin_g_!l!_t:._s~p_plJ -~( Jal>~~r.. tlu:q_ygh 
th~ent of wages an"cr salaries maJ-~ined-'With 
some of th~otJ:!,eJJTI~thRQs· Thus' it would be possible also 
to alter tlie non-pecuniary attractions of different callings, to 
revise the entrance qualifications required for an occupation 
and to appeal to a sense of public spirit and civic duty: In 
fact all ways could be used except that of forced labour
and even this would be held in reserve by a socialist society 
(as by any other society) for grave public emergencies. 

• It is interesting to observe the development of money wages in the 
Soviet Union. After a period during which equality of wages was aimed 
at (though never fully achieved). a phase bas now been entered marked by 
definite and deliberate differentiation of wages on the basis of individual 
output or effort, of the social utility of the work, and of the relation of 
the supply of labour to the demand for it in the occupation, Even orders of 
economic chivalry are now accompanied by money pensions. The most 
recent drive towards increased efficiency of labour, the Stakhanovite 
movement, is characterized by very high individual eunings for workers 
who achieve high output or otherwise do goocl work. 
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~~GES UNDER SociALISM V' 
( 1) Methods of payment. Assuming that the method 

of wages is adopted, the next point that arises is: 6vhether 
wages should be equal to the economic value of labour
power, or should merely be variable in the same direc
tion) We have seen (Chapter Ill, section 4 (x)) that, once 
the principle of absolute equality is abandoned, there are very 
good reasons for paying the whole economic value of labour 
as personal wages, except perhaps in a few special cases.1 

lf>nce the principle is admitted of paying to the worker.,. ~s 
wages, the economic value of hi~. s~.fYfces,-diere-seems ·to be 
lio valifreason iri' pr1nc1ple for objecting to any particular 
system of wage payments:\, 
Ti~ates, piec~ates, S~o ~o~r9~ess 

W9r_~e11.. and other methods of payment by results all may 
have their part. Premiu_m-bonus. ~ems of the kind that 
cuts the earnings per piece as the output rises should be 
banned, since they are contrary to the sound economic prin
ciple that the faster the worker works the less use per piece 
he makes of the time, space, and machinery with which he 
works, and that, consequently, the higher is the value of his 
work per puce. In any case, careful time-study should re
move all cause for rate-cutting . 
.fj~c~-ntes obviously must be fixed by some quick and 

simple workshop procedure. Here a combination of the 
specialist on the managerial side (Taylor's 'time-boss' and 
'rate-boss') with the men's representative of the shop
steward type should provide the elementary mechanism; but 
there must be appeal to some higher arbitral body, which 
will also have the function of laying down general principles 
of rate-fixing. Scientific methods of job-analysis and motion
study, together with an absence of profit-seeking on the part 

1 See, however, sectioo 5 of this chapter. 
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of the management, should make rate-fixing easier than it is 
in most industries to-day. 

V ; A standard wor~~ should be fixed for manual 
workers iliTiiO'il-iesponsible brain-workers.'. The three
shift (with eight-hour working day) or four-shift (with six
hour working day) system, where it can be introduced, econo
mizes fixed plant. Every worker should be guaranteed regu
lar days of rest (not necessarily all workers on the same day) 
and annualnolidays ..E.th..pay. Overtime should be paid at 
higher rates, as an economic indu~nt to the productive 
organs to avoid it, and if the worker is required to work on 
his normal rest-day such work should be penalized by still 
higher rates. But careful planning of production ought to 
reduce overtime and work on rest-days to a minimum. In
stead of extra pay to compensate for work involving special 
hardship or danger (e.g. so-called 'dirty money' in boiler
scaling, and allowances for hot or cramped places in mines) 
it would be better to offer shorter hours, or extra holidays on 
full pay. Extra pay sometimes tends to create a vested in
terest in overtime or in bad working conditions. 

The fixing of an actual rate of wages for any given kind 
of work or of a piece-rate for a given job will have to be 
effected by .methods not essentially different from those in 
use at present. (Some form of co~argaining between 1 

the organs of collective enterprise, representative of the citi
zens' interests qua consumers, and the trade unions, repre-

. sentative of the citizens' interests qua workers, will have to 
be established: It is difficult to say in advance which will be 

- better: a system resembling the British type_of..Cancil~ 
Board, composed entirely of representatives of the parti.es 
~lves, except for an impartial chairman appointed by 
muwal agreement; or a system resembling the Australian 
Arbitration Court, which is a permanenLil!l_d_profusian.al 
judicial b_ody, before which the parties present their respec-
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tive cases according to a quasi-litigous procedure. There is 
also room in any system of collective bargaining for the expert 
professional administrator of the Ministry of Labour type . 
.lfhe gene!al principles that any .![bitra1 ocgan w.ill..havuo 
app!y in Pi'oblems of wage determination are the following: 
J I j a shortage ofJabour m any particular Job affords a prima
facie case for raising the standard wage\12) unemployment 
in any particular job affords a prima~faC1e case fOF]uyerjng. 

the s~da.rd-mge: (3..}, the net advantages (wages, hours, 
holidays, public esteem, &c.) of any occupation should be 
as near as possible the same as those in any other occupation 
calling for the same degree of hardship, skill, and responsi
bility; ( t)' ·differences in hardship, skill, and responsibility 
should correspond to differences in net advantages.', Princi
ples (~ilruli2J. correspond to sho_rt-period influences, prin
ciples (31 at1d (4) to lon,g-p;ri.od influences in the supply of 
labour. Where short-period and long-period indications are 
in conflict, the former should receive priority. 

,W"Regional variations in wages. The possibility of 
variations in the basic rates of wages in different regions 
must now be considered. • These may exist in three cases: 
(a) according to variations in the cost of living, (b) aeel5fding 
to variations in the relative supply of labour, (c) according 
to variations in the efficiencfof la~o\ir .. 

{a) The first case is parallel to the differences between 
wage rates in different towns sanctioned by many British 
trade unions. Not only might different basic rates be sanc
tioned by a socialist community as between one town and 
another or as between town and country but also as between 
different regions of the socialist territory, where the latter 
inclu~ed great varieties of climate and physical features. To 
give equ~\'antag~ ta workers in Naples, Tromso, 
Solingen, and Sulingrad would involve ~dl\lstment _ _gf 
m_oney wages to the_ different costs of variousjoodstuffs, to 
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the cost of housing.under conditions suitable to the locality, 
and to the opportunities for sport and culture. (The actual 
calculation of basic rates would entail the difficulties known 
to compilers of index-numbers in comparing expenditures 
on qualitatively different collections of goods.) · 
:_ (b) Where the S.E.C. desired to promote the economic 
development of an under-populated region, it might very 
well fix for it temporarily a scale of wages that would give the 
worker net advantages above the average for his trade and 
grade, in order to promote voluntary migration thither. In 
the same way, labour might be persuaded by low basis rates 
to move out of relatively over-populated areas.\ 

(c) Where the socialist community included· peoples of 
very different cultural levels and where th~omic value 
of th~i~ ~<?r~_yaried considerably, it would be imposSible 10 
establish the same basic wage rates for all of them. Although 
every effort would doubtless be made, by education and in
vestment of new capital, to bring the backward elements up 
to the same level of industrial efficiency as the rest of the 
population, it would be necessary, as a temporary m~asure,l 
tQ.!_l'UUjjon lower rates of wages for them 1Ilail10f the more 
advanced elements. If, for instance,' .. the British Empire be
came a union of socialist republics, it would be a long time 
before the same real-wage scale could be applied to Indian 
~d to Canadian..lYPrkers. A low basic rate inagiVeilrij1on 

I would, of course, tend to promote emigration; but if the 
average level of industrial efficiency in the region were low, 
few emigrants would be able to hold their own among the 
more advanced peoples amongst whom they settled. That 
efficient individuals should do so would be all to the good . 

. Bu(it would be necessary for the S.E.C. to make speci~ 
planS for the raising of the efficiency of the backward peopl~ 
as a whole in order to achieve a maximum of economic wel1 
fare throughout the communi~ 

I 
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In the two latter cases, (b) and (c), deviations from equality 
of rea!._wag~.§~rtindic_a_tivepf a failutfto reach equilibriuDi"" 
Itshould be the pOlicy of the S.E.C. to bring about equili
~ri.um as soon as possible and so to r~2:~~-~~_!l.eed for such 
Wter~~aliJJ.~qu.a.li~i~s. 

'"ClOsely akin to the subject of regional variations in wage 
ra~es is that. of re~~rjatjons in .the hours of labour:. 
D1fferences m the real standard of livurg;-dti~es (b) 
and (c) above, may connote, not only variations in real wages, 
but also variations in the workers' relative urgency of demand 
for leisure and for the fruits of labour. (See Chapter IX, 
section 2 (3).) In such cases local variations in hours of wor~~ 
should be permitted, as tending to maximize real satisfac
tion. Here again, since the ultimate object of the S.E.C. 
should be to equalize the standard of life of different portions 
of the community as quickly as possible, these variations 
should be smoothed out in the course of time.1 

(3) Changes in demand for labour. :It is clear that a 
socialist community, if it desires to make the best use of the 
resources at its disposal, must pay special attention to the 
economic allocation of labour to jobs;_: If it adopts the princi
ple of free choice of occupation at a wage, it must, abov~ all, 
avoid the temptation to retain more men in a particular job 
than are really needed, either by subsidizing particular trades 
and occupations at the expense of the whole community, or 
by employing more men than are needed at a wage lower 
than the normal rate. The latter case is specially liable to 
occur in the case of agriculture.l.Jn practically all capitalist 
countries, agricultur~lJ!.bour is worse paid than industrial 
labour. This is due, in part;tOtliefeta:tivelflarge toll taken 
by p~sites of ~arious kinds-landlords, moneylenders, 

1 For a discussion of inter-regional variations in real wages and in 
standards of leisure see Chapter VIII of L. Robbins's Econcmrie Planning 
ortd lntmaatioruU Ordn. 

4SD s 
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middlemen, &c.-but in part also to inadequate mechanical 
equipment and the continued use of primitive, labour-wasting 
methods of production~ Judged by the test of marginal pro
ductivity, a~rtculture u{ alLcapitalist..countries.ii .not..und'*:\ 
but over-manned. Instead of aiming at the most efficient 
~uiiiaiiTabour power and the highest output per 
worker (which would probably mean a diminution of the 
number employed), public policy usually aims at making 
work for the largest possible number of men on the land 
(especially in countries that have a large peasant population). 
This excessive number is maintained in agriculture at the 
cost of a low marginal productivity per worker occupied:. HI 
there is no subsidy to agriculture in the way of tariffs and 
quotas (and even if there is such a subsidy in many cases), 
the uneconomic surplus of men is maintained in~ 
a!Jlow levelof real wages. Thus, in effect, the uneconomic 
employment is subsidized out ,of the earnings of the workers 
themselves. In a capitalist state this is sometimes justified 
by the plea that the men are better working on the land at 
low wages than totally unemployed. In a planned socialist 
community this excuse would have no validity: the men 
would be needed to produce other goods and services, which 
would be in demand after the community's needs in the way 
of food and agricultural products had been satisfied. 

In some cases subsi~d~s~rymay be justified.-:. 
temporary ones in the case of sudden large changes in de-. 
mand and in technical methods, ~ntcmes in the case 
of a permane~elween market demand and 
,real social utility-but subsidies whose effect is simply to 
, keep at work in an industry an unnecessarily large number 
of people at a low rate Of productivity per head must be 
ruthlessly opposed. · 
' ~The most s~~ prob~~ in~~Q!Yl~,Uo~ ~_kl!_l~b.~1l!_~~e 
wjlen, owing to changes in consumers'. dem~d or to the --. ...-------....---·~ ,~ 
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1introduction of improved machinery and organization, the. 
dem_and for a given kind of labour ulls off. The immediate 

1 effect of su~h a happening is, partly; a. fall in the economic 
value of labour and so of wages, and, partly, actual unemploy
ment or short time:~ The number of workers originally em
ployed could be offered work at a sufficiently reduced W:!~ 
but this is objectionable on both social and economic grounds ... 
On social grounds, because a lowering in wages (even when 
wages is not the workers' sole source of income) causes dis· 
content; on economic grounds, because it perpetp.ates an un
e~~ic allocation of labour to different occupations. 'tJie\ 
true solution is_~!!__9utflow of work~tfie aHecteatrade,l 
'until the economic return onabour of the particular quality 
under consideration is once more equal in all occupations. This 
transfer will, in part, ~e effected automatically, through the 
voluntary response of workers to the change in the remunera-
tion offered, but to a large extent the :n:~ ~~~: o~~
ized _syst~!Ilatically':_ The .. S.E.C. mUStd;~iAe :Vh:6th;l 
occupations need labour and what openings are suitable fo~l 
the particular quality of Ja~~d. It must plan the 
transport and rehousing of the transferred workers, and, 
most important, it must arrange for th~~ining. < Every 
reduction in the demand for labour in one direction should 
be accompanied by a definite offer of work of equivalent 
skill and amenity in another direction:."-This policy implies 
that, as invention and improved org~nization makes les~ 
labour necessary tp satisfy human wants, society should se 
itself to discover new wants to satisfy. Of course, at som 
time a point will be reached at which the utility of increased· 
leisure is greater than that of increased consumption. When 
this point is reached, the hours of labour should be reduced, 
and the days of holiday increased. But this should be done 
uniformly throughout all industry. It is in accordance 
neither with economic equilibrium nor with social justice to 
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reduce hours in one industry, simply because the demand for 
labour in that particular industry has fallen off, while other 
industries work as long hours as before. 

4· WAGES AND EQUALITY ' 

J It will be objected to the meth~d of basing !!!_4Lvid\lal' 
in~ome on _th~ ~alue of w~rk done 'h~t it is incompatible 1 
wtth the· pnnctple of equahty. To thts 1t may be answered: 
~firstly, that a rigid and arithmetical equality is no part of the I 
socialist progr~condly, that even if personal income 

1 was based solely on earnings, inequality would be less than 
in capitalist society :Jh1rdly, that this method of distribution 
might be modified by a syst~of taxes and allowances based 
on one or other of the alternative principlesJ, ' 
.lfif::fhe essence of socialism is the abo~ss rather 
than the achievement of perfect equality of income:l The 
fln"gin rather than the amount of income is here the· decisive 
moment. A society in which the means of production were 
socially appropriated and income from ownership had disap
peared would be a socialist society, even though it tolerated 
considerable 'personal inequalitj; It would not involve ex-

_.Pk>i!_ation, and the inequality that ittoierated -~~uld be 
\personal inequality and not cl~li~ Nevertheless) 
(w~al_~~<lt1~eswould_ ten.d_tp 
destl:OY the. c~ara~te_t:. of a_soctalist society by laying ~he 
foundations of a ne:w-£lass stratificat~. 
~. In. an· originally class-less society, economic classes &an 

~~ out of in;g_u~lj.ties in work-incDwes, giy~n eit~e~ of 
' two conditions;. m purchase of the means ~of production; 
(ii) "}>reference in the recruitment of personnel for high-paid 
"ork given to persons already doing such work (or to persons 
associated with thelll iii a narrow group, such as blood
relations, former school..fellows, &c.).\ The first condition is 
excluded ~-x h atbed ·in a socialist · . A socialist 
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community that toleratedlsmall-scale capital-less private 
enterprise,) as considered in Chapter VI, would have to be 
specially {igilant lest ca italism re-emerge from such a 
E:L_at_~.) The secon condition might be u e in a socialist 
economy. Only free political institutions and vigilance on, 
t~an...9f.lh£.1~~:ff:E~l{)!~k.e!~~wur prevent newcfaSs' 
s~tifications from emergingin this w~. (We may add that 
so long as educational opportunities are effectively open to 
all irrespective of their means, this danger is s'mall. This 
seems a sufficient answer to those critics of the U.S.S.R. who, 
assert that a 'new bourgeoisie' is arising in that country.t 
It appears, therefore, thatrrt is desirable to achieve a large 

, measure of personal equality of actual income, as well as of 
equality of opportunity) We shall see how a large measure 

1 
of personal equality can be attained in practice. • 

(b)Jf obstacles to the m@ility of labour were removed 
and if education and vocational training were really free and· 
available toall who cared tO"Eike'" advantage of them, the 
supply of kinds of labour that are to-day scarce (skilled and 
professional labour) would probably increase and its eco
nomic value fall, so Jfducing the inequality in personal eam
ings:l Under such a system variations in personal.income 
lVOtild be very different to those that actually exist in a world 
in which inequality of parents' means, and not inherent 
scarcity of natural abilities, is the chief source of disparities 
~n wages and salariesY1n a socialist community it is possible 

' ~hat the dirty and unpleasant occupations would come to be 
!he best paid. instead of, as at present, the ~a 
cabinet minister or a bank director might elect to serve for 
1a few months as a dustman or a lavatory attendant in order 
to get enough money for a holiday trip . 
• L~evertheless,(so long as the worker is re.munerated ac-.1 
cording to the :conomic value pf the work done, some 
incomes will be markedly greater than the general averag~ 
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These incomes will be composed chiefly of re_!l! of abili!J.r 
;However, they will be mu~th~--~~£api~_a_!i~t societj-. 
Most large earned incomes in the present system are depen
dent on the existence of large unearned incomes or on the 
competitive activities of large capitalistic concerns: e.g. the 
earned incomes of society portrait-painters, of fashionable 
physicians and surgeons, of corporation lawyers, and of 
advertising experts. [But even in an equal-opportunity so
ciety, of the kind here outlined, where personal income was 
for the most part roughly equal,' some individuals with a 
genius for appealing directly to large numbers of people
e.g. a popular writer, singer, comedian, lecturer, or artist
would earn big incom~. Since these incomes would be of 
the nature of a rent~that is, the return to a factor whose 
s~fYTs independent of its remuneration-they could bear 
a heavy weight of taxation without drying up the supptyof 
!rl~-~~x:yis;es i1iicli they rem_u!le!_a~_ifJSuch people as Edgar., 
Wallace, Gracie Fields, or Harold Lloyd would probably 
)lnaintain the output of their services even if they were quite 
heavily taxed, provided they retained some portion of their 
more-than-average earning power. , 
>/(c) Even though value of service is._!he main principle 
involved in the distribution of individual income, the princi
ples of equal division or o~ distribution according to need 
may alsq, find a place~hus...the existence of a large number 
of free social services (medical, cultural, and recreational) 
would diminish inegualities in real income due to inequali
tie'STn-money earnings., In addition to providing social ser
ViCes free of charge, the' community may decide to distribute 
a portion o.f it$ inc~me· to individuals in .the form of freely 
disposable purchasing power. Thus a certain minimum in
come per hea~ (~e 'vagab~nd wage') might be a first charge 

· 1 For a discu5sio~ of Rent o( Ability see. the present author's Insti· 
tutional Reveta~t, cb. v, § 29. · • 
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upon industry. Certain payments according to need, such 
as children's allowances, mothe!s' allowances, old~a~~n~ 
sions, pensions to the blind and crippled, would come under 
tliiS head. This element in income would not belong, strictly 
speaking, to the division of communal consumption, becal!§e 
~_pur~~sir)z._power would be spent individually, but the 
cost of it would be borne by a gener~J~vy on the income of 
~y, like the rest of the communal division. It would 
come out of the S~nd: if that was insufficient, out of 
a proportionate deduction from earnings. Thus each indi~ 
vidual in a socialist community might receive par.LQf th~ 
natio_n~llQ£QIP~ as a fixed money allowance-a real national 
diVidend-paid to him regularly throughout his life irre
spective of his efforts and deserts. Varying in amount ac
cording to the time of the recipient's life, it would be in 
succession a child's allowance, a subsistence grant for scholars 
and students, a 'vagabond wage' for adult workers (which 
would make any special unemployment insurance payments 
superfluous), and an old-age pension. It could be supple~ 
mented by spe~ia!_al~~ances in the event of .&nv.ali~ity, 
blindness, and other disabilities:, 
~ Compkment!ry to this system of allQlWlces would be ~ 

system of~ro~_ssi:VeJ.wtionJ>nJilj~S. · Inequality 
could be reduced hy a steeply graduated surtax'levied on all 
earnings over a certain amount., (This tax would go into the 
Social Fund.) • ' 

5· GENERAL ScHEME OF Dis~RIBUTION OF · V 
INCOME 

It is clear that, in a socialist society, the return to natural 
resources, interest on capital and the surcharge on un~er
tainty are mere aceounting terms. They would be calculated 
as di!Scribed above (Chapter III, section 3 (1)-{3)), but, 
instead of accruing directly to individuals as personal income, 
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they would be paid into a general fund to be at the disposal 
o[ibe community as a~ This is what has been called" 
the So~nd (Chapter III, section 3 (4)): into it would 
also go all net s luses of selling price above cost realized 
by the productive an mar etmg organs, t e proceeds o , 
taxation on socially undesirable lines of consum~ 
the proceeds of taxation on abnormally high personal 
earnings. 1 .

1 

{J'he balance of the social product, after deduction of the 
~ocial Fund, is the product of labour.\It does not, however, 
follow that this balance is the net sum available for distri
! ution as personal income. It is conceivable that either more 

r ess than this sum would be so available. For the whole 
1'roduct of industry cannot be distributed as personal in-
, me.~here are ~Pri9t charge.~.::?IL.the...aggregau:..~· 

com~. On~ capital )cum~ion; the yther is the cos 
f cOnimun~~D~!lWJllion\ The obyio_u$. sout_ceJor thesus 
e .9~und. If this fu'nd is not sufficient, then a levy 

must be made on the product of labour. If, on the other hand, 
the fund is more than sufficient to supply all the needs of 
the community for social services and capital formation, then 
the balance may be distributed among the citizens as indi-
vidual income. · 

.;, If the Social Fund happened to be exactly equal.to the 
sum of the amounts required~or capital accumulation, com
munal consumption, and personal allowances, then each 
worker could be paid in wages (as distinct from personal 
allowances) the exact economic-value of his labour. If this 
coincidence was not achieved then two cases arise: either the 
Social Fund falls short of the sum of the claims made-upon 

' · 1 If the prlnciple of basing price on marginal £()St instead of average 
tcost, were adopted for diminishing-cost goods (Chapter III, section 
4 (2)), the (debit) balance of the Marginal Cost Equalization Fund would 
be a further charge upon the Social Fund. 
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it, or it ~'f~eedi..that.sum. In the first case the Social Fund 
must b'~· augmented out of the product of labour. A levy 
must be made on earnings. This might be either proportion~ 
ate to actual wages or salary or graduated progressively (it 
would be in addition to the special surtax on abnormally high 
earnings). In the second case part of the Social Fund would 
have to be distributed, either by increasing capital invest
ment, by expanding the social services,· or by mgking a cash 
dividend. The latter could take the form either of a propor
tion~te_b~ wages, a graduated (progressive or regres
sive) bonus on wages;-or a flat-rate allowance per head (a true 
S9cial Dividend).1 - · 

~e general picture of dis~,lltion is, then, of a society in~. 
;(i;ich the imP.~!:~ pr?~uct of Tind, capital and unce~ainty
be~i_ng, and a portion of that of exceptional 12ersonal gifts 
would be paid into the Social Fund. Subject possibly to a 
levy fornew capital ~ncf!or social--;ervices, the imputed pro
duct of labour (wages) would be paid over to the worker, 
under contracts of employment with the organs of CQ.llective 

. economy, forming part of his individual i!lcome. ~large II 

~
measure of equality in wage-income could be attained, 
artly by maintaining the fullest. equality of opportunity, 
artly by the development of social services, and partly by 

1
special taxation on high incom~ · , 
I Thus the total economic advantages enjoyed by an indi
vidual would be composed of two'parts: one the use of the free 

'goods and services (communal s_onsumytion); the other the 
goods and services purchased on tne"inarket (individual con

i sum ption). The money income to ptlrChaSe the latter purChase 
·: mig1it-also c~nsist of two parts: one would be earnings (less 
~taxes and lev1es) fqr_wor~ done for the communityi the other 
would be a payment irrespective of work done, in the form· 
of!llowanc~§_pased on 11~ or of a Social Dividend.: 

-·~ 
1 See note on National Income, p. 238, 

m7 . T 
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6. WoMEN's WoRK AND WAGES 

It is worth noting that the system of distribution of income 
here described (the payment of earned income or wages, 
involving a moderate degree of inequality, supplemented by 
free social services and personal allowances payable from 
birth) is the only one which renders possible the achievement 
of the feminists' ideal of e<f1aljl~JJ<!L':Y~!:.k.9f.~qual value, 
irrespective of sex. 1 The variability of earnings according to 
llleViilue of labour will make possible the free choice of occu
pation: the f;_~ces. an~ th~ _p~yment oT perso?al ~!gly
a~wil.L.equaliie_the _economic advantages of war[e~ of 
eit~~!!~~~~o have different numbers of dependan_~· In the 
absence of such services and allowances (or even in their 
presence, if the inequality of earned incomes is great enough). 
the male wage-earner with dependent children will be driven 
to demand higher earnings than his female colleague and to 
exclude women from the better-paid posts. But, under the 
system described above,"it will be possible to O,Ee~ ~~~~ 
occupa~.~~-f!S !~~g~s oruglJ_al.!~rms and to permit the 
se~ of workers on the basis of their pe~o.A~Lmerits 
without pemliZiiig large families or unduly favouring the 
bachelor or the spinster:· Only so will it be possible for 
womet;t to make a really free choice, based on personal prefer
ences and abilities, between the. alte~~~s: ~a) mother
hood, (b))ndustrial orprofessional care~r,-(9 the combination 
of both activities. . 

I These matters of the ~k, 1eqy!L.Pa~Jor...e.q.ual 
~ and the payme~.2!_!.c!.~quat~}.~}!l!ll§wances are 
those most relevant to the scope of the present b~ther 
matters-hours and con~itions of labour, maternity leave, 
the administration of the social services-are not less im
portant to the welfare of women and children, but they cannot 

1 See E. Rathbone, The Disinherited Family. 
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be discussed in detail here. The example of the U.S.S.R. 
shows how much in this direction can be done by a sOCialist 
community even when it is still, by occidental standards, 
relatively poor. It would appear that\only under socialism 
can the feminist realize the aspiration that women should 
become fully human beings and enjoy full citizen rights in a 
community of human beings) 

7· PoPULATION . 

We have so far considered the problem of the supply of 
labour as one of allocating a given supply among different 
occupations; that is to say, the problem of the SUP£!Y o[ 
labour in £_a_tti~l<~:l'.! There now remains the problem of thej' 
totirq_ll.am!.ty of labour forthcoming; that is to say, of the 
supply of labour i.qgener.al. 

Within certain limits, the effective supply of labour as a 
whole can vary without a change in the total population. 
Thus, changes in the number of hours that people are willing 
to work, in the holidays that they demand, in the ages at 
which people nonnally enter.and retire from industry, in the 
relative number of women offering themselves for gainful 
employment, are some of the ways in which the supply of 
labour as a whole can be stimulated or checked. But th~ 
means ·are effective only within narro!,..limits: to effect 
greater variations in the aggregate supply of labour the size 
of the whole poyulation will have to be varied. And the 
means that will have to be used to influence the numbers of 
the total population are quite different from those which in
fluence the supply of labour in other ways. , 

Some people will object that, since ~ery consumer is abo a 
Educer: th~~e maEitud~ of the population~£ _Il~!ni
E_Ort<,!nce and the only thirigs that matter are the proportion be· 
tween workers and non-workers and the allocation of workers 
to different occupations. According to this view there is no 
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difference except one of scale between a socialist community 
of a million persons and one of a hundred million persons; the 
latter would be just the former multiplied one hundred times. 

This point of view, however, ignores two things. One is 
a static and the other a dynamic consideration. (i) The static 
consideration is the twofold relation of population (a) to 
land and natural resources, (b) to produced means of pro
duction. (a) An increase in the number of people living in 

.the same limited area of ground will entail a more intensive 
use of natural resources and a fall in their yield per unit of 
human effort expended on them. If this were not so, then 
the entire human .race could be supported on the proceeds 
of cultivating a single acre of ground. (b) On the other hand, 
given a ~rt.a.in equipment of fixed pla11t, .an increase in the 
number of people directly or indirectly making use of it will 
make it necessary to spread the costs of maintaining this 
equipment over a larger number of persons, and so will 
decrease the unit cost of maintaining a given level of ou~ilt 
per head. This proposition is true of all the capital .equip
ment of industry, but it is especially applicable to such social 
capital as roads, railways, telegraphs, and telephones,' supplies 
of watel'\'gas, and electricity, all of whic~al,.b_e_~e,r~~ 
overhead costs of civilized existence. Between these two ten-

\
~.ctes · ;;hich -~~e ~ur ol,d. friend~ D.J~ . .nishing Returns an~ 
Increasing Returns-there must be at some pomt or other 
a !aJ.~ll:ce:- That is ~~y; for a countcyoJ gtven siZe and 
natural resources, for a given accumulation of instrumental 
goods, and for a given level of scientific and technological 
knowledge, there must be a po~ation of a determinate 
magnitude su~~t the ou,!P~t_pe!.hea4 o~~~~-a~lewith the 
most suita~le 1.1se of labour and other means of produ~~jon ~ 
greater_ than for a population of any other magnitudet For 
a larger population the law of diminishing returns to land 
and natural resources would indicate a lessened product 
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per head: for a smaller population the greater burden of 
social overhead would diminish product er h opuJ, 
lation for w 1c output per ead is a maximum may b 
termed the Qj;timum population. With changes in th 
quantity of accumulated resources and in scientific know
ledge and industrial technique, the maximum per capita 
product and with it the optimum population will change. 
As accumulation increases and knowledge advances, the 
maximum product will increase. But it is not certain in what 
direction the optimum population will move. It· may be 
that, to take full advantage of technical improvement and 
the increase of material equipment, population should decline 
a little, or it may be that population should advance a little. 
Generally, however, we may expect the optimum P91H~lation 
to tise with economic progress. · · 

(ii) The dynamic consideration is the fact that, the more 
rapid the rate of population growth, the greater is the annual' 
provision that must be made out of current resources for the 
annual increment of new citizens: Means of production 
must be created for their useful employment, houses and 
schools must be built, means of transport and other public 
services must be developed, within a given period of time. 
Thus, a population of such a size as, considered'in its static 
relation to natural resources and other means of production, 
would be compatible with quite a high standard of life might 
not be so compatible if it we~ growing rapidly. 

A society organized economically on rational lines should , 
aim at ~-oL~h~ quantity_pf the p~ so as to 
achieve t e maximum product per head, that is to say, to 
aim at the optimum population. The t_izeJlLthe.popW!tion 
d~pends ultimately o~. !!,O fac~o_r~: nat,ili!Y and mortali~.!. ·-1 ~leasured not by the crude birth-rate and death-rate respectively, 
but by the to"'cttd birth-rate and death-rate (corrected for variations 
in the sex and age composition of the population). 
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Since it may be assumed that the lowest possible mortality 
would be aimed at by a society that attempted to guarantee 
the highest possible standard of life to its members, it follows 
that natality is the only factor that can be varied in order to 
regulate the size of the population. In other words, control'l 
of population is,. in the last analysis, control of the birth-rate, 

In the matter of population a socialist commonwealth can-
1 

not, in principle, follow a policy of laisser-faire. If society 
guarantees every individual born into its fold not only sub
sistence but a substantially equal share in the social product, 
then society cannot be indifferent to the number and quality 
of the individuals that come to claim its bounty. Thus we 
ar~ faced ~ith a ,~ofol~ quantitative and quali
tatl!e. 1\ Y"~""\.:.. ...-. 
_. (a) To take the quantitative prohlem first, there are W 
?Pposite dm,!~!'S to which a socialist society might be liable. 
J)ne is a high birth-rate, leading to ove!:£_opulation (in rela
tion to the op1i:iiiiiiii); th~er is a lo~-rfte leading 
to under-population and, finally, to extinction~ Since the 
days of l\b1i:llus, one of the sto~k objections to sch,mes of 
communistic reorganization of society has been that1 once a 
livelihood is guaranteed to every member of the community 
from birth, irrespective of his or her parents' abilities and 
resources, the only incentive to a prudent restraint in the 
matter of procreation is removed, and the ~?Wunity will 
increase in numbers by reckless breeding; ~'he relation of 
workers to natural resources will become progressively less 
favourable to production, so that the stand~e of the 
community, however high it may originally have been, will 
fall steadily until if reaches the point of bare subsistence, 
Wliere fiismg death-rate will arrest the increase in numbers. 
No improvements in the technical arts of production, al
though they may delay the onset of the evil hour, \\ill avail 
in the long run to avert the consequences of over-population. 
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r The means of checkillg an undesirably high rate of multi
plication are twofold, partly in awakening in the people tastes 
for_com_f9rts _ _7r{d amenitie~ ... ~ish will compete~ith the 
pleasures of philoprogenitiveness, partly in enfo.rcing strict 
individual responsibility of parents for the upkeep of their 
childref!; Under the first heading it may be noted that the 
development of extra-domestic pursuits and entertainment~.~ 
and, in particu~ the--:particlpat1ori- b)'.' women ~(_eq~ai · 
terms With men in int~Ilectual, polit!cal, and sporting interes_ts, 
all tend to weaken the desire for numerous offspring, since 
even if the community assumes the whole material burden 
of their support, the burden of responsibility and of _h$m,g . 
!,Led l.Q the nursery _stil!lemains on the parents, especially on 
the mother. If, in spite of counter-attractions, the flood of 
babies still tends to submerge the community's accepted 
standard of comfort, more drastic methods must .he adopted. 
H. G. Wells, writing at a time when men did not yet think 
that the Malthusian devil had been safefy chained up, sug
gested that a community which accepted responsibility for 
the education and for part of the maintenance of every child 
born into the world would have to i~~pon the pros
pectiv~~ef!ts definite .. c~~~ition~..t:>Oieai , go~ -~onduct, 
in~ellige~ce1 and econol_lliC ~fficiefi:CY. r The latter condition 
may be interpreted aS ability to earn an income' of a pre
scribed amount above the minimuni. Individuals who, not 
fulfilling these conditions, nevertheless became parents would 
be subject by law to some form of deterrent treatment and 
forced to contribute out of their income as much as they 
could of the cost of maintaining their offspring.1 

The bulk of the world's population still lives under con
ditions that conform to Malthus's thesis. Before _these 
peoples ~an_~~incorp~r~ted jnto a socialist society ~~~ir way 
of_lif~ must be changed. In some cases, ~4Yf.~!i® and the 

1 H. G. Wells, A111ticipatiom,· A Moder~~ Utopia, p. 182. 
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opportunity of a higher standard of lif~ would effect this. In 
otherca.SeS; ho~ever, powerfufsocfal forces, especially reli
gion, are opposed to a rational control of population. The 
retlgious beliefs of H~~us ~-t~hinese and, perhaps to a less 
extent, of Roman .£a.!J.!~1ics an<lJ~ws, are incom~t~bJ~with 
the exist~n~-~!i~os!~l!sts.Qfiety such as is here described. 
~ .. But recent soci~s suggest that the danger besetting 
a socialiSt'community w~e not over:Population but 
under-population~' Modem communities of the occidental 
type are all rapidly approaching or have already reached a 
level of fertility which is insufficient, even with the lowest 
possible death-rate, to prevent the population from actually 
declining .. ~The net ree~W.U~e, defined as the number 
of female children born to a thousand females in the course 
of their child-bearing lives, is falling or has fallen below 

· I&} This is a fact: as to its explanation, opini~ns differ:; 
It may be the in~.£!U:i.!1_and pessitp)~~Jngendered by capi-~ 
talism in its decline-the unwillingness of people to bring 
children into a world threatened by unemployment, fascism, 1 

and war. It may be the cotnp~titive. s_trugg!e for wealth and 
social position and the contlimous emulation by every social 
group of the standards of living of the group just above it in 
the income-scale, in which the possession of children is a 
handicap. Or it may be that th(\ rise in the ~.terial ~ta~~ard 
o{.lllliog.h.as led to the developmenTofw~ys of life in which 
children have no place, of interests, occupations, and amuse
ments that are incompatible with the care and attention that 
young children continually need-in particular the entry of 
women into spheres previously monopolized by men or the 
determination of married women not to lose the social con
tacts of the unmarried, and the extension to the middle and 
working classes of leisure and leisure-time interests without 

1 See R. R. Kuczynski, The Balance of Births and Deaths, and Enid 
Charles, The Twilight of Parenthood, 
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the menial service that enabled the aristocracy to combine 
these with child-rearing.\ In the first two cases we may say 
that the d~cline in. the population _is_ due to capitalism-in 
fact, it may be that the most fundame~t.al obje~~~n to,gR,i
talism is not economic butbioTOgiCal; that i~J.Y§tem.under 
~~ich}oc.iety __ can _noJongerxeproduce itself} But if the last 
explanation is the true one it augurs ill for a socialist com
munity since no sooner would it have achieved the pros
perity, freedom, and equality (social and sexual) that social
ists desire than it would tend to die out. Between.these rival 
views. it is dimcult to. decide. (The rapid p;~latimigro~h 
of the Soviet Union might suggest that capitalism is the 
culprit, and that the security and optimism of a socialist 
society would stimulate healthy biological growthj But it 
must be remembered that the Soviet Union is still a country 
with a low standard of living (although rapidly rising) and 
that peasant ways of life still· survive in the majority of 
families. ~.And even in th_e_Soviet.Union the birth-rate is 
~eginning to decline. 'l 

In any case what measures could a socialist community 
take to revive a flagging birth-rate? ~.The most obvious 
measure is to t:reate institutions which will make leisure and 
amusement, freedom, and equality for women, compatible 
with child-rearing~\ The provision of creches and nursery 
schools, reduction of domestic drudgery by machinery and 
by communal effort, the organization of means whereby 
young children could be looked after while their parents 
went together to the theatre or to the evening-class-all these 
would help. Above all, suitable housing must be made avail
able for families with children-houses at ground level with 

1 This is true only of capitalism in its late period of degeneration and 
drcline. In its middle period of rapid technological expansion (exempli
tied m Great Britain between 1750 and 1870) it was responsible for a 
historically unprecedented gro\\'th of population. 

4SU U 
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no dangerous balconies and stairs, with plenty of floor-space 
and separate sleeping-rooms, with playrooms and play
grounds, situated in the country with access to fields and 
woods,.Z If, in spite of these measures, people stiJl. refuse to 
reproduce, more positive measures must be taken.h Economic 
advantages (as by money allowances, subsidized housing, 
subsidized holiday facilities, supplies of certain goods free 
or at reduced prices) must be given to parents in proportion 
to the number of their children; and the unmarried and the 
childless must be economically penalized (as by extra taxa
tion, discriminating ·rents, or exclusion: from the most desi
rable housing sites and holiday resorts)~ (The one type of 
eco~mic .discrimination that should not t!e used is the giving 
Of preference in employment to parents; this should be 
avoided as interfering. with the choice of the most suitable 
personnel and thus tending to lower the efficiency. of pro
duction.) The' general principle involved might be described 
as that of greater e~,g!bility-to make the social and economic 
position of the parent more eligible than that of the non
parent and to make the position of the parent of several chil
dren more eligible than that of the parent of few children. 
It should be remarked that, in a community enjoying a high 
standard of life, the application of this principle would 
probably involve a far greater measure of redistribution of 
income in favour of parents than any scheme of family allow-
ances hitherto contemplated. , 

Above all, :ii socialist society must endeavour to make 
~other hood a· career which an intelligent and educated 
woman might gladly choos~ Mo~hood must be made 
compatible with the· social uality of the sexes and the eco
nomic emancipation of w: men. To achieve this at least !!.o 
th~sary. ne is that the social and economic 
status of the woman who chooses motherhood must be at 
least as good as ~at of the woman who chooses paid work 
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outside the home. T er is that the economic position 
of the home-keeping mother should be secured to her inde
pendently of her husband's economic success or failure and 
that she should cease to be personally dependent on him for 
her and her children's livelihood:, Both of these things will 
be far easier to realize in a society which does not tolerate 
great inequalities of personal income and which has entirely 
abolished functionless income derived from property.~, All 
this means that ,motherhood must be made a professional 
career and that a woman who raises efficiently a family of 
children must be paid for her services by the community~: 

(b) The q~alitative a~ectJ2LtbuOJ2!!latiQIJ. ptl>!?~m is 
much more kri~. i, In the present stage of social biology 
our knowledge of the innate qualities of different human 
stocks is so scanty and uncertain that there is little scope for 
any measures of discrimination between potential parents. 
A few definite defects are known to be hereditary, and persons 
who are genetic carriers of these defects should be encouraged 
to refrain from parenthood. If necessary they must be segre
gated or sterilized. If their unsuitability for parenthood is 
biological, not social {e.g. if they are persons whose children 
are liable to inherit some physical disability, but if they are 
good citizens and able to make a good home for children), 
they should be allowed to adopt children, if they so desire. 
But beyond such measures of negative eugenics there is 
little that can be done in the present state of our scientific 
knowledge.~ Until one or two generations have grown up in 
good physical and social surroundings, ·with equal oppor
tunities of good food, shelter, and education for all, it is 
impossible to distinguish between the effects of environment 
and those of heredity.•·. 

I See L. Hogben, Gtwtit Prirttiple, U. Medical and Social Scimc~, 
ch.apa. iv, vi, and viii; Natur1 tlNl Nurture, ch. v; also J, B. S. Haldane, 
llmJity tmd Pvlitiu, ch. i. 
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On the other hand, there are some people about whose 
biological fitness we can make no certain statement, but who 
are socially unfit for parenthood. Sucl~ are those who, by 
reason of criminality, mental defect, or physical incapacity, 
cannot create an environment in which children can live a 
healthy and happy life. The children of such people would 
have to be maintained as wards of society, apart from their 
parents, 1 but receiving the· same advantages of environment 
and education as, say, orphaned children of normal parents. 
The question arises, should such people be permitted to 
produce as many children as they like and leave them to be 
brought up by the community free of charge to themselves? 
Most people, particularly the socially fit parents, . would 
probably answer, No. It must. be noticed that the point at 
issue is not the multiplication of the unfit, in the eugenic 
sense, but simply the responsibility for the support of children~ 

It appears that[if £ar~n.t1H>QQ.js tQ.be~subsidized, th.e..iub
si~I~-~~'!1~ Q~ ~elective~ It should be restricted to those who 
in the course of their life as citizens make some contribution 
towards the cost of the social services which they and their 
offspring enjoy. Theveconomic encouragement accorded to 
parents should be confined to .!h<?~e-wlut dse abov_e .a..wtai.tl 
mini~ym st:mdaM 9Lp_b~l health, ment~LWlJlacity, eco
nomic efficiency, ~d absence of judicially proved criminality. 
It might be necessary to restrict by law the right of parent
hood to such persons as satisfied these minimum conditions, 
and to deter the illegal production of children in some ·way 
that would penalize the parent but not the children. Children 
brought into the world in contravention of these regulations 
would have to be maintained as wards of society, while the 
parents would be liable to some form of forced labour as a 

1 This does not necessarily mean that their parents should never see 
them. It does mean that they should not permanently reside in their 
parents' home. 
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partial contribution towards the cost of maintaining their 
offspring. 

The questi~rp.~ation is closely linked to that of popu .. 
lation. : In principle, every citizen of a socialist common
wealth should be guaranteed free ..ch_oice..oLdoro.icile just 
as he should be guaranteed free choice of occuE!!Lon,\ This 
principle has been admitted implicitly, in the section dealing 
with regional variations in the efficiency of labour. One real 
obstacle exists, however, in the way of the full application 
of this principle. If the level of efficiency in a given region 
is low, due to over-population, and if the inhabitants of that 
region have procreative habits that tend to create and to 
intensify over-population, then freedom of migration will 
simply enable them to ~xport their habits and their poverty 
into regions inhabited by other cultural groups. Two 
,methods of dealing with this 11 problem offer themselves. 
One is to draw a sort of cordon sanitaire round the region in 
question and, suspending for the nonce the right of migra
tion, to leave the inhabitants to pullulate in their own squalor 
until they learn sense. The other is to initiate a vigorous 
educational campaign (even at the cost of restricting the 
liberty of obscurantist ecclesiastics) against the social forces 
that lead to increase of population beyond the point of maxi
mum productivity per head. 



CHAPTER V 

PRICE POLICY OF PUBLIC UTILITIES 

~ I. PUBLIC UTILITIES IN GENERAL ' 

A PARTICULAR case of importance in the theory of pricing 
is afforded by undertakings of the kind usually known 

as public utilities, exemplified by ra~~ays, electricity-works, 
gasjY~rks, posta!ll~_zyices, telephones, &c., which are charac
terized by three peculiarities.;~ One is a very high propor-

·~-·; 

tion of fixed costs to prime costs (many of them can scarcely 
be said to have any prime costs at all). '(b) The second is that 
maximum economJ of operation is obtained only with a. very 
large output. in The third is that the products of these 
industries are services rendered directly to th~ consumer and 
incapable therefore of being transferred by re-sale to another 
consumer. -: 

The first peculiarity_ means that the price of particular 
services:1s almost entirely independent:orcost .and that, 
consequently, a ~id~j!i.Seretwn in Jhe matter,of charges)s 
possible to the operating authority.\ Thus, comp~ti.tion, in
stead or-establishing stable prices, results in a high degree of 
instability.)The .. ~~cond peculiarity means that und$.t!~ngs 
ofthiS type tend towards _monopoly. The th.!,ci means that 
the operator of these enterprises, if he obtains monopoly 

~
wer, can charge discriminating pri~es) Thus, these enter

rises are, even under capitalisnl, usually s~bject to some 
rm o. f public control, especially with regard to their charges 
d profits. lftney remain competitive, their charges are 
gulated by public authority, in order to secure some kind 

of stability. , If they become monopolistic, their charges are 
regulated by public authority, in order to protect consumers 

1 See Pigou, Economics of Welfare, part ii, ch. :xvii. 
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from .extortion. Thus, in . either case, they tend towards 
public.control of price po!fcy~ (Thi~ .often ta6 the-farm of 
public qwnership, which of course in_gudes controlo£ price 
poiicy.) :The system of prices result~ng from public control 
may be, and gene'rally18, discriminating.~ Thus, different 
prices are charged for the same service (transport of a ton of 
cotton and of a ton of coffee over the same distance, use of 
I k~.-hour of electricity Tor lighting and of I kw.-hour for 
heating); and the same price for different services {penny 
post irrespective of distance). ·· ' 
. It may be added that even public control does not prevent 

competition, in the indirect form of ~ompetition between 
alternative services (railway and road transport, gas and 
electricity). If there are discriminating charges in one or 
both of the competing services, competition is particularly 
anarchic and unstable. ' 

The problem before a socialist administration is, then, on 
what basis it is to fix its charges. This involves the further 
questions whether price discrimination is to -~~_!~~ained .or 
n~, and how compe~it!~I!}_etw~~R alterutive servica ii to 
be dealt with:-··~-
• The alternative price polic~s are ( r) charges based on cost I 

' o~eryice, ( 2) charges based on valu~f service. In case (I) 
{the charge ll'jll be. uniform for sen ices, of a similar kind; in 
lease (2) it will tend to be discriminating. 1

: • 

· The cost·of-service prmcipfe-mses the further issue otT 
average versus marginal cost, already discussed in Chapter III~. 
section 4 {:z). It also raises the problem of averaging in ~ 
different form. No two ton·miles of transport are provided, 
no two fw.-hours of electricity generated under precisely 
similar conditions; hence their cost of production is never 
~xactly the ~arne. But in practice it is impossible to make a 
separate charge for_eachindividnal unit of output; services 
must be classified into categories, and a ~orm ch.!fge made 
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for each category. Therefore a rate system based on cost, 
whether average or marginal, will have to. average cost ;;el'! 
a whole category of services evolved under similar, but not 
identical, conditions. We shall call these mean costs tof 
dl~tinguish them from average, as opposed to m-arginal, costs\ 

Professor Pigg,u1 concludes that the output proper to"' 
siffiple competition (which he assumes to involve prices based 
on average cost) is likely to be nearer the ideal output (from . 
the social point of view) than that proper to discriminating 
monopoly. He admits, however, of some possible exceptions, 
which he considers unlikely to occur in reality, w~e_r~ 
crimination would produce some output and simple competi· 
!,tfon none at all. Mrs .. R.obinsonz desires to extend the scope 
r,TProfessor Pigou's exceptional categories. She also suggests 
tha~, if the monopolist is limited to a fi ed rate of return on 
his capital, discrimination may enable the we er consumer~ 
~to be s. ubsidize.d.!J\i~e .. surplus exacte~df~m ill'p &troDier 
,c1frli~, so increasing output above that proper to single 
competition. · 

This argument is plausible, and if a socialist community 
-desired to develop p~blic utilities by means of discriminating 
charges, this is the principle on which it should do so .. But, 
in the writer's opinion, the argument is fallacious and the 
practice based on it should be rejected. Although at first 
sight this increased output seems to be a gain that no one 

1
loses, yet an uneconomic diversion of resources may occur. 
If the service is developed in this way, a need for increased 
capital equipment will come about earlier than it otherwise 
would. Thus resources ·will be diverted from industries 

:in which it is impossible to make discriminating charges. 
Another way in which the imposition of discriminating 

charges might be justified is the following. Assume the 
1 Ectmb11'1ics of Welfa7e, part ii, ch. xvii. 
a Ec0t1011fies of Imperfect CompetitiMI, ch. xvi. 
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undertaking to be yielding the maximum service under a 
system of prices based on average cost (output proper to 
simple competition). Suppose then that some increase of 
output can be effected by charging some consumers a p_rice 
l~s th'!l!J~_verage cost and tharthe pet additional return~ a 
thispnce just covers the net additional cost of the _extra 
service. Then, it may be argued, the favoured consumers 
;b~in an advantage that causes nobody any loss. There is 
no subsidy, since non-favoured consumers pay no more than J 

they would have done had the discrimination not been made. 
The additional service is provided, not at any one's expense, 
\?_yt out of the more intensive utilization of plant. It is thus 
a net social gain. This argument, however, really justifies, not 
discrimination, but a system of non-discriminating charges 
based .on marginal cost. 
) It should be remembered that a sound system of social 
~ling s~~mier.possible ~ t~~;e~ld equilibrium:JI) 
within tne enterprise, a balance ot rece1pts and'Costs in each 
lint of production where separate costs are ascertainable; 

.J*between different ways of rendering similar services (say 
gas and electricity, rail and road transport) a balance between 
the economic use of each kind of service\k) in the economic 
system as a whole a balance between the relative worth~ 
whileness of different ways of utilizing the community's 
resources. In the case of transport; for example, this last 
point means that a balance ~st be struck between the 
advantages of increased transport facilities and a more wide
spread distribution of factories.\ 'Neither transport nor the 
generation of electric power are ends in themselves, and it 
may well be that a policy that increases the use of transport 
facilities or the consumption of electrical energy is simply 
multiplying unnecessary journeys and hindering the most 
economic location of producing plants. A system of transport, 
electricity, gas, and water charges based on mean cost of 

4517 I 
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service would afford a reliable indication to the planners of 
socialist industry of the most economic size and location for 
the manufacturing unit in different industries. 

Wherever comRetition is possible bet~~n alternative 
services, as in the case~ of gas and electricity, rail transport 
"imd road transport, where each alternative has a definite 
range of undoubted superiority, but where there is a wide 
overlap of competitive uses, equilibtjum can_only .be main· 
tained by a ri_gor:ous.methodof cost..&coovnting. Each service ' 
'S~1fresh~rg_ed,With U~ 9W_!!_l'ropeccost~...-afittSOWil 
p,roper costs, and hothing but its own proper costs. The con· 
cealed taxes and subsidies that so often exist under capitalism 
must be abolished. Then the choice between the alternatives 
can be made on their merits. . 
, [ It would thus appear that the proper basis of charging for 
, a public utility in a socialistic economy is cost; and where, as 
generally happens with public utilities, theCOsi of I particular 
unit of service 'cannot be separately ascertained, the proper 
basis is the mean cQ§t of a category of services that are similar 
from the point of view of supply. That is to say, in power 
production one kw.-hour of energy is similar to ~any other 
kw.-hour Qf eyergy if generated at the same time and by the 
same plant:-tlifferentiation of charge on the basis of use (e.g. 
for lighting orfor heating, for private houses or for shops) is 
not justifiable; but differentiation on the basis of loa~~r 
,isJin transport one ton-mile is the same as another ton-mile 
Carried over the same line or road in the same type of vehicle: 
differentiation of charge is not justifiable on the basis of 
the kind of good carried (between iron ore and copper ore, 
between wheat and oats, between kitchen tables and grand 
~pianos); but differentiation is justifiable on the basis of ease 
of loading, or between full wagon-loads and half-filled wagons, 
or between ton-miles carried on a line of dense traffic and on 
one of sparse traffic. 
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\.Thus we conclude that in the case of ele~gy the 
two-part tariff is to be recommended. This consists of an 

(annual ( ql.J3.,~erly or monthly) charge based on maximum 
demand }lir(a charge per unit of energy consumed;~ the two 
rates of charges being adjusted in such . a relation to each 
other that, as far as possible, the sum of the receipts under 
the first head will cover the capital costs of the power installa
tion, and that under the second head will cover the operating 
costs. Diffe.rential charges are also to be recommended if 
they are likely to lead to an improvement in ·the load-factor, 
i.e. to a more uniform distribution of demand throughout 
time: on this account some charges that apparently discrimi
nate between different uses of current may be just~-e.g .. 
domestic users of current may be charged less for cooking 
and heating than for light because their demand for the 
former comes at a time when their demand for the latter is 
low, and so evens out the total demanc[) As between localities,, 
charges will tend to vary according to the size and efficiency 
of the local generating plant; but, with the full development 
of a national electric grid, it should be possible to establish 
a uniform rate (at least, a uniform unit-charge) throughout 
the entire country. 

The subject of transpo~s will be dealt with in more 
detail later, but one or "iWo pwts emerge directly from the 
preceding discussion. Qne is that the r~te sy!!_e!ll !h~ should i 
be adopted is much 'r6ore like the present system ofroad 
rates, sys~matized. and _uniformized, than like the presentj 
system of railway rates. There is no economic justification 1 

'for the present complication of 'clas;-nites and ~xc~ptionall 
rates _on the railway~ The ~ciple of 'charging what the 
traffic will hw' ~r even of 'not charging wliat thetramcwill 
no~ bear' is f~ndamentall~ro~:-·If the trafficwill not bear 
the charge, it should not eXlst. If it must exist, it must bear 
the charge! ...... Uniform ton-mile rates over a given route should 
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be established, except where differences in rates are justified 
by differences in cosq 

Uniform rates over different routes and in different parts of 
the transport system are a different matter: on the cost prin
ciple every part of a transport system should be a separate 
accounting unit and should have its charges based on its own 
costs. Uniformity over an extended system, where traffic 
conditions vary greatly in different parts, means that one part 
of the system subsidizes another part.:. This would be a 
serious consideration in an area like the U.S.S.R., the North 
American continent, or the Australian continent; in an area 
like Britain, where traffic conditions are relatively uniform, 
this would matter "less. Within the area of a single West Euro
pean country a uniform system of mileage rates might be 
established, ignoring the differences between one line and 
another, for the sake of simplicity. 
J A~~~~!Y.a..ri!ti9.ns in..rctt~s, the case~ whet~<liff£!
~l)tiatiqn }~ju~.tifiab.le are as follows_)a) between different 
technical forms of transport, as between rail, road, and canal, 
each of which has its own schedule of costs; ~bf between 
goods involving different degrees of care or auxiliary services 
such as covering with tarpauliiiS-or the use of special wagons 
(e.g. bananas, fish, milk); (EY between full train-loads or 
wagon-loads and less-than-car-load consignments!! 
' [Attention should also be drawn to the possibility of apply
'ing to transport the princp!~-oi_t_!l~_t.'!Y2:.P~~n.Jariff. An 
enterprise that makes use of the socialized transport service 
might be charged an ap.nu~ .charge based on its maximum 
~~~~gs. ~an~-~~~eek plus a !_?n-mil~_rat~ fo~crc~n
s!g~~nq .. The charges woUld be. designed so as to make the., 
standing charges cover the capttal costs of the transport 
·system (road, rail, and water transport would have to be 
accounted for separately) and the unit rate cover the operating 
costs. This would be a much more logical and economic 
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system than the '.agreed ch~rg~!, recently introduced on the 
British railways, which, by making transport charges vary only 
with the tonnage (or value) of traffic and not at all with distance, 
tend to make impossible any rational localization of industry. 
The. ~o-part system wo'.!!_d ~b~.-qifficult to work..nn.der capital
~ but it ~auld be introduced int(!_~_!o.9_l!!ist ~~C>_Il:Q!!!I· It 
1s mor~_ appropri:~t~ for gog4~~than_(o_!_,Easse_~ger ~~3!1~port. 1 

A strong case can be made out on social grounds for a 
greater measure of'~' ~ transport charges th~n would 
be justified on private-economic grounds. Wherever large 
aggregates of population come into existence they exert a 
powerful attractive force upon industry, since, other things 
being equal, it is most convenient to locate an enterprise 
near the market for its products. (The growth in the. impor
tance and variety of consumption goods as compared with 
capital goods, and the increase in the relative importance of 
home production over foreign trade may be expected to 
reinforce this tendency.) But the establishment of new enter
prises in a particular region involves a local increase of popula.: 
tion, both direct (workers in the new enterprise) and indirect 
(people satisfying their needs). These people now constitute 
a market for goods and attract new enterprises into a region. 
Thus a cumulative process is set up which, .in a region that 
is relatively independent of external sources of supply, may 
lead to an overwhelming concentration of the population into 
one or a few areas where (possibly for fortuitous or transient 
reasons) a tendency to concentration had first shown itself. 
Now this tendency is undesirable both for 110cial and for 
purely economic reasons. Economically, urban concentration 
involves costs in the form of traffic congestion, new road .. 
building, housing, providing local services, &c., which are 

. ~ See ~1. Farrer, HOUJ to Make tht British Railways Pay, for -.n expo· 
anaon of a acheme on these lines for both passenger and goods transport, 

"'1a(~posed for unrntdiate adoption under capitalism. 
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not ordinarily taken into account in fixing transport charges 
nor in the original calculations of cost that led to the setting 
up of the enterprise (a case of divergence between net private 
and net social marginal product). Socially, costs that are hard 
to estimate in definite figures but are none the less real are 
incurred in the fomi of loss of amenity. 
On~edy for "this state of affairs is, of course, control 

exercised over th~!~~J?lj~~m~p.t of new enterprises..in.:uijan
izS[jieas. But a strict all-or;.nothing rule is uneconomic. 
Some enterprises should be established in a congested area, 
even though fewer than would be established on the basis of 
a purely business calculation of costs. To deal with every 
proposal 'on its merits' would soon result in hopeless incon
sistency and confusion. To avoid both the clumsy rigidity 
of an ali-or-nothing rule and the random results of deciding 

· every question on its merits, some general method of calculat
ing the advantages and disadvantages of industrial locations 
must be devised that will automatically exercise a deconcen
trating influence. One method would be a system of local 
taxes on industrial sites that rose steeply with the density of 
industrial enterprises in the locality. Another method would 
be a system of strongly tapering transport rates, enabling 
enterprises at a distance from their markets to compete 
~uccessfully with those nearer to their markets if they had 
even a slight advantage on grounds other than transport costs. 
This principle might be extended, in the form of a general 
subsidy given out of social revenue to transport as a whole, but 
at a higher rate to longer hauls (negatively tapered subsidy). 

2. SociALIST TRANSPORT 

We may conclude this chapter with a sketch of the work
ing of the transport system in a socialist community, as an 
example of the principles discussed above. 
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We must first distinguish between land t~, ak_trans;. 
~port, and sea tran:s o . (Coastal traffic competitive with land 
· transport an sea transport over short lengths of sea, as be
tween England and lteland or between the North and South 
Islands of New Zealand, are reckoned. as land transport.) 

(I) All lap~ort would be in the ~ands of a single 
operating organization, the Land Tra~~.PQ!LCorporation, 
which would sell transport, not rail transport or road transport 
or transport by coastal vessel. In it would be vested all rail
ways, canals, road vehicles, and coastal vessels. It could be 
divided into separate sections for different types of transport 
and into geographical areas and divisions, but as an enterprise 
it would be a single unit. We may think of it as a unified 
railway enterprise (like the German Reichsbahn) ~ 
~oad; .canal~and 1:_6astal. services as .. .aaintegral parLoi.its 
undertaking (as the British railways are beginning to do). 
We will discuss first goods and then passenger transport. 
(A~ In the case of goods transport the Land Transport 

C~oration would be in a position to offer a completely 
co-or@_nate4t .. 49or-to:-Q09[.~enic~ It would be a co~~on 
carrier_for private individuals. It would probably take over 
all transport outside the factory-gates for the organs of collec
tive economy. It would contract with the consignor (whether 
a private individual or an organ of collective economy) to 
transport for a stipul~!e4. charge, fixed and known in adnnce, 
a given load between two given places (within certain definite 
limits of time) and then please itself whether it used rail, road, 
canal, or coastal-vessel transport. In this way the operating 
Corporation itself would have to settle internally all questions 
of competition between alternative forms of transport. If the 
consignor wished to send freight by a special form of trans
port (e.g. if he wished specially to designate road transport) 
he should be free to do so (in some cases on payment of a 
special surcharge). 
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The t~tes ~harg~d would be based on tw~plet: (1) 
cost, (2) si_m£!icity: Since in general the specific costs of a 
p~cular consignment cannot be ascertained, charging ac
cording to cost implies charging according_!Q_ meaJl.~iost 
F ?r ~ods this means a ~~f,QriD..ton::.mile-.OW:. far all com-
"iii0cli!£e.~~ and ~or pa~gers a ~~ifO.l'ID:_~j!~_g:__~e. But, 
W'IiCrever poss1ble, special costs shou1d be ascertamed and 
allowed for. Thus in the case of goods, te!:'lli.nal costs can ~e 
RartlY_ separated from f~rwardiniC'Q~~ and should be s;p ~
'ratefy charged for. Long hauls promote fuller utilization o~ 
rolfmg-stock than short ones, thus justifyinvJall~ in .the 
ton-mile rate as the distance increases ( tapenng rates). Again, 
sma1fcoosignrnents mean more handling, and use of rolling
stock below capacity. This justifies differentrate~ _9f charge 
according to the size of the .~onsignment: say a less-than
truckload rate; i less~than-trainload rate, and a full-trainload 
rate. Finally, some com.modities require special care in trans
~rt and invo_IV~~lal risks that others do notAlligher 
rate~r t~n-~jl~_is jus!#i~d in Ws_~ase. Thus commodities 
suCh as fruit, fish, furniture, milk, delicate machinery, or 
explosives, with special requirements in: the way of speed~ 
covering, care, or special type of vehicle, would be subject to 
higher rates, while commodities such as coal, iron ore, wheat 
(in grain-producing countries), which can be transported in 
bulk with little in the way of special care and covering, would 
receive special low rates. By: dividing~ railway into divisi<!ns 
. and keepinz c~s.Hccounts for eac"h; as if it were an indepen-
dent" undeitiling, th(t mean ~_()St in facA division (even in each 

f branch-line) can b(:i§c~r.tained: the sam~ipk can be 
'followed with road, transport and canal tr~~port. Here, 
however, thepriiiciJi~plicity enters. Although it 
would be possible to vary the basic rates of charge for every 
division and branch of railway or canal, and for every road-, 
transport area, it would probably be inadvisable to do so: 
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although it would be desirable nevertheless to keep accurate 
cost accounts. 
· Thus our system of charges for the carriage of goods re
solves itself into one based on .a uniform rate _Er ton consi~t
ing oLa_t~~i~~L~bar~~d a ffilleag@~je {tapering), 
withthree main classes, accordmg to size of consig~f!l~_nt, 
togetherwi~feW ~~al_ ~l~~s~sjor paitiC~iar commodities. 
Thesespecial rates would be applicable all over the system · 

·and would, like the general rates, consist of a terminal chafge 
and a tapering mileage charge.~ The cl~ation would be 
based no~o!!_!~_e ~~al~ o(th.e c~mmodi.!L£arried bu~ Of! t~e
!~~f ..tr.an_B_£2!.1· A . rate system on these ~es, unlike the 
present one of charging 'what the traffic will bear', would 
reflect the real social costs of transport, and could thus serve 
as a reliable index to the relative advantages of diHerent loca
tions for industry. The transport und~~g wo~d becotne · 
an arbl!_er ~ but not a _dicta_tOc:, of eCOJ?.Omi~~ey~lopment. ~ 

the container system could be considerably developed 
_under a C'rl'rrmmlt"administration for rail, road, canal, and 
coastal-shipping transport. Its working would be simplified 
by the adoption of a unif~~tLfur all_c2~.2<1i.ties sent in 
co~ainers, irrespective of the n_ormal .&lassification. 
Qll Passenger tran~port is a simpler proposition than goods 

transport. .. !i. co-orCiiilatea system of rail and road passenger . 
transport should be set up.- The ~e fares sh?~]~..!!> 
both rail and road transport; and, where both"Torms of trans
pOrt serve the same route, all tickets should be available 
indifferently for either for01.- The present process "''fcl(;sing 
down less important railway lines and stations, concentrating 
traffic (especially local traffic) on the roads, might probably 
continue; but proper co-ordination should avoid the loss to 
the public of sucrrfaeliTth_ as pro_p~g·!.<?QJU and 
la~~tor_y accommodation-at wayside stations, tran~Jrom 
mam-lme to local transport un~r and withou!_! long 

y 
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distm._ce ~~ and comple~.::.!!!!l!~t~ble info,rm!ltion regard-
ing'1ocal as well as main-:nfle services.) . 

With regard to the ~rlli.d~er..fares, ths..Q.e_s! _prin
cip}eJor c~~~~ i~ EPifO~J~!tP~~e.Jlased QO mt:aQ 
co~ There is a 1~~~-t~~~g__cas~ fo~.taperingJJi!es in the 
ase of passenger traffic than in that of goods traffic, but a 
moderate taper in__the II1Jl~ag~ .charge would be justified. The 
whole of the present jumble of excursion, week-end, and 
other special rates· would disappear; but season ticke~ at 
reduced rates would be continued, since the ~tick;t . -. . 

passenger gtves a guaranteed steady volume of traffic and 
ensures a good load_-factor. There se.e.ms no. ad .. eq_~!~.e eason 
for a division of passenger accommodation mto. clas.se~, since 
special accommodatfori. .. involv~s extra weight hauled per 
passenger and more work in marshalling and assembling 
trains. Already, in Great Britain, only 6·2 per cent. of passen
ger journeys .are made in the first and second classes (only 
1·7 per cent., excluding season-ticket holders). The conti
nental system (now being introduced into Britain) of charging 
higher fares for fast ,trains is justifiable on the basis of cost, 
but ~s complicated and vexatious. Both British and American 
experience suggest, by comparison with continental practice, 
that discrimination of this type not_2n.l}:..irritates passengers 
but delay~rgg~~~s. by making. _tr~sport ad~n~istrations 
toTeiant of low ~pee~ by 9f'clinary t,9..ins. Fares should be 
fixed otfii uniform basis, as low as possible, and all passengers 
admitted to the fastest means of conveyance: 

,., - The roads would be built and maintained either by the 
sam~port Corporationor byaspecial ]toad Board .• In 
view of the facts (a) that roads are used b{othervehiclesthan 
those of the Transport Corporation, and (b) that complex 
problems of local use and local finance emerge, the latter 
method may be preferable. In any case it will be necessary 
for accurate costing, in order that the Transpo~ Corporation 
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may keep an ~xa_ct balanc~_~etweeq.r.oadand.otherJo.ons..of 
tr.ans.p.Qlt, to ~l~ttlhe.co.st.of roa~oection aud.maln~ 
ttQance and to _allot_ it. to __ diffe~~~U:ype~ ~of vehicle on.Jhe 
basis of their number, avera~sd.. and gr~ss JadeD weight. 
.V rlUdes in pr~ ownership or owned by public bodies 
other than the Transport Corporation would be subject to 
t~ on the same level as the costs allotted to vehicles 
used by the latter body. This taxation might be on any of 
thrt¢ ba~ (if an an~~l_lic~ce duty p~~.hicle, graduated 
according to. its weiglit anTno~~'i!..~..?!~~n_g speedJZ)~_!!X 
on fuel CO!}§ttmption; (3) a ini~ge l!,x, graduated according 
to the vehicle's weight and normal speed. Tliis1ast kind of 
tax would give rise lo administrative· difficulties in a capitalist 
order of society, but would be applicable to all publicly 
owned vehicles ina socialist community. For~~wned 
ve9Wes, two possibilities exist. One is a riiilea~~' based 
on an officially sealed mileage-counter; the oilier is an extra 
~ice!:C.C:.. du~, or a~_ ~~tr1, t~x-~n._Juel sol~Jo private persons, 
m heu of tlie mTieage tax. \ · 

Canals give rise to no problem that has not been treated, 
in Principle, under the heading of rail-and-road transport. 
Contrary to popular prejudices on the subject, canals have. 
few advantages that would justify an extensive development 
of this form of transport. Although the cost per ton-mile of 
p,ure tra_!lsport is lower_£y_~ater_th,ap by either road or rail, 
this is in mostcasesoffset by_~th~rJactors. One of these is 
the slowness of canal transport, evenoii the level: where 
locks or lifts are necessary, this defect is even more marked. 
Another is the fact that the canal network.ii not and cannot 
b~ as ubiquitous as the rail or the road ll~hvQ~k: many.,P]aces 
can_not, for geographical reasons, be served by ~wl except at 
great capital cost, and in many cases the route between two 
places that are served by canal is exceedingly 'circuitous. 
lienee canal transport will often involve transhipment, with 
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all its .attendant costs. In special cases, as the transport of 
.coal in special containers on the Aire and Calder Navigation, 
canals have their secure place in the transport system. For 
the carriage in bulk of goods, where speed is not essential, 
over a fixed route or a few fixed routes (e.g. between a number 
of collieries and a coaling port) this form of transport will 
·continue in use. . . ,

1 

Much the same can be said about coast~g as about 
canals. Here, too, is a limited but defi.nitetteld of use.fulo.ess, 
restricted mostly to the carnage ofgoods iii"" mass o~nite 

--~~ .-.-, 

routes., . 
f The socialist a~ni~~~iqn. o~~a~.~,b.a~~zurs should 
not occasi0il'3.ily special diffic~ties. · · 

( 2) Air;;ans.J?i>rt, because of its much higher range of costs, 
should or the· present be organiz~a.!5: .s~ce 
under a separate oper~~g body, thill Tr~![>_9..,tt..Corpora
tion: ~Tile ;s£here ·or air transporno:day is mainly threefold: 

r(a) provisiOn of transport for isolated communitie'MVhere 
the capital cost of road or rail communication would not be 
justified by the returns (e.g. in Northern Canada, Central 
Australia, New Guinea, and the Asiatic part of the U.S.S.R.); 
jJ) emergencies ;, .(1) luxury . travel:, In all these cases, air 
transport is not ~mQ1lSI:¥SP.mpeti1ive with.land...tt~psport; 
nor will it be in tile future, un1es8 Its cost is very considerably 
reduced. If it does become competitive with land transport, 
it will have to be operated by the same organization as 
operates land transport. 

') (3) Sell transport, in the special sense of the word used 
here, includes ocean transport and transport in smaller seas 
between distinct land masses, but excludes coastal and local 
ri~r_g~c, and such.transport as that between Gre~1 Britain, 
the Isle of Man, =l!}d Ireland, and that between the North and 
South islands of New-Zealand, which is simply a link between 
two closely co-ordinated systems of land transport. Border .. 
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line cases of course will arise, such as the case of cross-channel 
communication between Britain and the European continent, 
which is here provisionally reckoned as sea transport. · Diffi
cult problems also arise when what is undoubtedly sea trans
port partakes also of the character of coastal trade, such as 
traffic between the Atlantic and Pacific seaboards of North 
America, via the Panama Canal, or such as traffic between 
Australia and the rest of the world, which usually touches at 
a number of Australian ports. 
The~lems of sea transport, in the special sense, are 

sufficiently differt_~14Qse of .land.inmspQrt to warrant 
a distinct organization. Here discrimination between different 
'kinds of goods is less important than the variation in the 
general level of rates in accordance with the fluctuations of 
supply and demand in the market. The administration of the 
mercantile marine of a socialist country that entered into 
trade relations with the capitalist world would have to be 
prepared to face competitive rate-cutting .on the part of 
capitalist steam-ship companies. It would probably be best 
to concentrate in the hands of one administi:ation al/Jra;rseas 
tra~ort, whether-it was shipped l.n -;ocialist or capitalist 
bottoms. This administration would maintain a fairly ~ble 
schedule o(_rates, based. on .mean. casU.. applicable_!O. Jlll 
consignors, whether priva~lJ!>lic, within _the _socialist 
country, and then ship the forthcoming traffic either in its 
owh \;essels or in capitalist vessels chartered at current market 
prices, whichever seemed best to it.1 

1 For 1 discussion of socialist transport see chapter ii of Britain 
R'itluJt,t Capitalists. 



. CHAPTER VI 

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE WITHIN THE SOCIALIST 
COMMUNITY 

I. THE PRivATE SECTOR IN GENERAL 

1 I TE have hitherto assumed that all production is in the 
V V hands of economic organs of the community and that 

all income is either earned by working for these organs or 
distributed as a Social Dividend. We must now see whether 
i! wo~d be possible to r~Iax this collectivistic rigidity so far 
as to allow of private persons' engaging in production or 
rendering seryiCf$ ,tO other private persons; or, tO USe the 
Soviet phraseology, w. hether it would be poss. ible to tolerate! 
a private sector of industry side by si~e with the socialized 
sector;-'WitllWhlch we have beensOTely concerned up rothis I ·- . pomt~ 

Here two apparently conflicting considerations present 
themselves.:'. 0Jl the one hand, froliilie_p_ oiiit of view of pro-

~ . .. 
duction, there are a numb~~ of branches of personal service 
afia petty production that ,do not }end themselves Well JO 
~ollectivistk pr~ Also, there are acti!_i~ies of a highly 
individualized nature, such as the production of works of art 
and the pnntmg-Of political and religious literature. In many 
cases they might be organized on the principle of producers' 
co-operation (cf. the Russian 'artel'), but in others they 
would be best suited' by the one-man business or by. t~e 
small firm witli·a few employees. If what is chiefly desired is 
economic efficiency, such businesses should be allowed to 
extend where they can produce a better or cheaper product 
than tile socialized sector can, and, in order to achieve eco-

1 Note the distinction between the dit'isions of communal and indi· 
vidual consumption and the ucf.M's of socialized and prl\'llte production. 
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nomic equilibrium, they should be placed, as far as pos~ible, 
on the same basis as socialized industry in the matter of costs. 
This would only be possible if prices in the socialized sector \ 
were based. on ~~e costs.~ the other hand, from the 
po1ntorv1ew of d~n. 1t is desirab!e to .preyent the 
private appropriation of r~nt, interest; andl'~ofit. Any ex
tensive toleration of private enterprise, especially with the 
use of large-scale capital, would tend towards the enhance
ment of economic inequality and the re-establishment o[ a 
class society. Less ot)jecfio·n would attach to enterprises . 
analogous to personal service, involving little capital, such 
as restaurants, tea-shops, garages, and petrol filling-stations; 
the making of pickles, jam, and cakes for sale; bespoke shoe
making, tailoring, and dressmaking, &c. )'Let us, therefore, 
consider the conditions on which a socialist community could 
tolerate a private sector of industry, at least in such small
scale branches of production as are mentioned above, without 
endangering the fundamentally socialist basis of society. 

v' Since all land and natural resources would belong to the 
community, it would be possible. to charge .the private em> 
ployer a full economic rent for his remises. His capital, 
would be obtained partly from the Centr . arik an~ partly 
from private sources. The Bank _would charge on ldans the 
normal_~t~ _of interest in the socialized sector, and the private 
trader would be required to pay on the rest of his ca~ a tax 
equivalen~_ tot?~ no~al rate ofln~!~~~ The resultoTiliis 
would be the social appropriation of income derived from 
land and capital, Ieavingtheownerofa private business with 
only the surplus that might fairly be considered to be derived 
fr~m his ow~:Kertions an.d o~izing ability.: Furthermore; 
he would pay on this residue of his income whatever tax was 
payable on abnonnally high individual earnings. ~ • 
. If the worker in the socialized sector was paid in the form 
of wages the full economic value of his labour, no more and 
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no less, there would be no objection to private employers' 
competing with the public for the services of workers. All 
! trade-union regulations and all laws designed for the workers' 
k protection would, .of course, apply with equal force to the 
private and to the public sector. Their enforcement would 
probably need greater vigilance in the pnvate sector. 
~ X difficulty would arise in the case where, owing to a 
general levy on wages, the worker in the socialized ·sector 
received less in wages than the economic value of his labour. 
~To put the empioyee in the private sector upon the same 
footing as the worker in socialized employment, a tax would 
have to be levied on private employment:~ts ultimate inci
dence would be the same whether It wa'S laid upon the 
employer or the employee). The private employee would 
participate, like every citizen, in free social services and in 
social dividend. (It would not be desirable to allow him to 
contract out of these in return for exemption from the private
employment tax.) The same treatment would apply to free
lance professional workers, artists, writers, doctors, &c., not 
employed by organs of the community . 
.../Wid~ regard to contracts of personal service, that is to say, 
employment by private persons not fOr gaixi, the only things 
necessary would be the employm~ d.esigned to equa!ize 
the position of the priv~te and tbe public. .employee, and the 
enactment of a strict code of labour laws for'the protection 
of the private employee. ' 

2. AGRICULTURE 

f.( The mos~p~.~t branch of the priva~e sector will p111b: 
a~ly ~~e ag:!_tc:g"l~e. Although the technical arguments fo~ 
conducting some branches of agriculture by means of large, 
publicly owned estates, worked by employed labour, are 
very strong, there are· other branches where the small family 
unit is economically preferable]-Moreover, there are social 

' 
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and psychological considerations which may result in the · 
retention for soiiletiiile of the small, privately worked farm 
over a great part of the range of agricultural production. 
This is especially likely to be the case where, as in Scandinavia, 
Australia, New ~ealand; and parts of Nor1;h_~!I_lerica, small, 
oneTamilyJarni worked.~l!.l.!.Ji!rle or no..hir~J!l,lili~ve 
achieved a considerable degre~ ~f technical i!fficil:.ncy (thanks 
usually to the help of co-w~rative or state...aktivities) and 
account for a very larg~ propo~.icultw'al output. 

I(will be particularly difficult to fit private agriculture into 
a planned collectivistic economic system, especially where it 
is a question of co-ordinating the national production· of 
agricultural commodities with a general plan of exports or 
imports. Large-scale, directly collectivist agriculture could 
of course expand or contract its output and its labour-force 
in accordance with the social plan, just as collectivist industry 
could. But a multitude of petty commodity producers is no~ 
so amenable to direct regulation. Moreover, a complication 
isintroduced by the fact that the small farmer's income con
sists of the proceeds of the sale of his product. He, like the 
industrial worker, should be sheltered from the major flue· 
tuations of a market valuation of his services; this protection 
should, however, be afforded at a minimum loss of economic 
efficiency.: f~ur ~!~ofs;pntrolling the output ofth~ate 
sector ~[~g_ric].llture !!lay be men~~~ 
.lJfPrice-control. The.planni~g auth_?:i~fo~ a[ti£1Jb:ure 
m1ght regulat~Jhe ,suppJy ~f'Jiiff~rent prodUcts by varying 
t~~ _price!. _which it offered for them. Each year it would 
decide how much wheat, say, was required from the private 
sector, and then fix a price for wheat that, in its estimation, 
would elicit the desired supply. If more was forthcoming, 
the price could be lowered, or purchases could be stopped. 

1 The question is more complicated if it is desired at the same 
time to guarantee the farmer•s livelihood. In this case the 

z 
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P.~rch~slr:t&..h9~!4.. would have ~~e a .KYarweed price
that is to say, announce a price that would be fixed fQr_3.Q.~i
Jlite .period pi.time and undertak~J9. . .buy.ib.e..whole ... ofthe 
individual farmers~ ~~~t {subject of course to its satisfying 
a ceftaift--fuiiilmuln standard of quality) during that period. 
If its calculation was wrong and, say, more wheat was offered 
than it expected, it would have either to cut its losses and 
learn to make better estimates next time, or store the excess 
and offer a lower price next year. In the case of a perishable 
commodity, such as strawberries, the purchasing board 
would have to sell at a loss. 
~_(2) Rent-control.[The planning authority might control 

the supply of commodities by adjusting the rents charged by 
the community for the use of agricultural land. The rent of 
different kinds of land would be calculated so as to make it 

~ profitable for producers in the private sector to grow just the 
desired quantity of the different products:'~ By itself this is 
probably a less ·flexible method than___.E!i_se~control;. but it 
might be conv~e!l!_i~_t_h~_s.a~~ o£ .crops-of millOf~ 
impo~~~.lrts principal sphere of use is probably in conj!W.-1 
!ianmth Erice-co~t£o1. Pricell!!~Jent_s_ ar~ p.~tm_allJUOm-~ 
pfementarr ~I!D __!!~_<:_.hange. economy, and the simultaneous 
manipulation of prices and rents would give the planning 
authorities greater freedom, e.g. in adjusting home production 
to the import and export trade.\ 
"'(3) Licences.~ The planning authority, having decided 
how much of a particular crop it requires during a given year, 
might issue licences to produce the desired quantity, and sell 
them to the producers by public auction or by public tender. 
This would ensure the most productive use of land and 
would tend to concentrate production in the h:tnds of the 
most efficient farmers~ It would not be so effective as some of 
the other methods in guaranteeing the producers' livelihood. 
It could be combined with guaranteed prices ~Qntrol. 

~ _,........._....---.... ....,.,...... -- . 
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J,. (4) Quotas.[If the minimum disturbance ~Elished 
expectations is sought, the mem ~~.is th~ !llOSt 
obvious: Existing producers could be registered and given a 
quota based On-their paslout}?ut, th~!J_Jn_l)f th~_quoias_~on
stituting a standard 01J~Pl!t.\ Changes in output required 
would beeffected by~xpressmg the desired output as a per· 
centage of the standard output and then authorizing all pro
ducers to produce this percentage of their quotaJ This method 
is particularly suitable where the probability is that planning 
policy will reduce the quantity of home production and it is 
desired to let existing producers down lightly. This may 
happen either because the demand is declining (as iri the case 
of flax), or because the imported product is cheaper (as in the 
case of wheat in France), or because the product in question 
is produced mainly for export and the foreign markets are 
becoming less remunerative (as in the case of butter in New 
Zealand). 

This method (the simple quota) is subject to serious eco
nomic defects. The chief one is that it tends tO"Stereo!Ji~e 
tht~e:9fJand as it_.~s at the moment of introducliig_~~ 
quota. system. But as time goes on, new methods ofcul!iva
t!~ are discovered, ne.!.J!n.d is opened up· by im.,.nmved 
means of transpfrt, new~~ are introduced, and the rela
tive suitability o land for different purposes becomes quite 
l~ther than what it was originally; Thus the simple quoti 
rerpetuates an increasingly :uneconomic use of land. t 

This objec~~n ~an be a"2L~ed_Ey the devi.ce of m~:he 
quotas transferable~y Will then acqwre an economi~ 
~~in~ of a butter-fat quota, a f~e~ cul;
vating land that is intrinsically more suited to dairying than 
some other land and having himself no quota or a small one, 
wiU_fi_n.d it worth his while to buy quotas from men on 1'orse 
land w~ larger q_uQtas than tbey want to use. In this 
way the production of butter-fat will be concentrated upon 
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the land more suitable for the, purpose, while less suitable 
land will be driven into otheruses.~Also it will be worth while 
for -the personally mor~-efficient man to extend his produc-

, tion, at the expense of the less efficient, thrQugp Jhe purchase 
of_quotas:'; Meanwhile old producers who are·displaced will 
obtain some compensation through the sak of their quotas. 

The simple quota system will tend to break down if the 
permitted output increases above standard. It may be physi
cally impossible, or at least economically very costly, for 
farmers to produce more than 100 per cent. of their existing 
output. This situation can be dealt with, either by authoriz
ing the sale of quotas, thus transferring the extra production 
to the next most suitable sites, or by combining the quota 
with the licence method, and issuing new quotas to be sold 
at competitive prices to whoever will buy. 



CHAPTER VII 

FQ.REIGN TRADE 

So far we have described price-formation and economic 
regulation in an isolat~d socialist community. Such a 

community, far from being parasitic on capitalist states out
side, in the sense of basing its price-system on theirs, would 
find it possible, at any-l'ate in theory, to determine all neces
sary prices and costs in a~ isolated economy. We have now 
to consider how this community would be economically 
related, through imports and exports, to other communities. 1 

( 1) TRADE IN GOODS 

~ Comp~rative cost~. The principle of comparative costs 
apphe8 ~o a ~~ialist ecO!!_C?:l'IlYJlSJa_acapitalist one. If a good 
A can e obtained from abroad in return for the export of 
other goods whose cost is less than the cost of producing A at 
home, then a net gain of economic welfare results from 
importing the good A instead of producing it at home. This 
is subject to distinctions and qualifications. For example, it 
is onlitr~eol"costs reckon_ed ~the long run, and not of 
short-period prices, which may diverge considerably from 
cost. The S.E.C. must discriminate between supplies of.. 
chea2 Jor~igQ_g_oJ)dtlhatar.e_permanently cheap Qw!ng_to lo_\!
real__s~sts~Qdu_ction and tbos~t are only temporarily 
~healh.. It ought to take advantage of temporarily cheap goods 
whenevtriieaildo so without dlSiocating 1ts own plans of 
p-rooucti~_~_r_incuillrig-o:i)re than cnuntewlijlg._~f 

1 Thtse other communities are assumed to be non-tOci.alist. It is 
improbable that a nwnber of iadependent aocialist commonwealths 
would i$olate themselves, each iA its own distinct economic system: when 
ltlf-interest and IOCi.alist principle alike would impel them to adopt an 
integrated system of economic: planning and eo&ting. 
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transference. But it is not worth while importing goods that~ 
are t;lporarily cheap owing to a foreign seller's price-cutting 
policy, if their introduction necessitates changes in the alloca-

~
io ital an labour at home that will-soon have to l5e 
~· If, however, the foreign goo are ermanen 
~eap, the S.E.C. ought to su stltute t em .or those gf vati,te 

!!1!!11.2lfa~re, transferring labour and other resources to 
alternative branches of production, until the cost of the home
produced goods i~ equal to that of the imported. (This may 
involve, in some branches of industry, abandoning home 
production and relying entirely on importation.) Even if the 

. imports are permanently cheap, the cost of the necessarr. 
adjustments in home production may be greater than the 
savings effected by importation. Now a socialist community 
can make allowance in its estimates of all the relevant costs 
(e.g. retraining of skilled labour), and can spread the charge 
over that period of time during which equipment and labour 
would naturally b~ renewed. The problems of transference 
involved in the case of foreign trade are precisely similar to 
those which arise m a sefr-contamed economy owing to 
technical improvement or to changes in demand. (See pp. 
86-7; and Chapter IV, section 3 (3).) 
~.In order to give effect to the principle of comparative costs 

the S.E.C. will il!yUo.mak~ ~survey of domes~c.~u
f~ctu~.~th ~ ~o.JheitJfisPasability.in for~~~ 
It will then have to compute p,ric; indexes for expoJ! goods 
and for imp~rt goods, an(work. 2'!.t, on the basis of the 
bargains that its foreign trade organs actually make with 
external trading bodies, the real rate of international inter
change between its imports and its exports (the barter terms 
of trade). On the basis of these figures it can compare th~ 
CQ§ts. of any particular branch of domestic production· and 
compare its coSts with those of importation. An_i!lcre~~ in 
imports will make it necessary to disprn;e oriDore exports_ 
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abroad; this will in general be progressively more difficult 
· and involve a worsening in the real rate of interchange, thus 
raising the cost-coefficient of all imported goods . 
.{_An impo~t~nt g"tialification of the comparative-co~ prln
J;iple is that it i tat' 't cons· onl ac al economic 
ie1ations as ey exist at a given time. A planning authority 
ought to be able to look ahead and forecast uture e (a) 
in costs o export goods, (b) in costs of goods that compete 
with or might compete with imports, and (c) in the barter 
terms of trade.\ It ought in its decisions to take into account 
these trends as well as the actual conditions of the moment. 
The most usually quoted example of the importance of 
future trends is the case of the industry that is not at the 
moment capable of surviving in the face of foreign competi
tion, but could do so after a sufficient period of development 
This is the 'infant indus ' _:gpmentl!l...fity.9ur_o( ~s_yp.l 
p~_tion. soc1a 1st community could foster infant indus-· 
tnes withou~ th~ fear that t~~'\!9'!14 be.co~~ i~[~t,9argan
t2i§. d~~n.ul:!u!W~tance of whok_pmvince.s. in_ their 
greed. No private vested interests would be created by such 
apolicy of development, nor would protected industries 
develop that penumbra of sub-marginal undertakings which 
makes it almost impossible to remove protection from an 
industry under capitalism even though the more efficient 
establishments no longer need it. 
~, Another qualification of the comparative-cost principle is 
that ~he;e may ~xi~t political reasons for Q9t bejp~ dependent 
on lore1gn countne~ fqr perrlmlu~cts_or on certain 
furelgil ~ntries _for ~tny_pm4u~t. Again, there ~ist 
social reas~ fur developin~ certain branches .9Ld9Jll~tic 
production, beyond the point indicated by the principle of 
.:tm1parative costs, such as the neressity of develqping_ 
factoryind~try in .agr"iriiifiirif distr.~.CfS and of estaLliShillg 
proletarian settlements there, or of developing agricuTnire in 
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regions considered to be unduly urbanized.~ In all these cases 
definite su~es should be made out of the social income to 
the industries concerned and the ordinary calculation of costs 
then applied. In this way it will be possible to see clearly the 
real social cost of .such a policy of protection, and, moreover, 
to apply quantitative methods to the case where, while it is 
undesirable for political or social reasons to admit a large 
quantity of some imported product, it may not be desirable 
to exclude it entir.ely. . 
f. ~_!~~S~~J(Ceptions ap~r.f1 thd p~icy of a socialist com
~unity with regard to foreign tra e s ould be. !!2!.,fr~~jJadeJ
which is inconsistent with the principles of collectivism, but 
.non-discrimination bem~tlJOJeigtl.and.domestk so1,1rcefQT 
'SU]p1J-:-tw'emaynote in this connexion that the orth~dox 
;argument in favQur of fr~e trade involves tw..Q.J>J..9J?OSitions: 
' · ({}that special~tio~~L~~~s_!:.ries within nations ac~ord-

ing_~QJI!~i.t£Qrrtparative CQ"st.a.of production will yield 
the maximum aggregate real income to every nation; 

(~ that free_coll.lpet~tion is thebes~ v;ay pf achieving this 
specialization. ) 

Now in controverting the free-trade position the ordinary 
protectionist attacks proposition (I )-usually with scant 
success. Tht~~cialist can accept (I) '":i~h a good .consci~Qce, 
but rejects (z). He may consider desira'6Ie the distribution 
of resources that would result from an· ideal free-trade policy, 
while doubting the capacity of capitalist society to achieve it. 
The only way to achieve this ideal distribution, according to 
hinl, is del~ber~t~!ylo plan it. There is need of a term to 
descr'ibeihis policy ot pefi'berate planning of production on 
a basis of comparative costs.· It cannot be called 'free trade' 
because trus phrase unplies a policy of laisser-faire. The 
term,. 'non-discrimination'· is here suggested. It is non
discrimin~r than freedom that is proved to be 
economically advantageous by the orthodox argument in 
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favour of 'free trade'.\A socialist community could practise 
non·discrimination while protecting the home market from 
dUm _ping and shon:petiod1tuctmltions; 1t could encourage 
infant inaus~d, smce proauctionwoula not 6eiilthe 
hands of compfetely independent bodies of entrepreneurs 
with interests opposed to the social interest, there would be 
~~r o~ such protection and encouragement being used 
as-·a-screenl'or monopolistic~ions.~ It is true that 
prejudice and mental inemaon the part ot groups of pro-
ducers might perhaps create a demand for restrictions not 
socially justified; but within the 'glass walls' of socialist 
economy it would be difficult to maintain unreasonable dis~ 
criminations for long. 

A difficulty arises inasmuch as the orthodox theory of 
international trade assumes that, at least on one side, trading 
units are small and that goods are offered and taken in small 
lots (small compared with the magnitude of aggregate trade 
between any two countries or in any one commodity). Where 
a socialist community was trading with another socialist com~ 
munity (if such existed) or with a capitalist community that 
had adopted the now popular policy of totalitarian state 
regulation of foreign trade, a siE:_~iol}_ would a.rise_a sim~~!.. to 
that called ~ater~y theoretical economists, in 
which it is protable- that there iS 90 detennin~!~-~~~b~()~i~ 
tion ofequilibJiYrn, but in which~either"part}r has an mcentive 
to get the better of the other by the use of fratt_d or force. 

~
he investigation oft. his problem leads us too tar aJ1e1d;Dut 
e may remark that, in these days of marketing boards~ 
u?!~ an.d .ct~ari_ng -~~r~!lien~, it is nota problem tha\ 
ces a soctahst commonwealth exclusively. I 

.. In order to safeguard the policy of the S.E.C. with regard 
to importation and exportation, the community should 11ain~ 
tain a monopoly of foreign trade. Although there would n; 
be any harm in individuals' ordering small quantities of 

•m AI 
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goods from abroad for their own personal use, 1 the private 
s~t?.!'_should ~!~~l~~ed from~~ particT~~Jor~ 
trade. The pnvate traaer, if tolerated, should be obliged to 
inalean hiS purchliSes from and sales to traders m foreign 
countnes through socialized export and import organizatio~2 

/z. FoREIGN ExcHANGES · 

'<Purchasing-power parity. The question of foreign 
exchanges should present no difficulty. If the outside world 
ad~red to the gold standard, the socialiSt community 'would 
bave to conduct its foreign-trade transactions in terms of gold. 
The S.E. C. would have to see to it that imports were paid for 
by exports. But there is no necessity for the internal cug~P.Gl.. 
t~~.<!.'k14;extemiil:.. The conversTonof c;; into the 
other would only be necessary for the use of travellers and 
for remittances between private individuals. The central 
bank would have a monopoly of foreign exchange and could 
fix what rates it liked. The greatest economic and administra
ti.Y~ convenience would, however, result from its fixing the 
rate of exchange at a figure c~rresponding near!y _to th~_!rue 
purchasing -:,Power parity_ betWeen ilie internal currency and 
gold. This figure could be changed from time to time, as the 
internal value of gold varied. ~ 

It may be objected to this that purchasing_:-_r.>!l~.£!tit.Y is 
a concept of dubious_)~dity in _!heory and difficult_tQ._qeter
mine iJ?._p~ctice~Tn pariicula!, the purchasing-power parity 

1 
betWeen a s~!_ and ~_f3.pitalist coul}try wo~hibe diffic4lt 
to es~1IiSh.b~use-of ~}the different price:structures, and 
(b) the different proportiOns in which things were consumed 
in the two countries~: In so far as the socialist community 

1 The right of indniduals to order boob and newspapers from abroad 
woul~ be an essential guarantee of political freedom. 

21 For foreign trade under IOCialism see G. D. H. U>le, Principles of 
Economic Plarming, chaps. vii; x, xili; R. L. Hall. EeOI'ICII'Iic System of a 
Socialist Statt, ch. :rii. 
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conducted its external trade on the lines laid down here, its 
price-structure would approximate to that of the countries 
with which it traded and objection (a) would cease to have 
effect. Objection (b) would remain true, but the more closely 
the two price-structures come to resemble each other the less 
importance will attach to differences in weighting due to 
different schemes of consumption. In any case no great 
accuracy is needed. If the control of external trade is rigid 
enough, any rate of exchange can be maintained. The more, 
nearly this arbitrary rate approximates· to the ratio of the 
purchasing powers of the two moneys the less temptation 
there is to smuggling of currency, 'black bourses', and other 
forms of illicit trade. Also less inconvenience is caused to, 
tourists, and to persons in' the socialist country who desire to 
make odd purchases (say books) or remit money to friends 
abroad. A quite rough approximation to purchasing-power 
parity in the rate of exchange will avoid these inconveniences. 
~ If the outside world ·abandoned the gold. standard, the 

soCialist com_!llunity would have a choic~ of altert1ative poli
cies. (I V,t COUld either conduct its ex1em:il trade m termS of 
~e capitalist country's .stable managed currency (if such 
existed). (2) It could persuade capitalist countries to trade in 
terms of it( own domestic money. If this was maintained 
stable in terms of general prices (see Chapter VIII, section 3) 
it might easily commend itself to the· use of a capitalist world 
in the throes of dissolution . ..,{3) It could contract and liqui
date obligations in tertni of some commodity chosen as a 
measure of value. This commodity might be gold (used as 
a commodity of trade and not as money), copper, steel, coal, 
wheat, cotton, coffee, butter, wool, or any other standardizable 
s.taple product.)4) It could conduct its trade on barter' 
l!.nes by _f11e~ns of clearing-house agreements. This l3it ex
pedient, although it is one to which capitalist nations are 
forced in the extremity of the present crisis, is the last that 
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should be adopted, since it is ~ac}t.jng in el~s~icity.) It is ill
adapted to three- and more-sided exchange, and it therefore 
makes difficult rational economic choice between different 
commodities and between different sources of supply. , 

Under these circumstances the socialist community would 
still have to fix rates of exchange between its currency and 
other currencies. The principle of purchasing-power parity 
would still hold good. In the absence of gold pars, special 
steps might have to be taken in order to check speculation. · 

~ 3· CAPITAL MoVEMENTS 

More difficult problems of foreign trade are involved in 
the case of the:. import and export of capital. We must dis
tinguish between short-period and long-period movements 
of capital. 
~ (1) Short-term capital. Some form.of short-term bor
rowing and lending must exist if a socialist community is to 
have any foreign trade at all. Even if all imports ~~_p~id fos 
bllxl'~r.ts the account does not balance accurately day-by 
day: the t~~p2r~rr fluctuatiQ1l$ l:>etween one month and 
another and those due· to seasonal commodity movements 
(harvests, &c.) must be evened out by short-term capital 
movements.~ In the past these were provided by meanLof 
bilJ~~Df exchange, which, being of short currency and called 
into existence by the commodities which they helped to pay 
for, automatically adjusted themselves to the needs of trade 
and, what was still more important, could not pile up a large 
unbalanced volume of debt on one side of the account. Now .. 
adays a process of increasing differentiation and specialization. 
has tended to separate the movement of goods from the move
ment of credit, The b~l of~x~~_!Ul&e is being supp~~te~ by 
the simpl~ barik ct:_edii and the telegraphic transfer. Bills, if 
still in use~areTo an ever-increasing exteiiiliila~e bills, not 
based directly on transactions in goods. This development, 
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although it makes for greater flexibility, is liable to lead 
to greater instability in foreign trade; since transactions in 
goods do not automatically cancel each other out, and an un
balanced short-term debt can come into existence almost un
perceived by the financial houses which handle foreign trade, 
leading on occasion to 'frozen credits' and to financial crises. 

A socialist communi which decided to trade with its non
socla 1st neighbours but did not wish either to make long
period loans (mvestments) to them or to accept such from 
them, would nevertheless have to make use of some machinery 
ofiliort-p~riod fi~ !t could either use that of its capj
talist n~ig~bou!:! (as the U.S.S.R. has used that of London, 
Newt ork, or Berlin), or set up its O:w!l,_ln the latter case, 
proper methods of inspection and control would enable it to 
know exactly where· it stood: in the former case the danger 
would exis_t that the socialist community wo_\}ld fin<t_j~elf. 
more deeplymvolVed than it cared to be in the Ml!Dcialcom; 
pleiities of non-sociabst cou!!.t~. This could perh~~ 
gu~~~lf!~~ _!)I_!h_!4_eyi_sinll of some new Jqrm of auto .. 

matic and self-liquidating document against goods. 
,(z) Long-term capital. We must now consider 1~

.tm.D.,<:.apital mov~ments, or.in_!emational investm~_nt. Under 
certain~tances a definite ecOnomic advantage can be 
obtained by both the borrower and the lender from the move
ment of capital between countries. From the point of view 
of the soc~!~nity, if the rate of interest on long
period loans outside the communicy is lower than the r:ate 
prevailinf~~ the ~mmuni~'s re~~-~an .. be iu.
creased by borJowing troiiiiiiiQiil until the increased supplr 
of capital lowers the domestic interest rate to the world level. 
Similarly, if the outside rate of interest is higher than that 
of the aocialist community, the latter can increase inc;ome 
per head by using its resources to finance foreign under
takings instead of domestic ones and consuming additional 
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imported goods with the proceeds.\Note that in making these 
calculations the planning organ of a socialist community 
would need to take into consideretion the net effe.£!.jm..the 
national dividend of foreign borrowing and 1~ That is to 
say,it woUld "hivetocoinpuie nat only the retmn an capital 
at home and abroad but also the effect of the irrtport or expo~ 
of capital on the return to Iab_~This suggests that a s~t 
COI!YJlllD.lty, acting on purely economic calculations, would. 
be more ready to import capital and less rea~_1.q,,e;tport 
capital ~pifiillsfeconotity under-similar conditions. 
In the former case it would set an increase in economic wages 
against the extra burden of interest payments: in the latter 
case it would set against the receipt of interest payments the 
increased return to labour that would have resulted from 
keeping the capital at home instead of exporting it. 

Both borrowing and lending are theoretically possible. 
Subject to the qualification in the preceding paragraph, both 
borrowing and lending would be economically beneficial from 
the point of view of immediate gain, both to the socialist 
community and to the outside countries with which it entered 
into relations on capital account. But there are grave objec
tions against both borr~:wi~g from and lendffi.g to outside 
commumnes [especiilly if they are non-socialist) on the part 
of a socialist commonwealth. ~:Borrowing from abroad makes 

f the socialist community de£!7;dent on foreign and possibly 
1 hostile countries; hence it should be avoided as much as 

possible on political gro~ds. Lending abroad, if carried 
out on a large sate-and over a long period of time, ·would 

~turn the co~~ty into at;o!£2!,il,le exploiter ~[~rs 
living in other communities; it would undermine its morale 
and create m "the' dCbtor 'country a sense of resentment that 
would embitter international relations and might lead to 
co~ct. On soc~~-~li_!!cal grounds, therefore, there is 
a case against it. ;-\'evertheless, both the borrowing and the 
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lending of capital resources are such sources of potential 
welfare that it seems difficult to renounce them altogether. 

, A poSiible p~li~y to re_cmp.mend would-~~- t_o bo~9'"!_0r lendJ 
~ubject to ~':2 co!l~ns: ( ~e total sum of foreign loans nod 
to exceed a certain 1~ proportion ?f th~ a~gr~gate national 
capital tJb) all loaf!§ to be aaiil.l!med by sinking-fund P!O
visions which would extinguish indebtedness Wifliin the 

liTetime of the physical assets acquired thereby or within 
half a generation (say fifteen years) at the most. The first 
provision would obviate excessive dependence of the national 
economy on external conditions. The second would prevent 
the development of usurer-nations, with accompanying 
resentment on the part of the debtors.~ 

An e~eption to this self-denying ordinance may be ad
mittedin the case of capital transactions between twQ. socialist 
communities (if indeed they remain independent). A situa
tion- might arise, particularly if OI)e_country was tecluW:ally 
backward and the other advanced, in which one might have a 
greater need of capital than the other and in which the transfer 
of part of the second country's surplus to the first might be 
effected in terms agreed on by the plari.ning authorities of the 
two countries on terms mutually advantageous. (The actual 
transfer of resources would, of course, take the form of an 
export of goods or services-e.g. employment of experts
for which no immediate return would be made.) Even this, 
however, would have in it an ele~ei),t of possible explo~tion. 
Against this danger the best safegllaid would probably be the 
rapid extinction of debt by a sinking-fund. An ultimate safe
guard is, of course, the possibility of repudiation by the com
munity that carne to feel itself exploited.· 

The funher problem arises of what a counuy should do if 
it goes socialist when it is, like Britain or the United States, 
a large creditor on international account under capitalism. 
For example, Britain receives annually something like £zoo 
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millions of tribute from the workers of other countries as 
dividends on foreign investments, interest on foreign loans, 
and the net balance. of repayment (the balance of principal of 
old loans and investments and loans repaid over new invest
ments and loans made). It has been suggested that a socialist 
Britain should nationalize this stream of wealth along with-~ 
the rest of the income of the property-owning classes. But 
there is a difference in principle between exogenous and 
endogenous income from property. The expropriation of 
capital invested at home simply restores to the workers of 
Britain what they have been robbed of. But the expropriation 
of capital invested abroad places the British people as a whole 
in the position of ~e capitalist, extra~ing_surplus value frop 
\workers in other countries. ... · 
1 -~~ise of elaborate moral casuistry by the British 
workers will, however, probably be obviated by the ~ction of 
governments of debtor countries who, however deeply they 
honour in their own lands the sanctity of contract and the 
institution of private property, will almost certainly take 
advantage of the establishment of socialism in Britain to re-
pudiate ~eir obligations in that direction. . · 

4· WILL SociALISM LEAD TO WAR? 

, ~ This is perhaps the place to deal with the objection made 
against socialism that, if ad~~J:>_ysingle co~tri.e~.itw"-~ld 
embitter international relations and lead to war. Under indi
~dualism the te~ i.ti which;say,"wbeatin one country is 
exchanged for machinery in another, concern a multitude of 
individual trades: if the terms alter, some traders gain and 
some lose in both countries; the populations as a whole do 
not feel concerned. But, it is claimed, if countries trade with 
eac}l. other as single units, every change in the conditions of 
trade, every time that one country establishes an industry to 
produce something that it previously imported, every time 
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that one country decides to alter the channels of trade and 
buy from or sell to a third country in preference to the coun
try with which it formerly dealt, any change of this kind will 
become a matter in which the entire population of two or more 
countries will acquire a material interest, and the occasions 
of conflict and quarrel between nations will be multiplied. \ 

This, however, is precisely what is actually happening, 
on an ever-increasing scale, under capitalism. It occurs 
because, under capitalism, there is a se aration of intere~t! 
between the cap1ta 1st class~ certain sections of it) and 
the po_p~lation as a whole. "This separation of interests makes 
it possible1'0rCa.Pitalist interests within a country to pursue 
a f~ policy in which the economic welfare of the peop!~ 
is sacrificed to the real or ima ined economic interests_ oL.a 
small mmonty. ~ ...... conomtc nationalism andec~~~~c i~-_ 
perialism impoverish not only the world as a whole but the 
great bulk of the people in the countries that practise them; 
nevertheless, they do enhance the profits of certain sections of 
the capitalist class .. As long as free competi!!.Qnjs maintained 
l.!nder capitalism, this separation of interest, although pro
gucti_Vtlii!JJ!!estic dLsharmonies, does not stron&lY":m!luelice 
fo~~o)~_~nce no one capitahst xs strong~n~ughJoin.
tfuence the state mac me Us competltlve capitalism does 
notdisplay a mar e tendency to economic nationalism.j 
The more capitalism assumes a monopol_i§tic foim, howe¥er,
the stronger is the tendency to economic nationalism; More
over,acleavage of mteresis occurs even withiti-the raitks of 
capital; hea' industry allied with finance sacrifices other and 
weaker capita 1st interests to gra y 1ts own urge to export 
6ipit.lr1fifoften Stated that the policy of mOdem states, as 
in the era of mercantilism, places power above welfare. This 
is not strictly true. The fascist state-even the liberal-'diillo
cratic' empire-sacrifices welfare, it is true, and may even 
~~ri~~ temporarily; but the power at which it aims 

•m I b 
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is sought for the sake of ultimate profit-a ~ac~ in_t_he sun' 
f~inrumry in_d t4u~ort..DLcapi , the. ex~e 
cont!ol of mine~ ot..<ll_teffitory sui~bleJo!_p!~t.;ltion 
economy, access to reservoirs of cheap and docile labour. 

But it is precisely becausetllls separation of interests wpuld 
no longer exist under socialism that we have little reason to_. 
expect that a soctaiist country would" pursue a policy .of 
~~QMmi~an6iiailsm:""1ftlie gains of economic imperialism 
were balanced against its real cost it would be found in nearly 
every case to be unjustified on purely material grounds. The 
liberal economists are perfectly right in asserting that it does 
not pay from the point of view of the national economy as a 
whole. 1 What they sometimes fail to see is that it pays from 
the point of view of a class or a section of a class. Where 
one party takes the risk and bears the costs of an enterprise 
and another gets the profits, it is likely that investment in 
that form of activity will be pushed far beyond the point of 
economic equilibrium. (In fact, economic nationalism and 
economic imperialism are outstanding examples of divergence 
~ldnal private net product and marginal social net 
~ But once let the profitS and the costs be spread 
over the same body of persons (to wit, the entire population 
of a socialist community) and the folly and futility of im
perialism will become-obvious. No socialist country would 
treat imports as curses and exports as blessings, seeking to 
restrict the former and maximize the latter: nor would it 
imagine that it could make itself richer by giving away its 
substance (as in the case of subsidized export schemes). The 
U.S.S.R. almost alone among national economies at the 
present day treats exports as the necessary price to pay for 
desired imports, and deliberately diminishes its exports of 
certain goods (timber and foodstuffs) as its own productive 
powers increase. TraE~tween socialist G9Wl~es will 

1 See N.Angell, _The Great Illusion; This H(Jf)t andH(Jf)t-Not Business. 
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exemplify the principles of nineteenth-century economi9J 
liberalism: it will be a mutual benefit a~d a force making for~ 
peace. - . -

Strictly speaking, however, this harmony of interests 
applies without any serious qualificition_~I_tl_y_ t~"the ~X.£~ange 
_of _g£_ods. In the movement of capital and of human beings, . 
cases of disharmony can arise. The import and export of 
capital, although immediately beneficial to both parties, may 
give rise to conflicts of interest between debtor and cregitor 
communities. SuClltransacttons shoUld therefore be entered 
into with peculiar circumspection. The migration of peoples, 
especially where they are of widely different social conditions, 
may also be grounds of economic disharmony (see Chapter 
IV, section 7). Capital transactions are not, however, likely 
to lead to serious conflicts of interest, since the net addition 
that any country could hope to make to its national in~ome 
by international usury is a trifle in comparison with the cost 
of collecting interest from an unwilling debtor.1 

Th~J:fDliin&, .aa th~ J>.uliJ?issible source -~ft.!te_~ati9.£.al 
c~ict!.!he_pro~l~m of ~ti~ War for possession of 
terntory 1s conceivable between a tommunity with a sparse 
population, abundant natural resources, and a high standard 
of life, and a community with a dense population, few natural 
resources, and a low standard of life. Even this danger, 
though it Il.lust .be ad_mitted 11!.,~ theor~cal_p~~~ility,j 
is, _illl!l~ble ~ The spread of birth-eontrol 
throughout the world is leading to a state of affairs in which 

1 Britain'• income from overseas investments was [.zu millions in 
1919 (Sir Roben Kindersley, Ecmttmric Joumal, December 1937). This 
amount of capital invested at home would have brought in IOmt return, eo · 
the rttt addition to British inoome Ul much less than this. Aslume tbat 
the ft'tum at home would have been one-half tbat of foreign investment 
(it would probably have been more), and we get a net addition to B"ritish 
income of not more than [.ao6 millions, "·hich amounts to lesa than 
[..a I 01. per head per annum. or about , oer cent. of the national incoml!. 
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pop'!J~!~l!. ~~.a.t:.t_l~n-~, !}Ot E.OP\l!ati~n pressure is the most 
likely danger to civilizati~. Moreover,-·ihepeopleswnosr 
rnters tatk Hii5'8TafgFeSsiveiy of requirillg territory for overseas 
expansion, of being hemmed in by other countries, of being 
'people without room,, are suffering more from the mili~ 
taristic policy of these same rulers than from population 
pressure. (In many cases the same dictators who demand 
colonies for a surplus population are frantically trying to 
reverse the trend of a falling birth-rate.) Reduce military 
expenditure, abolish black-shirt militias and the corruption 
of functionaries who may not be criticized or brought to 
account, 'return to the people the profits, rent, and interest 
that their rulers extract from them under the protection of 

. this same army and militia: and there would be· few symp· 
toms of population pressure. 
T~e same considerations apply to the ~s~ 9f ra!.I?Y..terials. 

A policy of exclusive territorial possession and monopolistic 
exploitation of raw-material supplies brings profits to small 
sections of the capitalist class, sections which tend, in the 
age of monopoly capitalism, to become politically dominant. 
But ·the people of any country will nearly always stand to 
benefit by a policy of the open door and of exchange on non
discriminating terms. 1 The profits of an exclusive policy 
will always be small and uncertain, outweighed, moreover, by 

· the costs of aggressive armaments. In a world containing 
both socialist and capitalist-imperialist countries, however, 
it might be necessary for the former to arm themselves, not 
in order to secure exclusive control of raw materials for 
themselves, but to prevent the latter from doing so. 

1 A possible exception is in the case of a small nation that controls 
the sole supply of an indispensable commodity. Such a nation could 
raise its collective standard of living to a certain extent by a monopolistic 
poucy. But no source of supply nowadays remains for long the sole 
source. Chile's monopoly of nitrates was soon broken by the Haber 
process of fixing atmospheric nitrogen. 



CHAPTER VIII 

MONEY AND PRICES 

'f' 1. MoNEY 

T HE adoption of a pricing system by our socialist com
monwealth involves the use of moneyJ In the economic 

arrangements that we have sketched out there will be three 
kinds of money payments:-t<ayments between one organ of 
collective economy and another, payments between an organ 
of collective economy and a private individual, ~nd payments 
between private individuals:-. The first kind of payment corre
sponds to inter-firm transactions in capitalist economy. To 
effect it no material current money of any kind (notes or 
coins) is necessary. As goods are transferred from one Cor
poration or Trust to another or from a producing organiza
tion to a co-operative society or other sales agency, the one 
will be credited and the other debited with their value in 
the books of the Central Bank. Payments_pf the second and 
third kind will create the need for some form of individually 
disposable purchasing power (i.e. money). This will be re
quired for effecting the sale of goods at a price to the 
consumer (Chapter II, section 4) and the distribution of 
individual income through the payment of wages and other 
allowances (Chapter IV, section s). The same form of 
money would presumably be used for payments between 
individuals (the third kind of payment mentioned above). 
These payments would be multiplied by the development 
of a sector of private enterprise, but even in the absence 
of a printe sector there would presut:JU.bly be some tr.ms
actions between individuals~ odd loans of small 
sums, sale of second-hand goods and of the product of 
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spare-time activity, subscriptions to clubs and other voluntary 
associations. 1 

Such freely disposable tokens of purchasing power may 
take either of two..funns: (i) c.money (notes or coins); 
(ii) book-entry !!Wley (bank deposits transferable by cheque · 
or by agf§ system). 

It has oeen suggested that current money could be dis
pensed with in favour of transfers .in P1divjdu~ ledger .ac.
_counts. in some cep.traf.. i.twitutioft. Every citizen would be 
credited in iKe tiooks of this institution with.Ills-income;·cai-
cUlated"ifl-some 'definite unit of value,- and he ~ould make 
payments, by· a sort of cheque or giro system, to the retail 
trading organS of the community for all goods and services 
that he purchased. Convenience would probably dictate the 
development of some suCh system, just as the we1l-t~do 
citizen to-day deposits most of his income in the bank and 
pays his tradesmen by cheque. In a socialist community 
probably every citizen would have his wages ~d other allow
ances paid into his savings-bank account and would make a 
monthly settlement with the co-operative society where most 
of his purchases would be made. But even so, the book 
entries under such a scheme 'still remain money, in the sense 
of freely disposable purchasing power. 
· 4VHowever, it would appear difficult to generalize the book
entry system for all transactiOJiS. In particular, there remain 
the problems of the travelleY and of the casual disburseme~t 

"of small sums. One cannot pay by cheque for tra~des, · 
pO'Stage-staiilps, telephone calls, and newspapers.- One wishes 

ft n - ., to buy. c1garettes or sw~ otowers W en one s own c~ 
operative store is not handy, and to have occasional meals 

1 Cf. H. G. Wells in New Worlds for Old (p. 143). ' ••• Money is 
indispensable to human freedom. The featurelessness of money, iu 
universal convertibility, gives human beings a latitude of choice and 
self-expression in its spending that is inconceivable without its use.' 
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and drinks when away from home. Of course, things like 
trams, letter-post, and newspapers might, in time, come 
to be provided free, and an extension of the co-operative 
retail trading system might make it possible for ap. individua,l 
to walk into any shop, anywhere, and buy as much as he 
wanted simply ori presentation of his savings-book or his 
;.o-operative pass book. 1 Under these circumstances the use 
roc coins and notes might dwindle to vanishing point. Even 
so, it would scarcely be possible to eliminate all occasions for 
petty-cash disbursements.lMoreover, the cheque system is 
uneconomical for small transactions, since the adtrumstrative · 
co~~Q{ cheque clearin~ depen~s, on tbe number and nonm 
the magnitude of the transactions.) 

One reason whymany socialist writers object to the use of 
current money in their ideal commonwealth, but permit the 
use of book ..entry money, is their fear of the anonymity of· 
the former.~ If all transactions went through the medium of 
a single banking institution, it would be easier to trace and 
control transactions between individuals of an anti-social 
nature. Bribery, gambling, and private trading for a_pr.ofi.t.. 
wQuld ceitilnly have a much greater chanc~of flouTishing 
w e notes and coin were in general use, transferable with
out form· 1ty an · r , an where all payments 
went through the books of an omnipresent, omniscient organ 
of the collective economy., (Even in the latter case, how
ever, if private individuals really wanted to evade social con
trol of such activities, they would probably evolve their own 
unofficial token currency, to be used for gambling or private 
trade, and either exchanged for official bank money in devious 
ways or redeemed in terms of commodities that were both 
produced and consumed outside the ambit of socialist eco-
nomy.) , 

llowe.v~r, it will be assumed that current money is in 1!Pe 
!~mail payments in the socialist community. That it ought 
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to be purely token money should be clear fot..two...J:eaSons. 
pne is that the use of full-value coins represents an entirely 
useles!,:IDlste of natural resources: there are better uses for 
the precious-metals thanto serve as a medium of exchange.1 

T'M other is that ~e community) curre11t money ought to 
be purely domestic money. <The influx and efflux of money 
fromoiitside communities would be an element too disturb· 
ing of the planned economy.) If citizens wish to buy goo~s 
from outside they must obtain foreign exchange from the 
Central Bank, in whose hands all foreign trade transactions 
will be centralized (see Chapter VII, section 2 ). 

2. CIRCULATION 

The circulation of money against goods must be carefully 
controlled in the economic plaiL Every part of the plan must 
Ee worked out in two distinct ways; in terms of real g_oJlds 
and services produced and consumed, and in terms of money:_ 
p~ents._Thus ~kind of double-accolliit book-keepmg will 
check every stage and department of production.~ 

In particular, care must be taken in the issue of individual 
purchasing power (currency or credit) in the division of indi
.vidual consumption. .;The issue 'of money must be carefUlly 
c<rordinated with the whole economic plan for this division.'-

1 It may be that, since metal disks are more hygienic and convenient 
than paper notes, part of the large stock of gold now held as monetary 
reserve will be made use of in the form of a gold coinage. But these 
coins will ~e essentially gold tokens bearing the same relation to full
value gold pieces as our present silver coins bear to the florins, thalers, and 
five-franc pieces of the mid-nineteenth century. In this case, gold will 
return to monetary use, but this time as the servant of society and not 
as its master. Even so, it is probable that gold would be of more use in 
fountain-pen nibs, electrical contacts, crucibles and containers for acids, 
than,in coinage. 

a Cf. the practice of the planning organs of the U.S.S.R., which draw 
up both a money-balance and a goods-balance for every large enterprise 
and for every considerable region of the country. 
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{ihe correct circulation of money against goods will only be 
achieved if the sum total of purchasing power flowing into 
the market during a given period in the form of wages,· 
social dividend, and other money allowances is equal to the 
sum of the prices of all consumption goods offered for sale 
during the same period] That this ca~l!_chieve~ is seen 
by considering ¢e.ia.cti ~ that the total value of consump~ 
1ion goods is equal to the total value of all goods produced, 
less the deductions for new capital formation and for com~ 
munal consumption.;;, that the sums distributed in personal 
income equal the earnings of all factors of productions, less 
deductions for the same two purposes. Since the sum of all 
prices of goods equals the earnings of all factors of produc~ 
tion, the distribution of purchasing power given above will, 
in principle, ensure equilibrium.1 However, various unpre
meditated occurrences'mafupset this equilibrium, The first 
two of these are due to the irruption of unexpected elements 
from unplanned portions of the sqcial economy, the third is 
due to deviations from the plan itself. 
· (I) Consnmers may vary_ ~he rate of expenditwe of pur

chasing power in their hands· .. Even though private invest-, 
ment is forbidden, sa~ the sense of hoarding may exist., 
Thus consumers mij'~oard,:money instead of spendillglt;or 
may dishoard from p*f@bus accumulations.z This factor 
depends on the personal decisions of millions of indi
vidual consumers. Normally, the statistical average of their 
decisions may be taken by the planning authority as constant 
over fairly long periods, but in some circumstances it may 
undergo a biassed change in one direction that would affect 
the price-level in an unforeseen manner • 

• 
1 ~!\ott on ~ationallneome, p. 238. 
1 This ill tqui,·alent to a change in what Marshall and Pigou wouii call 

tht proportion of resou~ that consumen elect to hold in tht form of 
moOt'y, ~hat Hawtrey would eall their unspent margin, and what Fisher 
"'·ould all tht velocity of circulation of money. 

•m ce 
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:. (2) If a private sector (Chapter VI) exists, its activities may 
dis~u,r£_~_!I~.~~I~~la!ign£..Qf those who manage the so-cialized 
sector. Since the products of private enterprise enferinto 
die-social income, changes in their prices, over which the 
S.E.C. has no direct control, will affect the general price
level.'~Moreover, variations in the real turnover of the private 
sector, equally withdrawn from: the direct control of the 
general planning authority,·will cause variations in the total 
demand for currency. A further disturbing factor is that the 1 
velocity of circulation of money will in general be different i 
in the tw~ ·sectors. Thus, any ebb and flow of money be
tween the two sectors will upset the monetary circulation and 
the price-level of socialized production. . 
f {3) In the system of combined plannin and free rice

dmnation ere oudined,. on y gener directives are given and 
in most branch s of productiori'prices and qua11tities ar~ 
ri id y ecreed. c e u es o eman an supply prices are 
drawn up and, within the framework so made, actua1 prices 
and quantities are allowed to adjust themselves .. V :iriations 
in the circulation of money and in the level of priCes may 
occur through unforeseen changes_ eithe;_~nthe. d.e!llan~,side 
o~n ~h!~~pp~y_!i~.(a) Owing to vanations in consumer's 
demand goods maycomm~nd a higher..Q.l'JQwer pri~e in the 
market thail that accounted for in the plan.'~ Some things 
may be an the rage, and the price will have to be raised in 
order to prevent their being sold out before new stocks can 
be got ready: other things may have to be sold at a big reduc
tion, in order to clear warehouse and shop space for other 
more urgendy desired commodities. Price changes of this 
sort may be expected to cancel each other out, but there may 
be, at a given time, an appreciable balance one way or the 
other. Alternatively, if prices are not altered, variations in 
demand may produce unexpected variations in stocks. Those 
of suddenly popular commodities may decline more than the 
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plan took into account, and others may pile up. Here, again, 
there will be a certain amount of off-setting, but it may not 
be complete. One particularly unobtrusive way in which 
this may happen is in the case of serv~es, and the use of 
fixed equipment which is not consumed in use. In this case 
the commodity sold is produced as it is required and not in 
anticipation of consumption; a great variation is possible in 
the amount of it produced without any change in the use of 
labour and other means of production. Thus a hot summer 
may increase the use of communally owned swimming-pools. 
If a charge is made for their use, the receipts froqt them will 
go up, diverting consumers' purchasing power from the pur
chase of other goods, lowering the price of these without 
raising the price of a swim. J(b) In the· calculations of the 
planning authority on the supply side, certain as~tions, 
which may not be realized in practice, will be made as to 
the efficiency of productfy~Ja~!ors.\ If production ten<ted, 
on the ave.rage,to fall below the level of efficiency postulated 
by the S.E.C. in its calculations, prices would tend to creep 
steadily upwards:. If workers and managers in productive 
enterprises showed conspicuous energy and enthusiasm in 
reducing costs, prices would tend in the same way to fall. 
Corresponding to these upward or downward tendencies in 
prices would be tendencies in the same direction of the 
amount of purchasing power distributed in the form· of 
w;.ges. . 
~tice that 'I~il.t tha.n es in the uns ent mar in 

relati\'e im ortance of the private an the socialized se 
will create a ise m i num m monetary circulation, in the 
sense that there will be a failure o prices and purchasing 
power to equate in the market, changes of the kmd dtscussed 
in this heading will not create a disequilibrium, since ch~nges 
in prices of goods will be exactly balanced by changes in the 
earnings of factors· of production.· The level of prices will 
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alter and with it the absolute volume of the circulation, but 
aggregate prices will equal aggregate purchasing power] 

How then can the influence of all these disturbing factors 
be corrected? [rhere must be some elastic element in the 
monetary circulation, capable .of being varied so as to offset 
unplanned changesJWe will return to this problem in the 
next section under the heading of the control of the price-
leveL · 

, · 3· THE PRicE-LEVEL ...; ; ' 

The system as described so far implies the existence of a 
~1~ ;eri~el as a basjs }or econonuc calculations., A 
stable price-leve(Wiii not necessarily be mamtar.tied uf 1'tself 
unTess'sj£dal steps are taken to control it It is true that in 
a rigidly controlled collectivist economy, where the planning 
authority ·fixed prices and quantities. of ·output absolutely, 
the-price-level would, be unabl~ to change except by design, 
although even 'so there might appear a slow cumulative rise 
or fall of general prices.. But in the £_artially free economy 
described above there would always be the pQssibility. of 
appreciable fluctuations.in generalptices. There are three 
lo?pholes ··for ih~ introduction of unplanned fl'!~_E~tiOiis: 
Theyhaveoeen previously considered under the heading of 
circulation (changes in thC:unspent margin; vagaries of the 

' private sector; the degre~, -pf free play pennitted to the 
' pricing process through tlre'"autonomy of the various organs 
of public economy). · 

The control of general prices is, therefore, a matter that 
calls for attention. What then must be done?~ Three things 
are necessary~ of all, a method must be devis;a·;hereoy 
a pnc~level can be measured. ~etondly, a decision.must be 
take11 as to what price-level is"to be stabilized. -..Thirdly, a 
method must be found for correcting undesired changes in id 

' (1) Measurement of the price-levelllJeasurement oL 
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the rice-level can be effecte · . 
m ex number, calculated by the statistical organization oi 
the S.E.C: Probably several _p_rice index numbers would be 
constructed, for different claSses of goods~"'"There would be 
indexes for consumption goods, for capital goods, for wages, 
and for special categories of goods, such as foodstuffs, textiles, 
metals, &c. Indexes of aggregate and per capita production 
(real volume and money value) would also be required, for 
total production, production of consumption goods, of capital 
goods, and of special categories of goods;~t the two indexes 
that would chiefly serve as guides to the price policy of the 
S.E.C. would beth~ price index of consumption goods and 
the index of money value~Qf consumption goods produced 
per capita] • · . . 

(2) l\tonetary policy: As to w~a.!,E_Ci~e-Jeyel should be 
established, at least ~ p:=1ibilities present themselves.; 
~ither the goods-vglue~bou;:' . __ ~ 
u;• t oTaccount could be ke t constant n e first case the 
-purchasing power of e um wou e main~ed constant 
in terms of a standard collection of consumptionDds. In .. · 
crease of production per capt'ta would'Tesult in the distribu .. 
tion of a proportionately greater average money-income to 
each individual. In the second case, the unit would be ad
justed as always to correspond to a fu:ed fraction of the total 
production per capita of the community. The average money
income of every individual would remain constant, but in
crease of production per capita would raise the purchasing 
power of each monetary unit:· Which of these alternative 
policies is to be preferred? [fjther would be workable, hut 
the balance of preference, in the writer's view, iru:lines tQ:., 

~rds the first, L)r three reasan9 
· (u) First of all, with a constant purchasing power of mo!le 

a ri~in(J lt>\'d of ysical roductlvlt, wou e reflected in 
r'W"i1g money incomes. The incomes of classes of workers 
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whose productivity was increasing slower than the average 
would rise more slowly, but only in the cases of an absolute 
fall in productivity would there be the necessity for any 
diminution of money-income.\ With a constant labour-value 
of money, on the other hand, since the average money
income would remain constant, any worker whose produc
tivity was increasing more slowly than the average would 
suffer a reduction in money wages. Moreover, under both 
policies, the flow of labour to different occupations could be 
effectively controlled; only, while the second policy would 
drive labour out of less productive occupations by the pres
sure of lower money wages,:Jhe first policy would attract 
them into more productive occupations by the lure of higher 
wages. Thus the psycho~igkf!~of. th~liratp.9~uld 
be _much more satisfactory than that of the~cond. 'y 
; (b) Secondly-, -the-first policy would be more convenient for 
addin totals of different goods to obtam a fi reillustrative 
o aggregate production. If the monetary unit represents a 
constant pur asing power in terms of goods a figure ex
pressed in monetary units always represents a constant 
volume of real production. , Thus statistics of output convey 
a clear idea to the ordinary citizen. If the labour-value of 
money was kept constant, a new unit of account, a goods
unit, based on an index-number of general prices, would 
have to be introduced for the purpose of statistical com-
parisons. 1 

. . 

'(c) Thirdly, the method of the constant oods-value of 
money would m e 1t easier to maintain fixe nces for 
certam c asses of oods and services, such as trans orl, 
postage, an te egrap~ -rates see p. 2 , smce t ey would 

1 This might have to be done in any case for particular classes of goods. 
For instance, if the prices of capital goods diverged appreciably from 
tho:e of consumption goods, special index-numbers for capital goods 
might have to be used in making estimates of the physical volume of 
capital goods. · 
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retain for a long time a fairly fixed relation to the prices of 
other goods.\ 

(3) Methods of control. How is the level of prices to be 
controlled, according to whichever policy is chosen? 
T~l!ses of !_artition in the general price-level can be 

di,~ded mt~-fo1r s: chan es in the rices of of 
production, w ch will affect all prices througnoufThe ~ys· 
tern;aruf changes in the veloci of circulation of mone , due 
either to c ges m the consumers tinspent margin or to 
fluctuations in the private sector. It should be noted that 
changes of the first kind produce changes of equal magnitude 
m _the volume of consumers' money demand, thus affecE.Pg 
the price-level "ithout disturbing the equilibrium of mone· 
iary circulation, while· changes of the second kind produce 
changes in the volume of demand th~t are not balanced by 
changes in the·aggregate sum of costs, thus disequilibrating 
the monetary circulation. - ·~---
~. It would, therefore, seem desirable that the S.E.C. should 
have at its disposal two kinds of methods of regulating the 
general level of prices: those which act djwrlyrOOk• 
liices. and those whicli act on consumers' effective demand. 
Oi courl.; it WOOid be possible, taking a leaf out of the book 
of capitalism, to use methods of the second kind only. 
Changes in the volume of consumers' demand will percolate 
through the whole system of price detennination and will 
ultimately produce an effect on factor prices i but it would 
~m more rational in a planned economy to operate dire£t}y 
00 .u:ll•r rncts 1 li1 ee ey are _ITS,POn51 e for the dis-
t.YJba'l_ct' in the pri_ce-1 r • 
. (a) Cuntrul t:,f Fattor-prices. It is true that factor·pricea 

oou!J be acted on direcdy. ~\nenever the price-index showed 
a ttndcncy to go up or down too far, the S.E.C. could eit~er 
ordt:r an all-round reduction or enhancement, as the case 
migt,t be, of the prices of facton of production.) But this 
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meth?_'!__is __ s_o~'!_hat crude .~d happy-.go-1\l~ky. What 
is wanted is a way of influencing prices generally and 
uniformly that is capable of quantitative adjustment and 
that does not involve arbitrary interference with the pricing 
system described above. One possjble methgd would be_!o 
r~gu).~~!ag!!!EYJ.ll.e~s-of J2~~entag~~ on or off basic rates, 
~ne P~.rcentages· to depend on some objec~ve index of. pro~ 
,..ductivity, absolute or relative, calculated for the whole com-·~ 
munity or for the particular industry. The prices imputed 
to )and. and .naru,r:~,l Jl.late~ia}.s could be similarifaCfjusfed. 
Smaller adjustments of the price-level could be effected by 
varying the. rate of interest on short-term capital or by varying 
charges for uncertainty-bearing. In the first case, if the 
Central Bank provided all or a part of working capital by 
short-term advances, the rate of interest on these could be 
set at a small amount above or below the rate fixed for per
manent investments, according as it was desired to make the 
price-level rise or fall. 

(Note that under socialism the short-term interest rate 
would have an influence diametrically opposite to that which 
it actually has under individualism. This is because in the 
first case it would affect costs alone, while in the second case 
it affects the volume of money, through the creation of 
credit, much more than it affects costs.) 
' (b). Crmtrol of consumers' mrmey demand. If it is required 

to keepthe level of prices stable, or to cause it to move in 
any predetermined way (such~ inversely wiJh _p_hy~ical pro
ductivj~ it seems necessary· to have at hand some means of 

7eutralizing changes in the velocity of circulation of money, 
either arising spontalieously among consumers as a result of 
changes in the quantity of reserves which they keep (their 
unspent margin) or arising as a result of alterations in the 
rehitive importance of the private and the socialized sector.' 

Many reformers of capitalism have advocated deliberate 
~,.~ 
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control of the volume of investme!!t (generally by means of 
ublic works as a method of r_egulating consumers' outlay, 

and ence the ~irculation a~_the pric~. -This 
method would not be suitable to a planned socialist economy, 
where the volume of investment would be governed by other 
and more fundamental considerations. {Three methods of 
regulating consumers' outlay would be available to the mone
tary authority of a socialist communi : i throu h the 

oc1a und · ii through a system analo ous to the 'divi-
<iend' of co-o rative societies · iii throu h · · 
vidual savin s. ·. 

(i) T~ (Chapter III, section 3 (4); Chapter 
IV, section s) might be used ~~.!~_adj@table..reserv.oir 9f 
purc_hasjng po\\'er. By accelerating or retarding the flow of 
money out of this reservoir into the pockets of the public, 

, the price-level of consumption goods could be raised or 
lowered. This acceleration or retardation could be effected 
in various ways, as by changes in the flat-rate Social Divi,. 
dend, changes in the rate of payment under particular social 
services, or special bonuses to persons who' fulfilled certain 
conditions (comparable to bonuses paid nowadays by in
lurance companies to policy holders). 

(ii) Alternatively, if the present system of dividend on .. 
purcha~e-~ as at present in vogue in co-operative stores, were 
tafen over and generalized in retail trade, the flow of pur
chasing power could be adjuSteaDyenanges in the rate of 
'divi.' paid to consumers. 

(iii) A third method might be by '@nt;o! of say~~ In 
order to prevent effectively sudden chiiiges m the vo ume of 
the circulating medium and to be in a position to detect 
hoarding and dishoarding, the S.E.C. might find it conveni
ent to establish a Savings Bank, which would receive saviQgs 
deposits, repayable only after a certain definite, though short, 
,notice. In order to attract deposits it might be necessary to 
I 4!27 D d 
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offer a small rate of interest. Then a rise in the rate of 
ffiferest offered.-~~- d~posfts would contract the volume of 
purchasing power appearing on the market, reduce the 
velocity of circulation of money, and lower the price-level, 
or counteract a tendency for it to rise. A fall in the deposit 
rate would tend to raise the price-level, or counteract a 
falling tendency. ·It is. important to note that this Savings 
Bank would be primarily concerned with the circulation of 
money: the deposits in it would not be necessary to the com
munity for the purpose of capital accumulation (although 
they would be available for that purpose), sfuce capital 
accumulation would. be provided for, independently of any 

.;roluntary saving, out of the Social Fund. 
. -;Jl Let us now describe both these forms of price-control 

/ .};)--~_perating under various types of monetary policy. (t) Sup
'tl 1R pose first that it be decided to stabilize the goods value of 

~';;..}' ,4) ~oney (that is to say, kee the general coflln,lalditi p~el 
\ i J ""~onstal!!l. Then any mcrease m t e maten productl.on OI 
~- _ ~ society must be accompanied by a proportionate increase in 
~~~-r.. the ~olum~ of money in ci~culation. This. increase in pro-
,/\: ction rrught come about m two ways, e1ther through an 

:r-->-"'~,. .)increase in pop~lation or through an increase in productivity 
~, ·,... ~ 'J>er head. fu_~her case new money would normally flow 
~ ~)_) into circulation in the form of enhanced mone arnings of. 

.. ..;r.::; ~ \'J aftors o pro uctwn, e1t er because there were mt;>re factors 
1Y 'G or because each factor was earning more in tenns of money. 

This would be reflected in a rise in the money value of wage 
payments and in an increase in the amounts credited to the 
Social Fund by way of ren~ interest, and profit. The former 
could be effected (in the case of rise in per capita produc
tivity) by percentage additions to basic rates of wages, the 
latter by.means of a p~anned increase in the outgoings from 
the Social Fund. (Note that wages in all occupations need 
not rise in exactly the same proportion.) (2) Suppose, as a 
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second case, that the labour-value of money be stabilized ~~ ~~ 
(that is to say, that the average money income per head be ~~'), , 
~ constan!.h Then any increase in productivity per head '1.;:;- ~ 
must be accompanied b.y a fall in ~eneral pri~ This ;rill · ~ \)~~ 
normally occur auto~~tlcally, provtded avera.ge fa~tor pnces ~ ~' 
be prevented from nsmg. (If some factor pnces nse, others · 
must fall.) But to achieve this end considerable amount 
of ad'ust of factor rices by the s:f.C~ly 
b~s~ accompanied proba y y a c ec o e out-
trow from the' Social Fund. If, under the same policy, popu-.· 
lation increases, then additional money must be issued .. This 
would naturally take the form of increased issues from the 
Social Fund first as children's allowances, later as adults' l 
Social Dividend, together with an increasing flow of wagestl' 
as the number of wage-earners rose. 



CHAPTER IX 

EQUILIBRIUM, PRICING, AND PLANNING 

I. THE PRICING PROCESS AND ECONOMIC EQUILIBRIUM 

WE have endeavoured to outline the principles that the 
economic organs of a socialist community should fol

low in using the . resources at its disposal, according to a 
rationally co:,.ordinated Dlan f2r satisfying the needs of the 
citizens of that commonwealth. We have discussed (I) the 
allocation of finished goods to ultimate consumers i (2J the 
allocation of resources to· the different branches of produc· 
tion and the calculation of the social cost of production; and 
(3) the distribution to the individual workers of a claim to a 
specific and definite share in their collective product. In our 
discussion we have seen that such a community would have 

· to take over and develop, at least for the wide section of 
economic life that we have designated the division of indi· 
v.i9ual consumption, the methods of pricing goods, of costing, 
and of determining wages that have been developed under 
the capitalist system. We have worked out sufficient of the 
details of such a collectivist economy to show that it is, in 
principle at least, workable. Given free choice of consump· 
tion goods at a price, we have seen how the process of price-. 

J!formation can be carried back through the series of produc-' 
rfff! tion goods and made an integral part of the process of costing. 
· .d..JEejmputation of v~lues to the ultimate factors of produc· 

:;;.:t1o11, moreover, results in the emergence of rates of wa es and 
4 , ra eo mterest. e ormer ena em 1v1 u preference 

.f ~ o be expressed by the citizen qua producer as well as by the 
· ~- citiz~n qua consumer, and the latter, applied systematically 
e throughout the entire socialist economy, COJ!ll?letes the Qrocess 

of rational balancing of economic means and economic ends. 
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Thus there is, in theory, no ground for the assertion that 
a socialist community, lacking a free marke~te '1 

goods, ~_eJ!.nable to reiPJlateproduction in accordance 1 

wTth- the principles of .scarcity and utilitt:_In fact, we may 
go so- far as to say that only in a socialist community, where 

. production can be carried on in the full light of statistical 
measurement and~s it possible to realize the true 
principles of economic valuation. Capitalist society, with its 
deviations from equilibrium due to gross inequalities of indi
vidual income, to competition (overlapping, price-cutting), 
to monopoly (restriction of output, deliberate holding back 
<>f technical improvements), to the mutual ignorance of 
entrepreneurs concerning other entrepreneurs' activities, to 
the alternation of waves of cumulative and contagious opti
mism and pessimism, is a very imperfect approximation 

1 to the economic ideal.l"'I'he beautiful systems of economic 
equilibrium described by Bohm-Bawerk, Wieser, Marshall, 
and Cassel are not descriptions of society as it is; but pro
phetic visions of a socialist economy of the future.!' 

z. ARBITRARY ELEMENTS 

In the system of libertarian socialism that we have outlined 
there are a certain number of arbitrary elements~bitrary 
in the sense that they do not depend on the freely expressed 
preferences of individual economic agents. The most impor
tant arbitrary elements are four: 
or ( r) the allocation of resources between communal and indi

vidual consumption, 
"' ( 2) the allocation of resources between p~nd ~ 

consumption, 
(3) the choice between work and leisure, 
(4) geographical planning and the pricing of land.·· • 
( 1) Communal and indil'idual consumption .. The 

1 F. \'00 Wieser, J>.'atwral J!lllut, bk. ii, ch. vi. 
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setting aside of a certain proportion of the total social income 
for communal consumption represents a restriction of the 
free choice of the consumer, since the more spending power 
is reserved in this way the less remains at "ttle.iilcliVi<IiiarS 

. f§]lsposal. 'the dec1s10n as to what proportion 1s to be 
so set aside is necessarily an arbitrary oneUheoretically the 
principle to follow is that the marginal utility ot resources · 
expended on communal cons . be e ual to that 
·of resources ex ended on individual consum tion see Chap~ 
ter II, section 3 (z)). ·But this criterion is largely inapplicable 1 

in practice for two reasons. (a) The fiist reason is because in 
nedher dlVlslOn lS the marginal utility of resources precisely 
the same for every consumer. This, which is an insuperable 
obstacle to rational allocation of resources under capitalism, 
is a less serious difficulty in a more equalitarian society.'~ 

Jl!nder socialism it should be theoretically possible to achieve 
a right equality of marginal utility in the two divisions for a 
'repre~n~tiJ~ ~g~umer'.~lb) The second reason is because 
there exists in the case o~mmunalized goods and services 
no method of measuring marginal utility comparable in pre
ci.siwi" with the method of pricing in the case of goods indi-
vidually consumed. '] . ·· • . 

Under capitalis.Ill the allocation of resources to the com
munal division is e£I:ected by the,)iscal decisions' of govern-

- ments, central and local. The theoretical study of this prob
lem falls under the caption of 'Public Finance'. For the 
reasons given above, it is an arbitrary-action incapable of 
being brought under the categories of exchange economy. 
Under classical capitalism, however, it affected only a very 
small proportion of the total social income. (Those were the 
days when the Chancellor of the Exchequer believed in 'let
ting the money fructify in the pockets of the people'.) In 
recent times, however, the grQW'th of social services has ex
panded the communal division, with the consequent intro-
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duction of a large alien element into capitalist economy.· 
Under socialism this division would probably expand even 
more, although the prevalence of a greater measure o~ 
equality would eliminate some of the more violent disputes 
over social policy. Nevertheless the demarcation betwee 
the two divisions of consumption would involve an arbitrary 
decision. 

(2) Present and future consumption. Another arbi
trary element in our socialist economy is the allocation of 
resources between the satisfaction of present and future 
n~-in plain language, the dec1~n a1 li~~en spen~ 
and saving, or the proportion ofthe social income to 'De-de
voted to the production of new capital goods. The_ u~~-Qf;l 
r~te of interestio a socialist economy as described in Chapter 
III, section 3 (2), would make possible a rational and con
sistent conduct of economic activity in so far as a uniform 
r~te. o( ti~~-pr~frrence _£Q_l!!d b~staJ~l.ishe_d fo[ all j)_ijJ!cJi~s 
of economyJ _Qu_Uhe original d~iWn as to the magnitud_ey 
oflhlsj~te would not depend on the time-preferences of 
individual savers. It ~ represent the time-prefer~~~ 
·of the 'community' as a collective saver; but the 'community' 
in this sense 1s a purely metaphysical fiction-what would 
take its place in actuality would be some board or comm1~s 
sian, taking a decision on the behalf of the individuals com 
posing the community. And this decision would be arbitrary ; 

To this the socialist may retort that the rate of mterest, 
and consequently the allocation of resources between present 
and future use, is arbitrary under the existing system. The 

·capital market is dominated by the large corporate savers 
(banks, insurance companies, industrial joint-stock com
panies, co-operative societies, and municipalities, all with 
reserves to invest) whose decisions as to saving and spending 
are made with as little reference to the preferences of their 
constituent individuals as those of the most arbitrary Gosplan 
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or S.E.C. Further, in the short-term section of the capital 
market, the formation of a rate of interest is disturbed by 
such factors as currency policy, banking technique, and the 
balance of international payments. The existence of 'forced 

~
aving', due to the creation or destruction of credit, s.e. riously 

mterferes with the decisions of the marginal saver.l_In fact, 
he liberal individualistic view of the determination· of the 
te of interest by the- interactions in a free competitive 

,market of millions of distinct persons' individual'time-pre
fe~ences' is completely unreal. The ec~~omist's 'marginal 

"Mver' is largely a~mytbi~-- creature. Moreover, even if 
tlierate of interest were determined by the interaction of 
individual time-preferences, it would have little claim to 
represent the time-preference of the community, since the 

·distorting influence of inequality of income works more 
I powerfull in the re ·on of interest-rates than in an other 
' part of the r · - ation. Still, the fact remains 
that, under socialism, the allocation of resources between 
present and future use would be at least as arbitrary as 
it is under capitalism. 

(3) The delimitation of work and leisure. An indi
vidual who is working for the satisfaction of his own needs ,..-· ''•·· - -... ·--
diviges his ~e_ b~tween prodJ,lctive activities (making goods 
to satisfY his n~ds) and leisure-time activities (consuming 
the goods he has produced, or just enjoying nature and the 
company of his fellow men). :He can choose that division of 
his time which affords him the maximu~faction. If 
he enjoys an increase in productive efficiency, as by the dis
covery of more fertile land or the invention of superior tools, 
he may choose to work the same hours and produce more 
goods than he did before, or to produce the same output of 
goods as before with the expenditure of less time. In other 
words, he has the choice between. more material goods and 
more leisure. '-What is true of an isolated ecoi10ffiic agent is 

... ~- - .... ·-· ·• 
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true also of a petty commodity producer, making goods for 
the market, but using his own means of production and 
master of his own time. But as soon as production comes to 
involve an elaborate social organization and division of labour 
(i.e. either under capitalism or under any form of techno
logically advanced socialism), this no longer holds good. A 
few people-free-lance professional workers such as journal
ists and examination coaches, piece-workers in a few indus
tries, casual workers such as dockers-can please themselves 
as to what portion of their time they will devote to recrea
tion; but the great majority of workers must adapt themselves 
to the discipline of the social labour process. They must 
do~~ in and clock out of fact~ry, mine, school, or office. The 
same division of tiine betWeen work and leisure holds good 
forjf ee member of the social labour force doing the same 
job. e difference between capitalism and socialism is that 
und r the former, the division of time is not decided by the 
preferences of the workers at all, whereas under the latter, 
there is the possibility that the ~vi3on of time may be de
cided by the workers themselv~(.Even if a separate, indi
vidual decision in each case is not possible, at least a collec
ji,:e. ayer.age _decision may _be_ m~de. U~.£er caEi!~~~ the 
length of the w~rking day js determined, in the first instance, 
bv the em plover, for whom profit .-and not the maximum 
:atisraction or'the worker"i;-the ruling considerati~! To be 
frue, of recent years, organized labour has used both indus
trial and political power to secure a national minimum of 
leisure, against the opposition of the employing class. (It is 
notable how, spontaneously and almost unconsciously, the 
workers have endea\'Oured to obtain their share in increased 
social productivity, in the form not merely of higher real 
wages but also of shorter hours, of more leisure as well as 
of more goods.) ~e\'ertheless it remains true that in the last 
resort the division of time between work and leisure is made 

·~l7 ' Ee 
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over the workers' heads by decisions of people who_ ar~-n_~t 
~or~ers. Under socialism this decision could be made by 
the workers themselves, through appropriate democratic in
stitutions, either regional or occupational. It must be noted, 
however, that the de · · e to be, in the 
ma'ori of cases, not an individual and articu ar ec1s1on ' 
but a collective an gener one. It would thus be, from the 
p~marketeconom~ary. 

(4) Geographical planning and the pricing of land. 
In the pricing of land and natural resources for costing 
purposes (see Chapter III, section 3 (1)), there is a very 
considerable eleme!}t of indeterminacy, and consequently of 
arbitr~ choig;, on the part oTThe planning authority. Where 
their value is derived entirely from their technical efficiency in 
the manufacture of definite physical products-that is, where 
the fertility of land (in the narrow sense) and the physical 
productivity of mines and quarries is involved-the arbitrary 
element does not necessarily emerge.) But where the value 
of a site is derived from its geographical relations, it often 
depends, to a very large extent, on other decisions 'of the 
planning authority. \ · 

Consider,· for exkple, an extensive plain of uniformly 
fertile wheat-land with an excellent natural harbour at one 
edge of it. The value of the land depends on its proximity 
to the harbour: hence it falls steadily in a series of concentric 
zones, centred in the harbour. Now let a railway be built 
from the harbour inland. Any number of possible routes 
might have been adopted: the actual one chosen may be 
determined by relatively trivial considerations, or possibly by 
the need for communication with some· point in a more dis
tant region of the hinterland. As soon as the railway is in 
existence, the regions consisting in land of equal desirability 
at once became rearranged in a new pattern: instead of circu
lar zones, we shall find longitudinal bands, paralleling the 
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line of the railway. Now let a second line be constructed, 
parallel to the coast. It, too, might have followed a number 
of possible routes: the one actually taken may be determined 
by comparatively unimportant circumstances. Once, how
ever, the second line is built, the regions of equal desirability 
will assume a roughly cruciform configuration. Moreover, 
a junction has come into existence. Traffic will be exchanged 
between the two lines, trains made up and dispatched; hence 
it will perforce be better served than other places in the 
matter of transport. A site in the neighbourhood of this 
junction, which, before the railways were constructed, was 
indistinguishable from thousands of similar sites in the plain, 
will now become a definitely more suitable location for a 
factory than any other site along the two lines. In other 
words, the decision to construct certain lines out of the many 
possible ones carries with it a long trail of consequences as 
to the most economic utilization of land and natural resources. 

The same thing applies to the building of roads and har
bours (in cases where there is no pre-eminendy good natural 
harbour, but a number of moderately good ones, all in need 
of considerable improvement), the bridging of rivers, the 
location of aerodromes, the construction of dams and reser
voirs, the location of power plants, and so forth. In some 
cases, the natural features of the country dictate the decision 
-a mountain pass constrains road and railway to one definite 
route, a river can be bridged at only one point-but in many 
~ses there is a large element of indeterminacy in the prob
lem, and a decision \\~ll frequendy be taken on more or 
less arbitrary grounds. But once made, it becomes the basis 
of future decisions, it crystallizes the scheme of land utiliza
tion into a definite pattern which subsequent development 
has to follow. 

What is true of things such as the location of rnil-!ay: and 
ha_:b.9urs, in which natural topographical considerations piay 
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a larg~ __ part, is still more true of the location, _of diff!!rent 
human acilvities within a given settled area,- in other words, 
the problem _of.town~planning. The- decision to demarcate 
a given region that is becoming or has become urban into 
residential areas, shopping centres, factory areas, areas for 
commercial and administrative establishments, areas for 
universities, museums and libraries, areas for theatres and 
amusements, and areas of open country (green belts), is a 
decision to allocate land to different uses on grounds other . 
than the operation of consumers' demands on the market. · 
Once the decision has been taken, then consumers' choice ' 
will determine what rent will accrue to a given housing site 
or shop·site or factory-site, but the decision that certain' 
sites are housing sites and others shop-sites or factory-sites 
has already been Qiade on other grounds. Before the decision 
was taken there may have been a very large_!~.Jimber .o£ pos
sible arrangements, none of which could be definitely pre
ferred to another on purely economic grounds, and all of 
which would have resulted in much the same general allo
cation of uses-that is to say, the same aggregate area devoted 
to different uses-but not the same specific allocation of 
definite pieces of land. 

From this discussion it appears that to;v~~.!.!'~_g!m.lal 
planning involves in an eminent degree just that supersession 
of the indices of the market economy that characterizes eco
nomic planning in general. This fact justifies the application 
of the word 'planning' in the sense of town and regional 
planning. It arsonelps to explain much of the instinctive 
hostility shown towards even this small instalment of eco
nomic planning by the property-owning interests. 

Reviewing as a whole this question ~f arbitrary_decisions, 
it aEPears that the decisions in question are of the same kind 

·as those already taken arbitrarily under capitalist individual
ism. Taking one thing with another, it does not appear that 
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the arbitrary elements in a socialist socie need be an \ 
greater than those w tc exist already. and are inevitably 
growing greater, in capitalist society. Moreover, they re- \ 
fer to fields of choice where individual decisions can never 
be more than very rough-and-ready, and where little loss 
of welfare can be expected to result from drawing the line 
a little above or a little below the ideal point. Against this 
small loss of welfare can be set the much greater gain ofj 
welfare resulting from greater equality and from a gr:eater\ 
degree of collective control ~his own destiny vested in the I 
ordi~ary man. 

3· THE ENTREPRENEUR IN A PLANNED SociALIST EcoNOMY 

In the picture of a socialist economy that we have built 
up so far we have introduced various elements drawn from 
capitalist individualism.\Jn order to make possible a_proper 
eq~ilibrium of cost and satisfaction we have admitted money 
ana the £rice system, and we have as~umed that economic 
activities are decentralized ~nd carriedJlll.b:.a large numb,e,r 
of separate .organs of collective economy 1 These organs, 
although they will have incomparably more exact knowledge 
of one another's actions and of their own part in the whole, 
economic system, will be financially independent of one 
another, having their own nominal capital and their own 
profit and loss account, and will be mana e ve much as 
s_eparate ...en.ter~es are under capitalism .• This raises e 
problem of the powers and remuneration of the individuals 
who are to manage them. If the establishment of a decen
t~ai~~-~ ~~Il_l_ic or[af!i~a_~§!i;_E<?:.ordin~fedby a price a~l 
cost ~yst~m, 1s ~~lize its economi~-ad\T__alltage! ~ -~e ful!-~.. 
a very large degree ofincfeperidence mll~t__huixen to the 

. ri~~_gers_ofJhi.Yiru>~conoiiii~~rgai!U>fJh_~ommllnjty::_ 
· They must be free to expe~ment with new products. with 

alternative methods of production, and with the substitution 
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of one kind of material, machine, or labour for another. But 
independence involves res onsibili . The manager must be 
rna e to re ize his responsibility for the decisions that he 
makes. Now responsibility means in practice ~nan.~!~l.r.e.: · 
spo~ty. The manager's personal remuneration myst 
in some way reflect his success or failure as a mana er. 
Unless he bears respons1 11ty or osses as well as for profits 
he will be tempted to embark on all ~rts of risky e~ 
ments on the bare chance that one of them will tum out 
~ It will be 'heads I win, tails you lose, between 
himself and the community. Or ~lse the attempt to check 
irresponsibility will tie up themanagers of socialist enter
prises with so much red-tape and bureaucratic regulatism 
that they will lose all initiative and inde endence. In this 

i case the chief advantages o t e pnce system w1 be lost(In 
other words, the socialist manage.r must be invested with 
many of the attributes of the entrepreneur under capitalis§ 

This brings us to a highly contentious issue. Next in im· 
portance to the argument that socialist economy would be 
vitiated by the impossibility of pricing intermediate gooc!!ls 
the argument thatplannedeco;10my is incom12~~ble wjth.the 
true~ntr~p!.~~r fuii~.Qt is asserted that the JU.<Wagers 
orfactories, trusts, ~ombines, selling syndicates and what 
not would be simply bure~i£. 2.£!.1~ taking their orders 
from ~th~me·praliiiing authority. They might criti
cize, perhaps, and suggest modifications in the plan through 
the medium of innumerable closely reasoned reports and 
minutes; but they would never. be in a positjoq to make in
dependent eG_OIWmic judg~nts,-to exercise choiee'befween' 
ai1ferentmarkets or sources of supply, and; wllat is worse, 
they would have no ~ancial __ responsibility for success o~ 
faiJur~ successnuuianager may receive the OiaeioT terun 
and an official motor-car, an unsuccessful one may be shot for 
sabotage, but there can be none of that steady, ubiquitous, 
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quantitatively adjustable and automatically self-regulating 
correspondence of judgement with reward that makes enter
prise under capitalism the exact science it is[In any cas~e 
the success or failure of a manager under planned economy 
would be a matter of technical or administrative competence 
not of ec,.9nomic judgement. He would be an engineer an 
a civil servant, but not an entreprene~ (One obvious rep_ly 
to this is that entrepreneurs have made such a mess ofsociety 
that it is aboutlime· that the engineers and the civil servants 
got their chance. They could scarcely do worse, and they 
might do better, than the business man.) 
~ In his Socialism, Mises declares that socialists have no 

.co!flprehension of tfie entrepre~Y!] function. 1 Even -;,hen 
they donot consider him merely as the 'capitalist'-a para
site, aJi~he proce~dl!f_tion, passively appro
priating the 'surprusvarlle' created by the workers fe thg_ 
think of him as a manager, with purely technical or c erical 
functlons:ffiQther ~·o"i-ds, ail. official and not..a.n.§trWeneur 
at all. Thus they think that his functions would remain un
changed in a socialistic reorganization of society.\He would 
simply be a manager, appointed by the state to administer 
its economic affairs. l\Iises enlarges upon the distinction 
between th! entrepreneur'and the bfficial.> The official is, at 
the best, a fUnctionary, a person tra:iiied' to execute formal, 
prescribed, professional duties; at the worst, he is indolent 
and irresponsible. In pu~iness_be is static, unoriginal, bound· 
by precedents, llld unwilling to take responsibility. Unless 
the ·manager oran enterprise has a free llalld to dispose of 
resources at his own discretion, subject only to the control 
of ohlective market forces, and unless he is liable for any 
miscalculation with the whole (or with a substantial part) of 
his ptrsonal wealth, he is no true entrepreneur. Thus, J:>y 
~lises, the attempt to solve the problem of pricing under 

I L. \'On ~li~. Soci..Uime, pp. Jo8-lo, IU-1?, 2JJ, zs6-8, ,.s,-s. 
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socialism by decentralizing the socialist economy into sepa
rate undertakings under 'business management' instead of · 
'bureaucratic control' is declared inadmissible, on the 
grounds that the managers of such enterprises would be, in 
fact1 not entrepreneur~utJ>fficials, Either, as good officials, 
they would plaY for safety and be unprogressive ro~tineers; 
or, freed from the control of an official hierarchy and lacking 
personal financial responsibility, they would embark on wild 
and grandiose schemes that would squander the commu
nity's resources without satisfying the people's needs. 

But this antithesis of the entrepreneur and the official is 
an artificial one. Granted that at the two extremes the types · 
are vastly different, it does not follow that there is no range 
(f intermediate types . 

.according to this analysis two correlated char~~~ristics 
define the entrepreneur: (olfreedop1 in the disposal cl' re
sources within his enterprise; ~ fu~cial responsi
bility for his decisions, whereby, if s~ 
profit and, if not successful, he makes a .lo~xtending if 
needs be to the loss of all his property. ·1 But these charac- · 
teristics do not necessarily follow an ali-or-nothing law. 
Possibly they are capable of being qu~. 
lVhat we need to do is to investigate ( 1) how much freedom 
~he disposal of resources, and (2) what degree of personal 
·fin~ncial responsibility. are necessary to constitute the mana
get:~ of an undertaking an effective entrepreneiE) 
;p!}t)~ctually, in the real economic world of to-day, Mises's 
uleat entrep!;~t;U~ar~c~ly_ ~~sts. Most entrepreneurial 
functionsare _exercised nowadays by_ salaried man~a..g.en..?i 
joint-stock co!.D_Ean.i~s, whose financial res~ 
limitecraiia.Whose freedom of substitution is often circum
scribed by the fact that the directors of the com an han 
interests in other companies. (Mises would admit that mana
gers of this type are mere o cials. For him 'the type of man 
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to whom joint-stock companies owe their success is not the 
type of general manager who resembles the public official in 
his ways of thought. ... It is the manager who is interested 
hil!!§.clf.t.brough his b~arrt. it is the romoter and the founder 
-these are responsi e or prosperity.')1 ut even where t e 
individual entrepreneur still survives or where a joint-stock 
company is managed by a man of the type of those who 
'manage business in their own interests~ whether this co· 
incides with the shareholders' interests or not' ,bvho 'receive a 
large part pf the profits of the enterprise' and are 'primaril~

1 

affected by the misfortunes of the enterprise', even these me 
do not really conform to the ideal type. Tra<!: ass..Qs;iation 
and trade unions (condemned by Mises as hostile to all true 
'economy) restri~!.tlleir fre~~om old!sp,O.s~~~~cesJ to 
say nothing' of such less tangible influences as tra~s-
to~s, go~dwill, familY. connexions, andthe uno!S:a.?~~~ p~b
lic opinion of a trade or a locality.(!ioreover, the liiw .. of 
bankruptcy can be used so as to relieve even the in iv 
entrepren~r of personalliabili for uneconomic decisions. 

The views quoted involve, in the writer's opinion, the' 
~ or nothing' fallacy. t.Because the manager of socialist industry 

will be governed in some choices by the directions laid down 
by the planning authority, it does not follow that he will have 
no choice at all. ~ice of alternative markets, alternativ> 
mttbods of prod.uctio.n, alternative sources of supply, al
though limited in some ways (as it is even in capitalist society 
by tariffs, factory legislation, building regulations, town-plan
ning, trade union rules, &c.) may be free over a fairly .1ride 
!].!J.i:e. Moreover, his choice wilf'lle made.~n the b~ja_of 
muc~ ,more complete and accurate information than his capi
talist confrere nas at his disposal.} (Ally-choice, once made 
by one industrial or commercial manager, will at Qnce 
become part of !hfJata accwible to the pla.nning_autho~ 

I Mises,l.c., p. ~09· 

m' F f 
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:M4, to all other managers.)~This will reduce the penumbr~ 
:of uncertainty which gives an exaggerated importance to the 

nctions of the business man under capitalism) , .· 
y (z e same ~or nothing:Jall~£Y vitiates the argument 
~wn from the absence of financi~lr_esponsibility. It is not 
:Jrtecessary for the due performance of enterprise that the 
entrepreneur should himself bear the full brunt of the conse
quence of his decisions. (The capitalist entrepreneur who 
Goes so belongs to the last 'Century or, if he survives at all, to 
the back streets.I.In these days of limited liability, highly
geared loan capital, and subsidiary companies; the entre
preneur has more sense., Financial responsibilit,I may exist 
.!!!_x.afY.ing- degrees. Provided that the entrepreneur's per
sonal earnings reflect to some extent the consequences of 
his decisions, he bears some financial responsibility for them. 
How much responsibility he should assume is a problem of 
'a~ministrative technique rather than of economic theory; but 
it may be observed that/in a community founded upon a 
~s of economic equality, quite a ~all pecuniary interest 

.>ul_Jhe CQncem he administered would give the socialist mana
ger an incentive to responsibility and thus constitute him a 
genuine entrepreneur. i 

A few pj!tE,ples goteming the remu~~r.a.tiQ!l_Of the social: 
ist manager may be laid . down. At its base should be a 
systemof fued !~~~~s, gr!~E~t~d according to the magni
tude of the enterprise. Promotion from one post to another 
should be as far as possiblt!,"not by seniority or any other 
automatic system, but by selection from a number of com
peting applicants drawn from as 'wide a range of other enter
prises and services as possible. Supplementing the fixed 
salary there should be a number of bonuses, based U£on 
v-cy, f!uch as output, the cost of pro
duction, the margin between costs and receipts, &c.\ In every 
industry a special com.mission would have to be charged with ..._ ..•. 
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the task of classifying enterprises a<:cording m.their .impor- , 
tance, or rather or devising- objective indices of economic 
finportance that would be suitable for each industry (out
put, turnover, labour force, quantity of fixed capital, &c.), 
and of devisinK suitable bases for paym!!nt of bo!l\!S. Gene
rally speaking, the manager's bonus should not depend on 
profit in the ordinary capitalist sense of the word, because 
the emergence of profitis. ~~tp.ecessarily a sign of efficiency, 
but may denote a failure to expand outputJOnly in a branch 
or production where there are many effective substitutes for 
the product, or where the optimum scale of production is 
small enough to permit numerous independent enterprises 
to coexist, so that a high degree of competition exists, i!p..r.afit 
'!_Crj~~don of efficiency. In other branches of production,.the 
efficiency of theinaividual manager is to be judged rather on 
such things as increase o~ o~tpyt and red,!I.c!io.ll.1lf..cost. On 
the other hand, although the making of profits is not neces
sarily a sign of success, the making of loss~~js_!_ sign_ of 
~e, although even here lossermay be ·due to circum
stances independent of the individual manager's control
such as changes in fashion or of technical methods. · Compara
tive cost accounting as between different enterpri;es of simi
lar kind should help to reveal the efficiency or inefficiency of 
management. · If the bonuses were calculated so that the 
average manager earned a bonus of about half his salary, 
while the maximum bonus amounted to the whole of the 
salary or a little more and the minimum bonus was zero, the ' 
manager would have an incentive to experiment and improve 
the serYice and yet would be made to feel the consequences 1 

of imprudent and extravagant ventures. 

4· PLANNING 
• So far, the reader will say, there has been little talk of 

planned economy .• The S.E.C. has been described as a mere 
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statistical board, collecting and publishing data of output, 
cost, price, capital and income, calculating demand and sup
ply schedules,. but not exerting any real directive functions. 
All that has been done is to set up withili the soc1abst com
munity a sort of simulacrum of a capitalist economy, purged 
from the latter's grosser errors, but, like it, actuated by the 
blind choice of millions of unco-ordinated consumers and 
prod.ucers. . T. his is now. the place to mak. e clear the proper) 
relation of economic planning to.the price-process. The 
tWO are not opposed, but complementary, principles of 
economic regulation. 
CIt should not be supposed that deliberate economic plan

ning necessarily means the elimination of all economic in
dices and the deciding of every economic alternative 'on its 
merits'~ The board of a capitalist firm when it draws up its 
policy does not ignore the data of internal costs, market 
prices, &c., put before it by its officials: it makes use of these 
data to check the soundness of its policy. So a socialist com
munity, in· its economic planning, should keep within the 
general limits impo~ed by the system of prices and costs 
described above. (:~t.. r(.~~~~J ~"' )) n t•'J· 
4 There are f~ur :wm in which economic plaruling is re· 
quired to supplement a system of quasi-individualistic pricing 
and costing. Th&"st is to give general directives to socialist 
economy. The sec9Dd is to make decisions where market 
indications are laCKing. The tl/rd is to eliminate cyclical 
fluctuations in economic activity. The foujth is to deal with 
special emergencies.~ "' 

' (I) General directives.\ It is especially in the early days 
of a socialist commonwealth, during the period of trans1iion 
from capitalism to socialism, thit the positTved1rective func
tio~ of a planning organ would come-tothefore:· At the 
best the new government would take over a semi-derelict 
community, which capitalist sabotage had left cluttered up 
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with idle men and idle plant-the familiar paradox of poverty 
in the midst of potential plenty .. At the worst the new 
government would have to rebuild the economic life of 
society out of the ruins left ~I revolution and civil wa:t.O'h~ 

Jirst thing to do wo'U~ ensure a supply of bare necessi~ 
ties to the people without any consideratiOn for tlie rights of 
property and \¥itfiout muc1fconsidefatioii 'for "the: ilJ£etiesof 
an elaborate system of pricing an,d costifJ.g. irst things first
and the first thing t.Q. do ~ould be·!2b~ clothe and house 
the people somehow: one could leave till later the exact ad~ 

fuSt111ent of s1IK stockings against light motor-cars': LJhe 
S.E.C. would have to make a s~~~f immediately av~l~gle 
resources (including stocks of possib e exportable,jQQds) and 

&survey o~ th~-'s need$.. These needs would then be 
satisfied as far as possible with the available resourceg The 
basic needs of the people would probably be satisfied di~ 
rectly, without bothering about the measurement of effec~ 
tive demand. Probably some system of rationing woulcLbe 
~ A feature of tlus stage would be a considerable 
develop!fleljlt of free services-medical, educational, recrea~ 
tional, &c.r..If there were resources available for the s;tis~ 
faction of needs above the minimum, the money~and~price 
s~em could be left operating in this spher~ ' 

.. l:_The se~ge in the building upof ... the socialist eco .. · 
nomic system would be the expansion of the means .. of pro
duction. The planning organs would have to make further 
surveytof 11eeds an4.Je§ources, and draw up a genel!!i}~n 
o.f _ ind~trial -~-v!!opl)len~rationalization an~ ~rga_!!~a
tiOn_of 1naustnes whose eXlSt~ent was up to date 
and adequate, modernization and new ca,P~al equipment 
for other industriei!ii. the light ~of this plan the S.E.C. 
should make a preliminary examination of a numbc;.r of 
highly important undertakings from each of which a widen
ing st.rwn of economic consequences would flow. ~t should 
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l>e the task of the subordin~g organs to co-o.dinate 
these consequences and determine to what extent the avail
able resources would permit the carrying out of these under
taking'q If the first examination should prove unfavourable, 
the s.t.c. would have to decide how far the original' schemes 
should be modified. Once a few key undertakings had been 
decided upon,1 their needs in labour and materials would 
involve planned economic development in a number of other 
industries in ever-widening circles. Thus the rest of the 
economic progr3.Jilllle for the current period (whether one
year, five-year, or twenty-year) could be built up round 
them. " 

Up to this point, planning would have been very largely 
in terms of physical and technical quantities and objectives. 
But meanwhile the mechanism for the quasi-automatic de
termination of prices ..!t.!flfQStt,.by ecqn,omi<!_c~ns!derations 
would·oe m cOuiseof evolution:· .Gradually, as provisio_n for 
primary needs bec7mie mo;e abunctanranaas mo~lex 
needs came into considerati<~n1 the eCQ!l.Q.l!lk..~t~menLin 
plannin woul ~e the mqre arbjt_rary:_m.ethqds. 
F y, a stage would be reached in which the economic 

lliachirie would practically run itseit.Tneplanning al;ihority 
would need only tQTaY~ a few ve~n~i~leading_ 
.trin~tples, and to make defini;~ decisions regarding the allot
ment of resources to ne.w capital construction and to commu
naf consll!llption. In one or two matters, perhaps, considera
tions-of social policy would ovemdet:~ilre!yeconomic con-
51 eratwns and ce~.~_s!~rtakin.gs would be planp~g .. 'on 
~__cits'. (But even here the tendency would be to make 
specific grants to particular undertakings or to lay specific 

1 In many cases a decisive factor in the choice of key undertakings 
would be the necessity of developing backward areas. Large-scale irri· 
gatioh, power, transport, or mining schemes might be instituted in poten
tially productive regions in order to realize their potentialities quicker 
than would be possible in the course of ordinary economic equilibriwn. 
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burdens upon particular branches of productions, and then 
to leave them to the quasi-automatic working of market 
forces.) On all other matters, and in all questions of detail 
even within the special schemes, the normal indices of price 
and cost would be decisive. The great majority of lines of 
production would be carried on automatically within the 
given framework of costs and prices so as to supply goods to 
consumers according to their preferences as indicated in the 
markeGJ . 

(z) Lack of market indications. rhe second function 
of economic planning depends on the existence, referred to 
in section 2 of this chapter, of certain decisions that cannot 
be taken on the basis of an automatic following of market 
indications.tfhese d~ns-the extent of communal con
sumption, the amount of provision to be made for new 
capital, the limits of leisure-are a legitim,ate sphere for the 
work of a general planning authority) Furthermore, an eco
nomic community that relies on the bfmd automatic working 
of market valuations will achieve an equilibrium, but. not 
necessarily the only possible equilibrium in the allocation of 
resources; it will achieve a maximum of economic welfare 
but not necessarily the only possible maximum under the 
circumstances. The equations which express the working of 
amarket economy may, and probably do, have multiple 
solutions.'[!he role of an economic planning authority is 
then to make a choice between different sets of conditions, 
each compatible with economic equilibrium; to give a general 
line to economic development, which will eventuate in one 
particular state of equilibrium rather than anothe~ 

Wherever, for instance, there is the possibility of discrimi
nating charges, several different positions of equilibrium may 
be possible. Thus the problem of the co-ordination o~ dif
ferent means of transport (railway, road, inland waterway, 

1 Set Pigou, EcONJmiu of Wdfart, part ii, ch. ill, sections 4-5. 
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l coastal shipping, &c.) and that of the most economic use of 
electricity and gas are probably not capable of unique solu
tions under individualist conditions, since in each case the 
charges of one of the competitors embody the prin~f 
discrimination (classified railway rates, multiple~part elec
~tariffs); and in such an event there may be open to 
either competitor a number of alternative rate-policies, to 
each of which the rival services may adapt themselves, pro-

1 ducing an equilibrium but not necessarily the equ~rid: 
corresponding to the greatest attainable social income Un 
s~, as we have seen (Chapter V, section 1), discrimi
nating charges would be avoided as far as possible, hut.U 
might not be possible to avoid them entire!¥· In any case 
the prevalence of joint-cost in public utilities may intro
duce the possibility of indeterminacy, even where discrimi
nation is absentJ 
" A similar situation exists in the case of towp and country 
p~g, in the sense of the division_ of_ land .into, 8pecific 
use-categories. As is shown in this Chapter, section 2 (4), there ' 
is an eTeiiient of arb~trary choice in this. Here, too, the auto
matic maCiilliery of the mii-Ket has proved inadequate under 
capitalism. In such cases even capitalist society feels the 
need for some authority that can impose from above, not 
the actual solution of the problem, but the appropriate set of 
conditions within which the solution is to be worked out. 

We have thus seen thatfiome indeterminacy is almost in
evitable in many cases. oUr" socia:Iisr-rommonwealth needs 
~organ for choosing between alternative states of equi-~ 
librium. This is precisely one of the functions of the planning 

a~!!.rii'lma / ...._' '""t3T E · tion of cyclical fluctuations.t!he third 
function of economic planning is the elimination of cyclical 
or qUasi-cyclical fluctuations_;] It is possible 'that this can be 
achieved~~l!le. 0rm ofmonet:rr stab~ation (see Chapter 
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VIII, section 3 (z)), but this is by no means certain. Th~ 
tendency of a free-price economy to produce self-stimulating 
and self-perpe!u!~~~g .. ~uct~ati9.1}S~ty is enh~y 
monetary mstability, but it is by no means certain that this 
tendencyTscaused by such instability. A free economy with 
stable money might still show a tendency towards cyclical 
fluctuations in output. One of the functions of the economic 
planning authority in a socialist community would, there
fore, be to watch for such a tendency and to correct it, if it 
appeared, bl' judicious use of the mechanism of monetazy

1 control (see Chapter VIII, section 3 (3)) . 
..I (4}E"mergencies. The fourth function of the economic 
planning authority is to be prepared for unforeseen hap
penings and for economic changes that demand more than 
the small adjustments of a free price system. Extenmuop 
failures, inventions and discoveries that render obsolete the 
eqUipment o;-~thods ·of whole~ in~eriSeOfiiew 
and efficient c~~titive i~ries on a large s~ale intoreign 
countries-these are some of the emergencies that pla.nhed 
economy must be prepared for. Finally, a socialist commu
nity of the sort here described would be well prepared . to 
meet the greatest emergency of all-war./ ,.. 



CHAPTER X. 

FREEDOM 

IN a scheme of socialist economy.,.such as has been oudined 
here, the a~~r ... II!aintains, three objects could be _simul

taneously .effect~d..Jirstly, witltihe"'aid of a calculus of cost 
ana value, a balance of efforts and satisfactions, could be 
attained and earned ~llr.ough-ailthebranche$."_of .economic 
life, at least-aseff~~tive).y as, and perhaps more effectively 
than, in an individualisfeconomy ~ S]condly, an incomparably 
greater degree of economic 'equality could be established 
among men. Thirdly;·econo~c free9om could be achieved 
in as great a measure as, oreveri'iii a greater measure than, 
under individualism.. The principles and machinery neces
sary for the attainment of the first object, economic equili
brium, has been the main topic of this book. The second 
object, economic equality, has been discussed in Chapter IV, 
section 4· The third object, economic freedom, has been 
discussed . by implication throughout this book, ,whenever 
economic equilibrium has been dealt with. It must now be 
considered explicitly. 

I. PLANNING AND FREEDOM 

('!he usual obje,~tion that is made to economic planning of 
any sort.(and a fortiori to socialist planned economy) is that 
it necessarily destrgy.s.Jreedom:· 1 'Goods will be provided 
according to need, but according to the planning authority's 
idea of what people need and not according to their own idea 
of what they need.' 'People will be regimented and ordered 
to their various jobs without being allowed any say in the 
matter.')The _planner's motive, when it is not 'the sadistic 
·desire to destroy the rich', is 'm~ddlesomeness', 'the desire 
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to assert themselves at the expense of others', or a plair~J~st, 
jor ..power'. 1Scratch a would-be planner and ou \\:~llfindl 
a would-be dictator, , ·~ l 
-rwwilier'"eTsno doubt that a planned economy affords 
great opportunities to any dictator who manages to capture 
the planning machinery; but dic~torship Js not an inherent 
characteristic of planned economy~ So much of the liberal 
indictment of planning must be aamitted as refers to the 
possibility of the destruction of freedom under planned eco
nomy. In the hands of an irresponsible controller (or group 
of controllers) it could be made the greatest tyranny that the 
world has ever seen. But must we admit the necessity of such 
a destruction of freedom? (l>lann0tJ!1:yolva a . conscious 
choice of ends,_ But may not freedom be the end chosen 1 Is 
it not possible to plan for freedom, for the abolition of the 
inequality which makes freedom a sham under capitalism, 
and yet retain enough of the price-system to ensure the satis· 
faction 'of a plurality of ends as expressed by individual con
sumers?. Planning is a means J no_!,.ruHJld., and it is as possible 
to plan for freedom asto plan for anything else. Th.e end to 
~icliptanningiSa.irected depends on the wishes of that 
section of the community which can, in the ultimate analysis, 
control the actions of the planning bodYi T~rict.Qf liberty 
i!_~terJ!a! y~~ under planning as under any other system, 
and if people wish to be free they must delib~rately choose 
freedom and pursue it~ . 
:It is claimed, howe~r, that freedom is essentially incom

patible with planning; that even if a socialist planner wished 
to realize freedom he could not do so and remain a planner~ 
The argument is that, &ince planning involves the deliberate 
choice of an end to be followed, it necessarily involve& the 
rejection of all alternative ends and th~ .abandoomt'!'lt-of all 
. . . 
possibilities 'of changd Now I believe this argument to 
involve a f.llse antithesis. It is like the argument which 
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~_:e_rts that import.duties ~;ot~~ ~t.t?e ~e time prot~c.~ 
jtive arid renmneranve:~Eitlier ihe autyleeps out the foretgn 
! prooucts or the Tore1gn products enter in spite of the duty. 
1 In the first case the duty btings in no revenue; in the second 
case the domestic industry enjoys no protection.',Of course, 
in actuality, some foreign wares may enter in spite'Of the duty, 
but less than would be imported if there were no duty. There 
may therefore be some measure of protection to home pro
ducers and some revenue for the treasury. So it is with the 
presumed antithesis of planning and ~ty.C~!!.fl. c~n , 
~l!.Y~.~e ch~_g~~) When under the existing system a bus1:. 
ness man pl.aiis the construction of a factory or a government 
commission plans the reform of an agricultural market, the 
decisions taken are not immutable, nor are they put beyond 
the pale of public discussion. What is true of the partial 
plans that can exist in the interstices of capitalism may be 
true of the more' comprehensive plans of a socialist com
munity. 
I · But, it is agreed, decisions once taken cannot be modified 
'without ~ As soon as the possibility of change is admitted 

1 

the elemen~ o~ creeps into the economic problem. This 
must be admitted.f El~ity of organization and technique 
does introduce a eenumbra of uncertainty into all economic 
calculations. If the community desires an economic machine 
that is responsive to changes in individual taste or productive 
technique it must pay for the advantages of flexibility by a 
certain margin of unavQ!.aahleJo~.s. This is the cost of risk
bearing. IfwiS in planned as in unplanned economy:. But 
is the only means of achievmg fleXIbility the abandonment of 
the whole direction of resources to the company promoter 
and the advertising expert?t1t is argued that the social cost 
pf 9~~-~-~~ ~~W$~~in J ;I'lann~~_:c?~?my be~_u_se 
wherever a wrong choice IS made Its -~ffects are more w1dely 
~p~d,_: while indiVidualism retains the saving grace of 
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averages and random samples.~ But could the errors of a 
socialistic order well exceed those of capitalism as exemplified ' 
in the British stock exchange boom of 19281 or the orgy of 
foreign lending by America in 1927-8 ~ 
lit might be argued that, nevertheless, a planned society 

would generate a psY,cholo ical atmosphere in which it would 
be difficult to admit mis es or o c~~n&~. tundamentalsJ>f 
a plan. In particular, an unwillingness to sacrifice sunken 
~pi tal would lead to the suppression .of the .d.esir~eri
ment_ and innovate. rBut this .argument is refuted by those 
who object against planning that it tends to push technical/ 
improvements further than economic calculus would indicate. I 
Surely the truth is that both tendencies will exist: the purely 
administrative type of mind will favour routine and a static 
order, while the technical mind will delight in novelty for 
novelty's sake. An effective system of · · 
should be ca ao e 0 0 mg e balance between these two 
or~~smg tendenc~. e mus ave recourse to e evices 
o easurement and Publicity. , 

But suppose that, in spite of our devices for securing a 
flexible equilibrium within planned economy, society does 
rush to one or another of these extremes---either a slowing 
down of material progress or a misplaced zeal for technical 
improvements unrelated to economic welfare-what then? 
Even the sternest critic of planning admits that the standard 
of living need not necewrily fall; economic~ess \\ill be 
slower than it might have been under an alternative system. 
But may it not be possible. ~o balance economi~ progress 
against other social ends---e.g. equality of opportunity and 
liberty for the common man!. After all, the principle of 
marginal equilibrium applies to marginal equilibrium itself. 

1 Set 'Tht Results of the 1918 New Issue Boom', Economic jouJnal, 
Dccenl.b..r 1931. Also .\lacmi/w" R•part (Cd. 3897/1931), section 386. 

1 ~ Lcagut o{ !\ationa World EcOttOrmt Sun.'ty1 1931-2, pp. 39, 42· 
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There is not an ali-or-nothing choice between a planned 
economy, rigidly unchangeable and unchanging, on the one 
hand, and a perfectly flexible market economy, based on 
marginal equilibrium, on the other[ It is a question of adjust
ffi.g the_pr,o,e~rtions of conscious planning and of ioiinar,': 
·market-economiC,Treeaomiif1ftaenomaxiffiiZereat'SoCiat 
freedom., Some inequaiity, some rigidiiy,Some rrrat10naMy, 
S"()nicftaa of ideal symmetry and order, must perhaps be 
tolerated; but the resultant balance might conceivably pro
duce a more satisfactory blend of order and freedom than 
that which we enjoy to-day. 
·-\Ji is not difficult to detect the origin of the idea that plan
ning is inimical to economic freedom. The partial and im
perfect planiiiiigUiatoccurs-uiider capitalism is generally 
an attempt to circumscribe consum~,. either by 
restric~ of ol!!Put or by oppositiofCt~ some c~_¥-1.[(! that is 
economicaffy desirab§1· ExampTes of the first are the inter
national rubber and tm restriction schemes, the coffee valori
zation in Brazil, the measures of the A.A.A. under the New 
Deal in America for ploughing in cotton and for 'not raising 
hogs', and the Coal Mines Act of 1930 in Britain. Examples 
of the second kind are the restriction of road transport in 
nearly every country in order to maintain the profit-earning 
power of railway capital, the protection by tariffs and subsidies 
of uneconomic branches of agriculture in some countries (e.g. 
the sugar beet subsidy in Britain) and of uneconomic indus
trial plant in others (e.g. the Australian iron and steel indus
try), persistent attempts made to preserve established trades 
and industries when they become superfluous because of either 
changes in consumers' tastes, technical change, or the growth 
of more efficient industries in other geographical areas. But 
this is easily explicable.C§.o long as the private ownership 

1 of fand and capital and the private organization of business 
enterprise for profit continue, the purpose of 'planning' is 
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bound to be not the satisfactions of human needs but the 1 

preservation of the existing vested interest of rent, interest, 
and profit receivers .. Competitive capitalism of the nine
teenth-century type was forced by the invisible hand of 
competition to pay some attention to consumers' wants (as 
reflected in the distorting mirror of une ual incomes) and 
to economy (as reflected in money costst lannin 'under 
ca~italis~~~rll ano!h~r name for tbe en ency toW?-s 
~opoly, wherebf capitalism ~eek~r.e from the stem 
law~l_sumeru.Q_yq~nt)C. and of minimum £~t
eing_a~t~~-ad!~ntag~~ {to th: ... c:ar.it:1ist) of the profit sys
~pi~~list planning is boun~e.!}2ns,1?1rac:f~gainst 
t er. But that is not because it is planning:hut 
because it is ca italist. See apter I, section 3 (3).) 
.;;;. 

If z. FREEDOM UNDER SociALISM 

t Let us consider just what economic freedom means within 
the limitations of a socialist commonwealth. ·It certainly does 
not mean economic freedom in the sense in which the nine
teenth-century economist understands these words. It does 
nut mean freedom to own and to draw income from the owner
ship of land a~er material_means of production, although 
it is not incompatible with the personal use of such means 
of production (as under leases), nor with the personal 
ownership of tools and small machines such as an w~epen
d_eE,Ura.f~!!!_~ may use.·. But under modem conditions Of 
technique the great mass· of means of production exists in 
the form of machinery and equipment that can only be 
worked by labour associated on a large scale. And under 
socialism no individual or group of individuals may own the 
means whereby other men work and live. Nor does it mean 
freedom to organize production on individual lines for the 
sake of private profit, with all the secrecy, deception, specu
lation with other people's livelihood, and possibility of 
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monopoly that this entails; although it is not incompatible 
with non-profit-making ventures on a co-operative basis for 
genuine experiment or for the provision by individually 
organized activity of highly specialized satisfactioES of an 

'aesthetic, literary, religious, or political nature:) rnut it ~?!~ 
mean freedom for the consumer, in the sense of a f'ieeClloice 
OfSatisfactlons Withhi"ihe limits ~fa system of pricet_reflec-

1 tfug therelativ~ SO)l"city of differeiJ.t_goods; anditAo~s·m~!!l 

r 

freedom. for the producer, in the sense of a free choice of 
occupations. within: the limits of a system of wage-ratesre: 

' fleeting the r~~tive ~soc~:il importance of different "kmds., of 
work\Jn other words, free price-fq_IJ!l_atign is restored" at the 
two ends of the chain of production, at the end of consumer's 
goods and at the end of personal productive services. It may 
be fairly claimed that, in these two respects, freedom will be 
more adequate than under capitalism .. ) 
. rFor the consumer, liberty of choice will be implemented 
by the redu.~ Of -~gvertis_elllent to ItS. proper social func
tion of stimulating interest and imparting information; 
whereas to-day the consumer is only too' often •free' to 
choose between commodities whose real properties are ob
scured in a smoke cloud of misinformation and irrational 
appeal ··Standardization of consumJ?tion goods is often de
cried as aninfringement oftheCoiisumer's liberty of choice. 
In truth a considerable measure of standardization is a neces
sary condition of any rational liberty of choice. \In most 
lines of consumption the E-onsumer is faced, to-day, with a 
veritable embarras de clwixj An enormous variety_Qf b~ands 
of chocolate, tooth-paste, or petrol, a bewudenng range" of 
diverse kinds of clothes, furniture, and household gear, differ
ing from each other by almost imperceptible shades of 
quplity, far from offering the consumer increased opportuni
ties of ~~oice, really Para!Y~ ~~wers~nationl 
and dectston. Only when the ni.unber of lines compeung foJ __ ...... 
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his notice are reduced to a few varieties with well-marked., 
characteristics does choice cease to be a mere gamble and 
become a rational decision. Moreover,. the index of consumer 
demand will n9.longer be distorted by gr~qualities in . 
consumers' lri~omes or .by mon2J>oly._clements in the prices 
of goods. • · 

'L ~h~ pd~ducer, libe~ice will be a reality when 
it is exerctse w1tli a full knowledge of the possibilities of the 
labour market and with full opportunities for training and 
equipment, unhindered by lack of means on the part of the 
candidate or the candidate's parents.l Moreover, for those 
who dislike the prospect of salaried or wage-paid public 
employment, there will always be the· emergency escape of 
the free-lance occupations and (possibly) of the private sector 
(see Chapter VI). 
;.. Economic freedom in this sense is, however, only the be
ginrurifOI' fieedolu. Is it worth while, the critic might say, 
to turn society upside-down for the sake of enacting Books 
III to VI of Marshall's Principles? Should men carry out a 
revolution, and perhaps fight a civil war, in order to abolish 
patent-medicine advertisements and blind-alley occupa
tions? This kind of freedom is n~~~;ry ~l!!)t is not..su£-_ 
.ficient. .(What socialists claim is that not merely economic 
freedom for consumers and producers but also liberty in the 
wider sense-political Jr~edom as understood by the nine
teenth-century li15'eials l!lmp~i!_s!~le_.Pndtx capitdism. Melt 
cannot be free in a class-society: men cannot be free when 
the means whereby they live are owned by a few. The 
control O\'er public opinion that is given by ownership of 
newspaper capital, like Beave~~r~k's or H~a.r~t's, the power 
of intimidation over votes that is possessed by a large local 
employer of labour, the power of wealth to impose its pres~ge 
upon wavering and indifferent voters ill tnese make a mock-

! ~!Y of democracy under capitalism.' $fcurity-~f li~elihood, 
4H7 Hb- , 
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. a large measure of economic equality, the conscious control 
of social production by society-these are the guarantees 
·of true liberty] Only by such restrictions as those men
, tionea at tfiebeginning of this section can insecurity, in
equality, and the arbitrary control of the private owner over 
men's destinies be kept at bay: only by these curtailments of, 
liberty in small things can liber.ty in great things be pur
chased. 
: ~ibe~~-p:o!e~.~- ~o fear th.e. p~ssibility of ~_up_~!!" 
I soc1:illsm. . As tlie sole employer and the sorep:iifVeyor of 
goods, the socialist commonwealth is expected to exercise its 
'P~~.~r~-.-~ .. t~~ ... sR,ir~tpf -~ monop9list under. capitalism") But 
'th1s expectation ts no more reasonable than the expedation 
that a democratic state would reproduce all the vices of an 
absolutist or oligarchical state. Not the formal relations of 
economic or political organization, but the.!!!l.4~r.lyip.~ocial 
rela_!ions (and, above all, the relations of classes), a~.Jhe 
aeCisive fact?~}!!.!~~ !~sl!~ ,~f fr~.edof!l. or tyranny. What is the 
sourcean'd. origin of tyranny? §ploitation..' Men tyranniz,e 
over other men~ in political or economic relations, in order 
toobtam' their' services otherwise than by voluntary consent 
v;rid .. co-operation. j\.holisq .. exploitation. and substitute. a 
so~i~h'.9.U~eely_~o-operating agents, then the root cause of 
'tyranny is taken away. If the basic cause of tyranny in the 
exploitation of one class by another is removed, there still 
remains the possibility of isolated and indivi~~La.Q!J.s~ of 
co~m_EE~!x deleS!te~&ower.) This dangeriS a real one ana 
the liberal's fear is to tis extent justified. But the remedy 
is suggested by the historical parallel between the struggles 
for political and for economic rights. :!:_~_!ask .of. tb~. J.ib.eral 
in winning.,pQli.tic:d liberty and equality was ~ twofold~o~~.: 
,Frrft,=the __ controlof the state-machine had to be wrested 
from the class that' had previously monopolized it. The 
Sovereign People had to be placed on the throne of a Louis 
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XIXJBecondly, the nature of the state-machine had_ to be 1 
transformed fronl*an instrument of po\Ver ir:to an instrument'; 
of service. The arbitrary elements in its action had to be l 
abolished and it had to be made the means of serving the 
interests of all citizens on e~~al term ... s .. In Dicey's w.ords, 
the Rule of Law was set up.lThe_same_twofold task a~aits 
the socialist, in establishing economic liberty and equality. 

:.first, the control of the econom1c machine must be · .. rested 
ffomthe class that nOW monopolizes it e communit'Yas . 
-- 10 em s p m o oe a . . organ or a Harry 
McGowan{Secondly, the "nature of the economic machine 
must be transformed froni an. in. strument of profit into a~ 
instrument of service. As par~ of this change a machinery of 
constitutional safeguards and guaranteed rights must b 
evolved) The Rule of Law must be extended· from-the 
political to "the· economic sphere~ The part played in the 
bourgeois liberal order by property rights and enforcement 
of contract will be played in a socialist order by !..-~ur. 
~hich will enforce reasonable workshop customs and 
give remedies for victimization, and by a legally enforceable 
coduf Consumers' Rights . 
.. In a socialist society the distinction, always artificial1 be~ 1 
tween ecqnomic.s. . .a.nd politics-Wlli~idowfl; t,h_e economic' 
an<l the. £~litical machin~~f society will fuse into o~ 
The problem oteconom1c liberty will then become the same 
as the problem of political liberty . .' During the period of 
transition from a capitalist to a socialist society both forms of, 
liberty may be abridged, just as during the early phases of the1 

struggles which made possible the establish~ent of religiou~ 
and political liberty those very liberties were temporarilt 
edipsed. Luther and Calvin persecuted, yet the ultimate in· 
Huence of their teaching was tolerance; Cromwell and Robes
pierre ruled arbitrarilv, vet the ultimate influence of tteir 
rule was to establish ci\'i( liberty. So Lenin and Stalin have 
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shown scant respect for the preferences of the individual 
~ . . 
consumer, yet, if they shall have been the means of establish-
ing a classless society, their ultimate influence will be for 
economic liberty. After a socialist order has been safely 
established, the raison d' etre of restrictions' on liberty will 
have ceased. There Vlill no longer be a class with a privileged 
relation to the means of production. The planning authorities 

~
fill become responsible to the whole body of the community. 
This may be so, is the reply, but even a classless society 
y deny freedom o! ~xperience to minorities~ Will t_ho.se 

ho manage the pnntmg presses of the perfect socialist 
community be as ready to print Bibles or copies of Science 
and Health as to print Marx's Capital, in response to an 
equivalent effective demand of consumers? There is no 
reason why a socialist economy should not have room for 
voluntary associations formed for the publication of books, 
pamphlets, and periodicals. In this way, political, religiou~1 
and cultural minorities could express and propagate their] 
views. But such associations would require, in addition, to 
obtain paper and the use of printing machinery from those 
organs of collective economy . that owned and controlled 
them. Thus we arrive at the necessity of some machinery 
for vindicating consumers' rights, analogous to the legal 
~chinery evolved by liberalism from 1776 onwards for 
vindicating the individual's political rights to life, liberty, 
and the pursuit of happiness. 

Just as in the liberal political society of the nineteenth 
century the law was conceived of as a sort of automatic 
machine for defining and vindicating personal rights, that 
would operate indifferently whoever dropped the penny in 
the slot, whether he belonged to a majority or a minority; 
so a socialist community should conceive of the economic 
ori'aruzation of society as a machine for satisfying individual 
needs, accessible on equal terms to all citizens. The socialist 
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commonwealth ought to write into its constitution explicit 
guarantees of economic as well as of political liberty, and" 
implement them by due process of law, especially in the 
matter of the printed and broadcast word. 

We should not conceive of the administrative organs of a l 
socialist economy as an extension of the powers of the state, i 
but rather as the....creation of a new form of activity of society. j 
The 'State, as it exists under capitalism, is a prouuct of class~ 
antagonism, and of national antagonism ultimately rooted in 
class antagonism (see Chapter VII, section 4). With the 
achievement of a classless society, the state will undergo a 
complete traflsformation. Its functions as the bearer of 
authority will diminish largely in importance{ its functions 
of impersonal administration in matters of common interest 
will probably gain in efficiency by being freed from associa
tion with its coercive functions. If it is desired to compare 
the organs of a socialist economy with existing institutions, 
1n enlarged and universalized consumers' co-operative society 
/would afford a better parallel than the political state. 

But even under the most perfect constitution a democracy 
may act tyrannously to minorities: the ultimate guarantee 
resides not in ,\·ritreilcons~, but in the social structure 
of the community, thus ultimately in the material relations 
of production. The guarantee of liberty in a socialist com
munity woulJ be the absence of the causes which nowadays 
make human beings desire to deny one another liberty; in 
other words, the true pledge of freedom is the abolition of 
economic classes.- ·- ~ · ·-----............. --···-··--~-·""' ·---



NOTE ON NATIONAL INCOME 

Put P = aggregate value of all goods produced. 
I = aggregate value of goods sold for individual consump

tion. 
C = aggregate value of goods provided for communal 

consumption. 
K = aggregate value of capital goods produced. 1 

Then P = l+C+K. 
Put E = aggregate value of all factors of production. 

L = aggregate value of labour services. 
S = aggregate value of factors other than labour (Social 

Fund). 

Then E=L+S. 
Assuming that goods are valued according to average cost, the 

aggregate value of all goods produced is equal to the aggregate 
value of all factors of production. 

:.P=E 

and I+C+K = L+S. 
j 

' If goods are valued according to marginal cost (see Chapter II, 
section 4 (2)), the aggregate value of all goods is equal to the sum of 
marginal costs, while the aggregate value of all factors of production is 
equal to the sum of average costs, the sum in each case being taken over 
the entire national product. In this case put 

M = sum of average costs-sum of marginal costs. 

(Thus M is the debit balance of the Marginal Cost Equalization Fund.) 

Then M= E-P 
or , P=E-M. 

:.I+C+K L+S-M. 
PutS'= S-M, and useS' instead of Sin the argument of there
ffill.inder of this Note. (It is possible that S' may be negative.) · 

~u~ W =Total sum paid out in wages. 
D = Total sum paid out as Social Dividend. 

1 Including additions to stocks of consumption goods. 
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Then a condition of equilibrium is that the aggregate value of 
goods sold for individual consumption must equal the disposable! 
money income of consumers. 1 

That is 1= WtD, 

:. W+D+C+K = LtS. 

Then W = L if S = DtCtK. 

That is to say, the imputed value of labour can be paid as 
wages if the Social Fund is just exhausted by social dividend, 
communal consumption, and capital accumulation. 

Otherwise, put W = L(Itk) where k represents a unifonn 
proportional addition to the imputed value of labour. 

Then W = L+S-D-C-K, 

:. k = S-D-C-K 

:. k is positive or negative according asS~ D+C+K. 

If S > C + K, there arises a surplus of individually spendable 
income over the economic value of labour. This surplus can be 
distributed in three ways: {a) by issuing a social dh~dend 
(D = S-C-A.}; (b) by paying wages for labour at a rate higher 

than its economic value (k = S-~-~; (c) by a Combination 

S-D-C-K 
of both methods (any D being chosen, k = ; in 

this case, if D > S-C-K, k becomes negative). 
If S < C + K, spendable income is less than the value of labour, 

and it is impossible to pay wages at their full economic value. 
1 This a.sswnes that no individual saving takes place (see note 1 on 

P· 83). If u'ing of an amount H occurs, then, in equilibrium, 
I • W + D +H. An appropriate scheme of distribution involves either 

S-D-C-KtH D = S-C-K+H or A:= In other words,,in-

di'"idual saving can be compensated for by an increase in the &ocial 
dl\'ldt"nd or in the percentage addition to wages. 
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That is to say a levy must be made on the value of labour 
\(k S-C-K hich. . . ) E . thi = --L-, w 1s a negative quantity . ven m s case 

it is still possible to issue a s,ocial dividend, provided an increased 

levy on the econ~mic value oflabour is made ( k = S-D~ C~ K). 
I 

Alternative Method 
An alternative method would be to pay wages strictly according to the 

imputed value of labour, but to make a uniform proportional addition k' 
to the price of all goods sold in the market. 

Then the condition of equilibrium is 

I(1+k') = L+D. , 

. k' _ L+D-1_ D+C+K-S 
.. - I - . I ' 

Thus k' is positive or negative according asS~ D+C+K. 
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A.A.A., 230. 
Ability, rent of, 133-5, 137· 
Accumulation, see Cap1tal and 

Saving. 
Advertisement, 4-5, 31, 32, 33 n., 

36, 37. 97. 232, 233· 
Agriculture, under capitalism, 129-

30; under socialism, 109, 168-72j 
in over-urbanized areas, 175~ •• 

Aire and Calder Navigation, 164. 
Allocation of goods to consumers, 

tee Demand, estimation of; of 
labour to occupations, see 
Labour, allocation of between 
occupations. 

Allowances, family, 135, 138, 146, 
203; personal, 134-5, 137, 189. 

America, North, 29, rs6, 162, 165, 
169; su also United States. 

Antiques, 61. 
Arbitrary elements in socialist eco· 

nomia, 205-13, 223-4. 
Arbitration and conciliation, 126-7. 
Artel, 166. 
AssUmptions, general, underlying 

present work, 29-30. 
Australia, 29, 89, u6, 156, 164, 

169, 2JO. 
Austrian school, 26, 111, 114. 
Automatic operation of price sys• 

tern, 2zz-3. 
Average cost, ros-8, 136,.,, rst--2; 

and pri\-ate sector, 167. 

Balancing of alternatives, :z, 26--.), 
46, 4S, 102-3; Itt also Equi· 
hbrium. 

Bank, Untrai, 167, 189, 192· 
Banks, natlonaliution, 23-4· 
B.B.C., 11. 
lkrlin, 1M1. 
Bable, 236. 
Barth control, 143-4, 149, 187. 
Hl•,,k boune, 179· 
Bhnd-&lley occupations, ZJJ. 
BooUI Oft OUtput, Uf 

Book-entry money, 190-2. 
Boom of 1928, 2.29. 
Brazil, 230. 
Bribery, 191. . . 
Britain Without Cajntaluts, 30 n., 

165 n. . 
British Empire, uS. 
Business, one-man, t66. 

Canada, 128, I 64; see also America, 
North. 

Capital, 6s, 71H)3, 101; consump· 
tion, 88-91; creative and pre• 
datory, 6; demand for, 8o-s 
(see also Interest); finance, 185 i 
long-term and short-term, 8s-8, 
t8t-4;privateownersbipof, 167; 
sunk, 87; supply of, see Saving; 
and population, too-t. 

Capital formation, see S~ving. 
Capital goods, producnon of, see 

Saving. 
Capital movements, international, 

18o-4. 
Capitalism, competitive, 3-4, 185, 

231; expanding, 145"·; price 
system under, 4-5, 28; rational 
choice impossible under, 36; and 
consumer's choice, 36; and in
equality of income, 7-8; and 
political freedom, 233-4; and 
secrecy, 9, 19, 109. :aos. 

Capitalism, planned, 17-14: dis· 
tribution under, 2I-1j leads to 
fascism, 2.2-3. 

Capitalist class. 7, 185, 231, 233, 
236. 

Central Bank, 88, 90, 167, 189, 192. 
Central Electricity Board, u. 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, :ao6. 
Cheque svstem, 190-2. 
Children's allowances, see Family 

allowances; welfare, 138. , 
Chile, r88 "· 
China, gz, 144-
Cbivalry, orden of economic, 123. 
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Choice, rational, impossible under 
< capitalism, 36. 
Circulation of money and goods, 

I92-6. 
Civilization, overhead costs of, I40. 
Class, capitalist, 7, I85, 23I; 233, 

236. 
Class conflict and coercive state, 

237; and international conflict, 
IBs-6, 237. 

Class divisions, 6, 7, 8, 21-3, 37, 
ss-6, 233; use of new, IJ2-J. 

Class interests, separ11te, a cause of 
war, 185-6. 

Class standards of consumption, 25. 
Classless society, 236; and trans-

formation of the state, 237· 
Coal Mines Act, 230. 
Coastal shipping, IS91 I6I, 164. 
Coffee valorization, 230. 
Collective bargaining, see Trade 

unionism; saving, 82-5, uS, 
I36, 207, 238-40. 

Collectivism, 9-n, u, x6-x7; see 
also Socialism. 

Commodity production, simple, 
3 n., 28 n., 209. 

Communal consumption, 32-5, SI-
6o, 137, 238-40; arbitrary ele
ments in, 55, 205-7; cost of, S9-
6o; delimitation of, 54-9, 206; 
range of, SI-41 57-9· 

Comparative costs, I 73-8; quali
fications of, 175-6; and free 
trade, 176-7· 

Competition, 3, 4, 109, 205; of 
public utilities, I 54· 

Competitive capitalism, 3-4, 145 
n., rBs, 23I. 

Compulsion, I:Zo-I. 
Conciliation and arbitration, I 26-7. 
Consumers, advisory bodies of, 44, 

46; allocation of goods to, see 
Demand, estimation of; repre
sentative bodies of, 44, 46-7. 

Consumers' demand, variations in, 
194-s. 199, 2oo-r. 

Co\}~umers' expenditure and 
monetary control, 2oo-J. 

Consumers' freedom, 27, 48-51, 
96-7. IBI)-90, 204, 232--3· 

Consumers' ignorance, 4-5. 
Consumers' opinions, consultation 

of, 44. 4s-6. 
Consumers' resources, proportions · 

held as money, I93 n. ' 
Consumers' rights, 235· 
Consumption, class standards in,:z S· 
Consumption, communal and indi-

vidual, 32-s, sx-6o, n8, I37 (see 
also Communal consumption and . 
Individual consumption); arbi
trary decision between, 55, 205-7· 

Consumption, present and future, 
see Saving. · . 

Consumption, standardization of, 
25, 37-8, sB-9, 232. 

Consumption-capital, 88-(}I. 
Consumption goods, 31-64; 

durable, 89-91 ; pricing of1 44, 
48-51; rationing of, 44-5. · 

Consumption tokens, 45, 49-50. 
Containers (transport), 161. 
Co-operative societies, 30, 19o-I• 
Corporate State, 18. 
Cost, average and marginal, 76-8, 

xos-8, I36 n., ISI-3; average, in 
private enterprise, 167; com
parative, I73-8; concept of, 6s-
6; divergence between social and 
individual, s, 108-9; equated to 
price, 72, 73, 99, 112; mean, I 52, 
J 54; measurement of, 26, 28-(}, 
6s-u7, 204; methods of calcu
lating, 66-?s; of living, regional 
variations in, 127; social and 
individual, s, 108-(}; special 
categories of, 75-98; variation 
with output, IOS-7· 

Cost and scarcity, 6s-6, 72-5. 
Costing, based on energy, 71-2; on 

labour, 67-71; on prices, 72-5. 
Costingsystem,elementsof,98-Io5. 
Costs of public utilities, I so-4. 
Credit, private ownership of, 6. 
Credits, frozen, 181. 
Currency smuggling, 179· 

Declining industries, 19,85-7, IJI. 
Demand, composite, 98-9; estima· 

tions of, 1-2, 26-(}, 3I-64, 189, 
204, 232-J j for capital, s~s j 
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for labour, machinery and, IJI j 
joint, 73. 99; methods of estimat· 
ing, 43-51; regulation of, by 
price-system, z8, 48-51, 189. 

Demand schedules, 63-4; aggrega· 
• tion of, Sz n., 83 n., 99· 
Differential charges, 151-3, IS4-'7, 

160, 161. 
Discriminating charges, rsr-s, 

123; monopoly, 15o-3. 
Distribution according to need, 10, 

11, 118, 11(}-20, 135, 137; ac
cording to value of services, 118; 
under planned capitalism, 21-a. 

Distribution of income, 28-9, 49, 
10o-1, uS-49, 204; general 
scheme, 135--7, 238-40; see also 
Equality of income. 

Docks ed harbours, 164. 

Economic calculation under social
ism, 109-15. 

Economic chivalry, orden of, 123. 
Economic equilibrium, see Equi-

librium. 
Economic fluctuations, 220, 224-S· 
Economic freedom, 235-7· 
Economic imperialism, 4, 20; and 

\1\'ar, 185-6. 
Economic organization, 30, 219. 
Economic problem, 1-5; under 

socialism, 24-9· 
Economic relations essentially 

social, 21. 
Economics and politics, 2 3, 2 35; and 

technology, 2-3. 
Education, 32, 34. 47, 52, 109, 221. 
Educational monopoly and in-

e-quahty of income, 8, 133. 
[thcaency, indaces of, 219. 
Emf'rj.!encies, 220, 225. 
Emplo,ment, full, of factors of 

producuon, 99, 112 ; planned, 
! 131. 
! F.lk'rgy cost, 71-2. 
: En11land, 1« Great Britain. 
: EnJo~ment, acuve and passive, 39-

40. 
: Enttrp~, pri\"ate, u. Pri\"ate 

entc:tprue. 
1Entrepn:nt:ur function under 

planned capitalism, 20; under 
socialism, 13, 213-19. • 

Equality of income, nS-ao, 226, 
234; and socialism, 8, 9-11; and 
social services, 134; and wages, 
132-5 . 

.Equality of opportunity, IJJ, 137, 
229; and socialism, 10. 

Equality of sexes, 138-9, 143, l+f., 
145-'7· 

Equilibrium, 73, 153-4, 174, 226, 
229; multiple positions of, 210, 
:uo, u3-4; in circulation of 
money, 193, 238-40; and the 
pricing process, 204-S· 

Eugenics, 147, 148. 
Europe, 29, 92, u7, 156, 165. 
Exchanges, foreign, 178-8o. 
Experiment in patterns of social 

life, 54· 
Experts, 32, +f., 4?-8. 
Exploitation, s-8; and tyranny, 

234-5. 

Factors of production, 65; in full 
employment, 99, 112; pricing of, 
73-5, 98-101 1 204; return to, SH 

Marginal product; supply of, 
roo; ultimate, 28, 6s. 

Factor-prices, changes in, 199-200, 
203; and monetary control, 199-
200. 

Factory acts, IS, 217. 
Family allowances, 138, 146, 203. 
Fascism, 34, 185-6, 188 (see also 

National Socialism); planned 
capitalism tends to, u, 23. 

Fashions, women's, 97· 
Feminism and socialism, IJB-(). 
Finance capital, tSs. 
Finance, public, 47, 59, zo6. 
Fluctuations, economic, 220, 224-S· 
Foreign exchanges, 178-So; invest-

ment, 18o-4; lending by U.S.A. 
in 192,....S, 229; shipping, 165. 

Foreign trade, in goods, 173-8; 
bilateral monopoly in, 177 ; state 
monopoly of, 177; private en!fr· 
prise and, 1 i]-8, 179 ; under 
soci.a.lism, 29-JO, 17 3-88. 

France, 19, 171. 
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Free goods, 57-9· 
free income, 22. 
Free trade, 176-7. 
Freedom, 226-37; cons1imers', 27, 

48-51, 96-7, 189-<)o, 204, 232-
3i economic, 236; economic, 
guarantees of, 237; of choice of 
occupation, 27, xoo-r, IIJ-141 

120, 123-4, 232-3; political, 133, 
235-6; political, guarantees of, 
237; religious, 235-6; temporary 
abridgement during period of 
transition, 235-6;. under social-. 
ism, 231-7; and money, 190 n.; 
and planning, 226-31. 

Free-lance occupations, 209, nJ· 
Frozen credits, 181. 
Full-value money, 192. 
Fund, social, see Social Fund. 
Future consumption and ·present 

consumption, see SaVing. 
Future values, discount on, 79· 

Gambling, 191. 
General price-level, see Price-level, 

general. 
Geographical planning, and pricing 

of land, 205, 2Io-IJ. 
Geographicalvariationsincostofliv

ing, 127; in efficiency of labour, 
127;inhoursofwork, 129;inrates 
of interest, 92-3 ; in wages, I 27-9. 

Goods, consumption, see Consump
tion goods; dissimilar, compari
son by means of price, II5-I7i 
foreign trade in, 173-8; free, 
57-9 ; intermediate, see Capital, 
Production goods, and Saving; 
production, see Production goods. 

Goods-value of money, I 97-8, 202. 
Gold standard, alternatives to, 

179-80. 
Great Britain, and communal con

sumption, 58 j and income from 
overseas, 183-4, 187 n.; concilia
tion boards, 126; expanding capi
talism, 145 n. ; housing, 89; mono
t~Dly, 230; stock-exchange boom, 
229 j transport, I 56, I 59, 162, I 64. 

Guarantees of liberty, 237· · 
Guilds, national, JO. 

Harbours and docks, 164. ' 
Health, public, 32, 34, 47, 53,221. 
Hire-purchase, see Instalment 

selling. 
Hoarding, see Saving; individual. 
Hours of work, 139 (see also 

Leisure); regional variation, 129-

lmperialism, economic, 4, 20; and 
war, tSs-6. . 

Imputed value, 26, 204; of labour, 
123, us. 

Incentives, non-pecuniary, 122-3; 
pecuniary, 123-4; and socialism, 
II-12. 

Income, distribution' of, see Distri
bution of income; from overseas 
investments, 183-4, 187; from 

· ownership of means of produc
tion, 231; from property, exo
genous and endogenous, 184; 
from property tends to in· 
equality, 7; National, see National 
income; real, stable, I97""9· 

Indeterminacy of market indica
tions, 210, 220, 223-4. 

lndex-numbersofprices,u6, I97i 
of production, n6-17, 197; of 
wages, 197. 

India, 128, I44· 
Individual consumption, 32-5, 6o-

4' 204, 205-7; cost, 1o8-<); 
rights, 235, 236; saving, 83 n., 
193, 2o8, 239 n. 

Industrial self-government, II. 
Industries, declining, 19,85-7,131. 
Inequality of income, cumulative, 

7; inevitable under capitalism, 
7-8; reduced by social services, 
I 34, 137; distorts market indica• 
tions, 4, so, 205, 233; due to 
educational monopoly, 8, I 33; 
due to property incomes, 6-8, 
132-:3· 

Instalment setling, 89-90, 91, 
Institutional Revenue, 22. 
Interest, 75, 78-<)3, 101, 167; 

accrues to Social Fund, 98, IJS-
6; as discount in future values, 
79-80; as regulator of capital
structure, 79; equivalent to 
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number of years' purchase, 81, 
84; geographical variations in, 
92-3 ; private appropriation of, 
s-8, 98, J67i temporal variations 
in, 91-1 ; Wtder socialism, 207; 
zero rate of, 8 s; and costing, So, 

· 81; and human life, 84' and 
rationing of capital, 8o, 81; and 
technical progress, 79, 84. 

International capital movements, 
advantages of, 181-z, 187; dis· 
advantages of, 182-3, 187; less in
centive to, under socialism, 182. 

International conflict and class 
conflict, aSs--6, 237. 

Intervention, J, 15-16, 18-zo, 20. 
Intimidation, 233· 
.Investment Board, Ss. 

Jews, 144. 
Job-analysis, us. 
Labour, allocation of, betweenoccu

pations,2,27, 10o-1, 118-49, 198; 
as element in cost, 6 s--6 i changes 
in a demand for, 129-32; com
pulsory, 12-1o; marginal product 
of, su Labour, valueof;methods 
of allocating betweenoccupations, 
uo-4; Ministry of, 127; organ
ized, su Trade unionism; regional 
variations in efficienCJ of, 127-
9 ; skllled, expressed as simple 
labour, 68; sweated, s; transfer
ence of, 87, 12()-JI, 174; value 
of, 99-101, 118, UJ, us; and 
wages, 1oo-1, 113, u8, UJ-JZ. 

Labour Code, 235· 
Labour-cost, 67-71. 
Labour theory of value, .43, 67-'711 

II]. 

Labour·valueof money, 197-8,20J. 
Lo.i.sttr·/airt, 142, 176. 
Land, 6s-6, 7s-ll, 99, 101; pricing 

of, 99; arbitrary elements in 
pricinll of, 205, 21o-13; private 
Ov.tu•n;hip of, 5-6, 167 j and 
population, 14o-1. 

Ul£urt', 2, 34, 126, 129, 131-1, 
zos, zoll-ao; arbitrary decision 
an,·oh'«J in, zos, zo8-1o; and 
tcdulic.al pn>gre$$, zo8. 
4S:7 

Liberty, see Freedom. 
Licencea for agricultural produc· 

tion, 17o-1. 
Life, duration of human, and rate 

of interest, 84. 
L.G.O.C., 94· 
Load-factor, ISS· 
Local taxation, 59, xs8. 
London, 181. 
L.P.T.B., 19. 
Luxuries, 57 n. 

• 
Machinery, and bonus wages, 125; 
• and demand for labour,lJl; and 

production, r, 6s, 79· 
Macmillan Report, 229 n. 
Manager, socialist, not a genuine 

entrepreneur, 2.14-16; remunera· 
tion of, 2.18-19. 

Margin, unspent, 193 n., 19S· 
Marginal cost, 1os-8, 136 11., 151-

3; equalization fund, 108. 
Marginal product, 73, 78, So, roo; 

social and individual (private), 
108-9; equated to price, 73; of 
labour, xoo-1, 123. us .. 

Marginal utility, S4-S; of resources· 
in individual and communal con· 
sumption, 54-s, 206. 

Market for consumption goods, 44t 
48-51 j fails to express some 
preferences, SJ-4i indications 
indeterminate, 220, 223-4; ob
jections to, 4-5, so-t, :aos, 233 i 
reflects inequalities of income, 4o 
so, aos, Z33· 

Ll 

Marketing boards, 15. 
Marshall's Principles of Economics. 

233· 
Marx's Capital, 236. 
Mean cost, 1 52, 154. 
Means of production, private 

ownership of, s-6, 231; public 
ownership of, 9-11 ; unified 
ownership of, 16-17. 

Measurement and publicity, 229. 
Mercantilism, 4-
Mickey Mouse, mechanical, Q6. 
Migration, u8, 149; and war, ~~ 

8. 
Mileage tu (road transport), 163. 
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Minorities, rights of, 236. 
Monetary circulation, 192-6. 

·,Monetary control, 199-203; and· 
conswner's expenditure, zoo-3; 
and factor prices. 199-200. 

Monetary policy, I97""9· 
Money, 49, 189-92; book-entry, 

I9Q-2j goods value of,• 197-8, 
202; labour value of, I 97-8, 203 ; 
objections to, 191; token· or 
full-value, 192; velocity of circu
lation of, ·193 n.; and freedom, 
190 n.; and prices, x89-203. 

Monopoly, 4, IS, 177, 20S, 230, 
233; bilateral, in foreign trade, 
177 j discriminating, I 5o-3 j state, 
of foreign trade, 177-8; and pub· 
lic utilities, t so. 

Moral suasion and labour, ux. 
Motherhood as a career, 138,146-7. 
Mothers' allowances, 135, 138,146. 
Motion-study, 125. 

.. National guilds, 30. 
National Health Insurance, s:a. 
National income, circulation of, 

136, 193, 238; note on, 238, 240; 
and population, I 39-42· 

National Socialism, 6. 
Nationalization, see Collectivism, 

Public ownership, and Socialism; 
of banks, 23-4. 

. Nationalism, economic, and war, 
x8s-6. 

Natural materials, see Land; re
sources, see Land. 

Need, distribution according to, 
IO, II, n8, II9""20, 135, 137 j 
estimation of, 43-51. 

Needs, 1-3, 6s (see also Demand); 
social, 31-43; and wants, 31-2. 

Nepotism, IJ2. 
Net advantages of occupation, 127. 
New Deal, 230. . 
New Guinea, 164. 
New York, 181. 
New Zealand, 29, 89, 159, t6.h 169, 

171. 

()pcupations, allocation of labour 
between, see Labour, allocation 
of. between occupations; blind· 

. alley, 233; free choice of, 27, 
, too-t, IIJ-14, 120, 123-4, 232-

3 ; free choice of, for women, 
138; net advantages of, 127. 

Old-age pensions, 135· · 
One-man business, 166. 
Opportunity, equality of, 10, I33, 

IJ71 229, . 
Optimwn population, 141. 
Orders of economic chivalry, 123. 
Organization, economic, 30,219. 
Organized labour, see Trade 

unionism. 
Overhead costs of civilization, 140. 
Over-population, danger of, u, 12, 

142, I49· 
Overseas investments, income 

from, 183-4, 187. 
Overtime, u6. 

Panama Canal, 165. 
Parenthood, encouragement of, 

145-7· 
Period of production, 78""9. 
Personal service, 41-2, 167, x68. 
Piece-rates, 125, 126: 
Planned capitalism, 17-24; leads to 

fascism, 22, 23; and distribution, 
21-2; and entrepreneur function, 
20. 

Planned employment, 131. 
Planning, 14-24, 219-25; a means, 

not an end, 227; general 
notion of, 14-16; geographical, 
and pricing of land, 205, 21o-13; 
of agriculture, 169-72 ; town-, 
212, 217; and emergencies, 220, 
225; and fluctuations, 220, 224-
5; and freedom, 226-31; and 
general directives, 22o-3 ; and 
lack of market indications, 220, 
223-4; and pricing, complemen· 
tary not antagonistic, 220; and 
socialism, 9-1 1, 1 6-x 8; and tech· 
nical progress, 229. 

Plenty, age of, 25-6, 4o-J· 
Political freedom and economic 

freedom, 235; impossible under 
capitalism, 233-4. 

Political institutions, free, 133· 
Politics and economics, 23. 
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Population, 139-49; dynamic as

pects of, 141-2; optimum, 141; 
and capital, 14o-1; and land, 
14o;andnationalincome, 139-42. 

Population problem, qualitative, 
142, 147-9; quantitative, 142--7; 
and socialism, w·u, 142-9. 

Post Office, u. · 
Power, 153, 154, 155, ZZJ-4· 
Preferences, consumers', see 

Demand, estimation of; workers', 
1e1 Occupation, free choice of 
and Labour, allocation of, be
tween occupations. 

Preferences that cannot be ex
pressed on the market, 53-4. • 

Premium-bonus wages, us. 
Present and future consumption, 

ru Capital and Saving. 
Price as means of comparing 

dissimilar goods, ns-x7; as 
measure of cost, 72-5 ; control in 
IJlriculture, 169-?0i discrimina
tion, 15o-3, 155; equated to 
cost, 72'"""3, 99, 112; equated 
to marginal product, 73 ; and 
acarcity, 37; see also Value. 

Price-formation, statistical methods 
in, 63-4, 104-5· 

Prioe-le\•el, control of. 199-203; 
general, 49, 196-203; measure
ntent of, 196-7; stable, 197-9· 

Price policy of public utilities, I so-
6s. 

Price-system, arbitrary elements 
in, zos-13; as a fonu of econo· 
mic co-ordination, 3-5, 204-5; 
automatic operations of, zu-3 ; 
l't"f.!ulatt"S demand, z8, 48-s 1, 
1 by ; under capitalism, 4 -s, z8. 

Pri001, tixtd, 6z, 198; general index 
numbers of, 116, 197; and 
mont)', 189-20~. 

Pncmj!, imposstbility of, under 
IOCillli&m. l], 109-IS, ll4i inde
pendent of private ownership, 
1 u, 11 s; of consumption goods, 
«. 41l-s 1, 6o-4; of factors of 
production, zS, 73-5, 98-101; 
of bbour, 99-101; of land, 99, 
101; o( production goods, 98-

109; w.ader socialism, 2-4, z6-<), 
98-103, Ill-IS, Z04i and plan.t 
ning, complementary not antago· 
nistic, zzo. 

Private appropriation of rent, 
interest, and profit, s-8, 98, 167. 

Private enterprise, average cost in, 
1671 under socialism, 30, t66-
7Z, 189-91, 233; and foreign 
trade, 177-8, 179. 

Private ownership, not essential to 
pricing process, nz, II 5; of 
capital, 167; of credit, 6; of land, 
s-6, 167 j of means of produc
tion, 5-6, 231. 

Product, marginal, see Marginal 
product. 

Production, factors of, see Factors 
of production and Production 
goods; index numbers of, n6-
I7 ; period of, 78""'"9; standardi
zation of, zs, 37-8; and techno
logy, 140. 

Production goods, 65-117 (see also 
Capital and Saving) ; pricing of, 
98-109. 

Production, means of, see Means of 
production. 

Productivity, changes in, 195, zoz-
31 zo8; increased, I-.&, zs, 37-8, 
41, 84, 195. 197-8. 

Profit, I 67; accrues to Social Fund, 
98, 135-6; private appropria
tion of, s-8, 98, 167. 

Progress, see Technical progress. 
Property, private, see Private 

ownership; and inequality, 6-8, 
132-3; income from, exogenous 
and endogenous, 184. 

Protection, su Tariffs. 
Public enterprise, u. 
Public finance, 47, 59. zo6. 
Public health, su Health, public. 
Public opinion, control over, under 

capitalism, zn. 
Public ownership and &OCialism, 

8, 1}-11, 16-17. 
Public utilities, 10711., z:z3-4; Cllll· 

petitive, I 54; costs in, I 5o-4 j 
economic peculiarities of, 15o-1; 
price policy of, tso-6s j and 

•m L lJ 
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monopoly, xso; and. two-part 
tariff, xss. xs6-7. 

Public works, 57· 
Publicity, see Advertisement. 
Publicity of data under socialism, 

9. 17. 
Purchasing-power parity, 178-So. 

Qualifications for occupations, 
t'},I-2. 

Questionnaires, 45· 
Quotas, agricultural, t7t-2; trans-

ferable, 171; in foreign trade, t5. 

Railway, sitin~ of, So-t, zto-J t. 
Rate-boss, us. 
Rationalization, to, IS· · 
Rationing, 44-5, 49, I2I, 221. 
Recreation, 32, 39-40, z:n. 
Regional variations in wages, 127-

9· 
Reichsbahn, 159· 
Rent, 65, 75-8, I67; accrues to 

Social Fund, 98, t35-6; control 
in agriculture, I?Oi of ability, 
133-s, 137; private appropria
tion of, 5-8, 98, 167. 

Representative institutions, 44, 46-
7, 48, s6. 

Resources, t-3 (see also Factors of 
production); allocation of to 
different uses, 204; consumer's 
proportion held as money, I93 n. 

Return to factor of production, see 
Marginal product. 

Returns, diminishing and increas
ing, 105-?. t40. 

Revolution, 184, 233· 
Risk, insurable and uninsurable, 

93; see also Uncertainty. 
Roman Catholics, 144. 
Rubber, 230. 
Rule of Law, 235-?· 

Salesmanship, see Advertisement.' 
Saving (see also Capital), I, 74, 

78-85,136, 238-4o;arbitraryde
cisions involved in, 84. zos, zo6-
(i collective, 82-5, .n8, 136, 
207, 238-4o; individual, 83 n., 
193. 2o8, 239 "· 

Savings, control of, 20I~. 

Scandinavia, 169. 
Scarcity, I~j abolition of, 25-6, 

35:-43; and cost, 65-6,72-5; and 
pnce, 37, ll3-14. 

Science and Health, 236. 
Scientific management, xs, las. 
Scientific research, 40, t09. 
Seasonal goods, 6t. 
Secrecy under capitalism, 9, 19, 

109, 205. 
Security of livelihood, 233· 
Self-government, industrial, 1 r. 
Skill and wages, 17,7, 
Skilled labour, 68. 
Smoke-pollution, S· 
Social and individual values, diver· 

gence between, so-t. 
Social cost, 1 o8-g. 
Social Dividend, 137, 168, 189, 

201, '1.03, 238-40. 
Social Fund, Ss, 98, 103, xo8, 135-

9, 201-3, 238-4o; recipient of 
rent, interest ·and profit, 98, 
135-6. 

Social life, experiment in ways of, 
54· 

Social nature of economic rela· 
tions, 21. 

Social services, 35 n., 47, St~o, 
t68, au; limits to, under capi· 
talism, SS-?i reduce inequality, 
134. 137· 

Socialism, criticisms of, u-13; 
definition of, 9-1 t ; general 
notion of, s-8; impossibility of 
pricing under', 13, xog-rs, 214; 
libertarian, 26, 27-9; National, 
6; unplanned, t6-I7i and eco· 
nomic calculation, 109-15; and 
entrepreneur function, 13, 2IJ
I9i and equality, 8, g-n; and 
family life, 138-g, 145-7; and 
feminism, 138-g; and foreign 
investment, 18o-4; and foreign 
trade, 29-30, I 73-88; and free· 
dom, 231-7; and incentives, n
t2; and planning, g-n, 16-18; 
and population problem, n, 12, 
142-9; and pricing, 24, 26-9, 98-
103, III-IS, 204; and private 
enterprise, 30, 1 66-72, 233 ; and 
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public ownership, 8, crx I, x6-I7i 
and publicity of data, 9, 17, 177, 
213; and voluntary associations, 
30, I901 :&J:&, 236; and war, 184-
8; as the political aim of the 
non-owning class, 8. 

Socialist agriculture, I 68-7:&; and 
licences, 17o-1; and price-con
trol, 169-70, and quotas, 171-a; 
and rent-control, 170. 

Socialist economics, arbitrary ele
ments in, aos-x3, 123-4. 

Socialist transport, xs8-6s. 
Soviet Union, central bank in, 88 n. ; 

increased production in, I:&; 
labour in, 120, 121, 123; new 
bourgeoisie in, 133; planning in, 
88 11., 19111.; population growth 
in, 145; trade unions and social 
&ervices in, 59 j transport in, I 56, 
164; wages in, 124"·i and 
foreign trade, 181, 186. 

Stakhanovite movement, 1:&4 11. 
Standardization, 25, 37~, 58-9, 

2J2. 
State, transfonned under a classless 

aociety, 237. 
tState intervention, see Interven

tion. 
1 State-machine, control of, 234-5. 
Statistical methods of detennining 

prices, 63-4, 104-s. 
Sutistical treatment of uncertainty, 

97-8. 
Stock exchange boom of 1918, 2%9. 
Subbotnik., 1 u. · 
Subsidiee to industry, 130, ZJO. 
Substitution, 1-3, z6, xoz, 112, 

ZIJ-14. 
f;upply, composite, 73; joint, 99. 
Supply of Capital, su Saving. 
Supply of labour, 1oo-1; in general, 

139-49· 
Supreme Eoonomic Council, 30; 

and capital and interest, 83-6, 92, 
zol!; and costing, 99, 101-7; 
and demand, 63; and economic 
orvaruuuon, 30, 219, 121-2; 
and fort.ll!ft trade, 173-4. 177, 
1 76 ; and geo(lT'IplUcal planning, 
91, uS; and labour and •'88C*, 

uS, 129, 131; and money and 
prices, 194, 195, 197, 199, zot, 
203; and planning, 22I-:&: 
and statistical determination of 
prices, 104-5· 

Surplus value, 22. 
Sweated labour, S· 

Tapering rates in transport, 157, 
160. 

Tariffs, 15, 19, 177, 217, U?~. 
Taxation, direct and indirect, 59; 

local, 59, xs8; on high incomes, 
135, 137i on transport, 163. 

Technical progress and leisure, 
:zo8; and obsolescence, 85-7; 
and planning, 229; and rate of 
interest, 79, 84; and uncertainty, 
95-6. 

Technocrats, 71. 
Technology and the age of plenty, 

41 ; and economics, 2-3 ; and 
production, 140. 

Time, as element in production, 
75, 78-93, 94, 101; see also 
Capital and Uncertainty. 

Time-boss, us. 
Time-preference, 79, 81-a, 1.07. 
Time-rates, us. 
Tin, 2JO. 
Tokens, consumption, fS, 49-50. 
Token-money, 192. 
Town-planning, 212, 217, 124-
Trade, foreign, see Foreign trade. 
Trade unionism, 15, 59, u6, 209, 

217. 
Transference of labour, 87, I2C)

JI1 174-
Transition, temporary abridge. 

ment of freedom during period 
of, 235-6. 

Transport, 153, 154. 156-8, •s8-
6s, 123-4: air, 164; canal, 156, 
159, 16o, 161, 163-4; coastal, 
159, 161, 164; goods, 15cr61; 
land, 159- 64; local, s8; passen. 
ger, 161-a; rail, 154. 155, rs6, 
159, 16o, 161, 162; road, \S4o 
156, 159, 16o, 161, 162-J, 2JOi 
eea, 159, 164-s;eoci&list, 1sS-6s. 

Two-put tari.ti, 155""7· 
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~yranny and exploitation, 234-5. Voluntaryassociationsundersocial
ism, 30, 190, 232, 236. 

Uncertainty, 75, 101; definition of, 
93-4; inherent in all production, 
94-7; and capitalism, 93-4; and 
changes in demand, 95, 96-7; 
and risk, 93-7; and technical 
progress, 95-6. 

Uncertainty-bearing, 75,93-8, rot, 
228. 

Uncertainty-surcharge, 75, 93-8, 
101, 135; calculation of, 97-8. 

United States, s8, ISJ, 229, 230: 
see also America. North. 

Unplanned socialism, 16r17. 
Unspent margin, 193 n., 195. 
Urban concentration, 157-8, 175-

6 .• 
U.S.S.R., see Soviet Union. 
Utility, marginal, see Marginal 

utility. 

Vagabond wage, 134-
Value, 26 (see also Price mul 

Pricing); future, 79; imputed, 
204; labour theory of, 431 67-
7l, 113. 

Variety, 38, 96. 
Vehicle tax (road transport), 163. 
Velocity of circulation of money, 

193ft. 

Wages, in private sector, 167-8; 
index number of, 197; methods 
of payment, 125, 127; premium
bonus, us; piece-, us, u6; 
regional variations in, 127-9; 
time, 125; under socialism, 123-
4, 125-32, 189, 239-40; vaga
bond, 134; women's, 138-9; and 
dangerous conditions, u6, IZ7; 
and equality, 132-5; and product 
of labour, 1oo-1, n8, 123-32; 
and skill, 127. 

Wants, insatiability of, 25, 35-40; 
and needs, 31--2. 

War and economic imperialism; 
20, 185-6; and migration, 187-
8; and socialism, 184-8, 225. 

Women's fashions, 97i welfare, 
138; work and wages, 138-9. 

Work, see Labour. 
Work and leisure, choice between, 

· 205, 208-10. 
Works, public, 57· 
Working-day, standard, u6. 

Years'purchase,8I,8+ 

Zero rate of interest, 8s. 
Zinsknechtschajt, 6. 
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